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In honor of my mother…

Martha bat Sarah

Before all my Rabbis and even before my father,
I wish to thank you…
Thank you for a lifetime of support and patience…
You have always been there when any of us children have needed you.
You have certainly put up with your share!
You have earned your good portion in the World to Come…
I thank you from the bottom of my heart for everything,
and I know my sisters will agree.



   

In loving memory of my Rav and friend,

HaRav Meir Levi zt’l,

top student of the head Mekubal of Yerushalayim

Moreynu Rabbeynu HaRav Mordechai Sharabi zt’l
I pray that I honor your memory and fulfill your charge to me.
Please accept this work as a token of my thanks for teaching me.
If it were not for you, this work would not have been done…
May your soul rest in Gan Eden along the many others
who inhabit the Heavenly palaces in peace.



   
In loving memory of my father,

Aharon ben Hayim…

I pray that the service I provide for others honors you above…
I pray that I am following in the footsteps you would have wanted for me
by always placing the needs of others before my own…



A special word of thanks to my wife Hadassah.
She has taught me as much as any of my Rabbanim.
HaShem truly works in strange and mysterious ways.
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HaRav Fred Yeshua Dweck

Fred had a profound effect on our lives and through us on the lives of those around us.
He taught us to appreciate and understand everything
from sefirot to kavanot, from tabouli to arak.
He gave us directions and showed us each our path.
He pointed us towards each other and to our present teacher HaRav Ariel Bar Tzadok.
We thank HaShem for the precious time that we were blessed to have with our Rav,
and for having sent Danielle who loved, comforted and cared for our friend.
We miss his smile and the strength and hope we received from his presence.
May his memory be for a blessing for all.
May the study and observance inspired by this sefer
be a blessing for Fred’s memory and may it elevate his soul.

 
His Talmidim,

Bob Fisher
Gary E. Gleicher
Barbara Harris Klaristenfeld
Cheston D. Mizel
Devorah A. Spindel
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For the sake of Ahavat Yisrael,

    
Dedicated by the Fisher Family
“Our Sages have said that when Israel is at peace
with one another, no evil can afflict them…
and the Divine Presence will not disappear from amongst
them even if they were to commit idolatry…
As it was in the generation of [King] Ahav, even though
Israel was practicing idolatry, because there was peace
between them, they would go out to war and return
victorious.
Yet, when there is no peace between them, they fall [in
battle], even if there is amongst them righteous individuals
as it was with the generation of [King] David.

(Midrash Rabbah 38:6).

Therefore has our exile been extended
because of the sins of infighting
and reasonless hatred amongst us.”
Sefer Haredim, Chapter 7, Rabbi Eliezer Azkari
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In memory of…

Sylvan Kaplan
A man of integrity, honor,
generosity and character
Ascended to Shamayim on March 29, 2006

From the Kaplan family…

Doris

and her children

David, Earl & Gary
and the grandchildren:

Jason, Jon, Ben, Ananda,
Lex, Courtney, Alivia,
Kalki & Sunny Sky
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In loving memory of…

Moshe Morris
Mizel
A man whose life
was spent in search of a higher reality.
May his Neshama be elevated
by the Tikunnim done with this work
and may he find his place among the Tzadikim
in Gan Eden HaElyon.
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In loving memory of

Gitel Bat Lieb
A true woman of valor.
Ascended to Shamayim
on the 17th Adar Bet 5757
May her Neshama be elevated
by the Tikunnim done with this work
and may she find her place among the Tzadikim
in Gan Eden HaElyon.

Dedicated by her daughter,

Sherry Daniels
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In loving memory from Baruch and Judy Brenner



   
to Elyshah and Malakhi Razyel Saye

May this book warm your hearts, open your eyes to the wonders
of HaShem and create for you soundness of mind.
Be now ‘children of G-d that HaShem intends you to be.

From your loving parents, John and Rita Saye


   
In merit of Natan ben Aviva,

May HaShem bless him with a long happy and healthy life
in Torah and Mitzvot, Amen.

From his Abba, Eliyahu ben Avraham

-----------------------------------------

   

L’iluei Nishmat Marat Leah bat Chayim Khazina
Niftera b’Shabat Ki Tisa 20 Adar 5764 (March 13, 2004)
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Introduction - Instructions

I

t is important that you read and understand this.

What you have before you is no mere book. I never sat down at
any time and wrote this work from start to finish, intending it to be
in its present format. This book is a collection of many of my essays
and lessons written over a period of more than a decade. Most of this
material was posted on my website KosherTorah.com . There is still a
tremendous amount of material there, not published here.
This introduction is my “owner’s manual” or a sorts for this
book. In compiling together this selection of my works, I find it vitally
important to write this introduction so that you, my reader, will know
what to make of what you read, and how to make proper and best use
of what I now present before you.
In making the selections for this book and placing them in the order
that I did, I am saying much about practices and procedures of what is
today referred to as the Kabbalah Nevu'it (prophetic Kabbalah). This
is probably the most ancient and the most powerful form of Kabbalistic
teachings. This path, when followed properly, along with a lifestyle
of Torah, mitzvot and holiness will enable the student to experience
many spiritual things previously unheard of or unknown. I do not need
to elaborate here because as you proceed, your own experiences will
speak to you more than any words that I can write.
Let me also state here that many times I do not spell out clearly
what it is I am saying. In many cases I only drop hints and expect you,
my reader, to notice my subtle nuances and to extrapolate from them.
Like my teachers before me and their teachers before them, it is my
practice to reveal a little and conceal a lot. I do this so as to get you,
my reader, to pay attention to finer, more subtle things. It is not my
xx
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way, nor is it the way of true Kabbalah to lay out everything before the
aspiring student.
Kabbalah means “to receive.” In order to receive one must open
oneself to receiving. This requires effort on our parts. You must be
able to receive not only academic information, you must also be able
to receive instruction in how to think in a psychic format. You must
learn the Kabbalistic way of sensing the presence of knowledge, and
then learn how to extract it, distinguish good from evil and then how
to apply everything properly. This procedure requires of the individual
student effort and practice. It is wrong to spell out everything in
writing, simply because the words will never do justice to the practice.
Therefore, everything in this book is designed to teach you far more
than just what the words herein detail.
Pay attention, you might have to review certain material numerous
times to recognize the connections that I have subtly weaved in here
say between certain sections in Part One and Part Three.
I have divided this work into four sections, each dealing with
a distinct yet overlapping area of knowledge and practice. While
section one is entitled Knowledge (Medah) and deals with concepts,
do not be distracted by this. Even within abstract knowledge, there
are fundamental understandings that are necessary to apply when it
comes to performing practices, especially the advanced ones.
Section two deals with the meditations (kavanot) found within
traditional morning prayers (Shaharit) recited daily by Torah observant
Jews. By the nature of this material, it is designed to serve the needs of
that community exclusively. However, I am very well aware that many
more are interested in this material and will study it thoroughly. I am
sure that by exposing the true depths underlying what appears to be
traditional prayer, many will be inspired to renew their commitments to
these ancient practices and many more, who will come to understand
them, will also come to embrace them.
Section three deals with techniques of Kabbalistic meditations
of the prophetic school. This section provides practical meditative
techniques and their instructions for usage. They cover a wide variety
of applications, yet underlying them all is the source of all spiritual
strength, this is one’s connection to the holy Name of HaShem, Yod
Kay Vav Kay. I have detailed material in this section rarely dealt with
in any language including Hebrew/Aramaic. Connection (devekut),
this is the key that unlocks all doors. It is not enough to talk or learn
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about it, one must be able to experience it. This section will guide you
to do just this.
Section four includes a number of prayers and other devices that
are very helpful in elevating the soul, directing questions to Heaven,
receiving answers and for focusing one’s consciousness on higher,
more holy realities. I have included herein some very ancient material
from sources some would call Kabbalah Ma’asit (magic). Yet, as every
true Kabbalist and Torah faithful Jew knows, there is no such thing
as magic. There are only various grades of spiritual technologies
unbeknown to the majority of peoples. Belief in magic is foolish and
best reserved for those of a primitive mindset. Our purpose here
is obviously education, and that means going through a process of
embracing maturity, spiritual maturity.
Long ago, tradition tells us that Abraham (Avraham Avinu) taught
the members of his generation about the truth of the One G-d. It is
this exact purpose why I reveal this material now. Like Avraham Avinu
before me, and like so many other holy Sages of Torah since then, I
endeavor to enable you my readers not to just learn about these things,
but also to experience them directly. As the old saying goes, “talk is
cheap, action speaks louder than words.”
Just a quick note about the title of this book. After long hard
deliberations, I chose a title that actually came to me in a dream. As I
went to bed one night asking a dream question (which I have included
a formula herein in section four), I had a dream seeing the image of
the three Sages mentioned in the Book of Daniel who were thrown into
a fire because of their faith and allegiance to HaShem. The Biblical
story states that an angel appeared to them in the fire and protected
them from being burned. Four individuals were seen, “walking in the
fire.” I knew immediately that this was the message of this book and
therefore this had to be its title.
In Kabbalistic tradition, fire is a metaphor for the spiritual/intuitive
realm of Mind called Atzilut. More about this realm and the other
realms of mind are explained in my essay in Section One entitled, ‘the
Mind’s Owner’s Manual.” This book is geared to direct aspiring souls
to fulfill the Torah commandment of Devekut (also explained in detail
in Section One). There is no connection to Heaven that is not spiritual.
There is no spirituality that is exclusively intellectual. There must
exist the intuitive/psychic component in order for Devekut to exist.
Therefore, spiritual/psychic connection is always metaphorically
represented by fire.
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This is why the three men in Daniel had no fear of the physical
flames. This was because there was a forth amongst them who had
the appearance of an angel. This was no mere angel. This was a
manifestation of the highest element within their individual souls. As
they walked in the fire and were not harmed, my prayer and intent is
to teach you how to do this for yourselves, metaphorically speaking of
course.
Also, by no coincidence the original Aramaic term for “walking
in the fire,” is  , which is the equal numerical value
(gematria) of Mashiah Ben David. The significance of this will become
apparent through certain material I have provided in Section One.
As I mentioned, this book is a collection of essays written over a
period of close to 20 years. You might find that in one place I describe
something in one way and in another place in another way. Although
my editors and I have tried to smooth out all apparent differences,
I decided not to be overly meticulous in this. Each essay is meant
to stand on its own merits. Therefore, there really is no beginning,
middle or end to this book. Inconsistencies therefore are not really
there, there are just different ways of expression that I have used at
different times. I go with the flow and it is important that also learn
how to do this.
This book is not written in accordance to traditional western
secular academic standards. I am not writing to educate you about
the material herein. On the contrary, I am trying to teach you how
to actually use them. In essence, what I have written is a traditional
Hebrew text on the practices of Kabbalah meditation (Kabbalah
Nevu’it); the only difference is that this text is in English.
I have pretty much explained now what I have wanted to say. The
rest of the learning and growth is up to you. I do believe that as you
begin to practice this material you will also begin to have spiritual
experiences of your own. They may be very confusing and you might
desire to have someone to whom you can ask questions. While I myself
will not be available, there are however many qualified and good Torah
observant teachers out there who can be of assistance. I myself am
training students in these techniques with the specific intent that they
become guides and teachers to others. If you feel you are in need
of direction and have nowhere else to turn, you can always contact
our website www.koshertorah.com and someone here might be able
to direct you.
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Thus, in conclusion, I bless you all with success in your studies and
I want to encourage you never to underestimate your own personal
spiritual abilities and worth. You can reach out and touch G-d, more so
you can open yourselves to be touched by G-d in return. All you have
to do is to do the right things in the right way and as a consequence,
the right results will occur. Try it for yourselves and see for yourselves
the awe and wonder of the Holy Torah.
Now, before we begin, let me offer you the first of many gifts. This
is a prayer and a Kabbalistic invocation rolled together. Its source is in
one of the more authoritative texts of holy Names. Here it is:
“In times of distress, recite this pasuk and these names.
Prior to doing so, take a sip of water in honor of Heaven.
After you drink, recite these Names and nothing will be able to harm you,
you will have nothing to fear.”

    
    
  
“Behold G-d is my salvation, I will trust and not be afraid; for my strength
and my song is Yah HaShem and He has become my salvation.”
(Isaiah 12:2)
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Students and Supporters.
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xxv

Kollel

I have personally studied with HaRav Bar Tzadok for 2 years.
Before I began to study with the Rav, I was not fully Torah observant,
yet, before he was willing to accept me as his student the Rav made
my learning with him conditional on my embracing a Torah observant
lifestyle. I said “yes”.
Why did he ask me this? Because I have come to realize that
observing Mitzvot allows one to harmonize their mind and body in the
proper way to allow the Kavanot, Kabbalistic meditations and practices
to work properly.
How did I get motivated to study Kabbalah? For over 25 years,
I practiced a form of Eastern meditation, often devoting four to five
hours a day to my meditative practices. In 2002, I met with an Eastern
spiritual leader who told me that if I truly want to gain union with G-d,
if I wanted to gain enlightenment, then I must learn Kabbalah; he told
me my path is the “Tree of Life”.
I began going to Israel every year, meeting Rabbis and Kabbalists,
and sifting through the knowledge and teachings that are available.
In HaRav Bar Tzadok, I found someone who has studied with
some of the greatest Sephardic Kabbalists of the past generation. He
studied at the Kabbalistic yeshiva Beit El in Jerusalem, and personally
attended classes with some of the greatest names in recent Kabbalah
history, including HaRav Yitzhak Kaduri zt’l, HaRav Shmuel Darsi zt’l
and HaRav Shalom Hadaya. He was also the private personal student
of HaRav Meir Levi zt’l, the foremost student of the Head Kabbalist of
Jerusalem, HaRav Mordechai Sharabi zt’l.
During this time in the early 1980’s HaRav Bar Tzadok learned
many of the sacred and secret practices that have been passed down
through the ages from teacher to student. One great lesson he has
passed on that means the most to me is that the learning of Kabbalah
is NOT just a philosophical or academic pursuit!
It is a pursuit that requires full observance of Torah law united
with serious levels of meditation and prayer. In ancient times, the
Sages did not just sit down and philosophize about the Torah in order
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to gain union with God; they took the journey within to merge with
the Creator, HaShem, even as outlined in the Shulkhan Arukh, Orah
Hayim 98.
This book “Walking in the Fire” is not just a text about philosophy;
it is a practical handbook with many practices to give the student
methods to practice in order to develop your container (mind and
body) so that it can receive the light of G-d.
So many people ask, “How can I get connected?” “How can I have
an experience of G-d?” The answer is not in the study of philosophy!
While it is essential to have a clear understanding of the correct nature
of things, nonetheless, actual union with G-d is beyond any mere
philosophical study of Kabbalah. One must be able to expand one’s
thoughts beyond the realms of the intellect and into total non-linear
reality, beyond individual existence, for only here; with the surrender
of self can one come to experience G-d.
The essential way to do this is by performing the mitzvot of the
Torah. I have learned through personal experience how observance
creates the proper alignment of one’s physiology, mind and soul. The
practices in this book are great tools to help take the journey from
Asiyah to Yetzirah, and from there into Beriah, and who knows, maybe
even into Atzilut itself.
It is a journey that takes a sincere seeker. It is not for the faint of
heart or one with weak resolve.
I am happy that I could help HaRav Bar Tzadok in making this
practical knowledge available. I hope you will use it. May Heaven
bless you on your journey.
David (last name withheld at the Rav’s request).
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Walking in the Fire

Chapter One

Stop! Listen And Learn
Words of Contemplation.

S

top! Yes, right from the beginning, stop! Slow down! Your
mind is already going too fast.
The major reason why problem solving is often so difficult is
not because we do not know what to do, but rather because we are
confused with so many options and variables of what to do.
Our society has conditioned us to think quickly and rationally. We
worship intellect and knowledge. We believe that greater knowledge
leads to greater truth. While this principle does indeed bare some
merit, we nonetheless have made the mistake of confusing greater
knowledge with increased information. It is the opposite that is most
often true. The greater the information, the lesser the knowledge one
is able to extract from it.
This is the problem often faced by intelligence agencies around
the world. There is no lack of information about what the enemy is
planning to do next. What there is instead is confusion about all the
contradictory statements about what the enemy is planning to do
next.
In other words, using the proverb, one is looking for a needle in
a haystack. What makes the search even harder is that there a large
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number of needles in the haystack and out of all of them, only one
is the right one. So, how is one to know which needle is the right
one? This is the dilemma for intelligence agencies and for intelligent
individuals. The way to battle external enemies and the enemy within
ourselves is often one and the same.
One can analyze all the trees in the forest and know each one
intimately, and at the same time “not see the forest through the trees.”
In other words, one can get so weighed down with details that one
loses sight of and forgets what the original goal is. All this occurs
because the mind races too fast, is too distracted by details, and too
detached from the original source of true knowing.
Throughout the centuries our Sages have warned us against this
speed of the mind. In Pirkei Avot (1:1) we are given sound advice: “havu
mitunim ba’din.” This is usually translated as “be deliberate in judgment.” Yet, the
word “mitunim” does not mean “deliberate”, it means, “to go slowly.”
Even in the Kabbalah, this same warning is given. In the Sefer
Yetzirah (1:8), in the first chapter which is a training manual for the
mind, the advice is given, “silence your mouth from speech and your heart (meaning
here the mind) from contemplation.” In other words, in order to experience
spiritual reality, something beyond the intellect must be used. The
Mishna continues and says “if your thoughts race ahead, return to the place.” The
“place” spoken of is the heart, the seat of the inner self.
If one wishes to experience the spiritual, one must first learn to
be silent. If one wishes to achieve true knowledge in this world (in
order to judge daily affairs), then one must deliberate matters slowly.
Silence and slowness, these are the keys to success, whereas at the
same time, they are the opposites of intellect. This is not merely a
spiritual truism; this is also sound psychology, as the following words
of Carl Jung will demonstrate.
"The intellect does indeed do harm to the soul, when it dares to possess itself of
the heritage of the spirit. It is in no way fitted to do this, for spirit is something
higher than intellect, since it embraces the latter, and includes feelings, as well.
It is a guiding principle of life that strives towards super-human shining
heights." (Carl Jung, CW 13:7)
It is the mind, not the body, that needs to slow down and to quiet
itself. This concept is not hard to understand; it is only one of many
concepts understood by the rationale intellect. Yet, because it is only
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one of many, it is like the one needle amongst the many and thus cannot
be seen. It is like the forest that cannot be seen through the trees.
We do not suffer from lack of information, we suffer from lack of
direction, and direction does not originate from the mind. Direction
comes from the heart! Slow down your thinking and let your heart feel
these words, and all of a sudden you’ll have the right “needle” and you
will see a forest instead of a bunch of trees.
Feeling from the heart is a lost art to most of us. This is why
today the majority of individuals somehow feel lost. They are lost in
the world, because they are first lost to themselves. How can one find
one’s way in the world if one cannot even find one’s way within one’s
own heart? How can one be at peace with the world when one is not
even at peace with oneself? How can one be at peace with oneself if
one does not even know oneself? How can one know one's self, when
one is thinking ever too fast to slow down to hear one’s own inner
voice and feelings?
Bottom line is, we move too fast in this world to even recognize a
true glimpse of ourselves. Our minds rush about so fast with so much
information, that we cannot hear the cry of our heart pointing to us
that one right direction which is uniquely correct for the individual to
walk and at that moment precisely.
"Direction in life is not a simple straight line, fate confronts us like an intricate
labyrinth, all too rich in possibilities and yet of these possibilities only one is the
right way". (Carl Jung, CW 7-72)
The voice of the heart is drowned out amongst all the other voices
of logical and rational explanations. This sorry state of affairs, where
one is lost unto one’s own heart, is the deepest meaning of what we
call Galut (exile). There is no greater exile than from one’s self. There
is no greater redemption than finding one’s self.
"It is, unfortunately, only too clear that if the individual is not truly regenerated
in spirit, society cannot be either, for society is the sum total of individuals in
need of redemption" (The Undiscovered Self, Carl Jung, pg. 63)
One can only find G-d when one knows who it is that is seeking
the Divine Face. How can one find G-d when one cannot even find
one's self? One can be staring G-d directly in the Face and not know
it because there is no “one” to be aware of and feel what it is one is
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actually doing. This is our terrible dilemma; before we can conquer
our worlds, we must first conquer our inner selves, and for most, the
inner self is the most unexplored and dangerous of places.
Inside the inner self, the brave man can become a coward, and
the handsome one can become ugly. Inside the inner self, the wise
can become foolish, and the rational can become confused. One needs
merely to look at one’s dreams to see how different the images and
pictures in our minds differ from the external reality of our waking
state. Yet, it is in our dreams, when our minds do lighten up a bit that
we are given a glimpse of our true inner selves. We grasp it, if just for
an instant just how ill and weak we are on the inside.
Most care not to know about their inner states. The logic behind
this lack of concern is because of our over-emphasis upon this external
world of ours. Critics, perhaps even you, say that the tangible is what
is real and what must be dealt with. Therefore, the other stuff is
meaningless psycho-babble, and a terrible waste of time and energy
even to ponder.
Wouldn’t it be nice if all our problems could disappear with such
a simple dismissal? The problem is that like a shadow, our inner self
never ever goes away. It is always there, just behind us, lurking just
underneath the surface of our conscious minds. Like a specter, our
inner truths haunt us until at moments of decision or crises we are left
paralyzed by fear, indecision, or simply by just plain confusion and lack
of ability to choose the proper course of direction. This too proves the
old adage, “you can run, but you cannot hide.”
Stop already! Do not concern yourself with understanding the
words you are reading. Pay attention instead to what they are saying!
Feel this message, don’t just think about it. Take your time! Be “matun”.
Silence your mouth, still your heart. Learn to feel. Only in this way
will your heart be able to direct you to the proper thoughts. Without
this inner compass all alternatives look equal and the rational mind
can pick and choose which path appears the best. Yet, appearances
can be deceiving, what logically looks best often is not the best.
Facing life and making decisions with only one’s rational intellect is
like living life on a gamble. One never knows what the outcome will be.
Worse than this, one who is guided exclusively by logic, disavowing the
heart, is in essence living life blindly. Every step could be a dangerous
pitfall. Such a one lives life by a miracle. It is only by the Grace of
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G-d that such a one manages from day to day. And as our Sages have
warned us, we should not rely on miracles.
Come they may as G-d so chooses, yet our Sages advise us not to
expect miracles, for miracles ever so rarely come. Indeed, the messes
we face in life are most often self-made. The clean-ups therefore must
also be our own. Only in rare cases does G-d ever intervene with
a miracle. Waiting for such Divine intervention, when we should be
taking action on our own is a sure way to face defeat and suffering.
“ You shall love HaShem your G-d with all your heart.” It does not say, with all
your mind. “And these words I command you today shall be upon your hearts.” Again, the
heart is mentioned, and no mention is made of the mind or intellect.
We recite these words twice daily in the Shema Yisrael prayer, yet do
we hear their message? Do we know what it is that we are saying?
Torah is something to be felt in the heart, and only then to be
contemplated by the intellect. Without this there is no direction for the
mind. Without this there is only inner noise that brings disturbance,
rather than inner silence that brings true binding with G-d. The heart
moves slow and is silent in running. The head / intellect races forth
and roars. Silence the intellect, slow the mind, feel the heart, and find
G-d.
In our many sins, words of Torah often enter only the intellect
and seldom the heart. Close now the books and open now the heart.
Commune with your inner self. You’ll be surprised what you’ll find and
who you’ll meet. You will find the answers for all you seek in life. You
will find yourself, and most important you will find G-d.
And where is the Almighty Creator to be found? He is right there
next to you - next to the real you, in the shadow, dwelling inside your
heart. Being that you have spent so much time in your mind and not
enough time pondering your heart, G-d’s presence has gone unnoticed
by you. This is the meaning of “Hastarat Panim” (the concealment of
the Divine Face).
Change this now, and change your life. Don’t think about it. Feel
it! Do it!
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Chapter two

The Way of Torah,
The Flow of Life
Introduction into Kavanot, Yihudim and Tefilot

W

ithout an understanding of what goes on inside of one’s
own mind and inner self, one can never come to realize the concealed
potential that resides within the Torah.
Torah is a matter of psychology, science, physics and the laws of
nature, be it the inner nature of the human species or the outer natural
workings of the universe.
To view the Torah as merely a work of religion is to denigrate it to
the level of metaphor and myth.
For millennia the Sages of Torah have used its written Word to
educate and direct the Jewish public how to live in accordance with
the revealed Will of Heaven. This itself can be construed as a myth by
those who lack the personal existential experience of Torah as being
more than just a written document of religion.
The Torah is clearly of extraterrestrial origins. It is not of this
Earth. When we view Torah within this context we will recognize that
it must be explored as would anything else extraterrestrial in origin.
Torah is not indigenous to this Earth, whereas at the same it time is
completely familiar with those elements of ourselves which also are
not indigenous to this Earth.
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The physical part of us that is human is born, lives and dies here on
Earth. That part of us that is not indigenous to Earth is what inhabits
and possesses the physical body, using it as its vehicle while here and
disposing of it when time comes to leave. That part of us which is not
indigenous to Earth we call our Neshama soul, and it resides within the
unconscious part of the mind. It is this Neshama that emanates from
the same source as does Torah. It was for the sake of the Neshama
that Torah came to Earth. Torah and Neshama come from the same
home.
All the while that we place conscious emphasis on our human
physical side, we ignore our inner extraterrestrial origins and nature.
When we do this, we forget what it is that makes us human and we
descend to the consciousness of the animal, which is identifying with
the physical body.
Now, let me repeat what I said above. Without an understanding
of what goes on inside of one’s own mind and inner self, one can never
come to realize the concealed potential that resides within the Torah.
We humans are composite beings, partially indigenous to Earth,
partly extraterrestrial. Unless we explore, unlock and unleash both
true aspects ourselves, we will forever remain incomplete. While
incomplete we retain a feeling and sense of being lost. We spend our
entire lives looking for that which we seldom even know how to find.
In order to enable our discovery of self was Torah, like our
Neshama souls before it, sent here to Earth. Torah is our reminder,
our wake-up call and our salvation. We are awakened unto ourselves,
we are reminded of our true nature, and we are saved from ignorance,
amnesia and loss of purpose and destiny.
Without Torah as the arousing factor, our Neshama identity lies
dormant and asleep within us, seldom awakening. The sleeper must
awaken.
A call to awaken the sleeper falls upon deaf ears. Those asleep
cannot hear the call. How then does one awaken the sleeper? Can
one awaken one who is internally asleep as one awakens one who is
physically asleep? Apparently, more is needed that a mere nudge;
even a loud noise or distraction appears not to be enough. The only
way to awaken the inner sleeper is through a process of awakening
and this entails education and experience.
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Torah is our educator; yet in order for one to receive proper Torah
instruction one must also experience it as the vibrant Living Soul that
it is. Torah learning that is exclusively academic, placing facts and
information into the intellect alone, is not Torah experience. Torah
learning that is true is experienced; it is known in the heart, the deepest
place of knowing within the human experience.
When Torah is received within one ponders its meaning with a
sense of familiarity. When one learns Torah in one’s heart, one has a
feeling that the Torah learned is nothing new, but rather something
that one has always known and is now just being able to put into words
or another more familiar form.
True Torah learning is nothing new; it is merely an awakening
of something very, very old that is lying deep within us, waiting to be
awakened. The sleeper must awaken. One must cultivate remembering
the inner Torah that one already has within. Only when inner Torah is
recognized will the external Torah be understood properly. This is the
nature of Living Torah, also known as the Indwelling Presence, the
Shekhina.
We cannot escape reality. We can avoid it and we can even deny
it; we can choose not to see and not to hear. Nevertheless, what we
choose to ignore simply does not cease to exist merely because we
wish for it to be so. Reality is what reality is; it is not subject to our
interpretation of it, or our denial of it. What is, is what is. There is this
constant to the universe. This constant is the Torah.
Torah is the “image of G-d” in which we were created. Torah is the
blueprint into which G-d looked and then created the universe. Torah,
the human soul and our Creator are in a sense one and the same,
same in essence, differing only in degree. Thus to know one’s inner
Neshama soul is to know G-d; knowing G-d is to know Torah.
One cannot know G-d, or one’s own inner reality unless this
relationship is bridged and sealed through the Torah. This is a mere
statement of fact. It is natural Law and the Way of Heaven. This
truth is not subject to human review or acceptance. Truth is truth,
regardless of one’s relationship to it.
Truth does not become falsehood because one wishes to deny its
legitimacy. Truth remains and is what it is. Truth is self-evident and in
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the end will always prove itself for what it is. The mind without Torah
will question this truth and seek to deny it, change it, or redefine it.
Yet, in the end the mighty flow of the river of Torah truth will break
down and melt away any obstacles in its path.
Rivers always face obstacles that deter the natural flow of current.
Yet, nature works in such a way that it is the way of water to subtly
resist and to consistently reinforce itself. Eventually even the mightiest
of rocks are worn down by the river's consistency of flow. As it is
with the physical river of water, so it is with the river of Torah flowing
through human consciousness. Regardless of whatever resistance
presented by the mind lacking Torah, Torah in the end will wear down
all resistance and its truth will march on unhindered and undeterred.
This is destiny and natural law; it is inevitable.
Knowing Torah is experiencing self evident truth. Yet, in our
days where darkness and blindness are praised as accomplishments,
truth and the value of experience have been discarded. Although so
many suffer because of their foolish choices, there is rejoicing in such
foolishness and it is called freedom of expression and right of choice.
I have never understood why one rejoices in pain and why one would
embrace that which causes clear and evident harm.
A mind without Torah is truly a wasted tool. Yet, just saying so is
not enough to convince anyone of this truth. When blindness covers
the eyes and sleep enshrouds the mind, the only thing that can awaken
the sleeper and restore sight to the blind is the power of awakening
and experience. It used to be that seeing was believing, but today
people see so much and believe so little. Therefore, more than sight
must be provided.
Many are the forms used by the masters of Torah over the millennia
to expand human consciousness and to awaken the inner power of the
Neshama. We will learn herein only some of them. This work is not
meant to be an academic piece intending to document information and
fact. This work is an instructional manual, to teach you how to know
your Neshama, how to embrace Torah and how to reach out and touch
G-d.
The instructions herein have their sources from numerous places
throughout the great ocean of Torah and Kabbalistic teachings. Some
will be familiar from recent and popular sources; others will be taken
from no written record. This work is not intended to be polemic. The
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validity of the material herein is based entirely upon myself. One with
knowledge from other Torah sources will recognize the many teachings
herein and their lofty and sublime places of origins and authority.
Other teachings, the oral ones, I will relate to you without revealing
their sources, other than to say these are what I learned from my holy
teachers during the years when I lived in Jerusalem.
All of these teachings are in the forms of meditations and prayers.
Each of them has a psychological component that, when contemplated
properly, will open one’s mind to an awareness of profound truths. As
I have said, the sleeper must awaken.
As I proceed with the material, I will explain within each lesson
various teachings about the mind, its psychology, the true nature of
the spiritual universe, the depths of our holy Torah and much wisdom
about the reality of experiencing G-d. I present these lessons in no
special order, unless I otherwise say so. One can perform however
much or little that one desires. Yet, in accordance to the old adage,
“the reward will be in equal proportion to the effort invested.”
Therefore, as step one, give up any preconceived ideas about what
you are going to do, how you expect to see things and what you desire
to accomplish. Open yourself up to learning and allow Torah to be
your guide.
One point that must be emphasized here from the beginning; just
as one cannot become a master of the martial arts by just learning
from a book, so too is this applicable here with Torah.
One who wishes to become a master martial artist must study long
and hard and during the same time practice and practice even more.
So too is this with Torah. One can never become a martial arts master
all the while one’s body is weak, sick or broken. So too is this with
Torah.
The Torah requires of one a strong, healthy and complete body.
The body, of which I speak, however is two-fold. Not only must one
be physically strong and healthy, by eating properly and exercising
regularly; one’s body must properly reflect the wholeness of holiness of
the Torah itself. This only can come about through living the Torah.
This means that one must follow and obey the Torah’s directives.
Observing Shabat, keeping kosher, praying daily, observing the family
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purity laws - all these and the rest of the Laws of Torah are the Ways of
Heaven here on Earth and the vehicle for proper spiritual alignment and
perfection of the revelation of the inner power of the mind/Neshama
soul.
One must come to live a Torah life, regardless of what one believes
about it or feels to do. Feelings do not come into play here. Action
is what counts. Feelings are secondary at best. One does what one
must, regardless of how one feels about it.
Long ago, a great Torah master, Rebbe Meir, advised us to live
Torah, even if not properly motivated to do so, for in the doing will
come the motivation. Herein, he revealed one of the great secrets of
the mysteries of the Torah. It is in the doing of a thing that one can
connect to the essence of a thing.
Actions lead to emotional involvement, not the other way around.
One must first do, and then will the feelings come. One who waits to
feel first before acting will never come to act properly. Learn well the
wisdom of the ancients. Follow their course and like them you will
unleash your inner potential.
In order to know how to follow Torah one needs a proper teacher.
One will only find a proper teacher of Torah in the confines of the
Orthodox Torah communities. One cannot learn alone, for one cannot
make progress unguided. One must seek out and become a part of
a greater Torah community; join the local Orthodox synagogue and
live the Torah life. Only in this way can all the lessons of this book be
properly applied and experienced.
One cannot learn mastery of anything from a book. One must
live what one learns. One cannot expect Torah practices to effect
transformation unless one is doing what is necessary in order to allow
such changes to become manifest. This is a simple matter of common
sense. Do not allow either laziness or prejudice to blind your eyes
or cloud your mind. If you do the right things, the right things will
occur.
Contrarily, if you do not do the right things, the right things will
not be done. In addition, if one does the wrong things, then the wrong
things are done. Remember a wise old saying, “even the right means
in the wrong hands will cause the right means to work in the wrong
way.”
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You have been advised of what is expected of you. If you embrace
the wisdom, then the wisdom and power will embrace you in return.
However, if you consider yourself wiser than the ancients and you
choose to proceed along your own course in accordance to your own
rules, then be not surprised when you end up in a place of your own
design, far from Torah, far from G-d and, however unfortunate, but
also far from your own inner-self and true power within.
As with all matters in this world of illusion, the choice is ours to
embrace either the discipline of awakening or the comfort of sleep.
One cannot do both at the same time. One’s choice will make the one
easier and the other harder. One cannot encourage awakening and
sleep at the same time. The sleeper must awaken.
In the following lessons of this work, I will endeavor to educate
and provide practical instructions leading to experiential practices. I
will endeavor to expose much that has been concealed. At times, I will
even relate some things that are dangerous. I am not concerned that
one might cause oneself harm because only when a child approaches
too close to the fire does that one learn to appreciate and respect the
flame.
See for yourself what is here. Learn these lessons; practice them.
See what happens as a result. The sleeper will indeed awaken and
only then will the true work begin.
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Chapter three

Mind Owner’s Manual
Insights into the Construct of the Human Mind and
Psychological Processes in Accordance to Kabbalah
and Jungian Psychoanalysis

L

ost in the desert, one can indeed discover where one is; however,
this information will be of no use if one does not know where one is
going. In order to know where one is going one needs a map of the
terrain. One must know what is there, and where it is to be found. In
order to know all these things, it is best if one also knows the point of
one's origin; from the point of origin one can chart a course through
the vast desert, plot markers to confirm one’s path, and ultimately
arrive safely at one’s chosen destination. As it is with a course through
the wilderness, so is it with a course through the paths of the mind and
thought.
Although our Creator has blessed each of us with a brilliant and
profound mind, those who know how to use this precious gift are all
too few. As with any other vessel or apparatus, one must know how to
use one's mind. Knowledge of the usage of technical apparatuses does
not come naturally to us humans. We must be taught how to use an
item whose functions and applications are not all clear to the untrained
eye. The human mind is one such apparatus. Although we each have
one, most have never made the efforts to learn the mind’s “owner’s
service manual.” It is this alone that will teach one the true ways and
operations of how our minds are supposed to work. Unfortunately, we
do not pursue this knowledge; we thus find ourselves very limited in
the mental faculties. With this limitation well entrenched, most of us go
through life using much less than half our thinking and comprehension
capacities. When we wish to use the insulting term “half-brained” we
do not realize just how accurate we actually are.
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Our holy Torah serves as the owner’s manual for the human mind
and tells us what we need to know and do in order to enable the mind
to function to its maximum capacities. However, while the Torah
outlines the “what to dos” we must look into the Oral Torah to explain
to us the “whys” of why the system of the mind works the way it does.
For the technical details that underline the manual of the human mind,
we must turn to the details of the Kabbalah and the system of the ten
sefirot originally outlined by Rabbi Akiva in Mishnat Yetzirah.
The sefirot are said to be the vessels through which our Creator
allows Himself to be revealed here in our universe. The sefirot are
therefore attributes, corresponding to certain elemental functions
within the human psyche. Specifically the sefirot, ten in number are
divided into two distinct groups, the first group being the Mohin and
the second group being called the Midot. Mohin are the emanations
corresponding to the three levels within the realm of mind, including
the realms of human thought, both conscious and unconscious. The
Midot are the attributes of the heart, specifically the forces of emotion
and the forms that they give rise to. All in all, the ten sefirot are said
to be the spiritual image of the Divine in which we were created.
In order to understand the human experience and potential, we
must understand our inner structure, i.e. the make-up of our minds.
With this information we can come to know ourselves and know He
who has created us. Yet, before we proceed to discuss ever so briefly
the sefirotic outline of the realm of mind, human and otherwise, we
must first introduce some other relevant information.
When it comes to discussing the sefirotic outline of human mental
functioning it is important to realize that this is not a new course of
study. Many before have walked this path, both Sages of Torah and
otherwise. Indeed, many of the founding fathers of the science of
psychology were adepts in Kabbalah study and adapted many of its
teachings into their secular scientific understandings of the workings
of the mind.
Prominent amongst this group were Sigmund Freud, yet it was
not Freud who excelled in this endeavor. That privilege belonged to
one of Freud’s contemporaries, Carl Jung, the founder of Analytical
Psychology. Throughout his collected works Jung quoted often from
the Kabbalah. Indeed, in his autobiography he even claimed that
once during an illness he had a vision of none less than Rabbi Shimon
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Bar Yohai, author of the Zohar. While one may question the spiritual
source of Dr. Jung’s vision, nonetheless it does express his unique and
intimate knowledge of certain Kabbalistic principles.
Yet, one need not base this conclusion of a nefarious vision, one
need just look at Jung’s construct of the human mind, and its divisions
into conscious, and unconscious, and the influence of the archetypes
of the collective unconscious to recognize that Jung’s construct and
that as outlined in the Kabbalah of the sefirot match one another like
a hand in glove. Jung describes in a scientific language of his own
design that which our Sages of old have for centuries described using
Kabbalistic metaphors.
Kabbalistic metaphors are often a closed system even to many
of those who study them. It was not until the coming of the Ba’al
Shem Tov that one of Kabbalah’s greatest secrets became public and
common knowledge. As recorded in Sefer Ba’al Shem Tov (Va’et’hanan 69),
the Ba’al Shem taught that the Kabbalistic teachings about sefirot and
supernal worlds are actually meant to describe the inner condition and
worlds within the human experience (psyche and body), and not just the
condition of metaphysics. Indeed, the Ba’al Shem Tov was emphatic in
emphasizing that the only true way to study and understand Kabbalah
was by applying its teachings to the inner workings and rectification
within mankind, and not to the worlds external to us. This profound
secret transforms Kabbalah from a study and science of mysticism
and metaphysics into a psychological discipline, one intent upon the
rectification of the inner workings of man, and by this means to then
address the external correction of the problems in society.
Now, with these insights we can proceed to discuss the human
mind, and combine terminologies of the Kabbalah and psychology thus
enabling us to grasp a clear and practical picture of our own personal
inner workings and what we can do to make ourselves better, more
rounded, and more grounded, fulfilled human beings.
The human mind (Mohin in Kabbalah) is divided into three separate
aspects or sefirot. These are referred to as Keter, Hokhma and Binah.
They are translated respectively as Crown, Wisdom and Understanding,
but these names alone do not do justice in describing the actual
function and role each of these play within the constructs of human
consciousness and the mind. Let us then borrow some concepts and
terminologies from Carl Jung, even as he first “borrowed” them from
us, and use them to enable us to understand our own inner selves.
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When discussing the human mind I believe it best to begin
with that which we are most familiar. Therefore, let us discuss our
conscious logical awake minds; that which we are presently using
to read these words and comprehend them. The waking conscious
mind corresponds to the third and lowest of the Mohin sefirot Binah
(understanding). Binah is actually the level of human consciousness
that deals with our perceptions of the external world around us. Binah
consciousness connects us to the outside and thus enables us to build
bridges of understanding with that which is “foreign” to us.
That which exists outside of us does not exist in accordance to our
own personal set of rules. As such each and every thing in the world
is different from one another. In order to make sense out of what
could easily become chaotic, a common ground must be established.
This common ground is the first form of mutual communication. It is
a set of definitions and rules that we can all have in common. This
collective view of things is referred to commonly as objective reality.
It is the way things are as perceived as real and thus concrete by the
majority of people.
Binah therefore is what we define as rational, intellectual, and
academic knowledge. Binah includes our human faculty of conscious
cognition, analysis, interpretation and application. Binah is detached
knowledge, knowledge of that which is outside of us and that remains
outside of us.
Binah knowledge or Binah consciousness is our human reference
point from where we view the world. It is that proverbial point in the
desert where we know where we are. However, beyond Binah there
are other strata of the mind in realms which we define psychologically
as the unconscious. These other layers underlie Binah consciousness
and play a major role in defining it and directing it.
This first level of the unconscious corresponds to the Kabbalistic
sefirah Hokhma, wisdom.
This level of the mind is rather
comprehensively different from that of Binah. In many ways they
are diametric opposites. In the Kabbalah it is taught that Binah and
Hokhma head up the opposite columns of the sefirotic Tree of Life, with
Binah serving at the head of the left and Hokhma serving at the head
of the right. This also explains why Binah consciousness as described
above is also known to be housed in the left lobe of the human brain.
Therefore Binah consciousness can also be called “left-brain” thinking.
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Hokhma, by definition is “right-brain” thinking. Yet, Hokhma does not
deal with the external world and our relationship to it. Rather Hokhma
deals with our inner personal world and our relationship to it, meaning
our relationship to ourselves.
Hokhma consciousness is by definition a contradiction in terms.
Hokhma by definition is not in the arena of the conscious mind.
Hokhma resides in the unconscious. Thus, any knowledge of Hokhma
will not be academic and subject to the analytical cognitive function of
Binah thinking. Hokhma exists in a form that is much more nebulous,
much more archetypal, using the Jungian term. As such, while Binah
consciousness best expresses itself through the spoken word, the
Hokhma mind is best represented through pictures and imagery. We
see the truth of this in that, as both psychology and Torah agree,
dreams come to teach us lessons about our inner truths. Yet, we know
dream language is far from rational and objective. Dream language is
by definition pictorial, archetypal and one is in need of strong intuitive
powers to be able to logically fathom anything emanating out of a
dream symbol.
Hokhma deals with the realm of the human mind that reflects upon
itself and upon that aspect of life and reality unseen to the physical
eye. Hokhma is that level of the mind that cognizes and perceives
what we religiously call the spiritual realms. Dreams, visions, and
spiritual experiences are all part of the experiences of the Hokhma
mind. Perceptions at this level follow the rules unique to that aspect
of reality.
As the unconscious is not concrete and constructed of a single
objective reality, so the experience of the unconscious is unique to the
individual. Yet, at the same time that this is true, there are certain
pictorial representations that manifest themselves in the unconscious
minds of groups of individuals, specifically national or racial groups,
as well as the entire human race in general. These common pictorials
are what Carl Jung describes as the archetypes of the collective
unconscious.
This insight will help us understand two very important Kabbalistic
principles. First, with relationship to prophetic visions, no two prophets
ever perceived the identical imagery of the spiritual realms. This is
because individual perceptions cloak spiritual reality into a construct
form that is unique to the mind and life experience of the individual
prophet.
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At the same time that this is true, so is our second insight that
there are certain general interpretations of symbols both in dreams
and visions. Indeed, dream interpretation manuals have been written
by Rabbinic Sages for thousands of years. One of the more recent
ones published in Europe about 300 years ago is even referenced by
Sigmund Freud in his Interpretations of Dreams.
The Hokhma mind lies beneath the Binah mind and supports
and maintains it. Psychologically speaking it is a known fact that
the conscious mind is influenced and actually openly directed by the
unconscious mind. That which stirs in the depths of our unknowing
plays the major role of influence over everything that we do know.
As the Kabbalah would say the Moah of Hokhma bonds with and is
cloaked within the Moah of Binah. Thus there is a very profound
relationship between the two, Hokhma and Binah, and this sefirotic
relationship also explains for us the nature of the relationship between
the conscious and the unconscious mind.
Hokhma, as we have said, corresponds psychologically to the
unconscious aspect of the mind. Acquisition of Hokhma is therefore
diametrically opposed to how Binah is acquired. Conscious, cognitive
information about our external world is acquired through our interaction
with our world and the making of efforts intellectual and academic to
grasp an understanding of those things external to us. In order words,
in order to bring into ourselves knowledge that is originally outside of
us, much effort is required on our parts to achieve this transition.
With Hokhma, which is knowledge emanating from the unconscious,
this is entirely different. Being that Hokhma is unconscious, meaning
it is above rational logical thinking, it cannot be grasped by the
cognitive intellect. Hokhma exists autonomously and independently
of Binah. The logical mind is therefore not able to simply delve into
the unconscious at will, peel off its layers, and acquire knowledge from
within in similar manner as knowledge is acquired from outside.
Hokhma knowledge is autonomous. It exists by its own set of rules,
just as it is communicated by its own language of symbols as opposed
to words. Hokhma therefore must reveal itself to the conscious Binah
mind, or otherwise the conscious mind would have no access to Hokhma
information at all. Acquisition of Hokhma knowledge is thus totally at
the discretion of Hokhma itself or actually that which is higher than it,
which we will discuss in its place.
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It is important for us to realize that any and all conscious, cognitive,
academic or intellectual attempts to grasp Hokhma knowledge will be
by definition a wasteful and futile attempt, totally outside the range of
possibilities for the Binah mind to accomplish. Hokhma gives of itself
and Binah receives from it, or there simply is no communication. This
is the way it is and is as much a psychological fact as it is a Kabbalistic
one.
As said above, Hokhma corresponds to the “right-brain.” As such,
it is intuitive thinking and not rational. Hokhma intuitive thinking,
therefore, is primal in relationship to Binah cognitive thinking. Hokhma
thought lies deep within the interior of the human experience, prior
to the human mind developing the concept of external realty and thus
external communication with that reality. The Hokhma mind deals with
reality as experienced collectively by all, prior to everyone knowing
there is an “all” with which to communicate. Thus, by way of metaphor,
Binah thought looks out “sideways” at the world around it at its side;
Hokhma thought “looks up” and views the common denominator of
realities lying deep within the collective human experience.
Being that these inalienable human realties lie deeper than the
conscious level, they are not subject to experience by means used
by the conscious mind, such as through words and concrete forms of
ideas. Hokhma thought is pre-conscious, or using the Jungian term,
unconscious. It therefore uses the pictorial language of archetypes.
These pictorial forms convey within a simple image a vast amount of
information. Thus or example the image of a circle contains within it
the concepts of unity and wholeness, but can also signify the concept
of separation, being that there is an inside and outside to the circle.
So the simple form can be intuited, “felt,” internally perceived and
rather than its meaning being a very clear and understood concept,
it is “felt” as an impression, as opposed to cognized as a full idea.
Yet, as we see the mere symbol of a circle can come to mean almost
opposite meanings. How then should it be interpreted if such a figure
is perceived through vision or dream?
The answer again is simple. The answer must be “felt” because
the message must be cognized intuitively, and not through means of
intellect and analysis. Those who can receive Hokhma information
metaphorically refer to it as a message in “the heart.” This means that
the information received came from within and not from outside. As
such it is not logical, provable, and subject to scrutiny. Nonetheless
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lacking all these empirical forms of confirmation one knows within
one's "heart" that this information is truer than any other information
coming from the outside.
This statement and reality is by definition illogical and irrational,
but that does not make Hokhma information any less legitimate than
cognitive Binah, on the contrary, it is more legitimate. Intuitive
knowledge emanating from the inner reality of the Hokhma mind is by
definition supra-rational, and above logic, existing by its own right. This
of course raises a problem, for when the human mind is balanced and
both aspects of human thinking exist side by side in harmony, then we
say that one’s head and heart andre in proper communion. However,
as it is all too easy to do in the physical world of ours, the messages
rising up into consciousness from the Hokhma mind are often ignored
and dismissed as being just what they are: irrational, with irrational
being defined exclusively in the negative.
When this state of affairs exists, one becomes cut off from one’s
inner sense of collective awareness. In essence, when this happens
one is cutting oneself off from what in realty connects one with all
others of the human race. When one ignores inner reality and Hokhma
wisdom, one is cutting oneself off from that voice that all mankind
hears collectively. What happens then is that the individual becomes
locked in a mental prison of isolated personality and has in fact lost the
ways and means to properly communicate with fellow human beings at
the collective level of our being.
We endeavor to replace this lost sense of communication with words
and ideas communicated through our outside external world, using
Binah forms of expression and communication. However lacking the
Hokhma level of commonality all our best endeavors fail to accomplish
that which we had originally, but now choose to ignore. This explains
why there is so much mistrust and conflict amongst people. We ignore
our common form of essential communication. Once we ignore this
most valuable common denominator that binds us as humans, in a way
we stop being fully human.
This single problem is the source of all human conflict. If we only
paid attention to our inner intuitive voice, we would not be able to
deceive one another. We would all internally know the truth, and that
inner truth would enable us as a collective human race to know our
rightful places, purposes and direction in life. We would by definition
not all be the same, but we would be able to recognize the value of
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our individual or racial divisions and perceive the importance of each
individual or racial role in the “greater scheme of things.”
Like the different instruments in a symphony, we would all have the
“sheet music,” and each play our individual part, without jealousy or
competition with other instruments. Together, guided by the common
musical score, we would make beautiful music together.
By way of contrast, nature and the universe do exactly this. It is
we the human race who have forgotten how to be a part of this and
thus fulfill our proper role. This is why at both the individual and
collective level we all feel so lost. In essence we are lost, but we are
not lost in the universe; rather we are lost to our selves. When we find
the self we will find the collective, and then we will re-enter our proper
place in the universe and make all things whole again.
Of course, this is a religious concept of sorts, known in Kabbalah
as Tikun. Yet, Jung speaks about this exact same concept of integration
and the process through which it is accomplished. Jung calls the
Kabbalistic Tikun process “teleology,” the science of finding purpose
and thus integration. In order to understand the force behind teleology,
we must now discuss the third and highest aspect of mind, if we can
call it such. This is the aspect of Being.
Hokhma, as the vehicle for common human experience, intuitive,
“heart-felt” and “right-brained” thinking in and of itself is still, like
the Binah mind, a means to a higher end, but it is not the end of the
mind itself. There is a level of being even higher than Hokhma. This
is the level that the Kabbalists call the sefirat Keter. In Jungian terms
this is referred to as the “higher-Self” the true essence and identity of
individual being.
The role and nature of the Keter mind or higher Self is of vital
and pivotal importance because it is our personal central processing
unit (c.p.u.). It is from here at the very essence of what defines us
as an individual that comes forth everything that we are, our likes
and dislikes, our preferences, orientations, directions and goals. The
Keter mind is what directs our lives and in essence defines for us our
individual destinies.
The Keter mind higher Self existing unto itself as it does uses
both forms of thinking: right-brain Hokhma and left-brain Binah as the
vessels for its passage of information from a state of potential being,
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and transforming it into a form of actual accomplishment. Indeed Keter,
Hokhma and Binah are known together as KaHaB, the Kabbalistic
triad of the Mohin. These three define and outline the entire process
of human thought and consciousness. Mind you, the Keter aspect of
the mind is also popularly known religiously as the Neshama, the soul,
(Neshama d’nishmatin).
The relationship between the three levels of mind (soul) can be
summarized in the words of the master Kabbalistic Rabbi Moshe
Cordevero. In his commentary to the meditation guide Mishnat
Yetzirah he states that with regards to Binah, there is both what to
question, and a way to answer. With regards to Hokhma, there is
what to question but no way to answer. With regards to Keter, there
is no way to question and no way to answer. Indeed, in Kabbalistic
literature the essence of the Keter, Neshama, higher Self is considered
to distant from cognitive human consciousness that it is often referred
to as the Ayn, the “nothing.”
Thus with regards to Keter, the Higher Self, it is so invisible, it
is almost as if it is “not there at all.” Indeed, we can never perceive
Keter directly, we can only perceive of it what it wishes to make known
of itself as it reveals aspects of its nature, our true individual nature,
through the mediums of Hokhma and Binah, intuitive and rational
perceptions.
Carl Jung uses the term teleology and says that there is a teleological
direction to psychological individuation. In layman’s terms this means
that, psychologically speaking, there is something deep inside each of
us which guides and molds our individual lives with the intent to bring
us to a pre-conceived conclusion or place.
According to Jung our entire inner lives are thus structured, and
it is this inner guide that controls us no matter how much we reject
the concept or fight its influence. This sounds ever so suspiciously
religious as we say that we are each guided towards a higher good by
a Higher Hand or guardian angel. Indeed, we hold this truth to be self
evident.
Throughout Jung’s works he discusses this “higher hand” and
refers to it as the numinosum. This is the individual’s inner personal
form or expression of what is considered to be divine. Each of us has
at the collective level an ability to perceive the “other” or inner side
of reality. However, being that we are so far removed from awareness
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of our inner selves, we often interpret this realty as being something
“other” and detached from ourselves. Our Binah cognitive minds are
forced to provide some type of rational image for our conscious minds
to grasp.
Therefore, the mind will interpret the numinostic experience by
placing it in the form or mental construct of whatever cultural or
religious icons the individual would expect to perceive or experience.
This explains why peoples from all religions have visions of the deities
of their individual faiths. People see what they believe they will see.
The proof for this is that peoples of one religion or faith never have
visions of the deities of another’s faith, and no two people of differing
faiths will experience the same vision in the same way. Of course, the
reasons for this we explained above within the nature of the Hokhma
mind.
The numinosum, it turns out is none other than our own higher
Self, or Neshama soul. Indeed, another master Kabbalist, Rabbi
Eliyahu of Vilna (the Gaon, the Gra), also states in his commentary to
the Mishnat Yetzirah that one’s Neshama soul is indeed none other
than one’s guardian angel and spiritual guide. The Kabbalah is also
most revelatory in that the Higher Self is also called one’s Mazal, the
source of the astrological influence upon one’s birth.
Kabbalah views astrology as definitely having an influence over
human personality, but as having only a potential of influence over
human fate. Human free will as it responds to the Higher Hand of G-d
plays the definitive role in deciding our fate. Astrology, therefore, is
not considered a predictive art or science. Indeed what the Kabbalah
reveals is that it is not the stars that have the influence over the
personality or soul, but rather it is the Higher Self of the individual,
prior to birth, existing in planes above time and space that influence
the time of one’s birth, thus directing one’s influence to be under a
specific star alignment.
One is thus born at the specific time that is most conducive to
manifest one’s innate personality. It is the personality that dictates
the time of birth, not the time of birth that dictates the personality.
In this way, no one is a slave to astrology. The potential to rise above
such influences stands before each of us as a personal challenge in the
long and arduous road of individuation, the road to becoming our true
Selves.
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The individual personality is said, by both Jung and Kabbalah, to
exist intact and complete prior to birth. Indeed the birth experience,
human growth and maturity, is merely the process of enabling the
innate personality to become manifest, actualizing that which only
exists in concealment, or potential. As we said, Jung calls this process
individuation, the path of becoming an individual. Anyone who has
ever raised a child clearly sees that infants from birth manifest unique
aspects of character and personality. While environment does play
an influence in the developing personality, it is similar to writing on
an already crowded slate. Whatever influence environment provides
that influence is filtered through the already existing and innate
personality.
The innate personality is thus comprised of both a rational Binah
form that develops throughout life, and an intuitive Hokhma form that
is fully formed and developed at birth, and which uses life here on
earth as its vessel for manifestation. As such we humans embrace both
what we refer to as a physical and a spiritual life. Yet, the individual
forms of spiritual experience are in and of themselves mere cloaks for
the common denominator of spiritual reality that underlies them all.
Now we must discuss the spirit mind connection. When we
introduce the matter of spirit we enter into a rather nebulous zone
which is subject to such highly individualized interpretation because
there is no concrete rational validation for any of the proclamations
made about it. Spirit is something experienced in the heart and held
firm in the mind by faith. It is not subject to rationale or analysis as
the history of world religions have profusely shown.
Spirit and mind communicate with one another in accordance to
the ways and means that entail the entire gamut of experiences in both
our inner psychological and outer physical worlds. Indeed, many times
an inner psychological experience is reflected to us in external events
happening in our environment and our lives. When inner psychological
realities express themselves in what appears to be external related
coincidences, Jung called this correlation synchronicity, and emphatically
showed through countless experiments that such synchronistic events
are by absolutely no means coincidental. Everything transpires for
a definite reason. What Jung calls synchronicity the Kabbalah calls
Hashgakha Pratit (individualized direction from Above).
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The ultimate level of Self, the Higher Self, the Neshama soul,
according to Kabbalah and surprisingly also according to Jung does
not exist exclusively within the confines of the human brain. Rather,
the Higher Self exists in realms of consciousness unknown and unseen
to the human eye. These areas that are unconscious to us are not just
elements within the human experience, but rather are entire worlds
wherein which the invisible aspects of our human experience reside,
side by side with the other entities which inhabit that region and
dimensional plane. Here is where we begin our understanding of what
we commonly refer to as the spiritual plane.
Just as Quantum Physics has revealed the existence of universes
invisible to our eyes, so has Carl Jung discovered realms of human
consciousness that exist parallel to these invisible universes. In other
words, while we reside in our physical bodies in this physical world,
there is an element of our being that exists in another type of body in a
parallel universe, thinking with its own mind in accordance to the rules
of that universe. This unconscious universe and that aspect of our Self
therein is the Hokhma element that plays so much an influence upon
our physical selves here in this physical world of ours.
Communication between the universes is a constant within our
minds. We are always receiving impressions and feelings and are
continuously subject to irrational influences, similar to the metaphorical
little voice that speaks into our ears or minds, revealing something
to us or influencing us to act compulsively, regardless of rationale.
These are common human experiences shared by us all. Therefore the
existence of this invisible universe and our part therein should not be
questioned or doubted by anyone.
Although invisible to our eyes, the invisible universe makes itself
felt and known to us in our daily affairs. Its authenticity and influence
cannot be denied. The invisible universe can be compared to radio
or television waves. While none of us have ever seen a raw radio or
television wave with the naked eye, we all see TV and listen to radio.
The signals are invisible, their manifestations are not. So it is with the
invisible universe we religiously call spirit. Although invisible to eye,
it is powerfully felt and seen in the role its plays in the influence over
our thoughts and feelings.
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The Higher Self exists in its “higher” universe parallel to our lower
selves in our “lower” physical universe. As such, we human beings are
composite entities, existing simultaneously in two worlds, side by side.
Originally, we were meant to live harmoniously in two worlds; however,
due to the lack of attention paid towards our inner reality and the other
universe, we tend to be psychologically adrift, lost in a metaphorical
sea, or in a vast desert. Although we may be able to ascertain where
we are at the moment, yet without knowledge of where we should
go and from where we have come, we are stuck in a continual spiral
of aimless psychological wandering without knowing any direction in
life. This is the problem of the Binah led mind divorced from Hokhma
influence and oblivious to Keter direction.
However lost an individual may become, one may rest assured that
one’s Higher Self will never rest from making whatever efforts necessary
to bring one back to that path which is best for that individual to walk,
upon which one’s true Self and purpose will ultimately be discovered.
Within us our true inner Self lies dormant and asleep to our waking
conscious mind. Change therefore is brought upon us to awaken us so
that we can achieve the lofty goals of our destiny Change is the key;
movement is the way. A sleeper does not move and does not change.
The great task before is for the sleeper to awaken.
All the while that we resist inner change, our Higher Self has to
push us harder and harder to awaken the inner sleeper. This is why so
many face personal crises in their lives. They have allowed themselves
to gravitate into the wrong place and the wrong time. Our Higher
Self acts as the corrector and navigates circumstances in our lives to
bring us back on course. This is teleology and Hashkakha Pratit. It is
inevitable and probably the truest statement that can be made about
human affairs and the real human condition.
Last, but certainly not least, above all, resides the Absolute Mind
of the Universe, the Primal Cause of all, this Ultimate Consciousness
in Manifest Action, otherwise known to us as what we call G-d. He
certainly is no “old man with a white beard.” He certainly has never
“become flesh and dwelt amongst us.” He most certainly is not even
a “He.” The Ultimate Is what the Ultimate Is. It is the Ultimate “I” of
the Universe, and as the Torah says, “I Am What I Am.”
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What more can be said? Nothing! For experience at this level
is beyond words. From our physical vantage point it is as if we are
speaking about nothing. But then again, Ayn (Nothing) is also another
Name for the Ultimate “I” whom we call G-d. More than this will take
us outside of the realm of Self, higher and lower, and therefore is the
topic of another essay.
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Chapter Four

Sefer Devekut
The Book of Attachment to G-D
The Prophetic / Meditative Traditions (Kabbalah)
of Bonding With G-d

Introduction, Part 1 - The Concept & The Halakha
"And you who bond to HaShem your G-d are all alive day.”
(Devarim 4, 4)

"Respect HaShem your G-d, Him shall you serve, to Him shall you bond
and His Name shall you praise."
(Devarim 10, 20)

"You shall walk after HaShem your G-d; Him shall you respect; His mitzvot
shall you observe; to His Voice shall you listen; Him shall you serve; and to Him
shall you bond.”
(Devarim 13, 5)

T

hese pesukim and others like it outline for us the Torah
commandment to bond with
G-d. Now, as one can imagine, the
idea of bonding with G-d is rather nebulous, and subject to various
interpretations; yet our Sages have been quite precise in explaining to
us the meaning of the bonding.
On one hand, being that G-d is called a Consuming Fire (Dev 4:24,
9:3), and one who draws too close to the flames can be burnt; one should
instead bond with the Sages of Israel. For the Sages are bound to G-d
through the Torah, therefore one who bonds with those who are bound
with G-d are in a sense also bound directly with G-d.
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The Kabbalah, while supporting the traditional view also expands
on it and explains that everyone has the personal obligation to bond
with G-d directly and personally. This then requires of the individual
the development of spiritual skills and practices that enables one to
have a direct personal spiritual encounter and experience with our
blessed Creator. The methods and manners of such spiritual skills
have long been an integral part of traditional Torah learning, at least
in certain schools.
Throughout the centuries, literally since the days of Moshe
Rabbeynu himself, prophecy and later Ruah HaKodesh was a daily
spiritual occurrence. Even today we have those spiritually focused
souls who, as in days of old, are inspired with a Divine impression
enabling them to be in the presence of the Divine.
Yet, a point ever so subtly made in the Bible and expanded upon
in later Torah literature is that one is not born a spiritual individual
capable of direct contact with the Divine. Rather, one has to learn
how to become spiritual. In Biblical days this was accomplished by the
establishment of special schools for prophets.
In other words, one who sought to bond with G-d and experience
the Divine presence had to join a school of fellow colleagues who,
under the direction of the experienced master prophet, trained the
novices in the arts and sciences of spiritual realities and the methods
and techniques used to experience them.
This prophetic training program required the novice prophet to
adopt a rigorous set of training rules amed at reorienting his mind
and consciousness to cultivate within them the sensitivity of subtle
spiritual realities unseen and unknown by the common person. Novice
prophets were trained in the sciences of consciousness manipulations
and alterations. They cultivated an awareness of the subtle nuances
of spiritual forces that underlie physical form that cause the flow of all
things here on earth.
In essence, the novice prophet had to learn to experience an
alternative reality existing side by side with this, our world. The
passageway into this alternative reality was not by some external
means, but rather though a secret inner passage. The doorway to
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spiritual reality was through the inner recesses of the mind. Through
the mind, also called the spirit (or soul), the novice prophet would
travel and experience the other side of reality, learning its proper
parameters, its delights and its dangers.
With accomplishment the novice prophets would be able to
traverse the realms of the inner mind until he/she eventually achieved
an experience of the outermost limits that human consciousness can
perceive. It is at this juncture where the prophet can meet the Divine
and have a personal experience with G-d.
With the destruction of the First Temple in Jerusalem so many
thousands of years ago, the age of prophecy soon came to an end.
The final prophets recorded their prophecies and thus ended an era.
Certain doorways were now closed to the ascending mind. However,
this does not mean that the prophetic mind would cease to ascend.
Rather it just means that certain paths of ascent, while still open, will
not lead to the successful communions that at one time were common.
In other words, the paths are still open; it is just the door at the end of
the path that is closed.
Since the days of the Temple, aspiring prophets have never been
dissuaded from the lowered levels of accomplishment that the epoch
of our exile has brought upon us. The same methods and techniques
used by the Biblical prophets were still in use during Second Temple
times, Talmudic times, Geonic times, through the era and centuries
up until modern day where they are still used today in small circles of
spiritual seekers.
The methods and techniques used to expand human consciousness,
enabling it to experience and embrace spiritual reality, have been well
preserved in Torah literature. These techniques and their practices are
considered vital because only they enable one to fulfill the important
Biblical commandment (mitzvah aseh d’oraita) of Devekut, bonding
with G-d. This obligation is eloquently summed up in the following
words by Rabbi Eliezer Papo in his work Peleh Yoetz, (Dalet, Devekut).
"Devekut (bonding) with HaShem is one of the 613 commandments. One
must be bonded with HaShem continually, with great yearning, and with
sparks of burning love. There is no greater attribute than this, for all things
are included in it.
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“The difficulty in achieving (devekut) is in direct proportion to its level of
importance. All things follow after a person's actions, and in accordance to the
efforts made in one’s thoughts, speech, and actions, and how, on a daily basis,
one expands and improves.
“The one who sanctifies himself below, is sanctified by above (by HaShem),
until such a time when that one receives a spirit from above which purifies,
and sanctifies him.
“One is obligated, in accordance to ones ability, to make all efforts to properly
observe this mitzvah, at all times."
In light of the importance of this holy commandment ,and to fulfill
the desire of the many who seek to walk the Torah spiritual path, I will
now begin to explain to you, my readers, the necessary elements that
one needs to learn in order to know, to understand and to practice the
spiritual arts of sciences of prophetic Devekut.

Introduction, Part 2 – The Context
The earliest prophetic literature clearly records the results of
prophetic bonding; however, no mention is apparently made of any
of the techniques used to accomplish it. Notice that I said there is no
apparent mention, for although no clear instructions are given, subtle,
concealed instructions are given nonetheless. Just as the Divine laws
of the Torah are only outlined in the Written Torah and explained in the
Oral, so it was with the instructions of the prophetic schools.
The Torah commands us to obey certain Divine Laws, to offer
sacrifices, observe the Shabat, wear Tefillin and to do many other
things. Yet, the written Torah texts never outline the details of how
any of these things were to be done. Shabat, for example was such an
important commandment that violation of it was punished by death.
We have the example of a man going out on the Shabat day to pick up
sticks; he is condemned and put to death for his transgression. Yet,
nowhere in the Torah is it written that it is forbidden to pick up sticks
on Shabat. Knowledge of this was clearly known, but it was never
written down. As it was with the laws of the Torah, so it was with the
“laws” of prophecy.
Prophetic tradition and technique, like the written law, conceals
its details within the subtle nuances of the texts. There were many
principles of how Biblical texts were to be properly interpreted. In
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Talmudic times, Rabbi Yishmael summarized these and enumerated
thirteen principles by which written Torah was to be properly interpreted
and laws learned from its texts. Just as the laws were learned from the
subtle nuances of the texts so were certain prophetic techniques.
By no coincidence certain pesukim in their original Hebrew have
a particular number of letters within them. Certain pesukim actually
conceal within them codes which reveal to us the prophetic techniques.
These secrets were well known to our Sages. Indeed, they said that
the entire Torah is simply one grand Name of HaShem. Indeed, every
letter in the Torah is part of a greater code. One needs a certain level
of mathematical abilities in order to break this code. Certain pesukim
have specific amounts of letters. This somehow creates a relationship
between it and other pesukim of the exact same size.
Other times the initial letters of a pasuk add up to a certain
numerical value that has a direct relationship with words of similar
numerical value. Other times certain words in specific phrases begin
with letters that spell out holy Names. All these codes and others
like them provide for us the tools that the prophets used in their
consciousness expanding exercises.
Yet, while the tools are clearly recorded for us in both the Torah
and later prophetic literature, specific details of bonding exercises are
nowhere to be found. The reason for this is simple. Like the Oral laws,
the Oral Prophetic tradition was also forbidden to be committed to
the written word. This great rule lasted throughout the days of both
the First and Second Temples and was only changed only under the
direst of circumstances almost 100 years after the Second Temple was
destroyed.
While Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi committed the Oral Laws to writing
in the Mishna, it was a Sage from the previous generation that began
the writing down of the Mishna of the prophetic techniques of mind
expansion. The great Sage was Rabbi Akiva. His great book, the first
of many guides to the prophetic traditions now known as Kabbalah,
was the Sefer Yetzirah. To this day, the sections of the Sefer Yetzirah
are called Mishnayot.
The Sefer Yetzirah was unique in that it served as a textbook
to mind expansion experience. In other words, it instructed people
what there was to experience and how it was to be experienced. Most
of these lessons are included in what today is referred to as its first
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chapter. The remaining chapters outline other techniques and spiritual
lessons that only become intelligible and experiential once the lessons
in the book are put to use.
It is however unfortunate that most studies and commentaries
on the Sefer Yetzirah are totally void of the works original prophetic
instructional intent. Few are the written works that explain the
meditative techniques outlined in the text. Of these, the works of
Avraham Abulafia and Moshe Cordevero best capture the original
meanings and practices of the Sefer Yetzirah. Yet, the works of these
great Sages postdate the Sefer Yetzirah itself by almost one thousand
plus years. Throughout all this time, a millennium plus, the original
teachings were passed down in Biblical fashion, orally, from master
to student. Like with Torah Law, prophetic techniques have mastered
the passage of time intact.
Although the Sefer Yetzirah is the first of many texts to outline
detailed prophetic techniques, there was also a wealth of another type
of Torah literature also dedicated to this purpose. This other form
of Torah literature followed along the path originally outlined by the
Biblical prophet Ezekiel.
Ezekiel was unique in not only revealing what was his prophetic
message; he also revealed his prophetic vision of the Heavenly Merkava
chariot. This was a vision all prophets needed to perceive in order to
descend to the depths of trans-dimensional consciousness.
The vision of the Merkava was a closely guarded prophetic secret.
This vision was the passageway of the human mind into the higher
realms of supernal Mind. Without walking this path, no novice would
be able to achieve prophetic consciousness. In other words, revelation
of the Merkava revealed that the mind of the prophet was properly
aligned with the holy spiritual “frequency” and thus able to hear within
itself the Voice of G-d.
Indeed, this was one of the tests used within the prophetic schools.
For during First Temple times, there are reports that up to a million
individuals were actively pursuing some form of prophetic training
and experience. Anyone can come forward and say that G-d spoke to
him or that he is relating a message from the Creator. Many can even
disguise their delusions in many of the details of authentic practices.
False prophecy and false prophets were a big problem during First
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Temple days. What enabled the master prophet to distinguish between
the true prophet and the false was their accomplishment in achieving
insight into the Merkava.
In Ezekiel’s days, the First Temple was in demise. Indeed, it was
destroyed during his lifetime. Ezekiel himself was one of the captives
taken to far away Babylon. Yet, even there in Babylon, Ezekiel practiced
his meditative techniques even as he learned and practiced them in
the holy land of Israel.
However, prophetic tradition long held that the revelation of the
Merkava and the visions of prophecy would not be experienced outside
the Holy Land. It was thought that the connection between the people
and the land was essential and without it, there could be no connection
to G-d. While, this is indeed true, Ezekiel was shown by Heaven that a
bond to the Holy Land can transcend the physical.
Ezekiel’s revelation of change in accepted prophetic tradition was
not meet with the warmest of receptions. The master prophets of old
were well aware of charlatans making untrue claims. Yet, Ezekiel was
G-d’s chosen prophet. He certainly was no faker. Yet, how was he to
prove this to the master prophets of his day? Such approval was vital
for the acceptance of his prophecy and for the revelation of the word
of G-d. Thus in order to prove his radical departure from accepted
tradition, unlike any other prophet, Ezekiel wrote down the details of
his Merkava vision.
The Merkava vision on the surface merely appears to be a
description of what Ezekiel saw in his mind’s eye (the known prophetic
technique). Yet, the master prophets upon reading Ezekiel’s words
recognized within them the hidden codes of numerological significance.
They recognized that what Ezekiel saw was indeed true and that he
revolutionized the traditions of the prophetic school. Prophecy could
be received outside the Land, within a certain context and within
certain parameters.
It wasn’t until over one thousand years later that Avraham Abulafia
came along and revealed to us in writing just what those parameters
are. And only many centuries after Abulafia came along the Ba’al Shem
Tov who put these teachings into practice and taught a condensed
version of them for the average layman seeking spirituality.
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Ezekiel started a trend of recording Merkava visions. Although the
spiritual doors to prophecy closed in the century after Ezekiel lived,
many still followed in his path ascending above to whatever heights
that were open to receive them.
Although the doors of prophecy were closed the doors of the
Merkava were still open. Many made descents before the Merkava.
Many ascended into the realms of expanded consciousness to explore
the world of the angels and to commune with them. Many wrote
books about their experiences and lessons. The one thing in common
amongst all this body of Torah literature is that they all followed the
prophetic code of concealment.
While words were committed to a page, they only served as map,
to those who had the key to unlock their secret meanings. This body
of Torah literature is called Merkava literature or the Sifrei Hekhalot
(the books of the Supernal Palaces). Much of this material became the
foundation of later Kabbalah and Zoharic teachings.
With these matters of history and context now understood, we
can proceed to explore the realms of spiritual reality and how they are
accessed by the expanded mind.

Chapter One - The Beginning, Mental Isolation
Perceptions of spiritual reality must be looked at within a context.
To begin quoting Kabbalistic texts and advice places us in the middle
of this information instead of at its beginnings. In order to understand
anything properly and fully one must begin at the beginning. Therefore,
to the beginning we go, to the Bible, as we review the Biblical references
to the prophetic schools and their practices.
Much material is written in post-Biblical Torah literature about
the meditative practices of the Biblical patriarchs. The Talmud learns
from specific pesukim how Abraham, Yitzhak and Yaakov all prayed
set prayers at set times of the day. Needless, to say, the prayers of
our Fathers were not the standardized prayers that we recite today.
Indeed, our Fathers were prophets and their form of “prayer” in more
akin to our present forms of meditation than to a mere recitation of
words or supplications before G-d so common today.
With regards to Yitzhak, it is said that he would go out to “la’suah”
in the field (Gen. 24:63). The word “la’suah” comes from the root “siah”
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and in Hebrew its most commonly used form is “siha” which means a
conversation. In essence, the Torah pasuk was saying that Yitzhak would
go out into the field to have a conversation with G-d. This is different
from our modern understanding of prayer in that today, although we
talk to G-d in prayer, it is never really a two-way conversation with us
hearing in response the Divine Voice. With our father Yitzhak this was
the difference; his “siha” with G-d was two-way. Therefore, his method
of prayer required of him to somehow alter his consciousness to hear
the Divine Voice speaking in turn to him.
This same type of experience is attributed to both Yitzhak’s father
Avraham and to his son Yaakov. The Talmud in Tractate Berakhot,
(chapter 4) uses these examples of the Fathers as one of the sources for the
institution of the three daily prayer services recited by Torah faithful
Jews. The specific details of how the Sages learned from the Bible
that the Fathers meditated is not the topic of our present discussion,
therefore I will not delve into that material. The interested reader can
easily open up the Talmud Bavli, Berakhot 26b, and study the pertinent
material for one's self. Our purpose here is to study the meditative
techniques of the Fathers, not to indulge in an academic overview of
how this material was discovered.
Based upon the example of Yitzhak, and also clearly implied by the
pasukim mentioned in the Talmud ascribing the prayers of Avraham
and Yaakov (Gen. 19:27; 28:11), there is one common thread that unites all
three. The uniting thread is isolation. In other words, whenever one
of the three Fathers wished to commune with G-d, the first thing they
did was to separate themselves from their natural environment and go
into a state of seclusion.
Now, in spite of the fact that G-d’s glory is everywhere and can
be found everywhere, nonetheless the nature of the physical human
mind is to place emphasis on physical things. We therefore often
fail to see the underlying spiritual reality beneath the structures and
movements of our natural world. In other words, the unaided human
mind is normally incapable of recognizing the Divine glory throughout
creation. This lack of insight on our part, the Kabbalists explain, is
due as a result from Adam and Eve’s eating the forbidden fruit in the
Garden of Eden. This metaphor is a symbolic rendition of an actual
occurrence to the ancestor and founder of our race.
At one time Adam, and thus the entire human race, existed with a
much broader scope of consciousness than we humans have today. In
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the words of our Sages, prior to the fall, Adam could metaphorically
see from one end of the world to the next. In other words, Adam’s
consciousness was grand enough to include and comprehend all
occurrences in our multi-dimensional universe simultaneously, without
anything being hidden, lost or confused.
Adam originally was using 100% of his brain / soul power. In
modern terms Adam must have had an “I.Q.” of at least 2000. We
cannot even imagine what human consciousness would be like at that
level of comprehension. This is what was lost by eating the forbidden
fruit.
Adam and thus mankind lost the use of the greater part of the mind
faculty. This lost faculty was not removed from us; rather it has simply
atrophied from consciousness. That area of the mind which we no
longer have conscious access to is called the unconscious. Prior to the
fall, Adam’s mind was never split. His conscious mind encompassed
all that today we call unconscious. As such Adam was able to naturally
experience the entire spiritual plane that exists parallel to and in
conjunction with our own physical plane.
As Adam’s children, spiritually blemished as we are with a split
mind, we no longer have this natural insight into spiritual awareness.
In order for us to consciously experience the spiritual we must
return and use that section of the human mind that governs spiritual
perception. Yet, this area lies deep within our present unconscious
- thus deep into the unconscious we must go. In other words in order
to expand outward, we must first penetrate deep within. The only way
out is from within.
This is no great secret. The Biblical prophets and the later
Merkava mystics knew this reality all too well. Indeed, within Merkava
literature, the meditative process to ascend into the spiritual realm is
always referred to as a decent and not an ascent. Those who meditated
upon the Heavenly Throne were said to descend before the Merkava,
not to rise up and see it. The descent was the descent into the depths
of the unconscious mind. Only from there was the access doorway to
the spiritual world.
As an interesting footnote, in Talmudic days, synagogues were
actually built to ever so subtly suggest this descent reality. Ancient
architecture for synagogues showed that the center of the synagogue,
the Bimah platform from where the prayers and Torah were read was
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actually built deeper into the floor, and served as the lowest point in
the building, exactly the opposite of how houses of worship are built
today. Indeed, when one was called to lead the congregation in prayer,
one was said to “yored” (descend) before the Bimah. This term is still
used today in most synagogues around the world, most likely devoid of
is original meaning.
The descent into the unconscious is the necessary first step into
the spiritual experience. Our Fathers knew this well, and thus sought
to isolate themselves from their daily surroundings and obligations so
as to create a conducive environment in which they could refocus their
consciousness on inner as opposed to outer reality. This then is the
purpose of isolation. Physical isolation was for the purpose of leading
to mental isolation. Mental isolation is defined as the removal of the
mind from the conscious external environment and allowing the mind
to begin the exploration of inner space.
The practice of mental and physical isolation became known in later
Torah literature as hitbodedut. The root word “boded” means isolated
or alone. Due to the results of Adam’s fall our human minds can no
longer fully experience physical and spiritual reality simultaneously.
While one is firm and clear in our minds the other seems dream-like
and unclear. This is not only how the conscious mind experiences the
physical, this is also how the spiritual mind experiences the physical.
The breach that has disabled our spiritual perceptions is rather
severe. Only with the utmost of healing and rehabilitation can this
breach be repaired. This is what the devekut bonding experience is all
about. This was the purpose of prophecy and prophetic practice in the
first place. Everything revolves around restoring what was once lost,
only then do we seek to gain addition spiritual insights.
As important as the path of inner discovery is, our Sages warn
us that exploring the inner mind of the unconscious cannot proceed
haphazardly. Undirected plunges into the realm of the unconscious
often lead to a forced integration between the conscious mind and
certain surface elements of the unconscious. This is not a soughtafter thing and in fact is often quiet dangerous. When content is
drawn up from the unconscious mind, it is not in the form of rational,
logical information. Rather it is still in its dream-like semi-solid”
form. Unconscious material needs to be properly integrated within
the conscious mind according to an ancient set formula; otherwise, the
relationship of separation between the conscious and the unconscious
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is compromised. The results of this are that confusing unconscious
material flows unrestricted into the conscious mind, causing a loss of
distinction between inner and outer realities. This is the genesis of
mental illness, and the cause of psychosis.
Not for naught have the Kabbalists throughout the centuries
warned that the unguided and improperly trained student faces the
danger of going insane. This warning should not be underestimated.
The paths and procedures of mental isolation and spiritual
development was a training program brought down to our Fathers
from the beginning, from Adam himself, as he received it in the original
Book of the Angel Raziel.
Physical isolation is only the first step to achieving mental isolation.
A quiet environment and seclusion from others and from all types of
distractions is the necessary first step to successfully penetrating the
inner mind. In the last century, psychology has coined a term for
this necessary personality prerequisite. We refer to this state of mind
as introversion, and one who lives accordingly as an introvert. The
value of this attribute in the pursuit of spiritual perception must not
be underestimated. Present public nuances about introversion being
an undesirable thing because it induces separatism must be totally
rejected and ignored.
In fact, this separatism from physical distractions is what is needed
in order for one to begin walking the path towards spiritual restoration.
In a world that is today hostile to any true spiritual message and thus
to spiritual pursuits, it is no wonder that the society in general and
psychologists in particular look at the introvert with suspicion.
Regardless of political correctness or popularity, the one seeking
spiritual truth must withdraw from the hustle and bustle of busy
everyday affairs and isolate one's self physically and mentally, at least
for certain set times of the day. This was the practice of our Fathers.
They conducted their daily affairs with extroverted skill and then retired
into introversion for their communion with our blessed Creator. The
Fathers exemplified this harmonious balance and thus were chosen to
serve as role models for us throughout the centuries.
I must emphasize that while the introverted state of mind is
necessary for spiritual pursuits, one must also have an extrovert aspect
of personality in order to balance it out. We do live simultaneously in
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two worlds, the world of the physical and the world of spirit. Therefore,
we must have two aspects of human consciousness that enable us
to bridge the two, balance the two, and allow the two to maintain
harmonious interaction, as it was in the days of Adam prior to the
fall.
Prophetic training and devekut bonding meditation were predicated
upon this balance. Only in this way is balance restored to both physical
and spiritual. The physical world should not be viewed as undesirable
or unspiritual, for as we said above, the whole world (the physical
included) is full of G-d’s glory. The problem is not with the physical
world, but rather with our lack of proper perception of it.
Mental isolation is a temporary state enabling us temporary access
into the spiritual. On the other hand our physical extroverted state is
just as much a temporary thing, meant to be interrupted at regular
intervals. One can make a comparison of the relationship of the two to
a breath, which includes two parts, the inhalation and the exhalation.
One is the opposite of the other, yet both are essential for life.

Chapter Two - Hitbonenut,

the

Acquisition

of

Mental Isolation

Acquiring physical isolation is a rather simple process, one must
simply go to a place at a time when one can be alone and unbothered.
Yet, once one has changed one’s physical environment, one’s inner
environment unfortunately is still all too full of mental noise.
In order to achieve inner mental isolation certain practices need be
performed. These practices of silencing and focusing the inner mind,
enabling it to perceive inner reality, are generally bundled together
under the generic name meditation. However, in Hebrew, there is no
one word for meditation. There are a number of terms used to describe
specific techniques of meditation. All of these different techniques are
used in conjunction with one another following a certain pattern to
achieve the desired results of consciousness expansion.
Yet, prior to our delving into these specific techniques used to
quiet and focus the mind, we must first understand the nature of the
mind itself, its many parts and how they interact with one another. In
earlier Kabbalistic literature the various functions of the mind, heart
and body are referred to as sefirot. The term sefirot (sefirah in the
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singular) come from the Hebrew root “lispor”, which means both to
number and to count. It is also the root of the word “sefer” which is
a book.
The sefirot are first mentioned in writing in the Sefer Yetzirah and
are clearly stated to be ten in number (S.Y. 1:1). This number itself is of
such great significance that the text emphasizes that ten is the number
and not nine, nor eleven (S.Y. 1:4). The reasons for this emphasize will
be explained as we proceed.
A sefirah, simply stated, is a specific aspect of the manifestation
of the Divine creative process in creation. The complete image of the
ten sefirot is said to be the metaphorical image of G-d in which man
was created (Gen 1:26). Therefore, whenever Kabbalists speak about the
sefirot, the talk always has dual meaning. The sefirotic interactions
explain the workings of the universe at large and at the same time
explain the workings of the inner universe, which is the mind and
makeup of humankind.
We are created in G-d’s image, and that image is both our inner
image and that of the entire universe; therefore, as man explores
inner space, he is at the same time exploring outer space. Thus, by
one expanding consciousness in an actual and honest way, man’s
understanding of the universe grows correspondingly. As we said
earlier, Adam prior to the fall in Eden was able to see from one end
of the world to another. In other words, the entire universe was
comprehensively understood within his mind. We have truly suffered
a great loss by “eating of the forbidden fruit,” but let us take comfort
in the fact of what it is that we have to gain, when we rectify matters
according to the proper path, i.e., the Torah.
The sefirot are divided into two main sections. The upper three,
which are sometimes four are referred to in later Kabbalistic literature
as the Mohin, the brain sefirot, or if you will, the sefirot or processes
of the mind. The lower seven sefirot are referred to as the Midot,
the attributes of the heart. These seven are the bridge that binds the
mind to the universe. Without them there is no creative process or
manifestation of the universe. Corresponding to them was the world
created in seven days. Prior to our discussing these seven, we must
first now discuss the upper three that are four, the Mohin (literally
translated as brains).
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Kabbalistic literature discusses the three that are four sefirot of
the mind in descending order. This is usually a rather organized way
of presentation. I am, however, choosing another path. Rather than
speak about from above to below in descending fashion, I instead
choose to discuss this matter as how it is most easily recognized by us.
In other words, I want to place emphasis on our topic, the acquisition
of mental isolation. I want to discuss the sefirot as how they are easily
recognized as aspects of inner space, as functions within the human
mind. Therefore, I will begin our discussion with that realm of mind we
know as normal human consciousness and from here we will descend
into the depths of the mind. This was the path of the Merkava mystic
and the prophets before them. If it was good enough for them to
follow, suffice it for us to do the same.
Normal human consciousness, the faculty of rational, intellectual
thought, that aspect of the mind which focuses our attention on the
outside world and enables us to comprehend it and interact with it,
corresponds to the sefirah known as Binah (understanding). This is the
third of the three sefirot of the Mohin. The faculty of human thought
corresponding to Binah is our conscious waking stream of thought.
We will refer to this from here on as Binah consciousness. It is always
so full of movement and mental noise. Binah is like a pool that many
water tributaries flow into. It is always busy, active, flowing and full
of movement.
The last thing in the world that can be said about Binah is that it
is isolated. Binah consciousness is the open road, the public market or
as referred to in the secrets of Jewish Law, the Reshut HaRabim (the
public domain). Everything takes places therein. Therefore, if one
wises to cultivate mental isolation one must move one’s mental focus
out from Binah consciousness and direct it towards another mental
location.
Yet, once we leave the confines of comfortable familiar rational
intellectual Binah consciousness we must enter into that unknown,
frightening region of the mind known as the unconscious. This
unconscious realm of the mind houses the sefirat Hokhma (as well as
other attributes to be discussed later). We will discuss Hokhma and
Hokhma consciousness in greater depth as we proceed. Suffice it for
now that we refer to Hokhma and the descent into the unconscious by
the metaphor Reshut HaYahid (the private domain). This is another
term borrowed from Jewish Law that has Kabbalistic significance as
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does the Reshut HaRabim (public domain). One can only experience
mental isolation (hitbodedut) with the Reshut HaYahid (private domain)
of the mind.
To proceed along this path delving into the Reshut HaYahid without
a guide would be a futile endeavor with one certain to get lost in the
inner realms of flowing currents of conflicting consciousnesses thus
facing all types of certain psychological dangers of encroaching mental
illness. But we do have the guide to inner space; we do know where to
go and how to get there. We have the map that guides us through the
labyrinth streams of the unconscious. We simply follow the path of the
sefirot. Yet, as we shall see this is much easier said than done.
The sefirotic path must not only be studied academically, one
must also be able to embrace it experientially. Without such personal
experience of the path, the academic model studied today by most
so-called students of Kabbalah is sorely lacking in pertinent dynamic
details.
The path that we follow from the conscious mind into the depths
of the unconscious is outlined for us in the first chapter of the Sefer
Yetzirah. Indeed, this entire first chapter was written to subtly provide
meditative instruction, not only what to do, but also what to expect.
After laying down the basic principles of the existence of what is
referred to as the thirty-two paths (wonders of wisdom S.Y. 1:1), the fourth
Mishna provides the following direction:
“Ten Sefirot without boundaries . . .
Understand with wisdom, be wise with understanding. . . “
The sefirotic concept “without boundaries” (blimah) need not
be discussed at this time. Let us focus on the words following.
“Understand (Binah) with wisdom (Hokhma) and be wise (Hokhma)
with understanding (Binah).” The simple meaning of the text begins
with Binah and shifts to Hokhma, then continues in Hokhma and
shifts back to Binah. Herein then lies the secret of what is called in
Hebrew, Sekhel Tenudah (oscillating consciousness). fts to Hokhma,
then continues in Hokhma and shifts back to Binah. Herein then lies
the secret of what is called in Hebrew, Sekhel Tenudah (oscillating
consciousness).
There are many ways in which the conscious mind can delve into
the unconscious. However, if one’s desire is to penetrate into the
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depths of one’s being, transcending the limits of self and to accomplish
a bond with the Creator, then there is a precise way and method that
must be followed.
Rational intellectual thinking corresponds to the sefirah Binah.
Binah by definition means understanding. Binah is not the beginning
of the thinking process, but rather its end. Therefore, the prophetic
path in essence “reverse engineers” the thinking process from end to
beginning in order to accomplish its desired task.
Sekhel Tenudah (oscillating consciousness) requires one to begin
the penetration into the unconscious mind from a very specific point
within the conscious mind. The rational intellectual aspect of thinking
is activated to begin the journey. One thinks about a specific object or
thing with exhausting comprehensiveness. Yet in order to accomplish
this task of comprehensive evaluation, we must first master the skills
of another type of meditative technique referred to as Hitbonenut,
which means absolute contemplation.
Prior to our beginning our journey into the unconscious mind,
one must first prepare the conscious mind for the trip. If the tool of
penetration is not capable of making the descent, then all the efforts and
meditative techniques will be of no avail. Prior to our understanding
what it means to “understand with wisdom,” we must first understand
what it means to “understand.” This is Hitbonenut.

Chapter Three - Music

as the

Tool

of

Hitbonenut

The human mind has a relatively great ability to analyze a thing,
once the mind focuses its efforts upon said thing. Here then lies the
power of the mind. The power of human analytical thought is greatly
empowered when said thought is focused. Thought can be compared
to a light. When light is diffused such as in a light bulb, it spreads light
everywhere in general and nowhere in particular. However, when
light is focused as in a laser beam, its power becomes concentrated.
With such focus the once weak light now has the power to cut through
almost everything we know. Human thought operates in this exact
same manner.
When our minds are focusing on our daily affairs, our thoughts
flutter about from idea to idea. Like a butterfly fluttering by, our
thoughts never stay still on any one idea for any length of time. Thus
the mind in such a state is chaotic, always in a state of flux, and never
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still. In this normal state of fluctuating consciousness, no focus is
ever acquired, and therefore no power of mind is ever developed. The
majority of people live their entire lives like this without ever realizing
just how far away they are from realizing their full human potential.
Hitbonenut meditation is designed to help focus the mind enabling
it to concentrate its entire conscious force upon a specific thing. Aside
from the extreme benefits to rational comprehension this provides, this
ability of mental focus also is the necessary launch point into delving
deep into the realm of the unconscious.
Mental focus is like gasoline to a car engine. One can have the
fastest car in the world, but without gas even the slowest car in the
world will run circles around it. So it is with the mind. Intelligence
plays a minor factor here. The ability to focus can be practiced by both
those of extraordinary and those of normal intelligence.
Focus of the mind enables one to experience pure contemplation.
In such a state one can perceive information about the concentrated
upon thing that is neither visible to the naked eye nor accessible by any
other method. The reason for this is because when one successfully
can focus the mind with proper power, one realizes that there is
more to the thinking process that just a mere mental picture and the
association of related learned facts.
True understanding of a thing brings into the realm of
contemplation an emotional passion. In other words one who wishes
to truly contemplate a thing must be motivated to do so. Motivation
is an emotion. It is an attribute of the seven lower sefirot. However,
the seven sefirot before their manifestation reside concealed within
Binah, the mind. Emotions lie latent in the mind prior to their external
manifestation. Therefore, one who wishes to delve into the depths of
mind must be passionately motivated to do this.
This is why throughout the Bible G-d commands us to love Him
with all our hearts (Deut 6:5) and to place His words upon our hearts (Deut
6:6). The heart in this case is the mind in Binah consciousness. Yet
Binah consciousness is the focused mind that unites rational detached
intellect with a very much attached passion to bond with the soughtafter knowledge. This relationship of heart and mind is referenced in
an old Kabbalistic prayer entitled, “The Prayer of Eliyahu HaNavi (the
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prophet Elijah) recorded in the Tikunei Zohar of Rabbi Shimon Bar
Yohai. In simple terms, the prophet proclaimed, “Binah is the heart,
for it is the heart that understands.”
Indeed, the passion of bonding with knowledge is intoxicating
and addictive. One who fathoms its secrets actually sublimates sexual
libido energy and uses it to bond with the abstract concept within
thought as opposed to a member of the opposite sex.
When passion is united with contemplation, one’s thoughts focus
to a point similar to the desire of a lover for his/her partner. This
metaphor is well known to the Kabbalists (ref. Sefer Reshit Hokhma, Sha’ar
HaAhavah, end of chapter 4). When desire is motivating the thinking process
all other faculties of the human sensory experience come into play to
draw the individual closer to the desired object. In case of a sexual
partner, one not only thinks about the other, but becomes enraptured
by him/her. One smells their fragrance even outside their presence,
one hears the sounds inside the recesses of ones thoughts, and one’s
vision is focused only upon the other. One can as if taste the other. This
is the passion of love. It is what motivates the mind to contemplate.
Without such love and passion for the art of contemplation, one will
never succeed in these endeavors.
How does one cultivate such a passion? One might as well ask how
one falls in love. Yet, there is a technique. One begins very gradually.
One begins to contemplate the selected idea or thing. At first such
thoughts might be boring and it might be hard to concentrate on just
this one thing. Being that our minds are so accustomed to flitter about,
it is rather hard to go against the grain and keep the mind focused on
merely one thing. We begin by contemplating our chosen single item.
In Kabbalistic schools the idea initially chosen to contemplate is either
a specific pasuk from the TaNaKh that has personal meaning for the
individual or more simply to focus upon G-d’s Holy Name Y-K-V-K.
Aside from the letters themselves, the Kabbalists have written
numerous works explaining how the Holy Name of G-d as revealed in
the Bible is much more than a simple name like we all use. Rather, it
is more accurate to describe the Holy Name Y-K-V-K of the Bible as a
code encasing numerous meanings.
Step one in Hitbonenut contemplation on the Holy Name is to learn
everything there is to learn about the Holy Name from all the books of
the sacred Rabbis and Kabbalists. With this academic knowledge one
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can now think about what one knows. In one’s mind one can start to
put together all the different ideas that one has learned from various
sources. One can take all the variant opinions and endeavor to see
how they all fit in into a greater picture which is more than just the
sum of its parts.
Once one begins to see connections and associations unseen by
others, the mind develops a continuing interest in this process. Thus
the mind wants to spend more time contemplating the idea or thing,
drawing into the contemplative process more and more information,
seeking to find pieces of a mental puzzle that somehow fit together
to add greater depth to the ever expanding image now forming in the
mind.
As this process proceeds one achieves insights (knowledge) about
the contemplated thing that are unique. This is because one actually,
as if to say, loves the mental concept, and can therefore know subtle
nuances about one’s “lover” that simply cannot be expressed with
words. This passion of thought is still in the realm of the rational. It
is still clear and lucid thinking. But as this process continues to its
ultimate conclusions, it takes the mind far beyond the boundaries of
consciousness. The passion is what drives and steers the mind as it
jumps into the realm of the unconscious. Without the passion the mind
would be lost. Therefore, maintaining the passion is essential.
Not all minds can generate passion simply as a byproduct of
mental processes. Since Biblical days this truth has been known.
Therefore, even in Biblical days, there was a technique used to “jumpstart” the passion in the soul, so that when it was properly united
with the associated mental concepts the Hitbonenut process would
proceed. The Biblical “jump-start” method is still used today to alter
consciousness, although most have no idea that it can be used to reach
down into the inner mind as a guide along the spiritual path. The
Biblical “jump-start” tool was music.
It is clear and mentioned a number of times in the Bible how when
a prophet desired prophecy he would have music played for him. He
would use the music to arouse his soul and let his mind contemplate
what would become words of Psalms, the Holy Name Y-K-V-K or other
holy Names (that we will discuss as we proceed). The music would
“get him in the mood.” Once he was in the “right mood,” the music
would cease and the prophet would then be able to proceed into the
depths of the unconscious guided by his holy thoughts.
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For centuries following the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem
and the exile of the Jewish people from our Holy Land, this style of
using music to achieve an altered state of consciousness has fallen by
the wayside in Jewish mystical circles. Yet, although this technique
has mostly been lost in Jewish circles, its practice did not end there.
Centuries ago, about the time of the birth of Islam, when some bands of
prophetic Kabbalists roamed about the Arabian Desert, they must have
had chance meetings with certain groups of truth seeking Muslims.
We see to this day that the Sufi Muslim mystics still use music as a
meditative device in their meditations.
Although the exact historical connection has long been lost in
the sands of the Arabian Desert, nonetheless it is clear that the Sufis
learned their path from these Rabbis in ancient days who knew these
practices well. Even centuries later, Rabbi Avraham, son of RaMBaM,
in his book HaMaspeek L’Ovdei HaShem, makes mention of the Sufi practice
and comments on how similar it is to that used by the prophets and
Kabbalists. He too recognized that somewhere lost in history the Sufi
fathers learned or copied some techniques from the holy schools of the
benei neviim (students of the prophets).
Although the use of music as a meditative tool is a lost art to
most modern Kabbalists, nonetheless there still remains a remnant of
this original practice amongst certain Jewish mystical circles. In the
1700’s, the Ba’al Shem Tov (Rabbi Yisrael ben Eliezer) began teaching
a unique form of Kabbalah with emphasis on devekut bonding with
G-d. His followers were called Hasidim, and his movement Hasidut.
One of the techniques used by the Ba’al Shem to arouse devekut
in himself and his followers was the singing of a Niggun. A Niggun
means a tune, a simple melody, most often without any lyrics. Hasidim
often would hum long and sometimes intricate tunes, and at other times
simple and short tunes. Each tune served the purpose of arousing
spiritual emotion within those listening. The Niggun indeed served
then and now to arouse many to spiritual awareness.
However, the Niggun alone was never enough to accomplish what
the prophetic Kabbalists had accomplished in the past. The Niggun in
and of itself works wonders, but it is only a small part of the technique.
Unfortunately, the followers of the Ba’al Shem Tov did not receive
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knowledge of and/or practice the other elements of the prophetic
Kabbalah, and were therefore limited in what they could spiritually
accomplish.
Music is often vital for the first stage of meditation. However,
not any or all music can be used in this endeavor. There is a certain
type that works best and another type that serves an entirely different
purpose. There is an old saying, “the right means in the wrong hands,
causes the right means to work in the wrong way.” At the same time
that there is music that opens one up to holy forces, so is there music
that can open one up to the most unholy of sources. One need just
look to certain types of rock and roll music to see how true this is.
The usage of music and how it affects consciousness bringing one to
hitbodedut must now be explored.

Chapter Four - Using Music
To Cultivate Subjective Perception
Perceptions of physical reality can be divided into two different
streams of consciousness - the objective and the subjective.
Objective reality is that perception which is experienced by all
and interpreted collectively as having a specific meaning. This is what
most of us would call “real.” Subjective reality, on the other hand, is
when the perception of a thing is interpreted in a highly individualized
manner unique to the psyche (mind) of the individual at that moment.
Our present society is structured to place emphasis of legitimacy
on objective reality, for it is only through having a concept of objective
reality that we can have common ground for communication of a
common reality.
While the need for an objective reality is self evident, one must
never use this as an excuse to deny the existence and importance of
subjective reality. It is through our personal subjective realities that
each and every one of us uniquely defines and interprets all aspects
of life, and thus it helps shape us and define for us our individuality.
Without a sense of subjective reality, there would not be a sense of
individuality.
Note: this is why certain types of political regimes and repressive
cultures and societies always seek to place over-emphasis on objective
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as opposed to subjective reality. When everyone is taught to think the
same, then everyone will also act the same. This is the master-plan for
domination and control. Without a healthy sense of subjective reality,
one is left with only a sense of being a meaningless part of a greater
whole, with no sense of individual worth. This is the greatest of evils.
This is mental slavery and the true definition of exile. This is exile
from one’s own self.
According to the Torah, one is encouraged with all earnestness to
develop a healthy sense of subjective reality. In the words of the Ari’zal,
the master of the later Kabbalists, he says that each and every soul has
its own unique way of learning and understanding the entire Torah. As
there were 600,000 foot soldiers who left Egypt in the days of Moses,
so there is considered to be 600,000 source souls in “collective Israel.”
Each of these individual souls has its own independent understanding
of the Torah for each of the four levels of Torah interpretation: pshat
(simple), remez (implied), drash (moralistic) and sod (mystical).
While this great variance of Torah understanding opens up for us
a wealth of Torah knowledge, this concept should never be used to
justify understandings of the Torah which violate either the letter of
the Law of the Torah or its spirit. In other words, this concept should
never be used to excuse those deviant forms of Torah interpretation
which by definition contradict Torah in the first place.
True Torah insights are what we call “hiddushim” (new insights).
The reason why we have such a large body of Torah literature in all facets
of Torah learning is simply because of this. Every Rabbi who seeks to
bond with the Torah in truth is blessed with insights and revelations
into it which are unique to himself and his personality. Thus whether
he is writing a commentary to the Torah, Shulkhan Arukh (Code of
Jewish Law) or a book on Kabbalah, his soul perceives insights that
another does not. This makes the works of the individual Rabbis ever
so valuable, for what one Rabbi might perceive, another one was not
able to see until he read the words of the first. In this way is the Torah
made great and the minds of her students refined and sharpened.
With this introduction, let us return now to our discussion of
Hitbonenut mental concentration and the use of music to acquire it.
In order to be able to delve into the Torah and produce hiddushim
(unique insights), one must be first able to focus one’s mind upon what
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one is doing. No one with a disorganized mind will be able to delve
into the depths of Torah and reveal her hidden treasures. Therefore,
an orderly mind is a focused mind. Music is a well known tool that
enables the mind to acquire focus. Let us take a quick look at what
happens in the mind as we listen to music.
Although we shall now discuss the affect of music on the mind, it
is important to note that music is only one of many tools that can evoke
the following sequence. One should keep this in mind and apply this
lesson to all other tools of consciousness expansion.
When we think about a thing, we normally initially approach that
thing from an objective standpoint. In other words we think about the
thing as does almost everyone else. For example, when we think of an
apple, we perceive it to be a piece of fruit, used for food, and either
purchased in a store or plucked from a tree. This is an objective view
of the apple.
Now, when music is played it arouses within us feelings. Our
feelings attach to our thoughts and add to them another dimension
of perception, specifically the subjective dimension. Thus, when I
think about the apple, I think of a fruit. When I add feelings to the
thought process, then I feel whether the apple is delicious to the taste
or whether I do not like apples. My mind wanders from thinking about
green apples which may be too soft for my tastes to crunchy red apples
in which I delight.
When I start to think subjectively about the apple, many more
cues about it come into play. I can sense its taste in my mouth and I
can feel the delight of eating it. All this is not possible with objective
thinking simply because everyone’s subjective experience with the red
delicious apple is different from that of someone else. As it is with
apples, so is it with spiritual reality.
Music gets me to feel whatever is the topic at hand. Music adds
dimension to the thought similar to the taste of the apple. The mood
shifting effect brought about by music is well known to all. Yet, most
never stop to analyze the effect as it is happening. It is, however, most
interesting to observe one’s own inner self and shift of focus.
When music is playing and one’s mind is contemplating whatever
topic, the music arouses the inner soul to release emotions; these
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introduce elements of subjective focus onto the objective element. One
then begins to view the objective element, whatever it is, in a more
and more subjective light. In this way, one’s knowledge of the thing
now integrates both objective knowledge, which everyone knows, with
one’s own personal perspective, which is unique to the individual. This
is the process of Hitbonenut, comprehensive contemplation, where
objective and subjective realty merge as one.
Do not underestimate the value of this merge, for it is one’s
subjective insights that expand one’s objective knowledge over and
beyond that of his fellow.
The Kabbalists explain the reason why music and even humming a
tune has such a profound influence upon human consciousness. They
remind their students that G-d created the entire universe through the
process of sound waves. This is how the Torah is interpreted when it
states that G-d created the universe through speech, as it says, “and
G-d said, let there be . . . and there was.” The speech of G-d is said to be made
up of the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew Alef-Bet. While each one
has its unique name and sound, each one also has its unique tune or
harmony.
In essence all of creation is one enormous harmony or symphony
of Divine manifestation. When one hums a tune or listens to music,
one is in essence vibrating the fundamental particles of creation
unleashing its elemental aspects. When this process is applied to a
thought, one is in essence unraveling the finalized structure of that
thought, thus enabling the contemplator to investigate its inherent
parts. This experience is most intoxicating for the mind. For the mind,
created to think, is enabled with an entirely “new” power to perform
its tasks. This new power motivating the mind to think ever so deeper
is passion.
In the prophetic / meditative tradition, music was played to allow
the mind of the individual aspiring to receive prophecy to cultivate a
deep sense of passion for what it was he/she sought. It was by the
power of the passion that drove the experience. However, it was the
thoughts in the mind that directed the experience. In other words,
drive and direction must go hand in hand. This is not an unknown
lesson to us. How many would fill their car with gas and head out on
a trip not knowing to where they are going or how to get there? Such
a trip is a futile waste of time and energy.
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Therefore, once passion is ignited, once the mind can expand
beyond the limitations of objective reality, once subjective reality can
safely guide the way, then one is indeed on the journey of a lifetime, a
journey towards bonding with our blessed Creator.
The subjective impressions and perceptions in one’s mind guides
and directs the conscious mind into the unconscious, and steers it to
where the mind needs to go within this uncharted territory. The topic
of thought and the type of music arousing passion, therefore, play
crucial roles in this transformation of consciousness. When one is
able to think deeply, allowing full concentration of the mind upon the
chosen item or thing, then the mind is clear enough to focus upon that
thing and perceive it in the great depths of the “hiddush.” This then
is Hitbonenut.
This is what the Sefer Yetzirah was meaning when it said to
“understand with wisdom”; in other words to allow the integration of
subjective reality alongside objective reality to enable one to penetrate
into the first layers of the unconscious. Yet, this is only one of many
first steps.
Once Hitbonenut concentration ability is achieved, one has to be
careful how to focus it, for once the power of the mind is tapped it
can lead one to the highest heights, or take one down to the lowest
depths. Good and evil, fortune and ruin, are ever present realities
both objectively and subjectively. The mind of the aspirant must be
able to know the difference between the paths that takes one to either
the goodly heights or the evil depths. Initially, it is impossible to
distinguish the difference based upon objective reality alone. Even
one’s subjective reasoning might be very cloudy. Therefore, in order
to proceed, one must first make efforts to cleanse the mind of both
objective and subjective garbage that clouds the mind and confuses
the true inner path.

Chapter Five - Cleansing the Mind
from the Dangers of the Klipot
Although music and similar motifs can be used to assist the mind
in transforming perception from objective to subjective reality, there is
still one major obstacle that will forever block one’s path towards the
ultimate bonding with G-d. This major blockage is the faulty faculty of
the human mind itself.
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The human mind, in its present state, does not integrate information
in the lofty spiritual way that it was designed by G-d to do. As our
understanding of objective reality is limited by the parameters of our
technological advancement, so is our subjective perceptions tainted by
all too many things. Although each of us has our own unique subjective
way of looking at the world, this highly individualized subjectivity is by
no means a “free ticket” to experiencing G-d.
There is a serious amount of spiritual static and mental cloudiness
in our individual subjectivities. Indeed, our individual subjectivities
define for us the parameters of our minds. These parameters are
necessary in order for us to exist as independent entities. This same
necessary parameter of existence, however, also causes us to be filled
with ideas, thoughts and perceptions that by definition are limited,
and thus by definition far from the absolute truth of G-d’s Presence.
These hindrances are what keep us from having true experiences of
the reality of the Divine. In the language of the Kabbalah they are
called the Klipot (husks, or shells).
By definition our minds are limited things. We do not possess
at present the original Adamic capability of “seeing from one end of
the world to the other.” Even if we could, there is no guarantee that
we would see all that there is to see and perceive it accurately. The
prophets of old were very well aware of this limitation. Knowledge of
this spiritual handicap was incorporated into the prophetic training
system, alongside methods of overcoming it.
In the Biblical episodes of both Eliyahu and Ezekiel, reference is
made of the prophetic mind passing through these areas of deluded
subjectivity, referred to by the later Kabbalists as the Klipot. Knowledge
of this is essential, for without proper warning and training on how to
overcome these Klipot, the mind of the aspiring spiritual seeker or
prophet can be taken off course in the same way as a faulty compass
can cause a ship at sea to end up far far away from its intended
destination.
During the centuries when prophecy was a mainstay in the Jewish
landscape, it is estimated that there were literally millions of souls,
men and women alike, who sought entry into the prophetic schools.
During this period that prophecy was mainstream, unfortunately, so
was its opposite - false prophecy, an ever-present nuisance.
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Walking the razor’s edge of mind / soul refinement is no easy
task. One or more shortcuts, or only one lesson learned or practiced
improperly can lead one to perceive insights cloaked in holy garments,
but nonetheless emanating from a very dangerous source. False
prophecy and what could come forth from it was such a serious
concern that G-d Himself ordered Moshe to proscribe in the Torah the
death penalty for the false prophet (Deut. 13:1-6). G-d expresses that He
has zero tolerance for the one falsely claiming to speak in His Holy
Name.
Distinguishing between truth and falsehood has always been a
difficult task. In order to enable us to do this G-d gave us His Torah,
both Written and Oral, to enable us to know what His Will is for us, and
what it is we are to do in life on a daily basis that will keep us on the
properly prescribed path.
Yet, even when all the commandments of the Torah are scrupulously
observed, and even when one’s heart is in the right place, one can still
nonetheless be deceived by the ever-so-present forces of evil whose
sole intent it is to keep the human mind / soul from returning to its
source. Why these malevolent forces are the way they are will be
discussed in a later place. For now we must merely understand the
nature of their existence and what we must learn to overcome their
obstacles.
The true nature of malevolent forces are not experienced as little
red horned demons with tails and pitchforks, but rather as complications
and confusions in the mind. Whenever we endeavor to experience
subjective reality, we find that our subjective perceptions of a thing
are always tainted by a twisted understanding of our experience with
that thing. Such was the case of the dialogue between Eve and the
Serpent in the Garden of Eden.
The Torah story in Gen. 3:1-7 relates how the Serpent began a
dialogue with Eve, which led to her eating of the forbidden fruit and
her giving of said fruit to Adam, making him eat as well. Obviously the
story is a metaphor for a much more profound historical incident that
occurred. One need not concern oneself with what kind of tree it was
or what exactly was the forbidden truth. Our records of the incident
describe the matter metaphorically, and only the Kabbalists went into
great detail to describe for us the actually psychological / spiritual
event as it actually occurred.
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Regardless of the details, the one point of the story is clear; the
Serpent did not deceive Eve by lying to her. He did not distort the truth
at all. The Serpent was able to corrupt Eve by telling her the truth
and allowing subjective experience to take sway over objective reality.
In other words, the objective reality was indeed that the forbidden
fruit looked delightful to the eyes. Eve indeed did desire to eat of it.
Indeed, Eve did desire that her eyes would be opened and that she
would become like G-d. The Serpent used Eve’s own desires against
her and urged her on to follow her desires instead of following what
she knew objectively to be correct. Her subjective perceptions of the
forbidden fruit won out over her objective knowledge. She ate, we fell,
we lost, and the rest is history.
Subjective experience, therefore, must be put to the test to
ascertain whether that which is perceived can indeed be trusted.
Prophetic training placed great emphasis on this aspect of the training,
for without mastery of this most important subject the aspiring mind/
soul could be seduced as was Mother Eve with similar devastating
results. We have recorded some of these results in the stories of the
false prophets and prophecies recorded in the TaNaKh (Bible).
The aspiring prophet, prior to his experience of objective spiritual
reality, would have to pass through the domains of the subjective mind
with all its handicaps of unclear spiritual vision. Now remember, there
is no spiritual experience without proper subjective reality. Therefore,
the refinement of inner spiritual vision that properly clarifies the
difference between subjective perceptions from an improper source
and those from a sacred holy source is paramount. Every prophet
went through a mental procedure in which his mind / soul would pass
through these realms of the Klipot.
As mentioned above, we have two very specific mentions of this
passage recorded for us in the Prophets, specifically in the stories of
Eliyahu and Ezekiel. Let us take a moment to look at each one.
With regards to Eliyahu, we have a record of one of his prophetic
experiences. It is written in 1 Kings 19:11-12, “He said, “Go out, and stand
on the mountain before the HaShem.” Behold, HaShem passed by and a great strong wind tore
the mountains, and broke in pieces the rocks before HaShem; but HaShem was not in the wind.
After the wind an earthquake; but HaShem was not in the earthquake. After the earthquake a
fire passed; but HaShem was not in the fire: and after the fire a still small voice.”
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This small section conceals within it many secrets of the true
prophetic experience. These details will have to be discussed later.
As for now, let us simply focus on the three experiences recorded prior
to Eliyahu hearing the “still small voice” of HaShem, these being the
wind, the earthquake and the fire.
With regards to Ezekiel he too experienced a similar occurrence.
In Ezekiel 1:4 it is written, “I looked, and behold, a stormy wind came out of the north,
a great cloud, with flashing lightning.”
Ezekiel experiences the same stormy wind as did Eliyahu, yet
instead of an earthquake as experienced by Eliyahu; Ezekiel on the
other hand experiences a great cloud. Afterwards Ezekiel experiences
flashing lighting which is more or less the same thing as a fire.
These records were not haphazardly written as superfluous details.
They were recorded as a warning to the students of the prophetic
schools of what they can expect to experience. In essence these records
of Eliyahu and Ezekiel were recorded to serve as training manuals for
the aspiring students.
The record of the experience is clear enough; how to deal with the
experience is not so clearly recorded. That information was considered
a closely guarded secret and was not publicly revealed. These secrets
can be found within the secret codes within the texts themselves, hidden
within numerical values and certain holy Names codex formulas. Being
that the details of this go beyond our present stage of learning, suffice
it for now that mention is made of their existence; further details that
will be relevant to this work will be addressed at a later time.
The three experiences of the prophets Eliyahu and Ezekiel are how
the TaNaKh (Bible) records the presence of the Klipot. Their presence
is very real. Their danger is ever so present and real. This is why so
many who delve into the unconscious and explore the untapped forces
of the mind end up becoming seduced by forces of evil who possess
them to use their new found powers to commit horrible acts of evil.
One must never underestimate the latent powers within the mind.
One must never underestimate the powers of evil ever around us seeking
to use and abuse such powers. This is why the prophetic path safely
guards its secrets from falling into the hands of those so unequipped
to deal with them. We have enough psychotics and perpetrators of
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evil who roam the world causing mayhem, bloodshed, and all kinds of
havoc because they believe G-d has spoken to them and told them so.
We clearly see no such activity in the TaNaKh and therefore interpret
such activity as the poison fruits of modern day false prophets.
Prior to our discussing any more specific techniques of prophetic/
spiritual ascent, we must first address those matters which enable one
to successfully make such an ascent. Without proper training and
emphasis on the basics, any forward movement would be unbalanced
and would lead to an inevitable future fall, the results of which could
be devastating to both the individual and all those around. Therefore,
we must learn how to cleanse the mind, enabling it to confront and
overcome the Klipot, in order that one may be able to fine-tune the
proper spiritual frequency for advancement along to path of holiness
towards true bonding with G-d.
In order to properly prepare the mind for prophetic descent into
truly Divine spiritual objectivity, the mind in association with the body
must learn to cleanse itself from attachment to the Klipot. In order
to accomplish this task we were given the mitzvot (commandments)
of the Torah to perform. Aside from the practical everyday benefit
the commandments of the Torah bring to human society, the many
commandments of ritual nature also play a powerful psychological/
spiritual role in the mind of the one observing them. The mitzvot
themselves serve as archetypes, as images imprinted upon the mind,
which enable the mind to sift through the Klipot and to ultimately
perceive true spiritual reality.
We must now explain why and how observance of the Torah
covenant is so vital for spiritual ascent. Faithfulness to the Torah
covenant was the gist of every prophetic message. Let us now proceed
to explain why.

Chapter Six - The Holy Name, the Mitzvot
and the Cleansing of the Mind
In understanding why G-d has commanded the Jewish people to
perform specific ritual practices instead of just contemplating their
philosophical and spiritual meanings, one learns a great lesson about
the manner in which the human mind operates. Just as there are two
general modes of perception, these being the objective and subjective,
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so too are there two general ways of the thinking process, one being
rational and the other being abstract (that is, from the point of view of
the rational).
Rational thinking correlates to objective perception as it is
experienced and interpreted equally by all. Abstract thinking however
is much more nebulous and includes within it both emotional and
spiritual content. The best example of the difference between these
two can be the viewing of a painting. A rationalist views the painting
and examines the types of paint and canvas used, whereas the abstract
thinker is viewing the image on the canvas and its meanings, paying
little or no attention to how it was formed.
While abstract thinking might sound individualistic, in reality, this
is not always so. Indeed, in many if not most cases, abstract thinking
as highly individualized as it may seem actually follows a pattern that
is held in common in the minds of most.
Abstract, subjective thinking differs from rational objective
thinking in a very specific and significant way. Rational objective
reality is usually communicated through the medium of sound and the
spoken or written word. Abstract subjective thinking on the other
hand uses pictures as its means of communication.
In essence, at some deep level of the unconscious mind, “a picture
is worth a thousand words.” The picture language of the collective
mind substructure is what is referred to in the language of analytical
psychology as archetypes. Together these archetypes are referred to
as the archetypes of the collective unconscious of all mankind. In
order to understand the performance of mitzvot and the process of
cleansing the mind the concept of “archetype” must be thoroughly
understood.
Objective perception experiences external realities and artificially
creates a common language of concept in order to communicate with
others an expression of agreement. The vehicle for this is usually that
of the spoken word. Regardless of language or translations, when we
wish to communicate to another person a concept, idea, or merely
plain facts, we most often use words to describe it. Words, however
are artificial constructs created by man as a description of a thing, yet
those self same words may have absolutely nothing in common with
the thing itself.
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For example, we have a fruit that is red and crisp. We call it an apple.
Yet, what does the word apple have to do with the description of the
fruit itself? The word in and of itself does not add to our understanding
of the fruit, nor will it describe the fruit to one unfamiliar with the
word. Therefore, if one knows the fruit, the word used to describe it
will make sense. If not, the word offers nothing to us to assist us in
understanding its purpose. The word is an artificial construct created
by us to represent the fruit that we call an apple.
Within the realms of the unconscious mind such applications
of description follow an entirely different path. Human speech and
language skills develop in us as we grow and mature in our objective
external sensory environment. Yet they are not our natural and first form
of communication that we were born with, and with which experience
the world while we are yet infants, prior to our mind separating into
a conscious and unconscious. At the most primary and fundamental
level of human communication, it is the picture, and not the word that
is used to describe matters, experience things and to communicate.
The picture images used by the primary, fundamental mind are the
archetypes referred to above. Psychological studies have shown that
certain images in the mind are interpreted the same way by almost
everyone. Indeed, many modern psychologists have documented
the human need for symbolic picture oriented communication and
expression. This explains whey we create logos, flags, and other images
and rally behind their meanings. This also explains why we humans
generally desire to belong to some sort of a group that is represented
by such an icon or image.
This unconscious use of and need for abstract picture language is
the basis of dream language and interpretation. Dreams, our Sages
say, are messages from beyond the conscious mind. They compare a
dream to a letter and say that a dream not interpreted is like a letter
unread. Yet, as important as our dreams and their messages are,
the vast majority of us, including psychologists are totally oblivious
to their meanings at a conscious level. However, at the unconscious
level our minds do comprehend the dream message and deal with it
accordingly, many times in a way totally unperceived and unknown to
the conscious mind.
When we dream we see what to our rational objective mind is
a bunch of irrational and meaningless symbols and images. Yet,
somehow this irrational mental experience deeply affects us and
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moves us in ways our conscious mind does not understand. This is
because the communication at the unconscious level does not follow
the same rules as that of the conscious mind. The archetypal symbols
used in the unconscious speak to a deeper, more primary aspect of
our mind / soul than that which our conscious mind is aware of or can
even comprehend. Archetypes are the language of the angels and of
prophecy.
Being that archetypal symbols play such an important part within
the unconscious mind and within the spiritual world, understanding
their meanings should be pursued by all. However, here is where
the problem lies. The unconscious mind and its ways and means of
expression lie with the unconscious. This is such an obvious statement,
true, but we fail to understand its significance. We cannot penetrate
the unconscious with the conscious mind; this is a contradiction that
cannot be. The only access to the unconscious is through oscillating
consciousness that we have discussed in our previous lessons. The
conscious mind cannot comprehend nor grasp the unconscious,
because the unconscious as defined by the conscious is fleeting and in
a state of constant flux. The Sefer Yetzirah states that is it is like a bolt
of lightning, here for a moment and then gone. Unless one knows how
to grasp the moment, the moment is missed and gone.
In order to grasp this moment we must begin to put some pieces
together. Within our unconscious mind ruled as they are by archetypal
imagery, we also find that which we have been discussing the specifics
of subjective reality.
Subjective reality, which adds depth and meaning to our objective
perceptions, also molds and shapes the way our conscious minds
receive and interpret the archetypes of the unconscious. Our subjective
perceptions, therefore, while serving a vital role enabling us to reach
out and experience objective reality in a deeper and truer way, also at
the same time cloud our perceptions and interpretations of the pictorial
imagery that bubbles up from the unconscious mind.
Do not underestimate the danger of this limitation, for it is this
handicap that forever keeps our minds imprisoned and separate from
experiencing the true objective spiritual reality of G-d. This pitfall was
the cause of false prophecy and many mighty ones have fallen into its
snare. The Biblical prophetic schools developed extensive techniques
of training the mind to differentiate between pure archetypal imagery
and its true messages coming from sources in holiness, and that which
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has come through what we referred to in a previous lesson as the
metaphorical or archetypal storm, cloud and fire, the manifestations
of the Klipot.
Without an objective marker, all unconscious archetypes remain a
confusing jumble of imagery felt deep within the unconscious, with all
the connecting ramifications on personality and behavior, yet without
any conscious, rational, and objective meaning. An objective marker
is a tool for the mind that enables the mind to focus on a spiritual
objective reality. Like an anchor, the objective marker is used to hold
the mind steady so that it is not tossed and turned by the archetypal
storm that seems to appear whenever the aspiring prophet enters his
prophetic trance.
The most basic and fundamental objective marker used in the
prophetic schools was simply G-d’s holy Name Y-H-V-H. Whenever
the prophet sought to delve into the realms of subjective perception,
he knew all too well that such perceptions might be tainted and not
clearly reflecting of spiritual reality. The prophetic mind was trained to
be well aware of the Klipot and how to overcome their snare, referred
to as the storm.
Initially when the prophet wished to contemplate a thing using the
Hitbonenut mode of thought, he would have music played. The music
aroused his soul with passion firing him up, enabling him to delve deep
into subjective reality. Yet, wise as he was, knowing full well that not
all subjective reality is to be trusted, the prophetic mind did not delve
into the unconscious alone. He descended deep within by focusing his
thoughts upon the Holy Name Y-H-V-H, attaching this Holy Name to
the concept being contemplated.
The prophetic mind would actually perform a mental construct
technique of knitting together the Holy Name Y-H-V-H with that which
he seeks deeper knowledge of. The Holy Name Y-H-V-H acted as the
stabilizing anchor to focus and guide his mind, whereas at the same
time, the objective power of the Holy Name, connected as it is to G-d,
served as a shining beacon, to blind the Klipot and at the same time
allow the prophetic mind safe passage into the holy spiritual realms.
The Holy Name Y-H-V-H is still used today as the initial tool of
choice for all aspiring to sincere bonding with G-d. Yet, the Name
itself does not work in a vacuum. In other words, using the Name in
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and of itself will not generate the experience of holiness one seeks
unless one’s mind and body are enabled to receive it.
Knowing this all too well, our Creator placed within His Torah the
entire structure of mitzvot that need to be acted out as a form of living
archetypes. When performed properly, these mitzvot not only create a
harmonious society, but they also create a harmonious mind, one that
can properly delve into the unconscious, experience subjective reality
and naturally distinguish between the true and the false.
The mitzvot of the Torah, when performed properly with true
devotion and intent, have this awesome power of cleansing the mind
enabling it for prophetic ascent. Without such a preparation all such
ascent is not only dangerous, it is suicidal. The commandments of the
Torah cleanse the body, the mind and the soul.
Fundamental adherence to G-d’s revealed Will requires of one
an act of surrender of one's personal intervening will. This is the
necessary first step for all who wish to approach the Divine in truth.
Surrender of personal will removes the one single force of resistance
that prevents spiritual bonding. When personal surrender is achieved,
there is formed a metaphor of empty space of sorts between the
mind / soul and its source in the Creator. Then, like a vacuum, the
properly trained and prepared aspiring mind / soul can be as if sucked
into the higher realms of reality.
Mitzvot observance is the ultimate act of surrender of personal
will before the Will of the Divine. By one being required to perform
all kinds of rituals and to live with all types of restrictions, one learns
control of one’s desires. One also learns obedience, tenacity, loyalty
and commitment. All these traits revolve around a single concept.
They all sharpen the individual focus and cultivate discipline. Without
this necessary personality of discipline and focus, even with the Holy
Name Y-H-V-H as one's guide, one will still become lost upon the path.
The wisdom of the old saying again rings true, “the right means in the
wrong hands causes the right means, to work in the wrong way.”
One must never underestimate the necessity of cleansing the
mind and body prior to the prophetic ascent. One who is not properly
prepared will never escape the forces of the storm, cloud and fire. We
must now proceed to explore the klipot, what they are, and how the
mitzvot of the Torah protect us from them.
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Before we proceed to discuss the manner in which the human
mind is trained in the prophetic schools to pass through the Klipah
phase of consciousness known as the storm, let us first review a bit.
At first we learned that the point and purpose of Kabbalistic/
prophetic meditation is to fulfill the Torah mitzvah of Devekut, which
is to bond with G-d. We have learned that this bonding is a “mind to
Mind” bond of sorts. The mind / soul must penetrate the veils of physical
limitation that block the aspiring prophet (or later day Kabbalist) from
perceiving the surrounding spiritual, yet invisible universe of greater
reality.
We have learned about Hitbonenut concentration and how music
can assist the mind to acquire passion, thus enabling it to delve
deeper into subjective awareness. We have learned that the purpose
of this technique and many others like it is for the sake of achieving a
meditative state called Hitbodedut which is a state of mental isolation
wherein spiritual reality can be grasped by its own rules. We have
learned how the mind is to shift between conscious awareness to
subjective perception and back again in pendulum fashion, following
that which we called Sekhel Tenudah, oscillating consciousness.
We have learned that our conscious minds interact with our external
physical universe, whereas our unconscious minds interact with the
spiritual world through the powers of imagery and imagination. We
have discussed how the imagery of the imagination is not limited to
the mind of the individual, but shared by many. These images are
called the archetypes of the collective unconscious. We have also
learned that our inner subjective views of things, as important as they
are for they define our true understanding of those things, might still
nonetheless be tainted by so many numerous matters both internal
and external to us.
In light of all these previous lessons, it is imperative that one now
learn how to cleanse the mind of all its clutter and folly in order for the
mind / soul to be able to receive a clear, fine-tuned and proper spiritual
reception. Without this preparation, all meditative endeavors will end
up in the Klipot and very far away from G-d the Creator.
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Arousing the mind to passion focuses the mind. Yet, the focus of
this focus will only be as strong as is the mind itself. For the majority of
us this means instant failure, because our minds have never properly
developed enough discipline to be able to penetrate beneath the
depths of anything, all the more so to seek our holiness. Thus we
see many non-spiritual oriented individuals who become aroused by
music only to find that such arousal leads to the pursuit of physical
stimulation (sex, drugs and rock & roll). Without proper preparation
such individuals will never be able to mature spiritually.
Even when one makes the effort to attempt meditation, all the
while that one contemplates (meditates) upon a thing, with the mind
focused upon that thing, if one’s inner subjective thoughts are somewhat
skewed as a result of living the confusing lifestyle that we all lead,
than even the clearest of subjective thought will not bring us towards
our goal of drawing closer to G-d. The bottom line is unfortunately
rather simple. There is nothing we humans can do completely on our
own to bridge the gap between our mind / soul (the true essence of
what it means to be human) and our Creator. By ourselves, we cannot
return to the former glory mankind through Adam embraced prior to
the debacle in Eden.
This state of affairs is by no means a mere religious or philosophical
statement. One need only look at the entire course of human history
to see that regardless of whatever heights human society has risen to,
no matter how spiritual we have or have not become, human beings
remain pretty much the same, regardless of how enlightened one’s
society claims to be.
Yet, through all this pessimism there is a solution, a system
that definitely works to break the chains of our mortal confinement.
However, it must be duly noted that the keys that unlock the shackles of
our prison are not of this earth; rather ,they come from extra-terrestrial
origins. I am referring to the words of prophecy already received by
Moses at Mt. Sinai 3300+ years ago and through the mouths of the
other prophets ever since.
Whether we like to consider as such or not, those of us who accept
the truth of the Torah must admit that something not of this world
made contact with us centuries ago on Sinai and gave us a manual
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of directions for the human mind / soul. This is why the Torah is of
such paramount importance. Without the Torah there would be no
communication possible with the giver of the Torah, which the Torah
itself claims is the Creator.
Once a prophet successfully has made authentic contact with the
Divine source, he becomes a conduit for channeling that source here
on earth. Mind you, prophetic words are no mere words similar to
those spoken by us. Each word of prophecy whether it was spoken
by Moses or Malakhi originated from a place far removed from our
planet Earth. Each word of prophecy is a code far deeper than its
plain and simple meaning. Thus, when a prophet spoke his words
were meticulously recorded, down to the correct spelling of every
letter of every word. In Biblical days, the schools of prophets would
then analyze the message to retrieve the hidden codes within it and
use them for further prophetic ascents.
When prophecy was withdrawn from mankind soon after the
rebuilding of the Second Temple, new messages and revelations ceased
coming. Communications at that level of clarity and perception were
broken off. In a way we had been abandoned, but not completely.
We still had access to the keys that opened the doors that had been
previously accessed, but no new doors were to be opened.
Although this might sound negative in and of itself it most certainly
is not. The former doors are numerous and contain behind them the
wealth of what our mind / souls needs in order to heal ourselves and
restore our communications with our Creator. Therefore the most
important of all Kabbalistic / meditative texts is none other than the
Torah and the rest of the Bible, specifically the words of the prophets.
In order for us to properly proceed in our devekut studies at this
point, we must begin to explore the keys concealed within the words
of the prophets that unlock the untapped powers of the mind / soul and
enable it to connect with G-d the Creator, and not with other forces of
a malevolent nature.
The spiritual keys concealed within the Torah and prophecy have
the power to repel the Klipot and to focus the mind on holiness because
their origins are from the ultimate source of the human mind/soul
essence, which is G-d. Being that the prophetic codes come from the
source, they therefore act upon the source deep within the center of
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the human unconscious. From this center point of our unknowable
essence the effect then rises through the levels of the mind / soul until
they permeate our conscious minds and our external environments.
The entire Torah is considered one complete prophecy, and
therefore any and all of its words are considered to be a great whole
Name of G-d. Indeed, the codes within the words of prophecies have
always been referred to as Holy Names. They are not names per se
as are our names. They are, however, the vessels through which the
Divine becomes manifest. Therefore, as a vehicle of verbal expression,
they are called “Names” because as a name is a title by which an entity
is known, so the prophetic expression is used to understand and thus
describe G-d.
The entire Torah and words of prophecy are these types of Names.
As one can clearly see, the topics covered in the thousands of Biblical
verses are numerous. Thus the question arises out of all the thousands
of pesukim which ones should be used in the prophetic path? Is there
any order? And what exactly is the manner in which they are to be
used? What exactly are we supposed to be doing? These questions
now take us to our present topic, which is how to overcome the Klipot
of the mind focus on true hitbodedut mental isolation and to focus on
true and holy spiritual reality.
Our physical objective-oriented minds are always such a busy
place. Our attention flutters from one subject to another every few
seconds. We never focus on any one thing for any serious length of
time. We all know this to be true. And at the same time, we also know
numerous ways of mental discipline and meditative techniques that
can be used to help the mind focus. In light of this, we must ask, what
is the prophetically described “storm” of the mind and how does one
pass through it?
Indeed, many spiritual paths have encountered the storm of the
mind, and there are even those who have been able to pass through it.
Such passage is not limited to the masters of the prophetic tradition.
Unfortunately, many of those outside the prophetic tradition who
have accomplished moving beyond the storm penetrate only to the
next level of Klipah known as the great cloud. In this state everything
is uniformly cloudy. Many have made the mistake of identifying this
cloud as the true state of mental “nothingness” sought after in the
meditative state. Many have live their whole lives meditating upon the
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cloud, and never realize just how stuck they truly are. Yet, before we
focus on the cloud, let us return to the storm and learn how to navigate
it in such a way that will also help us navigate the cloud.
The storm of the mind is actually a natural, biological response to
the withdrawal of sensorial input from the brain at the outset of the
pursuit of subjective perception. As a biological unit, our brains are
“hotwired” to act in such a way to keep us focused on our external
environments. Therefore, when our focus begins to drift away from
this, our minds explode in a frenzy of activity to return us to the outside
world. Even when we sleep, our brains filter the incoming subjective
messages and place them within the objective forms of our waking
lives. This again is why dream language is so hard to decipher because
it contains so many conflicting elements within it. Our Sages have
long ago said that within even the most prophetic of dreams there is
always a speck of falsehood therein.
The only way to properly ride out the storm of the mind is by a
power recognized from within the brain and mind / soul themselves.
The words of the Creator revealed through prophecy are also somehow
hotwired into our systems, and therefore can be used as the keys to
open the system and thus enable our minds to have focused passage
through the storm. Let me proceed by explaining the technique and
how it works.

Chapter Eight - Using Psalms

and

Prayers

The most simple and direct technique of using words of prophecy
for meditation is something known by many. Simply all one has to do
is read the TaNaKh and allow its words to arouse comfort within one’s
soul. Countless numbers have experienced the calming and therapeutic
affects of simply reading one of the most beloved Biblical books, the
Book of Tehilim.
The first step to calming the storm of the mind is simple. One
must be thrown a rope from the other side of consciousness and then
let the Power of that other side guide you through the storming mind.
The Power on the other side of consciousness of which I speak is the
spiritual forces who serve HaShem as His agents. These are the words
of the Torah themselves, that often are personified to us in the form of
Malakhim, the angels. This technique of using words of Torah to focus
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the mind / soul is tried and true, although the malevolent forces of the
evil side also throw their rope out to those trying to reach them.
When the mind enters into the state of the storm and thoughts
and impression bombard the conscious trying to force it to return
to awareness, the words of prophecy (in our example, Tehilim) help
calm the mind, comfort it and focus it. The soothing effect of the
recitation of the words and verses give the mind something to focus
upon mentally and to feel emotionally. In this way one is holding tight
to a metaphorical rope as one is pushed around within one’s mind by
the gushing forces of the gale winds of conflicting thoughts.
Reciting the words enables the mind to focus and to withstand, but
they do even more than this, they begin to carve a path, one that the
mind can used to penetrate into the depths of the unconscious mind.
In order to understand this concept, I must quote a saying from
the holy Zohar, the most important and authoritative text of the later
Kabbalists. The Zohar (Ekev 73a) states that HaShem, His Torah and
Israel and all one. This statement means that there is an integral
connection between HaShem and His Torah and that this connection
extends towards the mind / soul of collective Israel.
Understand that from a spiritual point of view that which emanates
from a source always remains connected to that source, regardless
of its distance in time and space. Whenever there has been a bond,
the spiritual residue of that bond maintains attachments between that
which is bonded long after the initial point of bonding in time and
space. These spiritual facts are even true here in our physical world
in such a wide variety of relationships that it would require another
book just to briefly mention them all. Let us take this spiritual law and
apply it to our context.
As the Zohar quoted above states, the original Biblical Hebrew
words of prophecy or those spoken in Ruah HaKodesh emanate from
the specific Divine source of holiness. As such, regardless of how far
they travel from their source, they are nonetheless connected to that
source. Therefore, even if these holy words were spoken by G-d to a
prophet thousands of years ago, in a place thousands of miles away,
the distances in time and space have no effect upon the never-ending
Divine power concealed within the words themselves. The holy words,
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therefore, are as pregnant with spiritual power as they were at the
first moment when they emanated from the mouth of the prophet.
When we recite the holy words of Torah, the prophets or the
Ketuvim (other scriptures) our recitation of the same words spoken or
written by the prophet connects us with the mind / soul of that prophet,
as he now abides in his spiritual abode which by not being part of our
physical universe makes him much “closer” to our blessed Creator.
When we here in this world recite the words of the prophet or of
the Sage, we are in essence bonding with the prophet or Sage himself
in his present spiritual form in another dimension. According to the
above rule, the words spoken by the prophet or Sage are still connected
to him, their source, and the words also connect the prophet or Sage
to HaShem who was their Original Source. Thus through the words
of the prophet or Sage recorded for us in the Torah and even in the
Talmud or Zohar, we connect spiritually to their authors, and through
the authors we connect to the Ultimate Author, the Holy One, blessed
be He. This is how the student prophets of yesterday and the Kabbalists
of today manage to maintain open lines of spiritual communication.
Getting through the entanglement of our confused minds is no easy
task, and is actually impossible without intervention from the spiritual
force that resides outside of consciousness and our physical plane.
Yet, merely reciting once or twice certain words from the Torah will
not have the overwhelming effect of comprehensively cleansing the
mind of years of garbage buildup. There is a great rule of Torah: “k’bolo
Kakh Polto.” As something is absorbed, so is it released. In other words,
as our minds have become ever so much contaminated and confused
over many years devoid of spiritual content, therefore correspondingly
it will take much time and effort in order to clean up our internal
mental messes.
There are a number of steps to be taken to clean up our internal
mental messes. Some of these steps are small and relatively easy;
others are more difficult and require much effort if not outright sacrifice
on part of the practitioner.
Working at cleansing the mind begins with simple and easy steps.
Our prophets and Sages were masters of the meditative path, and thus
over the centuries molded the observance of Torah Law, ritual and
prayer to properly reflect certain spiritual values that enable all who
practice them to take initial steps into spiritual awareness.
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As we have mentioned in previous lessons, the commandments of
the Torah (the mitzvot) are specifically meant to be actions performed
by us and not just concepts to be contemplated. The reason for this
is that by physically acting out a spiritual concept (which is what the
Biblical commandments really are), we in essence manifesting that
spiritual concept in physical form here on our physical earth.
The ritual acts of Torah observance serve as the vessels, and
the vehicles for the spiritual components within them to manifest
within the relative dimensions of time and space. Once manifest in
our physical world by our performance of the mitzvot, the spiritual
concepts contained within them, having their source in the Divine,
have now succeeded to travel from their Ultimate Source to their
ultimate goal, which is being manifest here on earth at the hand of
human beings. This in essence creates the metaphorical rope that now
can connect the most mundane physical to the most sublime spiritual.
Our spiritual connection thus lies before us.
One of the most profound mitzvot that was ordained by HaShem
but formulated by the later prophets and Sages was the order of our
daily prayers. Within traditional daily prayers there is concealed an
entire order of spiritual service to the Divine that is patterned upon and
spiritually reflects the ritual offering of sacrifices in the Holy Temple of
ancient Jerusalem. In essence all those who recite their daily morning
prayers are performing spiritually the same type of service with the
same spiritual influence as did the ancient priests who stood before
the Ark of the Covenant in the Holy Temple.
Remember the first principle of the Law of Connection (Hok HaKesher):
what was once connected always stays connected (HaKashur Pa’am, Kashur
Tamid). Therefore, when one today recites the Torah sections of the
Biblical sacrifices and incense offerings, one is in essence vibrating
the spiritual component within these words and thereby causing the
opening up of a channel to their invisible source in the higher planes.
Regardless of one’s level of devotion or intent, the mere recitation of the
words of Torah begins a process that can possibly reverberate deeply
in one’s mind / soul. This rule hold true for all Torah observance.
In the Talmudic book of wisdom entitled Pirkei Avot, one of the
great Sages, Rebbe Meir, is quoted as saying that one should observe
the mitzvot of the Torah even without sincere devotion, for by doing
so sincere devotion will be cultivated. This must be understood within
the context of the Law of Connection.
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In our present physically oriented state of mind, spiritual
components play a very small and insignificant role. Our Sages were
very well aware of this state and knew that G-d would not intervene
personally anymore than He already had to rectify this situation.
HaShem has already given us the Torah, the words of the prophets,
and the counsel of the Sages. What more do we want? What more do
we need?
The entire prophetic path is open before us, all of us, if only
we make the efforts to walk down it. Realizing our lack of spiritual
vision, guided by Divine direction, our Sages were directed to make
our spiritual path easy to access. Our Sages therefore followed in
the footsteps of the prophets before them, and concealed within their
words clues and codes on how to walk the spiritual path. This is why
our Sages are called the Benei N’vi’im (sons of the prophets). Although
they are not prophets, they are their faithful students, and as such
merited to be titled “sons.”
As I mentioned at the beginning of this lesson, one of the greatest
meditative tools ordained by our Sages was the recitation of Psalms.
Every prayer service recited daily is replete with the recitation of
different Psalms. The Psalms recited in daily prayer serve to maintain
a spiritual connection in the mind / soul of the even the most spiritually
depleted individual according to the principle outlined above.
For those who wish to delve beyond the beginning phases, our
Sages have encouraged individuals to take up the Book of Psalms
(Tehilim) and to read from them continuously. Indeed, the constant
reading of Psalms can actually induce a trance like state for the reader.
While in this trance state induced as it was by the Psalms, the mind/
soul of the reader can travel into the inner space of the recesses of the
unconscious and spiritual world, with the reverberations of the Psalms
serving as one spiritual guide.
In actuality, what this means is that when one directs one’s mind in
the direction of holiness, then the autonomous power of the Holy kicks
in, takes control, and begins to show the mind / soul lessons about
spiritual truths that the individual upon recovering full consciousness
can absorb and integrate into one’s daily living. This is the way that
spiritual concepts and forces become manifest here on earth. They
become manifest through us. We become their vessels, all the while
that we open ourselves up to do so.
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This technique of Psalm recitation was actually used by the later
Biblical prophets with some Psalms dating back to Moses. The words
have their source in the Highest Holiness. Their mere recitation opens
up great channels of spiritual influence to those who wish to embrace
them and recite them over and above the required portions of daily
prayer. With all this concealed potential, there are even more refined
and greater ways to unleash their untapped spiritual power. That will
serve as our next lesson.

Chapter Nine - Reshei Tevot

and

Cleansing

the

Mind

“Separate from evil and do good” the Psalm says. With all our efforts to use
the Torah and its verses as a tool to navigate the unconscious mind, we
must never forget why it is we are doing what we are doing.
The reason why the mind conscious and unconscious needs to be
navigated by an external and objective force of kedusha (holiness),
which are the words of Torah is because our minds are terribly filled
with contaminated material that we have accumulated over a lifetime
of harmful sensorial experiences.
In order for any meditative technique of holiness to be completely
successful, we must follow the advice and direction of the ancient
prophetic masters. Their words are simple and summed up in the
words of the Psalm quoted above. “Separate from evil and [only then will you be
able to] do good.” Unless one takes the initial proper steps to help protect
the mind from further contaminations, all meditative procedures of
holiness will be building upon shaky ground and will inevitably fall.
The human mind has been designed similar to a sponge. We are
always in the process of absorbing from our environment whatever it
is that we are exposed to, or better to say, what we allow ourselves
to be exposed to. The greater part of the problems of human mental
contamination are due to the fact that we open ourselves up to such
contaminations, often warmly inviting them in and embracing them
while we remain totally oblivious to the negative and harmful effects
these experiences can cause for us either immediately or in years to
come.
Whenever we expose our minds to certain types of television
programs, movies, advertisements in signs, even songs we might hear
on radio or in a recording, these make impressions that stay etched
in our unconscious minds literally for the rest of our lives. This is no
great secret.
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Hypnosis has often been used to release long buried detailed
memories of something that someone only barely remembers on
the surface. How often has an adult been plagued with a nightmare
in which one is being threatened or chased by a monster that one
remembers from a childhood movie or cartoon.
The imagery is real. Its effects upon our unconscious are real.
This is the force of the Klipot in active and actual operation. As long
as we allow ourselves to be so-called entertained by these types of
images, these self same images can serve as vehicles of contamination
that cloud the mind and add to the terrible storms of inner instability.
The only solution is for one to “separate from evil.” Although not all
television, movies and the like are bad, yet those that portray specific
acts of graphic violence, immorality and other types of forbidden and
horrendous behavior should be avoided like the plague. One must
learn to guard one’s mind.
As is known, our Sages have long taught that the study of Torah
is considered one of the most important mitzvot of them all. This is
not just because we have a healthy respect for knowledge, but rather
because the learning process in and of itself provides a tremendous
strengthening of the mental analytical faculty, regardless of how much
information is mentally stored or deeply comprehended.
One with a clear and sharp mind, who knows how to question and
investigate, often has developed mental tools to be able to analyze
fearful images and to see through them as being mere symbols, and
not the actual things they represent themselves to be. The dreams of
the well-learned are sometimes much more quiet and calm than others
who cannot control and understand dream language. Of course, this
truly all depends upon the relationship of one’s head to one’s heart.
This will be discussed in detail in its appropriate place.
The strengthening of the mind, however much it is sought, will not
be accomplished until one first removes that which weakens the mind.
The logic of this is obvious. The practice of this, however, tends to be
more difficult.
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The storm cloud of the mind contains all the imagery, both good and
bad, of everything that we have ever experienced in our lives. Often the
images converge, and instead of clear and coherent memories being
brought to consciousness, we have a convergence of images, bits and
pieces of different memories, merged now into one gigantic image so
confusing that it completely unsettles the conscious mind and disables
it from penetrating further into the unconscious. Mind you, not all
images in the storm cloud of the mind are negative.
All too often the images churning in the storm cloud of the mind
are positive in nature, often about sexual encounters. As pleasant as
these memories be, they still serve the same purpose of diverting the
focus of attention away from the plunge into the unconscious. One
must realize that the forces of the Klipot know well the old saying that
“one can attract more flies with honey than with vinegar.”
As a rule, the forces of the Klipot attempt to distract the mind with
enjoyable fantasies as the chosen method of distraction. Whatever it
is a person desires and craves, it is images of these things that will
cloud the mind and redirect one’s focus. If successful, the forces of
the Klipot will navigate one into a mind set focused exclusively upon
the attainment of physical pleasures. This distraction / temptation is
most seductive and addictive. It causes more people to fail at true
spiritual accomplishments than by trying to scare people away with
fears.
As overwhelming as the obstacles before the aspirant truly are,
we must never forget that such obstacles and the art of overcoming
them are all part of the prophetic growth experience. Understand well
that the forces of the Klipot do not act as independent agents of evil.
There are no two forces in the universe dueling for rights to your soul.
Such ideas and concepts are foolish fantasies.
As the Torah has so emphatically stated, G-d is One and His
Name is One. There is no duality in nature. There is only an ultimate
singularity.
Understand from this then that the forces of the Klipot are only
functioning as they were programmed to do. In essence, the forces of
opposition in spiritual pursuits operate mechanically. They do what
they are supposed to do. They have no mind or will of their own.
They have no inherent interests in our success or our failure. Like
a computer program they have been told what to do and they do so
mindlessly.
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This is the absolute truth that one must always bear in mind when
facing spiritual opposition. The forces of the Klipot are as strong as
one allows one's self to believe. Therefore it is imperative that one
control one’s mind and control what one allows into one’s mind.
Often when the mind is unusually weak, as is the case with so
many in our present generation who have been poisoned by the popular
media, the mere recitation of pesukim (verses) from the TaNaKh to
cleanse the mind is not sufficient. There is another form of scripture
recitation that serves to thwart the forming of concrete imagery in the
mind. This abstract form of reciting Torah pesukim is like a “Torah
concentrate.” It is smaller in size, yet contains all the more power
within it. The technique I speak of now is called Reshei Tevot, which
are the first letters of the words of a pasuk.
The essence of a pasuk can be grasped by the mind without the
essential elements of its rational understanding. In other words there
is power in the sound and number of the Hebrew letters in specific
combinations over and above their meanings in specific words. This
is just one of the many other ways that the mind / soul can use to
reconnect with lost kedusha (holiness).
When we chant the Reshei Tevot of a pasuk with its proper vowels,
we are circumventing the standard rational imagery function of the
mind from both its objective and subjective sides. The Reshei Tevot
act as an abstract, but this only applies when they are used in a proper
way that enables their affect to overcome the imagery functions of the
consciousness.
The best way to explain this method and process is to describe
it in practice. For this I will now provide for you one of these special
Reshei Tevot names. They are called names because all of the Torah
(and TaNaKh) is one great Name of HaShem. Being that these Reshei
Tevot are not specific Names, no extra kedusha is ascribed to them that
would prevent us from using them freely. Therefore, it is permissible
to chant them aloud, to recite them and to teach them in the same
manner as any other section of Torah or TaNaKh would be similarly
used. While there are exceptions to this rule with certain recognized
Names, we will not be dealing with those specifics and thus the special
laws of kedusha applying to them are not here applicable.
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One of the greatest needs facing us today is to cultivate our inner
spiritual ability of being able to perceive spiritual reality. To be able
to sift through the multitude of conflict within our consciousness and
to ascertain what it is HaShem wants from us at any given time in
any given circumstance is of paramount importance. Therefore, let us
begin with a special Name that, when used correctly according to the
procedures that I will now outline, should enable to sincere mind / soul
to begin to experience the inner spark of Divine light and direction.
Let us begin with a very special pasuk geared specifically for the
purpose we have presently in mind. Remember, for every purpose
there is a different pasuk and thus a different name. There is no such
thing as a generic or general application of this technique. In order
for it to work it must be focused precisely in the pre-set direction one
has chosen.
Proverbs19:21 states, “Many are the thoughts in a person’s heart, but it is the
counsel of HaShem that shall arise.” In Hebrew the pasuk states Rabot Mahshavot
B’lev Ish V’etzat HaShem He Takum.

  
   
The Reshei Tevot of this pasuk are Resh, Mem, Bet, Alef, Vav
(which needs to be pronounced correctly as a W), Yod, Hey, Tav.


Together with the vowels of the pasuk underneath each of these
letters we have formed our special Name. It is pronounced Ra-Ma-B’IhWaYo-Hih-Tah. The procedure to use for this name is summed up in the
following steps.
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The following procedure is to be performed twice daily, upon
awakening in the morning, and before going to bed at night,
each time for twenty minutes.
1. One can either lie down or sit up. Posture is of no concern,
because focus must be centered exclusively on mental
aspects.
2. One’s eyes must remain closed for the entire session.
. All feelings in the body must be ignored. Do not move for
any non life-threatening reason. Do not scratch, do not move
around. Absolute stillness must be maintained for the entire
twenty minute period.
4. Breathing style also is not important at this stage, just
breathe comfortably.
5. Try to be in an environment where you will not be disturbed.
Do not play music. Silence must be cultivated.
6. The name should be used as a whispered chant. What you
recite must not be too loud, only just audible enough for you
to hear your own voice.
7. You are to repeat its sound over and over again in your mind
for the entire twenty minute period, without stopping.
If you fall asleep during the process do not be concerned. Your
mind is not yet strong enough to focus on a single abstract thought
for any length of time. In order to assist your mind to adjust, absolute
silence and stillness is required. Although your mind will scream out
for sensorial gratification, you must take the first steps of control and
deny your bodily desires which interfere with the training of your
mind.
“Many are the thoughts in a person’s heart, but it is the counsel of HaShem that shall
arise.” Keep this pasuk in mind when chanting. The purpose of this
chant meditative technique is to open up one’s heart to be able to
recognize the “inner voice of G-d” and to distinguish it from our own
ideas, feelings and desires.
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Warning! This procedure should only be performed by the
very sincere seeker after G-d’s wisdom and direction. It must be
followed regularly and correctly, twice a day, according to all the
above instructions. Results will be forthcoming depending upon one’s
discipline and commitment to G-d, observance of His mitzvot and to
the rigorous performance of this exercise.
Begin this practice and become steady in its observance before
you proceed into further sections of this work. What follows will be
built upon this lesson; therefore, mastery of the present material is
required before one will be able to successfully proceed.
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Chapter Five

The Usage of Holy Names

A

s we have learned elsewhere, a holy “Name” is simply a specific
combination of sounds repeated aloud in a certain fashion. These
repetitious recitations are designed to either alter the consciousness of
the person performing them, or to manipulate some form of change on
a surrounding area or thing. However, mere recitations of holy Names,
in and of themselves, serve no purpose and manifest no function. The
correct “Names” must be spoken in the correct manner, and be united
with correct thought, in order for these to unite and thus manifest an
observable change in our space-time continuum. Focus of mind and
concentration of sound are the keys to successful “mind over matter”
meditations.
The meditational discipline needed to use holy “Names” is quite
intense. Mind power is never appropriately and successfully “charged”
until one is 100% emotionally committed to what one is doing. In our
day and age, such levels of commitment to anything are almost never
found. By modern secular standards, absolute emotional commitment
to a spiritual or intellectual conviction is considered fanatical.
Fanaticism is a sign that one is almost crazy. Indeed fanaticism is an
irrational state of mind. It is as though one is possessed.
Biblical prophets were often called “crazy ones”. Indeed many
times their actions appeared quite irrational. The Bible is full of
examples of prophets performing peculiar activities and justifying them
as being the revealed will of G-d. Abraham was prepared to murder
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his son. Hoshea married a prostitute. There are other examples. Not
only were prophets considered to be crazy, they were often hated and
persecuted for their “fanatical” messages. Legend has it that Isaiah
was tortured and executed by King Menasseh. Jeremiah was thrown
into a pit and left to die. Elijah was hounded and had to flee Israel. No
more need be said.
If one wishes to walk the prophetic path of the holy Names, then one
must be prepared for the inevitable transformation of consciousness
and social rejection that comes along with prophetic authority.
Prophetic training transforms the mind. Such transformations make
the practitioner see the world differently. This powerful change
transforms a prophet from a simple man of the people into a “man of
G-d”.
Successful use of holy “Names” require that they be used in the
manner in which the Biblical prophets ordained them to be used.
Thought must manifest through a voice that is completely consumed
with emotion and passion. One must travel outside of one’s mind and
at the same time stay very well within it. This type of mental state is
difficult to explain philosophically with words. It must be experienced
to be understood. Yet, most are afraid of becoming “crazy”, or worse,
appearing crazy in front of their peers. This is why most will never
be able to make use of holy Names, in spite of all that is written about
them.
The safeguards against misuse of holy Names are thus ingrained
within the nature of the system. Even the great 72 triad Name cannot
be misused because if someone does not have proper focus of mind
they will never unleash its power. Those that do have the focus have it
because of their bond with G-d. Such a person indeed cannot misuse
the names. On the contrary, such a person becomes expert in their
usage and eventually merits the title of a Ba’al Shem Tov (master of
the good name ).
Jewish history is full of people who were Ba’al Shems, even though
this title did not become well known until the 18th century when it was
applied to the founder of Hasidut, Rabbi Yisrael Ben Eliezer. Indeed, it
was he who publicly taught much about this system that was beforehand
only revealed to select few. Yet, while he taught the importance of
mental focus and verbal discipline, he never publicly revealed how it
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was that he himself, personally, could perform his miracles. In other
words, the techniques that enabled him to become a Ba’al Shem Tov,
he safely guarded.
Nonetheless, the founder of Hasidut, like the Biblical prophets
centuries ago, faced hostile resistance from the established religious
community. The Ba’al Shem was personally condemned, his works
burned, and his followers banned. Thousands of years have passed,
and as King Solomon has said, there is nothing new under the sun. The
Ba’al Shem faced the same opposition as did Abraham in his generation
and the Biblical prophets in theirs. If one is to walk the path of the
prophets by way of the Names then it is important to understand why
this opposition always rears its ugly head. This requires an explanation
about the different types of religious psyches.
There are two types of religious individuals: 1) those with direct
experiences (the knowers) and 2) those who follow them (the believers).
The believers do not have a direct experience of the spiritual plane
that the knowers have. Nonetheless, they recognize the value of the
knowers and thus become their students, disciples and followers.
A knower is one who personally makes the efforts and sacrifice
to transcend the limits of self and to become a surrendered vehicle (a
merkava) for G-d movement on earth. This individual, whether he is
publicly known or a private figure, will attract to himself a following.
This following is made up of those people who recognize the validity
of the experience of the knower, yet who do not have what it takes to
experience (and thus know) for themselves. Usually this is because
they do not have the stamina or discipline necessary to accomplish the
meditative tasks.
Traditionally in Kabbalistic literature, knowers and believers have
been compared to the sun and the moon. The sun is an emanator of
light. The moon only reflects that which it receives. Once the knower
has died, all that is left are his teachings and his followers. If the
followers have never learned how to know for themselves, then they are
only reflecting the light of the knower. After one or two generations,
the reflected light grows ever dim. What we are left with is religion by
rote in place of Torah with direct, personal knowledge. This is what
happened in the generations following the Ba’al Shem Tov.
In Eastern Europe at that period in time there were few, if any,
masters of the good name (Ba’al Shems) known to the people. Religious
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leaders tried with utmost sincerity to instill the love and fear of G-d into
the hearts of the masses. Yet, the troubles of the times posed enormous
challenges. The religious leadership became highly intellectualized so
as to inspire scholarship throughout the community. They thought
learning would become the answer to the woes of life. Unfortunately,
not everyone is destined to be a scholar. This approach led many to
become alienated from the religious establishment. Eastern European
Jewry was thus ripe for change.
Along came the Ba’al Shem Tov. He taught the masses basic
techniques of Kabbalistic prayer and meditation that would enable
each individual to experience and know G-d personally. By performing
voluntary spiritual duties over and above the mere minimums required
by the letter of the law, the layman became enabled to experience “the
light of the sun” directly, and not through the filters of the yeshivas of the
religious establishment. By no means was this any type of challenge to
Jewish Law (G-d forbid). Yet, the religious leadership felt threatened
by this new generation of “crazy ones.” The religious establishment
mocked the new knowers and considered them to be foolishly pious,
performing all kinds of “nonsensical” meditative practices. So they
were derogatorily called the “pious ones,” i.e. Hasid.
The name stuck and a new movement was born. Yet, like any
other movement, once the sun of the original Ba’al Shem Tov had set,
all that was left was the light of the moon, which grew dimmer and
dimmer with each passing generation. Today much of Hasidut is like
those movements that originally opposed them: full of body, lacking of
soul. Some might consider this view offensive. Yet, was not the Ba’al
Shem Tov once also considered offensive?
It is important to know this brief psychohistory of Hasidut, for there
is nothing new under the sun. The inevitable consequences of walking
the prophetic path and using holy Names will be the misunderstanding
by and eventual alienation from one’s peers. Nevertheless, this is to
be expected. This is part of the training. This is why this meditative
path is called “hitbo’dedut”, which means isolation. While this label
refers to a specific state of mind, it is also applicable to one’s social
state.
Manifestation of spiritual revelations and powers that come
with holy name development is dangerous. Not only do others not
understand you; they come to fear you. After all, you know something
that others cannot know. You see things that they cannot. You have
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powers that others do not. They fear these things. For these reasons
sincere religious leaders are stalked by opposition. Underlying it
all is fear of the unknown, and a jealousy for power undeserved. If
the walker of the path is truly righteous, eventually one’s good name
will win out. Yet, while the darkness of opposition prevails, one must
safeguard one’s secrets.
For this reason has none of the work of the prophetic Kabbalist
Abraham Abulafia ever been published. The work that he did is still
too revelatory for today’s public. Only those who make the efforts to
find and study the original manuscripts benefit from these 750-yearold teachings. The Ba’al Shem Tov was such a person. He taught the
public what they needed to know so that they too could personally
experience the Divine light and to know the “Face” of G-d. Yet, with all
that the Ba’al Shem had taught, the path of the Names he safeguarded.
Yet, now the time has come teach this path.
One Rosh HaShana eve, the Ba’al Shem Tov performed a meditation
that enabled him to astrally project himself into the supernal realm
known as the Garden of Eden. There he met the souls of many of
the righteous, including the Mashiah himself. The Ba’al Shem asked
Mashiah when he would come. Surprisingly, the Mashiah answered
him and said that when the masses are studying his Torah (i.e., the
teachings of the Ba’al Shem Tov) and are able to ascend even as he
has, then the time will have come.
Today, Hasidut is taught all over the world. Whether it be Lubavitch
or Breslov, the teachings of the Ba’al Shem Tov are found almost
everywhere. Yet, something is still missing. None of these Hasidic
groups teach how to ascend above as did the Ba’al Shem Tov. None of
them knows this secret. Therefore, while they are teaching some of
the Ba’al Shems teachings, the crucial element within it is unknown to
them. They are thus not accomplishing the messianic task.
What these groups do not teach nor practice is walking the
prophetic path using the holy Names. The master, the Ba’al Shem did
this. Yet, he was the sun, a true knower. Today’s Hasidim, generations
removed, only reflect the light of the moon, the moon being the various
Rebbes that have come since the original Ba’al Shem Tov. The path of
the prophets needs to be walked again. The Names need be spoken
and the ascents made. In this way will we bring Mashiah.
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With this necessary introduction, I will share with you the beginning
practices of how to use the holy Names.
It is not enough that one simply knows a name and has a procedure
with which to use it. This is similar to having a fully equipped
automobile, but having no gas to run it. The gas that runs the engine
of holy Names is the passionate focus of mind upon that thing which
the name is supposed to provide. Anyone performing prophetic name
meditations quietly and calmly will end up falling asleep instead of
ascending into Heaven.
Rule one is passion. You must really, really want that which it
is you seek. You cannot simply make trial runs with holy Names.
They do not work. Without gas in the engine, the car does not move.
Without passion in the recitals, names are just blabbering-meaningless
sounds.
Passion is acquired in a number of different ways. One can study
Kabbalah and contemplate the greatness of the Creator of the universe.
One can listen to types of music that arouse (and not depress) the soul.
Passion for G-d is best compared to a man’s passion for a woman.
Indeed, it is the same sexual energy being used, but instead of this
energy being drawn down to one’s genitals, the energy is elevated into
the realm of mind (the seat of the origin of sexual desire, i.e., thought).
One must not be afraid of experiencing sexual desires. Indeed, they
must be felt and strongly so. Yet, the energy therein must be translated
into holy applications. To waste energy means thinking about this or
that member of the opposite sex and what physical pleasures could be
had with her/him. Instead, one must ask, why do I have such feelings?
Indeed the answer is I enjoy and CRAVE the pleasure. This answer is
true and good. But then ask, what is it that I actually and truly crave?
Is it the momentary act of sex? This is so fleeting, so unfulfilling.
There must be more than this. Indeed, the pleasure sought is more
than mere sexual desire. The sought after pleasure is for love.
Yet, what is love? Where does it come from? These are questions
to contemplate in meditation. It is these questions, when contemplated
meditatively, that arouse passion and craving for the source of love,
which is G-d. Once one is properly charged, he will intensely desire
to approach the Creator. One desires passion and mere intellectual
beliefs are no longer sufficient. One wants to “know” G-d personally,
even as Adam “knew” his wife Eve. Once passion is achieved, it can
be specifically directed.
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Where is G-d to be found? The answer to this we find in scripture.
“The whole earth is full of his Glory” (Is. 6:3). Being that G-d is everywhere and
in everything, one's focus must be fine-tuned and precisely targeted.
In other words, being that G-d is everywhere, where exactly is it that
you wish to see Him? It is in that place then that you must look. The
usage of a specific holy Name creates the doorway that opens up to us
that place.
Holy Names are usually verses of scripture whose letters have
been altered and made into what the eastern religions call mantras.
The repetitious recitations act as a tool to assist the conscious mind in
detaching from its sensory perceptions. The holy Name is like a strand
of DNA; it is a precise code. Like a telephone number, it connects us
with a specific aspect of G-d in creation. This aspect then begins to
animate within the meditator. The meditator, by continuing to repeat
the holy Name, loses contact with the outside sensorial world, attaches
with the realm of the Divine through the specific name, and thus
becomes overwhelmed by the influx now rushing into his/her brain.
Only the calm mind can surrender and allow the influx of rushing
thoughts and feelings to enter without losing scope of self. Eventually
the influx will overcome the restraint of the meditator, who will then
feel “possessed” by that channeling through him. Then the holy Name
“speaks” through the meditator’s lips. This is the reception of Divine
inspiration (Ruah haKodesh).
This then is the procedure. Yet, what I must emphasize now is what
exactly happens when the influx, which the Kabbalists call “shefa,”
begins to enter the human mind.
As is known, standard human consciousness deals with receiving
perceptions from our senses, which are channeled into the brain and
interpreted there. Through these interpretations, our intellectual
faculty enables us to understand our environment. We are thus
enabled to interact with the outside world in a manner that best suits
our intellectual conclusions. However, the world of our senses must
be disconnected in order for a higher mental activity to occur. The
higher mental activity above intellect is imagination.
Imagination is that function of the human mind that enables us to
conjure up any form of reality and to mentally dwell there, regardless
of our external physical surroundings. Indeed, our imaginations can
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be so real that if one is outdoors in the winter cold, all the while deeply
imagining about a summer beach, one might still sweat as if really in
the sun instead of the actual reality of being in the cold. It is the power
of mind that indeed controls everything. The dividing line between
real and imagined events is quite thin and can be easily crossed. This
is why holy Names work so well.
The function of the holy name is to solicit and encourage the
indulgences of our imaginative faculty. We leave behind the sensorial
world and go completely into the realm of the mind and the imagination.
This is the realm where communication is not through languages of
words, but through languages of picture images (archetypes).
This is where the danger lies. Only a strong and balanced mind,
one that is free of guilt and other negative traits, can enter unscathed
into the imagination faculty at prophetic depths. The prophetic depth
of the imagination, which is accessed by the recitations of the holy
Names, first reflects back to us a picture image of ourselves as we
really look in the spiritual planes. Not many souls are capable of
looking into themselves with such scrutiny. The mere flash of such an
image is able to bolt a soul out of meditation, and panic one into never
repeating the process again. For those who experience this, it is best
that they not try this path again. They are obviously not ready for it.
Fear is the killer of the mind. One who fears one’s self can never come
to experience true fear, the awe of the Divine.
If one is able to overcome the shock of initial confrontation with
self, the meditative state continues with what appears to be a long,
silent state of calm where nothing seems to happen. This is a necessary
passageway, but do not be deceived by the apparent calm herein, for
as the saying goes, this is the calm before the storm.
Suddenly, without any warning the meditator will feel very agitated.
It will feel as though one is experiencing some type of seizure activity.
One might begin to sweat profusely, or shake for no apparent reason
and without control. One must remain calm. This is the penetration
into the reception mode of the mind. The mind is now beginning to
receive the spiritual influx (shefa), which I must remind you is not
merely symbolic energy; it is quite real and quite powerful. In certain
circumstances, it can strike out and hemorrhage the dividing line
between the conscious and unconscious mind. In this case permanent
psychosis can develop. Sometimes death can occur.
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When this great fear and trembling suddenly falls upon you, be
quiet and calm. Ride it out like a storm. Continue to repeat the holy
Name mantra and repeat in your head, “I accept this and all that comes
upon me as the price I must pay to stand before my Master. He is with
me. Everything is all right.”
What is happening now is a transition of consciousness into the
higher realm of the fifth dimension, the realm of Mind. Herein are all
different types of species who exist in the hyper-light speed universe
(as discussed elsewhere). Now that you have entered their domain
by passing out of your own, you are on your way to your mental
destination.
Passage into the hyper-light dimension of Thought is very traumatic
because the vibrational frequencies of that realm cannot be received
here in 4D space-time without 4D space-time becoming violently
torn. The human mind, which inhabits all five dimensions, can make
the transition. Yet, when G-d “came down” on Mt. Sinai, the whole
mountain quaked, rumbled and smoked. In essence, it was breaking
apart at the atomic level. If G-d “landed” on Sinai, the mountain indeed
would have molecularly collapsed. Therefore, did Moshe Rabbeynu
ascend to the mountain and, as our Sages said, stood half way between
heaven and earth. In essence, this is what we are doing during the
meditation.
Irrational images blast forth on the screen of your consciousness.
Pictures of many things that seem to have no logical rhyme or reason.
Yet, without your rational mind comprehending why, deep down within,
you intuitively recognize what it is that you are being shown. This is
the prophetic state of connection. What you have connected with is
the spirit of G-d that inhabits His “Name” upon which you called.
Many times these images feel more real to you than reality itself.
In what appears to be a bent view of reality, you imagine space and
time around you changing. You can visualize distant places moving
together or bizarre events occurring. Maybe you see someone being
healed from an illness or being raised from the dead? Maybe you are
seeing a victory in a battle over an enemy in wartime or over another
form of evil? Maybe you are simply receiving answers to long sought
after questions about the meaning of life, the universe, and everything?
All these things are possible, for where the mind is, there you are.
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The power of G-d’s Name, when connected to in appropriate
fashion, enables all these visions to be seen. Yet, they are more than just
seen. They are created. The power of G-d’s Name transports you into
the fifth dimension, the dimension of Mind, where thoughts are things.
Creations begin with and end with thought. As you come out of your
trance, you find that your imaginary vision has been transformed into
reality. This is the result of connecting with G-d in the fifth dimension
of Mind and bringing the fifth dimension into play thus overriding the
laws of the lower four dimensions. What I have just described here is
the mental technology underlying what religiously we call miracles.
Needless to say, this type of experience has a life transforming
quality to it. Once you have seen the universe from the fifth
dimension, returning to normal four-dimensional space-time appears
dull and constricted. Movement in the fifth dimension of Thought is
instantaneous. Slowing down to movement in time and space becomes
ever more painfully slow. Your consciousness thus develops other
values, of a higher nature.
The prophetic meditator is now accustomed to the methods of
communication of the fifth dimension kind. Therefore, sometimes
the prophet or meditator appears irrational or illogical by those who
do not understand his broader scope of perspective. The prophet no
longer intellectually and rationally explains what he is doing, for he
communicates in the 4D world with a 5D method of communication:
archetypes.
Archetypal picture language speaks for itself. The prophet or
meditator, instead of giving a message through the spoken word,
communicates through the more primordial language of image. This is
the imagination function of the human mind. The prophet acts out the
pictures that his mind receives. Needless to say, such actions appear
quite bizarre to those unaware of what the prophet is doing.
Those who hear or see the prophet doing or saying what appear
to be strange things interpret the prophet to be some kind of nut.
Nevertheless, somewhere in the unconscious, they receive the message
of the prophet. It is at this moment that trouble begins. The received
prophetic message, whether it was from a Biblical prophet or from the
Ba’al Shem Tov, acts within the individual unconscious mind. If there
are any contents in the unconscious which are incongruent with G-d,
this will become manifest by the person not being willing to receive or
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tolerate the message of the prophet or meditator. Thus, the one who
hears the message rejects both message and messenger, associating
one with the other as being evil.
In reality, the evil experienced is none other than that of the rejecter
himself. Unbeknownst to him, he is projecting his own evil onto the
messenger. The receiver cannot receive the message from heaven, and
in his own eyes, this is not due to any self-fault. So, rather than blame
himself as not being able or worthy to see the Divine truth, he simply
denies it as being Divine truth and uses appropriate zeal to cover his
tracks, persecutes the messenger, and condemns his message. This is
what happened in Biblical days and what still happens today with the
likes of the Ba’al Shem Tov and Rabbi Abraham Yitzhak Kook.
I have digressed much to discuss and explain the necessary
rejections that come when one walks the prophetic path of the Names.
Usually it is this great hurdle of rejection most find impossible to bear.
Yet, without it there can never be forward movement. I have already
discussed what happens as the name procedure progresses. Now, let
me discuss the techniques themselves. As always, I will not be (and
never will be) revealing everything. Some things you must learn on
your own, from your own Magid who will come and guide you, if you
open up to receive him or her.
Procedural direction in the usage of holy Names will be entirely
useless unless one is properly prepared psychologically to use them.
This level of preparedness is what takes the most time. This is not
because of how long and difficult the procedure is, but rather because
it is so simple that many overlook it. The first step and the most
important in walking the prophetic path of the name s is acquiring the
attribute of surrender. This can only come about if one has the passion
to accomplish it, as discussed in the beginning of this essay.
The spirit of surrender is everything. Surrender is not an intellectual
concept; it is a state of ego-less being. You cannot be concerned for
your reputation or for the honor of your good name. You can forget
about being called esteemed Rabbi, Doctor or whatever your title. You
must become nothing. Only when you have emptied yourself can you
then be filled. Only one who is void of self can be full of G-d.
Achieving a mind state of ego-less surrender does not require of
one self-abasement. Do not ever degrade yourself or think yourself
lowly or unworthy. On the contrary, recognize yourself as special
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and unique, but at the same time recognize that everyone else is also
special and unique, each of us in our own way. Recognize that you are
an integral part of the universal matrix and that there is nothing more
important in the universe than for you to perform that task for which
you were created and that only you can perform to perfection. So if
you were Divinely ordained to clean toilets, then do so with full fervor
and know that the cleaner those toilets are, the happier G-d is, for you
are fulfilling His will, that He has ordained for you. You might not be a
Moshe Rabbeynu; but then again, he is not you. You will each receive
that portion which is right for you in the World to Come.
After all, you would never be fulfilled being in the place of Moshe
Rabbeynu, for then you could never be you. You must be you. In this,
there is the greatest humility, even if you are Moshe Rabbeynu. When
you are you then you can be someone who can serve G-d. For how
can you serve G-d if you do not know who the “you” is that is to serve
Him.
Know yourself, be yourself, and then be more. You have heard
this teaching in the words of the Sage Hillel. He said, “If I am not for
me, who will be, and if I am only for myself what am I?” When you are
you then you recognize that you are indeed created to be a vessel for
the Creator of the universe to fill. And fill you He will, with His Divine
influx. All you have to do is receive it.
Another great hurdle necessary to overcome is the fear that
something bad will happen to you if you experiment with holy Names.
After all, the Ari’zal specifically forbade the usage of Kabbalah Ma’asit,
and does this not include the usage of holy Names? The answer to this
is no! It does not.
Kabbalah Ma’asit deals specifically with invocations of angels
or demons to perform this or that task on behalf of the person. The
Names, which we use, are letters of Torah, spoken from the mouth of
G-d. We do not invoke any angel or other forces. We are not invoking
anything or anyone. The usage of Names, therefore, has absolutely
nothing to do with Kabbalah Ma’asit and is totally permissible. More
than this, usage of holy names is totally necessary for ascent, and this
is something we all need more of.
Once arrogance and fear have been put aside and your heart is
fully intent upon accomplishing this task, then (and only then) are you
ready to successfully begin working with Names.
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I have already outlined the specific procedure for reciting Names
in another place. I will repeat it here. But before I do this, there is one
more piece of advice I must share with you. You must have absolute
determination to see this through. You must never, ever give up. You
must never say that you are getting nowhere or that you want to take
a few days break. All of these excuses are a poison, which will disable
your future progress.
Your commitment to the practice must be fanatical. You must
cling to it like breath itself. Never must a day go by when you are not
investing vast amounts of time to think about and contemplate the
holy Names with all their vast meanings. If you say that you do not
have the time, then this path is not for you. The prophetic path of the
holy Names will only open to those who put it first in their lives and
everything else, including family and business, second. This is not a
very rational move, but we are endeavoring to enter a supra-rational
world. Unless you walk in the ways of that world, you will never enter
it.
Continue working your job and being a good member of your
family. Just remember, every night the hours between 1 a.m. and 3
a.m. belong to your true beloved. She will very jealously guard that
which is hers, so make sure you give her what is due. And who is she,
might you ask? Do you not know that I speak of the Shekhina? All the
Names are Her Names , for S he is the life of the universe in 4D.
I will repeat now the procedure for using the names. I will also
include here a very powerful name that is good to use on a regular basis,
every day. It will get you connected. It will also get you protected.
This then is the Name.

Meditation Instruction
Introduction

The holy Sages of Israel have taught that the entire Torah is one
long Name of G-d. Each and every verse of scripture contains within
it special holy Names that can be used in prayer and meditation to
supplicate G-d for the specific meaning of that verse. The form of
these Names is many times simply the first letters of each word in the
verse. Other times, all the letters of the entire verse are rearranged
according to a special mathematical formula.
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“For I, YHWH your G-d strengthen your right hand, [it is I] who says to you:
fear not, I will help you”
(Isaiah 41:13)

These words are the words of YHWH Himself, wherein which He
promises to strengthen us and help us. This verse then is a powerful
mantra to recite in order to manifest the reality of the verse.
This is the procedure:

One must become totally absorbed and lost in one’s thoughts about
this verse and its various meanings and permutations. In order to
accomplish this total focus of mental concentration certain practices
are helpful.
a) One must be completely physically comfortable. This entails
wearing loose clothing and either sitting or lying in a place and position
which is conducive to total relaxation.
b) The area where you choose to meditate and pray must be quiet.
All outside noise must be eliminated. Go into an enclosed room and
lock the door. The best way to accomplish silent meditation of this
sort is the choice of times. The best time to perform this meditation is
between the hours of 1 a.m. and 3 a.m.
c) Focus your mind on the verse: “For I, YHWH your G-d, strengthen your
right hand, [it is I] who says to you: fear not, I will help you”
Repeat it verbally or mentally many times. Constantly remind
yourself that by reciting the names emanating from this verse you
create the reality of which the verse speaks.
d) Begin to recite the name:

 
       
      
e) The method of recitation correlates with our breathing. With
each breath, pronounce (aloud) one letter. In total, there will be 45
breaths for the 45 letters.
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Forty-five in Gematria is Adam (mankind) and one of the spellings
of the Name YHWH (MAH), the Name associated with Zeir Anpin, the
“husband of the Shekhina.” This is why we pronounce this name . By
reciting this, we are in essence becoming Z.A. on earth. The Shekhina
is thus naturally drawn to us.
f) Visualize G-d as a powerful presence of light surrounding you.
From above picture His right hand stretching forth to take hold of you.
Feel the tingling as the Hand grabs hold of your right arm and lifts you
up, out of your body into a spiritual realm.
Continue repeating the name and the visualization. Make it
happen. Create the image in your mind and translate it from illusion
to reality by the force of your passion and will.
g) Eventually you will grow fatigued. This is to be expected. Keep
up the recitations and let your mind freely wander. Here is where
you let your imagination go free. Do not worry about where it will go.
The reverberations of the Name are already guiding your mind into
another realm and another mode of consciousness, which we call the
trance state.
You might find yourself falling asleep. This too is expected at first.
It is during this sleep that you will have made unconscious contact
with “above.” During this sleep, your mind (soul) will be taught many
new things, including how to improve your achievements along this
path.
Some do not fall asleep; rather they become very agitated, as
if something is inside them wanting to rip its way out. When this
happens, one must use the writing technique.
h) One should have pen and paper ready on a table in front of you.
When this urge bursts forth upon you, pick up the pen and begin to
write.
i) Do not pay attention to what it is you are writing. Do not think
about. And whatever you do, DO NOT SLOW DOWN.
The spirit will use your body and hand to write out a message.
Indeed many books of prophecy were written in this fashion. When
this occurs, you will know that you have made contact.
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Eventually the effect will wear off. You will “awake” as if from a
dream. You might not remember writing anything, but before you will
be words that came from above.
If this does not happen, wait a while. Discipline your mind, learn
to visualize whatever reality you choose and then try again. Eventually
you will make contact. With what or with whom, this time will tell. If
one is to follow these procedures faithfully, along with full observance
of the 613 mitzvot (to safeguard holiness), one will eventually arrive at
the prophetic experience.

Conclusions
I have given you enough to contemplate and practice. Now it is
up to you to perform. I have found that the greatest difficulty along
this path is at the very beginning. When everything is so new and one
has not yet cultivated intuitive direction, the path of the names seems
like an insurmountable challenge. Dismiss such insecurities from your
mind.
Even when you begin, the practices you will find much self doubt
if you are experiencing anything. Do not doubt yourself. It is helpful
to keep a spiritual diary. Record in it what you do and when you do it.
Make sure you record your state of motivation and other peripheral
events happening in your life at the time. After a while, you will begin
to see patterns emerge. These will help you to perceive your personal
cycles of high times and low times.
Yes, like the seasons in nature, our soul power fluctuates according
to certain metaphysical laws. You will not learn about these from any
book. You can only intuit them by observing your own being and state
of mind. Eventually you will come to flow according to the course set
for you by G-d’s personal angel for your life. This, of course, is none
other than your higher Self, your Neshama soul; in other words, you
above, the real you.
Learn well the 22 letters and their correlations to time, space,
soul, and consciousness. As you recite holy names, these correlations
should come and haunt your mind. No, they are not ghosts, nor are
they shadows, but they are archetypes. You are reciting the same
letters that G-d spoke when He created the universe. In actuality, you
are calling to them.
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The specific combinations of letters form the specific molecular
structure of things. It is with this that you make contact. So, what
does this mean? It means that you are in touch with the underlying
force that creates the fabric of everything in our space-time universe.
Through the letters of holy Names, you can in essence re-program
the molecular structure of any form of matter. Indeed, when properly
trained through intuitive revelation, you can rewrite DNA chains with
the power of your mind.
Do not worry! If you do achieve this high level, you will not
unravel creation. G-d has enough safeguards in place to prevent
that. Nonetheless, He does want us to try. We fear that we will
cause metaphysical harm. This insecurity holds us back from ever
accomplishing metaphysical good. It was for the performance of this
good that the Adamic race was created. Only we can traverse 5D
space. If the angels could do that, G-d would not have needed us or
created us. But we are here and we have a purpose. It is time to
stop believing in the teachings of others and to start experiencing and
knowing for yourself. As Hillel has said, if not now, then when?

The Path

of the

Prophet

In order to walk the prophetic path there must be the prerequisite
of balance in one’s life. There are many who attempt to become “holier
than thou” and end up making the greatest of spiritual mistakes one becomes so heavenly minded that they become no earthly good.
Whenever one thinks that they have achieved the heights of spiritual
perception, because they perform all the Kabbalistic traditions and
rituals, know that such a one is usually delusional. Practicality must
dictate.
My teacher Rabbi Meir Levi, zt’’l was a most down to earth man.
As holy and pious as he was, he was never too serious not to play a
practical joke on me or too important to carry heavy bags of vegetables
from the Mahane Yehuda outdoor market. He was on a very high level,
being the foremost student of the head Kabbalist of Jerusalem. Yet, no
one knew that side of him. He was simply “Rebbe” Meir to those of us
who knew him and loved him.
This is why Kabbalists have never allowed young or single people
to enter along the path. One has to be firmly grounded in the realities
of this world before one attempts to ascend to another. The young
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(under 20) do not have enough life experience to understand this.
Single people do not have the proper (sexual) balance to achieve
prophetic congruity. “Balanced” means living a life of responsibility,
of paying the bills and the like.
Once one is firmly grounded then they can take these following
steps and not be psychologically harmed by doing so. These then are
the real prerequisites for walking the prophetic path.
RaMBaM writes, interpreting the prophecy in the Book of Joel, that
prophecy is to be restored prior to the coming of Mashiah. RaMBaM
was very well aware of what was necessary to become a prophet. He
wrote about these matters in depth in his Moreh Nevukhin (Guide for
the Perplexed). Many other authors have also written much about how
to achieve prophetic consciousness.
As with all branches of knowledge, prophecy science contains both
theory and practice. Yet, theory here is not abstract principles thought
to be true. Prophetic theory is the prerequisite mental and social
training that must be accomplished in order to make the prophetic
practice of name usage function appropriately.
Prophetic techniques have been made public in English texts now
for close to twenty years. As clear as some instructions may be, we
still do not see any aspiring prophets simply because if there are any,
they are not fully versed in the prophetic theory.
I find it necessary to close this essay revealing the deepest of
prophetic truths, which, when mastered, can indeed bring one to the
doors of prophecy and to the gates of Heaven.
Prophetic theory can be summed up in three simple words:
Kedusha (holiness)
Perishah (separation)
Hitbo’dedut (isolation)
Yet, each of these three needs simple explanations. Then they
must be carried out.
Kedusha (holiness) is living a lifestyle wherein the Divine shefa
(energy) can congruently align with your psyche through your body.
Kedusha has to do with keeping our physical bodies pure. Therefore,
what we put into them and how we treat them define for us Kedusha.
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Kosher laws and sexual laws are here prominent. One must be strict
with these to maintain one’s physical holiness. Only in this way can
the spirit from above (which is a real energy force) find congruent
polarity into which to connect.
One point that must be made clear is that Kedusha has nothing to
do with righteousness. Righteousness is a characteristic completely
separate from Kedusha. Righteousness has to do with a person’s moral
actions relating to other people. This does not align or push away
energy because righteousness deals with horizontal flows of energy
whereas prophecy deals with vertical flows.
I do not mention righteousness as a prophetic requirement any
more than I mention breathing or eating. Of course, one needs to be
righteous, just like one must eat and breathe. Yet, these are human
requirements, incumbent upon us all. Therefore, righteousness is
not unique to the prophet and, therefore, not listed as a prophetic
prerequisite. It is a human prerequisite. So long as the prophet is
human, righteousness must be a foregone conclusion.
Perishah means separating oneself from the vain pursuits and
connections in human society. Prophets are never ostentatious. They
do not care about what some call “the finer things in life”. Prophets,
although they can be wealthy, still are very simple people, who separate
themselves from everything but the most simple of life styles. They
can live like kings, or they can live like paupers, both are equal in their
eyes. Perishah (separation) means one is not attached emotionally or
psychologically to anything in the world. Indeed, everything in the
world is recognized as belonging to G-d. Nothing, therefore, belongs
to us. How then can we be emotionally attached to anything? This
state of mind, when applied to individuals themselves becomes our
third prerequisite.
Hitbo’dedut (isolation) is a word charged with dual meaning. In
many prophetic writings, it is this word that is used to describe the
meditative experience. Thus, hitbo’dedut is understood as a mental
isolation of mind and imagination. The mind is removed from any
outside symbols, concerns and thoughts. This is the mind's isolation.
But this is not the only interpretation, nor is it the most important.
Real hitbo’dedut, I have referenced above. It is accurately the
hardest thing for individuals to do. Real hitbo’dedut is physical
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isolation and separation from others. It means living a life as a loner,
as an introvert.
Solitary confinement is the ideal state for the aspiring prophet.
He/she will spend hour upon hour, day upon day in absolute quiet.
Therein is the blessing of the cessation of all external sensations, which
act only to disturb mental isolation and concentration. RaMBaM’s son,
Rabbi Abraham wrote an entire essay on the values of hitbo’dedut. It
is well worth reading.
It is no wonder that everyone who has received Divine inspiration
spent the vast majority of their time alone, communing only with nature,
for there is the Glory of G-d to be found. The Ari’zal lived seven years
in solitude upon an island in Egypt. He left it only to spend Shabat
with his wife. After Shabat, he returned to spend the week in solitude
(hitbo'dedut). The Ba’al Shem Tov also spent long hours walking in
the woods, alone and silent, learning to hear the Voice of the Glory.
Years later, his great grandson, Rabbi Nahman of Breslov followed in
these same footsteps.
Today, one who prefers isolation to social engagement is frowned
upon and viewed as anti-social. Many negative stigmas are attached to
such people, including suspicions of them attempting to harm others.
Granted, our society today is full of dangerous people, many of whom
are isolationists. But this is not the path of the prophet. Indeed, the
prophet is never alone. While he/she always has G-d as a constant
companion, his small group of peers also surrounds him. Even loner
prophets have friends.
In Biblical times, prophets used to travel in groups. They would
live togther, learn together and practice together. Indeed, it was the
collective energy of the group that benefited each individual member.
So powerful was this collective energy that even if one were not a
prophet, yet walked too close to the prophets during their trances,
the Divine spirit was contagious. It could actually leap from one
prophet to whoever was physically closest. The Bible relates this event
happening to King Shaul. Indeed, it was asked about him, “is he one
of the prophets?
Prophets and the Divinely inspired have never acted in a way that
is the social norm. They are not good family members by modern
standards. They are a rare breed of people. So rare, in fact, that there
numbers are hardly even noticed living among us.
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Social introversion can indeed contribute to psychological splits in
the psyche. But not all of these are necessarily harmful or bad.
Remember that the prophets were called “crazy ones” and so
were the divinely inspired Hasidim. Sometimes, in order to become
completely sane, one must first become a little crazy. As long as
righteousness and holiness are preserved, this can be a good thing.
In conclusion, let me be very straightforward and blunt – until one
has accomplished these three states of prophetic preparedness, all
attempts to use holy Names will not accomplish the desired task. It is
easy to sit down and recite a mantra. It is hard to get oneself into the
proper state of mind that makes a mantra work.
All of what I have written here can be found in the texts that others
have written throughout the ages. You will see my words in the writings
of RaMBaM, his son Rabbi Abraham, Rabbi Abraham Abulafia, Rabbi
Haim Vital, the Ba’al Shem Tov and others.
In this essay, I have not concerned myself in being academic,
in documenting every quote and source. This would have been
counterproductive, for there is one last thing, regarding the prophetic
path that I must share with you. You must learn to think for yourselves.
This is the meaning of “chiddush” (a new teaching of Torah).
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Chapter Six

The Power of Passion

L

earn from this story that was written by Rabbi Yitzhak of Acco.

One day, not any day in particular, the daughter of the king went out [of the
palace] to go to the bathhouse. A simpleton who was a peasant observed her.
He was greatly aroused by her [beauty]. He said, “I should be so lucky as to
have you under my control so that I can do to you what is good in my eyes.” The
princess answered him and said, “In the graveyard, this will be, but not here.”
When the man heard this, he greatly rejoiced, for he thought that the princess
was directing him to go to the graveyard and wait there, for she would come to
him there, so that he could have his way with her.
[The princess] however, meant no such thing! She intended to say that only in
the grave do the great and small attain equal stature, as do the young and the
old, the honored and the humbled. [In the grave] there are the great [together]
with the small equal. However, this is not the case here [in this world], for
one should not think that the daughter of the king would allow a commoner to
approach her.
[Nevertheless], the man rose up and went to the cemetery, and there he waited.
All of the thoughts of his mind were focused upon [the princess]. He would
continually visualize her image, and from the intensity of his desire for her, he
completely separated his thoughts from any sensorial input. His entire mind
focused upon the image [of the princess] and how beautiful she was.
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Day and night he continuously dwelled in the cemetery. He ate and drank
there, and there did he sleep. He said [to himself ] that if she does not come
today, she would come tomorrow. Thus [did the man do] for a very long time.
[As a result] of the intensity of his separation from every other stimulation and
the continuous bond of his thoughts to one thing, with complete mental isolation
and passion, his soul actually separated from [being affected by] sensorial
reality, and he bonded with [the realm of ] mind, to the point where he had
no connection with anything physical, including [the princess]. He [became]
bonded directly with G-d, to the point that he separated from the entire physical
world and his passion was directed towards Divine concepts.
[The man] ended up becoming a complete servant, a holy man of G-d. His
prayers were always heard, and his blessings always bore fruit for those who
would pass by him. All who passed by, businessmen and the like, would go to
see him and receive his blessing. [The man’s] name eventually became famous.
Rabbi Yitzhak of Acco wrote there regarding this story of separation that one
who has never had passion towards a woman is similar to a donkey and less
than one at that. The reason for this that it is from that which we sense that
one comes to recognize how to perform service for the Divine. With this will
you understand the meaning of the word “hafetz” (desire).
From this story will one learn that the one who has such tremendous passion for
the Torah, so that every day and night he thinks of nothing else of the things of
this world but only of Torah, such a one’s soul will rise to a very high, wondrous
level. Such a one will have no need of mortifications or fasts. For bonding
(devekut) depends only on one’s passion and love of Torah, until one bonds with
Her [i.e., the Divine Presence, the Shekhina] with said passion.
Sefer Reshit Hokhma, Sha’ar HaAhava, Chapter 4, 31-32
Rabbi Eliyahu DeVidas
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Chapter Seven

The Scientific Nature
of Spiritual Reality

C

Introduction, The Difference Between Physical & Spiritual
orporeality is the realm discernible to our physical senses. Yet
we must ask by what criteria do we define the limit of our physical
senses? For example, TV and radio waves are not visible to the human
eye. I cannot directly see them or hear them. Does this make them
non-corporeal? If so, do they fall into the realm of what religiously we
will call the spiritual realms, the domain of angels? I certainly hope
that we will never come to confuse G-d’s messengers with TV or radio
waves.
We recognize TV and radio waves as corporeal elements because
we have a developed technology that can measure, receive and manifest
them. Therefore, our definition of corporeality is defined as all things
perceived by our physical senses, and includes all things that can be
perceived by our measuring and monitoring devices. Technology has
simply expanded the boundaries of human physical observation.
Corporeality can now be defined as that which can be sensed
or perceived by human physical senses complimented by the use of
technology. Where then do we draw the line to begin the definition of
non-corporeality (the spiritual realms)?
Science today can peer into the smallest of sub-atomic particles to
contemplate the elemental forms of matter and can also look out into
space and almost see the beginning of creation. Soon technology will
expand, and we will eventually see everything in the realms of time and
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space. Sooner or later a Grand Unified Theory for the universe will be
postulated, tested and eventually accepted. The secrets of space-time
will then be explained. The study of physics will then be forced to
enter into those domains, which today we call the non-corporeal. In
the not too distant future, scientists will include these realms into their
agendas of study. Yet, just what are these non-corporeal realms?
What, if anything, ever happened to the non-corporeal universe
spoken of in such detail by all the world’s religions? After all, Grand
Unified Theories will not produce for us angels, take us to Heaven, or
introduce us to G-d. All of these are said to exist in a realm outside of
space-time known as Heaven. Where is this place? Is this the place
souls go to after death? If so, then what can science teach us about
death, about the existence, nature, and makeup of a soul? Physics
indeed does a good job to explain what happens to us here in the world
of space-time. Yet, unless you totally reject all forms of religion and
spirituality, you are left with the questions: what is a soul, and where
does it come from?
I do not believe that even the most accomplished physicists would
ever dare to scientifically postulate on these matters. It is much
easier to say that these questions belong to another realm of scientific
investigation, or best left out of science altogether - left for the religious
and philosopher to debate. After all, science studies discernible reality.
Has anyone ever been able to scientifically or otherwise observe or
measure a soul, an angel or someplace that we would call heaven?
No, these areas are in the realms of the non-corporeal, and thus
outside the realm of science - at least a science limited by its present
understanding of space-time.
Now we are back to the previous question, where is (or better to
ask) what is a non-corporeal (spiritual) state of being?
The holy Rabbis of the Kabbalah (the esoteric school of Torah)
teach that the non-corporeal world is an invisible realm that surrounds
us on all sides. Yet, even these ancient masters of mysticism would
agree that such things as TV or radio waves, although invisible to our
physical eye, are nonetheless not of the non-corporeal realms of which
they speak. Thousands of years before modern scientists, Kabbalists
spoke about apparently invisible things, which could be “seen” through
specific measures, thus making them appear corporeal. These holy
Rabbis spoke of the non-corporeal worlds as a place of Divine Light,
a place of Thought and Mind. (Angels are understood to simply be
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bodiless thought forms that somehow, according to their own laws of
physics, influence the corporeal realm beneath them. Indeed, angels
are often represented as having bodies of “light”).
Kabbalistically speaking, the spiritual, non-corporeal realm is a
realm of light and thought. It is “above” our corporeal physical world.
We define our corporeal world as that which is detectable in spacetime, yet science already has postulated the existence of other realms.
In these realms the laws of physics, as we know and understand them
today, break down. The barrier separating these realms is the speed
of light.
Our corporeal world is defined as being limited to those things
that manifest mass and that vibrate at a speed slower than the speed
of light. This is applicable to everything from sub-atomic particles
to entire galaxies in space. According to its speed is its definition.
Anything vibrating slower than light is corporeal and thus included
within the boundaries of space-time. This means that anything moving
faster than the speed of light is non-corporeal.
Many modern physicists have postulated the existence of a fasterthan-light particle, known as a tachyon. If indeed this and other
faster-than-light particles do exist, then they probably form a universe
(in their own place and according to their own properties of physics)
similar to the way protons, neutrons and electrons in our universe
form us.
When we think of protons, neutrons and electrons, we visualize
them as being little round marbles or balls. This image is how subatomic particles are portrayed in science books and taught in schools.
Yet, the pioneer theory in physics today is that these sub-atomic
particles are not these little dots of matter, but rather a group of
vibrating strings. Indeed, all sub-atomic matter is said to be merely
varying degrees of resonance vibrating on these sub-nuclear strings.
The whole universe then is founded upon sound. Matter is nothing
more than the symphony of space-time. However, there is one unique
principle about matter; the vibrating strings all vibrate slower than
the speed of light. It is thus possible that there is a universe invisible
to us made up of particles (sound resonance upon strings) that travel
(modulates) faster than light.
Modern science is a long way from knowing whether there is a
sentient hyperlight universe. Yet, who knows what is being discovered
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right now in experimental laboratories around the world? Indeed,
modern theoretical physicists are already talking about invisible “dark”
matter, 10 dimensional space-time, the realities of time travel and
parallel universes. With the advances in modern physics, the realms
of the invisible are not longer the domains of religion or science fiction.
The realm of the invisible is now science fact.
What is the invisible, faster than light realm? What exists in it? Is
there life there as we know and understand life? The chances are no,
life as we define it here on earth cannot exist there. For “there’’ is a
realm wherein which the laws of our familiar four dimensional spacetime do not exist. “There” is a realm of other dimensions, other laws
of physics. We can, therefore, conclude that anything in that realm will
be very different, if not completely different from anything in our four
dimensional space time realms.
Difference, however, is defined by a lack of common denominators.
If I have nothing in common with another, then we are completely
different. But we cannot say for sure that we have no commonality
with whatever might exist in a faster than light hyperspace.
Indeed there are aspects of the human condition that clearly exist
yet have no relative dimension in neither space nor time. Human
emotions and thought are two such examples. We all know that feelings
and thoughts exist, yet neither of these can be subject to mathematical
analysis or a theory of their operations presented.
I can go to school and learn the laws of physics, biology, chemistry
and the like. I can even learn laws that govern economics, human
behavior and societies. Yet, in spite of whatever psychology wishes to
advance, one cannot learn the laws of human emotions and thought,
and thus be able to predict and direct how people are to think and feel.
Granted while there are techniques to manipulate the way people feel
and what people think, these techniques of mind control (including
commercial advertising) take advantage of what is missing in the
mind instead of using what is best in the mind (i.e. rational, cognitive,
analytical abilities of discretion, discernment and critical thinking).
Let us shift for a moment into a discussion of religion. The holy
Sages of the Kabbalah teach many things with regards to angels,
spiritual realms and the ultimate domain of G-d. Unfortunately modern
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science dismisses these teachings as religious myth. Indeed many
modern day theoretical Kabbalists are mythological in their thinking
and add fuel to the atheistic fires.
But putting aside all incorrect views of knowledge, let us focus
on what the ancient Kabbalists were saying. When they spoke about
invisible worlds and those who dwell there, describing these realms
with a cursive, poetic form of imagery, they were concealing within
their words their knowledge of the laws of physics. They knew many
things that modern science is just uncovering.
The ancient Kabbalists, with all due respect, did not discover
these matters on their own. Their knowledge was supposedly revealed
to them by angels or other angelic messengers sent by G-d. Yet, let
us now ask, just what is an angel? What type of form does it have?
What is its makeup? How does it travel from “heaven” to earth? And
just what is and where is heaven? What exactly is G-d? What is the
religiously referred to spiritual plane? It is here that we will see
science and Kabbalah are describing similar things, yet using sets of
terms that are unique to each particular system. How unfortunate
that more scientists and Kabbalists don’t each learn the vocabulary
of the other's discipline, and thus compare notes - all for the common
cause of the pursuit of truth.
It is interesting to note that although human beings (and all other
matter) are formed from sub-atomic particles, there remains one
aspect of matter that remains unexplained by modern science. What
exactly is the definition of sentience (consciousness)? What exactly
causes life? The chair in which I presently sit is formed from many
different materials - wood, plastic, fabric and more. Each of these
materials is made up of a series of microscopic cells, each of which is
only a combination of molecules. Molecules are simply combinations
of atoms. Atoms are made up of neutrons and protons that form the
atomic nucleus. Electrons orbit the atomic nucleus in the same way as
the earth orbits the sun.
In recent decades physicists have ascertained that even smaller
particles form the neutrons and protons within the atomic nucleus.
These smaller particles are called quarks. Both neutrons and protons
are said to be made up of three quarks apiece. Additionally scientists
have found a number of other sub-atomic particles that form the
menagerie of atomic structure. Yet with all these particles, there is a
cohesive force that binds them together.
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Comparatively speaking, there is as much space between subatomic particles as there is between planets and stars. As this is
the case, what exactly is the nature of the force that binds matter
together? How do the sub-atomic particles which form my hand know
that they belong to my hand and not to the wood table upon which my
hand presently rests?
At our human level I can recognize forms, which create the
difference between my hand and the table. Yet at the sub-atomic level
all that exist are these little particles which bare no resemblance to
that which they form. How is it then that they know what to form?
What force binds combinations of sub-atomic particles into atoms and
eventually molecules?
Is this really a mystery? I think not. Science does know the answer
to this. The answer is that electrons orbiting the atomic nucleus
generate an energy field which acts like a force field. This is very
important to understand. For if the distant between particles is so vast
that we compare it to the distance between planets and stars, then the
vast majority of matter is nothing but empty space (or so it appears).
If this is so, why then should my hand not pass through the table
upon which it now rests? If there is so much empty space making
up the molecular structure of my hand and of the table, one should
naturally and easily pass through the another. This, we know, doesn’t
happen. The reason for this is because of the electron field. If it were
not for the field of electrons surrounding each atomic nucleus, indeed
my hand would pass through the table.
So, let’s thank G-d for electrons, those negatively charged
particles which define the parameters of that which we recognize as
form. Electrons form the energy fields which give rise to physical
form. Yet, the electrons themselves are not form as we know it. They
are energy - an energy which gives rise to form but itself is not form.
This is the secret of what the Kabbalists call the “speaking silence”, the
Hashmal (which “hover around the celestial throne” ). The Hashmal
are not electrons, but it is the force that directs the electrons in their
function.
You may not realize it but I have just explained a most profound
Kabbalistic secret that underlies the usage of holy Names, miracles, and
magic. I have also raised a number of questions that we must explore
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in order to be able to put all these matters together and understand
them within the context of Kabbalistic terminology.

Creation: Physics

meets

Torah

As briefly mentioned above, the newest of all sub-atomic theories
hypothesizes that the smallest particles of matter, indeed billions of
times smaller than neutrons and protons, are not particles at all but
are rather strings. These tiny little strings each vibrate in a different
way expressing a different frequency. Similar to a violin, one string
can manifest many different notes. So too do these sub-atomic strings
each vibrate with a different resonance. Together these strings create
the orchestra of the universe. In other words, underlying all forms of
matter in our four dimensional space-time is not any type of particle,
but only variations of sounds upon strings. One type of string, many
types of sounds. Physical matter is, therefore, founded upon sound.
Yet, whose sound? Who (or what) causes the strings to vibrate?
Who (or what) orchestrates the “music” that forms the universe?
This newest theory in physics is called the super sting theory.
Unknown to most physicists, the super string theory, even in its most
advanced mathematical forms, is coming very close to the Kabbalistic
understanding of the process of creation.
In order to understand this we must understand the relationship
between, or better to say the difference between, physical matter and
energy. According to Einstein’s famous theory of relativity E=MC²
(energy is equal to mass times the speed of light), the difference
between energy and mass is defined by the speed of light.
If the string theory is correct (and according to Kabbalah it is) the
difference between energy and (physical) mass is simply the frequency
of vibration of the strings. That which vibrates faster than the speed
of light is energy. That which vibrates slower than the speed of light
is mass.
Our world of space-time is composed of those vibrations which
make up neutrons, protons and electrons. According to Kabbalah,
there exists a faster than light world made up of tachyons and other
yet unknown particles (or strings).
Let us review the parameters of dimensions. Space consists of
three dimensions. Time is the fourth dimension. According to Kabbalah
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the fifth dimension is that which is referred to as Thought. Space
travel is accomplished by foot, car or plane. Time travel (at present)
is accomplished by aging. Thought travel is two directional, between
good and evil. The method of travel in this dimension is through the
medium of the thinking process. In other words, where your thoughts
are is where you are. Thought traverses the fifth dimension. Thought,
therefore, is the dimension above space-time. It can travel at a speed
faster than light. This fact was scientifically proven during tests of
quantum mechanics performed in the 1980’s.
According to the Kabbalists, Adam, before the fall in the Garden
of Eden, had a body of light and not one of flesh and blood. Only as
a result of the eating of the fruit from the forbidden Tree was Adam
“penalized” with a body of flesh. What then was the true nature of the
fall of Adam? The present Adamic body of flesh and blood is composed
of matter which exists in four-dimensional space-time. In other words,
our bodies are formed of those sub-atomic particles, which are strings
that are vibrating slower than the speed of light.
If Adam’s original body was made of light, as the Kabbalists say,
this would mean that his original form did not exist within the realm
of physical matter at all. Indeed, the Kabbalists teach this. Rather,
his body of light vibrated its constituent strings at a hyperlight speed.
Thus Adam’s original form did not exist in space-time but in the fifth
dimension of Thought. Is there any connection between this and the
forbidden Tree being the Tree of Knowledge?
It appears that Adam’s body of light might have been made from
tachyons. It is possible that tachyons or other hyperlight particles
(strings or whatever) are the conductors of Thought in the hyperlight
dimension, as electrons are the conductors of charge in the sub-light
worlds.

Angels
Adam’s original body of light is said to have been similar in
appearance to the angels. Angels are pure thought forms composed
of hyperlight particles existing in a fifth dimension. The value of
Thought here gives us insight as to why the Torah places such strong
emphasis on thought and intent (i.e. kavana) in performing the ritual
commandments. Our Thoughts create things. Indeed, the modulations
within the observance of the ritual law are said to create a body of light
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which the soul inhabits upon leaving this body and this world. Another
modern name of this light body is the “astral body” .
A shift of essence from hyperlight to sub-light speed should not
be a foreign concept to us. Heat equals speed of movement. In other
words, the more a molecular structure of a thing vibrates the hotter
that mass becomes. The opposite is also true - the slower something
goes, the colder it becomes. The best-known example of this is the
compound H2O (two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen),
which we know as water. When water is between the temperatures of
0 and 100 degrees Celsius, it exists in a liquid state. Below 0 degrees
Celsius, the molecular structure of water slows down to become solid
ice. At temperatures above 100 degrees Celsius, liquid water turns
into a gas: stream. Eventually steam can be heated until it becomes
plasma, a type of matter which isn’t simply gas, but isn’t yet pure
energy.
As water can change its property from a solid to a liquid to a gas
to plasma, what would happen if we sped up the hydrogen and oxygen
atoms to the speed of light? Obviously the heat would be tremendous,
yet what form would this molecule take?
As it is with water, so it is with the body of Adam and thus all
mankind, whose bodies are made up of about 60% water. The result
of incongruent movement in the dimension of Thought led Adam’s
essence to slow to such an extent that it changed essence from light to
mass. Instead of being like an angel, Adam became like a monkey (at
least from the physical side of things).
Yet, it appears that our energy side only became encased in an
outer shell of matter. This is the relationship of body and soul. Matter
is ever changing. Atoms are continually forming new molecular
structures. So it seems that whatever energy field it is that we call a
soul, it only has a temporary ability to project a cohesive element to
the molecules that form our physical bodies. Yet, at some point this
cohesive ability either breaks down or intentionally has built within it
a type of self-destruct mechanism. This is the aging process, which
results in the inevitable death of the physical body.
From Kabbalistic tradition though, it does not seem that this
process is absolute. We have two examples of humans who transcended
the physical plane by transforming into light bodies. These two are
Enoch and Elijah, both spoken about in the Bible. Yet, the point to
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note here is that in both these cases, neither is portrayed as having
transcended their physical bodies of their own accord. Both “were
taken” above. In other words, there was an intervention from other
entities who apparently were the inhabitants of the realms to which
these two were taken. Thus they were changed by an outside force.
The change itself is a rather interesting one. For according to
Kabbalistic legend their bodies were “turned into fire”. Now, everyone
knows that if one’s flesh were to spontaneously combust, one would
burn to death. Therefore, this is some other type of “fire”. Yet, if
the transference of matter into energy is performed by the speeding
up of the molecular structure to the speed of light (and beyond), this
generates a large amount of heat. This is most likely the reason why
angels or other entities of that nature are said to possess “bodies”
which glow like brass or gold. Their forms are not made of matter as
we know it but rather of energy congealing in an appropriate form for
the sake of their individual earthly missions. Such form is discarded
once the entity returns to its own dimensional plane of existence.
This also explains why angels never appear the same to two
different observers. Angels have no physical form. Their appearance,
therefore, is only a reflection of matter. They “borrow” such forms
so as to be recognized by those who need to conceptualize things in
form. Standard human intelligence does not conceive of matter-less
forms of pure energy (which are constructs of thought existing in the
fifth dimensional plane). Yet, these entities exist over and above our
awareness - or lack thereof. These entities, when interacting with
us, must project a type of visage through their natural medium of the
mental plane. It is only in this way that average humans are able to
cognize non-matter forms of life (without the advantages of modern
technology). Thus, when one of these entities “appears”, it actually is
harmonizing its vibrational frequency (of whatever form of particles
or strings that form its existence) with an appropriate match within
the individuals subjective mind. Such an entity does not need to
take on mass and thus slow down its personal modulations; it simply
communicates with the human in that one dimension which we share:
the realm of Thought.
Whenever necessary, as deemed by whatever force or power that
science does not yet know, these hyperlight entities can and do lower
their modulations and take on physical appearances in this world. An
interesting question thus arises, for which I have no answer: Do these
entities possess the innate ability to perform, on their own, this lowering
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of modulation? Or, is this process performed on them by a higher source,
or some form of technology that exists and works within the laws of
their dimensional planes? Remember Ezekiel’s chariot outlined in the
Biblical book of the same name. We take for granted that his vision is
projected mind thought. However, is it possible to interpret this vision
as being some form of technological device? Perhaps. While this is
not a Kabbalistic view on the matter, nonetheless, our understanding
of the vision is , if anything, incomplete.

Demons
The mathematical equations that underlie the super string theory
require that there be ten dimensions to the space-time universe.
However, as we all know, we only see four of them - three dimensions
in space and the dimension of time. Where then are the other six
dimensions? Scientists say that these six dimensions of space-time
became rolled up into themselves soon after the big bang. Presently,
they are too small to be seen or noticed; yet these dimensions make up
what is called “black matter”.
These other dimensions form the dark side of space-time, a
universe which is not so brightly lit. By this I mean that the subatomic particles vibrate at a lower frequency than they do here in our
space-time. This limits this dimension from being visible to us. It also
means that this dark matter dimension is unable to receive the high
frequency modulations of the hyperlight universe. The dark matter
universe, therefore, cannot receive the frequencies from the higher
ends of the fifth dimension of Thought, which we call “good.” That
which we call good is a frequency that cannot be received in dark
matter. The entities that inhabit this realm of space-time are what we
call demons. Their existence is ordained by that which we call “G-d”.
Yet, they are limited to exist within the context of their creation. They
cannot ascend beyond space-time, but they can indeed transcend their
own and enter into ours.
In a way these entities are like humans, in that they require
physical nourishment, sexually procreate, and like all things physical,
they die. Yet, being that their world is different from ours, they can
appear to us as projected mind thought (or as invisible). They can fold
space and almost instantaneously move from one location to the next.
More than this, the unique nature of their existence enables them to
“see” a short distance in time (into the near future). Even though
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these entities are close to the low frequency band of Thought (which
we call “evil”), nonetheless they too live in a five dimensional universe.
They are only limited in where they can go in it.

Ayn Sof, The Science

of

Creation

Kabbalistic teachings outline its own five dimensional universe,
with our 3D universe being only one dimension, time being a second,
and three different levels of mind rounding out the whole. As a matter
of fact, the Kabbalistic order of creation, in both time and deed, can
be best understood in light of modern day science.
Let’s review the creation scenario as outlined in the writings of
the Kabbalists and apply to it insights from science.
According to the writings of the Ari’zal, in the beginning, (what
scientifically we would call “before” the Big Bang), there existed
G-d. G-d was unknowable and undifferentiated; in Hebrew, “ohr
pashut” (simple light). At this level, G-d is called Ayn Sof, the infinite
(or “nothing”). Kabbalists are the first to admit that nothing can be
known about the Ayn Sof. Even though some late generation Hasidim
postulate about the Ayn Sof, their conclusions by definition have to be
incorrect - for the Ayn Sof is a level of existence, which is the opposite
of existence. Anything in creation, including our speculations, can
never possibly conceive what was before. Scientists are able to tell us
how creation proceeded from a millisecond after it started, but they
too admit that what was before cannot be known.
We exist in creation, the Ayn Sof, therefore, is a type of anticreation. Indeed, the Hebrew word Ayn is best translated as “nothing”.
In a manner of speaking G-d was nothing before creation.
Within the nothing (the Ayn) the Kabbalists say, arose a desire for
G-d to be called by His Names. The focus of this desire was said to be
at the very “center” of the Ayn Sof.
This description raises a number of puzzling questions. The Ayn Sof
is infinite. It has no boundaries. It is the most pure form of consistent
unchanging simplicity. How then could a desire arise? This would
imply change. And there can be no change in an unchanging simple
nothing. So what does it mean that there arose a desire?
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Another problem is the “place” where the desire arose. It arose
in the “center” of the Ayn Sof. Yet, where is the center of infinity? It
is clear that the Kabbalistic terminology is not literal. Yet, just what
does it mean?
Another age-old question is when did G-d create the universe?
According to Jewish Biblical chronology Adam was created 5,767 years
before this writing. According to a simplistic reading of the Bible,
creation began six days before that. Yet, how long a “day” of creation
is in human terms is a matter that some Kabbalists have interpreted
using logic similar to Einstein’s view of relative time. The six days
of creation actually occurred over a period of 15,340,500,000 years.
This date, of Kabbalistic origins , is very close to modern scientific
measurements for the age of the big bang.
Regardless of how old the universe is, when did G-d create it, not
in relationship to us, but with regard to Himself? In other words, how
long was G-d around before it finally dawned upon Him to create the
universe? The question itself is a trick question, being that time only
came into existence with the beginning of creation.
G-d, the Ayn, in the beginning is nothing. The ultimate zero. Yet,
zero maintains a property unique from any other number. It exists
before all positive integers and it exists after all negative integers. In
essence zero is not nothing, it is in the middle between positive and
negative. So the universe was created in zero time. Time started to
tick immediately with the Kabbalistic big bang, the tzimtzum.
When exactly this occurred is a question that can only be asked
within the context of time, which had yet to come into existence when
the decision to create was made. So when did G-d create the universe?
The answer is “when there arose a desire.” And what does it mean to
have a desire in an unchanging essence? It means that the desire was
not an aspect of change. In other words, for G-d to have a “desire”
means that such a desire is an essential aspect of the unchanging
nothing. This would seem to be a process of transformation. For when
nothing becomes something, this indeed does manifest an essential
change in original nature. Or does it?
When we are dealing with “nothing”, we are dealing with laws
of nature which are totally unknown and unknowable to us. Nothing
and something, desire and non-desire appear to us in creation as
irreconcilable opposites. Yet, within an existence of “nothing” where
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the laws of its nature are possible to be the opposite of everything
that we understand, opposites can indeed be one unchanging whole.
Indeed the Kabbalists teach just this; that all forces in creation,
however different they may appear to us, are essentially one and the
same. This is the secret of the unity of G-d.
So when did the desire arise in the Ayn Sof? It did not happen in
time. It happened out of time. As such, the arising desire in the Ayn
Sof is happening now! Creation is beginning now! Not in creation, but
outside of it. Inside creation, we recognize the beginning as having
happened. Outside creation, creation is beginning just now and will
always be beginning just now.
We can compare the desire and the creation to the zero. As will
be shown in the following diagram, the arising desire did not really
manifest any change in the unchanging Ayn, but is rather a natural
expression of it.
Although this diagram is only an incomplete example, it helps serve
as a visual reference for us. In essence creation and anti-creation, G-d
before creation and after the creation, is still all one concentric whole.
We just don’t see it. But let me make one last attempt to explain.
Looking at the above example, where is the Ayn Sof, i.e. G-d before
creation? If you answer in the left side triangle, you are wrong. G-d
is indeed in the left side triangle, but He is also in the right side one.
He is also above them, below them and all around them, in every place
and every time. Existence, in other words, is an integral part of nonexistence, its “flip-side.” Yet, they are both parts of a greater whole.
It is only in the realm of something that opposites exist and have
contradictory meaning. Only in creation can we perceive of a Creator
and creation. Yet, outside of creation, where all is nothing, i.e. Ayn,
all opposites are integrated. Diversity is, therefore, simply an illusion.
Thus, even the place of creation (the triangle on the right) is as much
in the Ayn Sof as everything else.
The unchanging Ayn is still unchanged by all that exists in the
universe which exists within it. For as far as creation expands outward,
its inevitable conclusion is to contract inwards back into the Ayn Sof.
In essence, creation is nothing more than a Divine “breath”. Exhale
and there is creation. Inhale and all returns within. Even the concepts
of “in” and out” are superfluous and imaginary at the level of Ayn.
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Transformational Meditation
In Kabbalistic meditation we are taught to travel in our minds until
we reach the level of Ayn, to merge with our Creator in the primordial
nothingness. Now, if this were accomplished literally, one would cease
to exist. This is why we use the terminology, “travel in the mind”. The
procedure for this requires of the practitioner to educate him/herself
as to the inner functions of his own mind.
First, one learns to control one’s emotions and to recognize them
as tools for moving from one thought to another. Never are we to
succumb to emotion, for this will lead one off the path and outside of
the mind. Bridling the passions in not an easy task. Instructions in
this matter are best outlined in Sefer Yetzirah, chapter one.
Once emotions are harnessed they become the servant of the
mind, as the head is above the heart. Using the power of mind the
practitioner educates himself about the ways of the outside world.
The purpose of this learning is to at least acknowledge intellectually
the spiritual concepts.
Contemplating these spiritual concepts, one then shifts one's focus
of attention from outside stimuli onto internal thought. In essence, one
gets lost in thought. Yet, remember the great rule: where your thoughts
are, so shall you be. It is crucial that your thoughts be controlled and
directed towards a preconceived conclusion.
Eventually, even thought becomes “heavy” and the concepts of
thought “fall away”. Eventually one is left with the thinking process
alone. At this point, the thinker merges with both the thought and
the process of thinking. When the practitioner has advanced to this
level, upon “descent” into the realm of diversified thought, he can
“think” about the Hebrew letters of a thing and arrange them through
meditative techniques known to certain Kabbalists. Upon his continued
descent into the world of diversity, the meditator’s thoughts of letter
recombination will gather form and will indeed replace a previous
physical reality. In this way, meditating upon a bar of lead can indeed
turn it into gold. One need simply change its letters, or remove three
protons from its atomic nucleus. In the dimension of mind, this is no
hard task.
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Now that we have at least some concept as to the “what” and
“when” of creation, let’s turn to the Kabbalistic reason as to the “why”
of creation. According to the Ari’zal (the master Kabbalists of 16th
century Tzfat), G-d created the universe “so that He could be called by
His Names.” For how can G-d be merciful if He has no one to which He
can show mercy? How can G-d be just if He has no one to which He can
dispense justice? G-d wanted a Name. This is why “He” created the
universe. But, putting aside simple moralistic teachings, what does it
mean that G-d wanted a Name? What’s so important about a Name?
The holy Zohar teaches that the entire Torah is one long “name” of
G-d. It continues to say that G-d “looked” into the Torah and created
the world. G-d thus “looked” into or at His “name” and created the
world. Just what is G-d’s name? What is the Torah? What was (or is)
this act of “looking”?
What’s in a name? For most of us, a name is simply a title we use
to identify and address each another, as well as to differentiate us from
one another. Usually a name has no further significance. Tom, Dick
or Harry are names given rather arbitrarily by one’s parents without
what seems to be much forethought. In most cases, it is the whim
which rules baby namings, even when a child is named after a relative.
But not all names are void of meaning. In many cultures names were
chosen with great care. In these cultures a name was said to embody
the soul, so the “correct” name had to be ascertained for the child, lest
he/she not have the right soul.
Hebrew culture, in Biblical times, was of this mind set when it
came to names. As we see from the Bible, children's names were
chosen carefully and each name was a portent, a sign regarding the
child’s birth or a hinted to future destiny. As human names possess
such value, the Divine “names” used to describe the Creator are ever
so much more full of power.
Actually, a Divine “name” in the Kabbalah is far more than a simple
title with meaning. Indeed the proper name of G-d as revealed in
the Torah, YHWH, defies any mundane translation. The Divine Name
defined etymologically would best be translated as “being”. The name
YHWH is actually based on the Hebrew verb “to be” (HWH). When the
Hebrew letter Y (yod) is added to a verb it translates that verb from
the passive to the active tense. Thus YHWH would translate similarly
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to “active being” or “being in action”. It is somewhat hard to describe
YHWH in English simply because our language does not contain a word
or term which accurately describes the meaning of the “name”.
According to the ancient Kabbalists, the guardians of the secrets
systems of Biblical metaphysics, a name is more than a title, it is more
than an expression of the soul. To the Kabbalist, a name is the specific
formula which defines an entity’s entire being. A Kabbalist would
say that one’s true “name” is their DNA sequence. For only DNA is
precisely unique to each and every created thing. If then one’s name
is as unique as one’s DNA and as descriptive, a true name cannot
simply be a short and easy device used to refer to other people. So it
is with the “name” of G-d.
The entire Torah is one long “name” of G-d. The ones who teach
this are the Kabbalists. They understand that G-d’s essence is indeed
summed up by saying that He is “active being”, but this has to be
defined in more precise detail. These details are the 304,805 letters
that make up the Torah. The Torah can be called the DNA of YHWH .
As such it reveals His manifest form. If G-d “looked” into the Torah in
order to create the universe, indeed what He did was simply manifest
Himself. With this in mind do the holy angels sing, “Holy, holy, holy is YHWH
of hosts; the whole earth is full of His glory” (Is. 6:2). The glory referred to here is
G-d Himself, Who is the source of all being in the universe.
A name is made up of letters. All words are made up of letters.
It is known that G-d created the world through words, words that are
made up of letters. G-d said, “Let there be light, and there was light.” (Gen. 1:3).
G-d spoke light into being. Light was created through Divine speech.
Divine “speech” contains words, made up of letters. Letters are made
up of sounds. Thus, the created universe was brought into being
through the medium of sound.
On Mt. Sinai G-d gave the Torah to the children of Israel. What
G-d gave us was words, words made up of letters, letters made up of
sound. The Torah is simply a combination of sounds. G-d “looked”
into His Torah and created the world. He “looked” upon the sounds,
meaning He “spoke” them. G-d’s name YHWH means being in action.
There is being in action and being that is not in action. Action is
manifest. Non-action is potential, unmanifest.
Prior to the creation of the universe, G-d is unmanifest and thus
potential. With creation, G-d’s being becomes manifest. He is the
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essence of being, which is now manifest. Therefore, G-d is manifest
being, being in action.
What is “being” is the composite forms that construct the multidimensional universe. At the starting point of creation, G-d manifested
those sounds which were to combine in different forms to manifest the
diversities in creation.
The sounds that manifested the diversity in creation later congealed
in the forms of the letters, letters into words and the words into a book.
Thus we have the Torah in the form it is today. In scientific terms we
can say, in the beginning there was energy which cooled down to form
sub-atomic particles, which them formed atoms, then molecules, then
cells, then..
Now, words point to truths that they themselves merely symbolize.
When a scientist or mathematician recites the Einstein theory and states
E=MC², he is saying that the amount of energy in a thing is equal to
its component mass times the square speed of light. The letters E, M,
and C bear no relationship to the formula or to the underlying reality
that it represents. The letters are mere symbols. They represent a
greater reality, although they themselves are not it. In this same way,
the words, letters, and sounds of the Torah are truly monads of that
energy which manifests the diversity that has come forth from the
unmanifest.
The energy of creation, i.e., its life force, director, and organizer,
is thus the manifestation of unmanifest G-d. The energy in creation
congeals and forms the Torah that we know and understand. The
energy in creation, thus the Torah, is the “name” of G-d.
When a person delves into the Torah, unveiling the layers beneath
the words and letters, and connects with the underlying energies
latent within, one may become aware of the fundamental principles
and laws of nature, both of physics and metaphysics. Any person who
understands and masters these laws in called a “Ba’al Shem Tov,” (a
master of the good name).

21st Century Science
The physical sciences today face the same problem as does the
social science of psychology. It lacks focus and direction. In order for
discovery to be expedient, one has to know in what direction to go.
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This requires of one to have a known starting point and a direction of
trajectory. Yet, the modern sciences look at the world, be it the world
of the physical sciences (outer space) or of the psychological sciences
(inner space), and gropes around looking for clues and pieces to
anything that can be found.
Why is there this lack of direction? Scientists will simply respond
that they do not know enough yet of the “big picture” in order to
prescribe a “unified field” theory. Therefore, everything that they
discover, and every path they walk, is haphazard at best.
Here is where Torah diverges from their path. Regardless of the
true nature of the Divine, the Torah was the first to teach (over 3,500
years ago) that there is a unified field in creation (and beyond it). It
is this unified field that, conscious of itself, gives of Itself to create an
appearance of diversity. Each independent monad exists unto itself,
yet has its source in the original unified field. The purpose of creation,
of each monad, is to specifically manifest some unique aspect of the
whole.
Creation not only has a beginning. It has a beginner, a consciousness
that directed all into being. This is the active being of the universe.
Or, as we would say it in Hebrew, YHWH.
Many modern scientists are admittedly prejudiced against any
concept of a Divine being, thus they summarily discount any revelation
from such a Divine as having no legitimacy whatsoever. This is indeed
unfortunate, for similar to the Torah scholar, the scientist is devoted to
a search for the truth.
A Torah scholar accepts by religious faith that a path indeed has
been revealed. The path reveals to us not only the secrets of inner
human nature, but also the secrets of external physical sciences. By
adhering to a set structure of guidelines, Torah teaches us that we will
continue on a preset road of discovery which will take us from point to
point, along a well demarcated highway.
Deny the highway and you lose the path. Deny the builder of the
road and you will never come to His, and thus your, destination . It
is truly a shame how science moves so slowly because it refuses to
accept a preconceived Divine plan.
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If only modern science would explore the Torah and examine it
as a book of science, as a code, as one long name of G-d. Indeed,
this would be an entire new page in the history of religion. Maybe
this is the page that mankind has been destined to turn since the
Garden of Eden. Indeed, maybe it is the scientific exploration of Torah
that G-d has wanted from us from the beginning. Maybe it is this
form of exploration that will finally bring mankind to face its greatest
challenge: THE TRUTH.
For if science follows the Torah, it will first put aside religious
mythology, which the Kabbalists call the pshat (surface) of Torah. In
other words, Torah must not be viewed as a book of stories to be read.
Rather, the text must be investigated for mathematical relationships
between letters. The laws of quantum mechanics and relativity theory
must be applied to the letters of the text to see what secrets of creation
are indeed concealed therein - all in accordance to certain patterns
known to the Kabbalists.
The sequence of letters in the Torah must be viewed as mathematical
formulas. The Golden Spiral and Fibonacci Numbers are well known
mathematical principles, yet most do not know that these principles
are to be found in the Torah. This has already been found. What else
lies waiting to be uncovered? What is the relationship of the sequence:
2, 200, 1, 300, 10, 400, 2, 200, 1, 1, 30, 5, 10, 40, 1, 400, 5, 300, 40,
10, 40, 6, 1, 400, 5, 1, 200, 90, 6, 5, 1, 200, 90, 5, 10, 400, 5, 400, 5, 6,
6, 2? What about the sequence: 1 2, 3, 10, 400, 90, 100, 200, 70, 300,
9, 50, 50, 3, 4, 10, 20, 300, 2, 9, 200, 90, 400, 3, 8, 100, 2, 9, 50, 70,
10, 3, 30, 80, 7, 100, 300, 100, 6, 90, 10, 400? What do these teach us
about the beginning?
There is so much to learn. This is Torah learning for the 21st
century. More than this, this is the Torah of the 21st century B.C.E.
The most ancient Kabbalistic text, the Sefer Yetzirah, teaches that the
end of a thing is in its beginning and its beginning is in its end. This is
most true of the Torah. To discover the Torah of the future, we must
explore the teachings of the past.

  The Golden Spiral and Fibonacci Numbers
Kedem (the place of the Garden of Eden = 144 Etz HaHaim (The Tree of Life) = 233. 233
divided by 144 = 1.61. This number forms the famous golden spiral which is the basic spiral shape known
throughout all nature, from the shell of a snail to the spiral of the Milky Way galaxy. It also forms the
Fibonacci sequence. The scientific form of the physical universe is hinted to in the original Paradise.
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Sefer Yetzirah, Creation Technology Through Thought-Sound
Hundreds of years prior to the giving of the Torah at Mt. Sinai,
the Sefer Yetzirah was a form of spiritual technology disseminated
by the patriarch Abraham. Endeavoring to teach the members of his
generation about the falsehoods of religious mythology and idolatry,
Abraham taught practical techniques on how to experience and cognize
spiritual reality.
Recognizing that all matter was made up of simpler forms (the
“letters” of their names), Abraham taught how to manipulate these
“letters” so as to cognize and experience the underlying force within
all the “letters.”
The “letters” of the Hebrew alphabet are actually mathematical
symbols which represent specific numerical and mental processes
which transform the mysterious Divine essence into a state of pure
will. From will to intuitive insight, from insight to cognized thoughts,
from cognized thoughts to charged feelings, from charged feelings to
manifest physical form.
The manner of this transformation is performed through specific
sound techniques using the Hebrew alphabet. Many generations of
Kabbalists have focused on the shapes of the Hebrew letters in their
Ashurite form. Ascribing to these forms multiple meanings, many
Kabbalists have used meditative techniques focused on the forms of the
letters as a means of releasing their concealed powers. Unfortunately,
the focus on the shape of the letters is not the way to release their
latent power. Indeed, the present form of Hebrew letters (the Ashurite
script) is not the original script in which the Torah was given. While
this is a matter of discussion in the Talmud, and most Kabbalists
believe that the Ashurite form is the original, they are all, nonetheless,
inaccurate. History and archeology bears this out for those open
minded enough to listen.
Regardless of the correct shape of the letters, the essential manner
of their usage is through the medium of sound. The visualization upon
their shapes is only a means to an end. The shapes assist a meditator in
focusing his mind on the letters. Yet, the letters are abstract symbols
for the powers they represent. The only way to unleash their latent
force is through sound and not by sight. Sub-atomic forms are strings
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of sound, not little balls of particles. This difference is essential to
understand for anyone who wishes to perform any type of function
using “spiritual” energy.
Chapter one of Sefer Yetzirah speaks about the ten sefirot.
These are the vessels through which the Divine becomes manifest
within creation. What is hinted to in the later chapters of the text is
that these ten vessels are ten specific sounds. Specifically they are
the ten vowel sounds used to enunciate the Hebrew letters. Many
Kabbalistic texts have diagrammed the relationship showing which
vowels correlate to which sefirot. Yet, what is not known by most
Kabbalists is that the system of correlations used by them does not
align with the original correlations outlined by the earliest generations
of Kabbalists. The reason for this is that while it is all right for the
outline of the system to be made public, specifics must remain highly
guarded. Even acknowledging that there still is a concealed Kabbalah
is frowned upon by many of my peers. Yet, some budding Kabbalists
today are attempting to access the system of letters using the later
correlations. If they attempt to perform anything using an inaccurate
system they might cause a “spiritual” overload and cause harm to
themselves and others. I have fulfilled my obligations to provide a
necessary warning.
The correct techniques of using the sound meditations have never
been written down by anyone, ever. Bits and pieces can be found in
a number of places, but never is the whole system outlined. It is too
dangerous. I myself will not document my sources on these matters out
of fear of others making use of things that can cause them and others
harm. Again, it’s too dangerous. Suffice it to say that the system that
I practice was not revealed to me from any book.
Twenty-six Hebrew letters are permutated with the ten vowels
according to specific formulas. These formulas are in turn the
“DNA” structure of sounds that underlie the formation of all material
existence. Special “holy Names” are concealed throughout the Torah.
The method of harvesting them is known to only a select few. I cannot
say anything more on this topic.

Summary
Matter and mass interchange at the point of light speed. Physical
and spiritual realms are defined thereby. Sound (string) vibrations
above light speed form the angelic world. Sound vibrations below
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light speed form the physical world. The common denominator
between the worlds is the medium of sound. Sound is an expression
of thought, translating it from potential into actual. Thought-sound,
therefore, is the great power which creates, forms, and makes the
known universe.
Thought-sound is the fifth dimension that gives rise to (and can
thus destroy) four- dimensional space-time beneath it. Sound itself is
not enough to manipulate change. Thought alone is impotent. When
put together, there is creation or destruction. This is not limited to the
power of G-d. This is a spiritual technology known to mankind .
This knowledge is, unfortunately, not limited only to spiritual,
holy people. Some 20th century scientists have become aware of
the power of oscillating sounds and can manipulate them in amazing
manners. Nikola Tesla was one such scientist, and his research has
been classified as top secret since his death over 60 years ago. It is
alleged by sources that I cannot quote that Tesla did indeed discover
that focused thought projected through specific electromagnetically
charged sound oscillations can travel instantaneously anywhere in
the world and manifest any reality that is thought of. The underlying
technology here has also been well known in certain dark circles who
manipulate the forces of thought, and manipulate them as what we
would call “ black magic”.
Thought, therefore, when coupled with specific sounds, becomes
the ultimate power source. Which specific sounds are used now becomes
the ultimate important thing. It is these sounds and combinations of
sounds that are the “holy Names” spoken of above. When sound is
used for destruction, then such sounds are call “unclean names”.
Thought entities, be they angels or demons, exist within their own
realm, which is a dimension that vibrates faster than ours. As such,
their scope of vision is wider than ours. They exist around spacetime, not above it. Above implies a higher, better level, or one that
is “closer” to G-d. This is not accurate. Around is a better term to
describe these other realms. These entities do not exist within our
realms and, therefore, are not always aware of what is going on here.
Yet, as we have the ability to turn our heads and look behind us , so too
some of these entities inhabiting this higher realm can refocus their
mental modulations and thus “look in” on us.
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The modulations of mind are through the process of thought which
“travels” along the directional boundaries between good and evil. As
we have learned above, where you think is where you are. If you think
about (or allow yourself to feel), for example, anger, then this is where
your mind is at. Yet, do not think anger to be a simple feeling inside
your head. Your thoughts are things, and they manifest in the fifth
dimension as clearly as lightning manifests in ours.
Thus, when we think a thought about a specific thing, that thought
manifests in the fifth dimension in the same non-physical area as all
other similar thoughts. Thus our thoughts are self-reinforcing. The
holy Sages of the Talmud understood this reality when they stated
that a good deed creates an angel and a sin creates a demon. In other
words, where your mind is there you are. Yet, you are not alone! You
are with all the other thoughts and entities of that fifth dimensional
non-physical space who keep you company until you leave that place.
This is the secret of our self-created angels and demons who help us
or haunt us at all times.
Departure from one place and travel to another (in the fifth
dimension) is accomplished through a change of thought venue. This,
of course, can be greatly assisted by the medium of sound. Music,
therefore, has the uncanny ability to move our moods. Be it towards
good or evil, our thoughts surf along the sound of music. I have just
revealed to you one of the great secrets of the Biblical prophets.
Images of the mind are impotent unless they have a means of
external manifestation. As with all laws of physics, inherent energy
is released from mass through the medium of velocity (E=MC²). This
secret too was known to the Biblical prophets in their own way. The
prophets used the medium of music as a way to speed up their personal
velocities. In other words, velocity acts as a motivation. The speed and
vibrations of the music acted as the motivator to catalyze the energy
latent in the prophet’s thoughts and translate it into manifest action.
In this way (and derivatives of it) did the Biblical prophets perform
miracles which appear to be outside the laws of nature. In reality, the
prophets were practicing five dimensional living, with the realm of
thought guiding all.
Music is vibrating sound. Different tunes manifest different
vibrations. Each set of vibrational sounds actually is a combination of
Hebrew letters. Indeed it is no coincidence that the super string theory
operates in only 10 and 26 dimensions. The ten dimensions are the
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ten vowels which vibrate the basic forms of matter, which are the 22
letters of the Hebrew alphabet. The extra four are the letters YHWH,
which as is known to the masters of the Sefer Yetzirah, is the necessary
component to combine with the 22 letters in order to manipulate mass.
Without YHWH all mass will become corrupt. Again, I have revealed
enough about these procedures.

Conclusions
I have written what I have here so as to reinforce the truth that
Torah is not simply a document of religion. The science of the newly
discovered “Torah codes” reveals that the Torah is definitely of “extraterrestrial” origins. While most consider extra-terrestrial to be limited
to life in outer space, I use the term here to include the Divine as well.
For who more than G-d is extra-terrestrial? We must no longer view
the worlds of science and Torah as being separate. It is not enough to
simply proclaim the relationship between science and Torah and then
expect everyone to become religious.
Science demands an openness of mind. Religion must do the same.
I call for a merging of science and Torah. By this I am not referring
to religious mythology, but rather religious truth. Kabbalah must
be explored and understood in the best spirit of historical accuracy.
Meditations and material manipulations must be scrutinized. We must
analyze how miracles work and just what the Biblical prophets did.
It is not enough to ignorantly say G-d performed a miracle. Of
course He did. But just what did He do? How did he do it? When
the first born in Egypt were struck dead by a plague from G-d, what
was their cause of death? If an autopsy were performed, what would
be found? Did G-d release some form of a special genetic agent that
attacked only genetically recognizable material inherent in firstborns
of a certain type?
We may never know the answer to this and other mysteries, but we
can explore. We can come to know, to uncover G-d, concealed in nature
and come to know His TRUE being. We can emancipate ourselves from
our bondage to myth and fantasy. We can finally know the truth that
G-d has concealed within creation awaiting our discovery. This indeed
is the beginning of the messianic era, the era of truth. We must do
whatever we can, to explore and to research. We will find not a Grand
Unified Theory, but rather a Grand Unified Truth. May it be soon.
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Epilogue
For those of you who have braved through the reading of this
material, I will now reveal to you exactly what it is that we have been
doing. We have been fulfilling the greatest of all of G-d’s commandments;
we have been experiencing and exploring his “Glory”. The study of
science, according to many Sages - including the original teachers of
Kabbalah - was never a pursuit outside of Torah. On the contrary,
scientific exploration is considered to be the heart and soul of Judaism.
In Kabbalistic terms, science is the study of Ma’aseh Bereshit and
Ma’aseh Merkava.
In a midrash, a tale is related as to the time when a person dies
and his soul ascends above before the Heavenly tribunal. After asking
the soul a number of questions about how much Torah the soul studied
a question is asked, “Have you gazed upon the merkava (the Divine
chariot)?” Have you contemplated the movements of the universe,
how G-d has placed all things in their relative places? Do you see the
hand of G-d in all this, for G-d has no greater pleasure from men as
to when they study these things.” Most times a soul will be forced to
answer no. (For if it answers yes, then will proceed a very involved
discussion on theoretical science and advanced mathematics).
This midrash emphasizes that it is the study of science that is
considered to be the study of the Throne of G-d and the secrets of
creation. The Kabbalah teaches us that G-d concealed these secrets
within creation specifically for us to discover. The human (Adamic)
race was specifically created to carry out the process of discovery
(i.e., to take care of the Garden). This is the path that leads us to
collective human spiritual awakening. This psychic, psychological,
spiritual, scientific level of human understanding is the long awaited
for Messianic era.
By educating ourselves scientifically and mathematically, we learn
to speak the language of the Creator and of It’s universe. Only in this
way can we find again our lost bodies of light and rise up back to our
place of origin, in the stars and beyond.
Do not let anyone dissuade you from the importance of this line
of study. Don’t listen to words saying that Torah and science are not
the same. Those saying such simply do not understand. Spiritually
speaking we say that they walk in darkness, a metaphor which now
we understand. Darkness means away from the light, i.e. the velocity
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of the speed of light. The rate of individual mental vibrations (from
a string point of view) relates to the focus and parameters of one’s
intellectual abilities. The further one is from the truth, the further one
is from the boundary of “good” in the fifth dimension. Such a one’s
inability to receive this knowledge only reflects their present mental
place (Where you think is where you are) . Nothing can be done for
these people, at least not here on earth. Thank G-d, we are not so
limited.
We remember the Kabbalistic lesson of the breaking of the vessels.
This was caused by pouring too much light into a vessel unprepared
to receive it. So, the lesson is to hold back the light. In other words,
these teachings cannot be for everybody, but only for those who truly
wish to seek them out, and even then, knowledge must be given over
only one lesson at a time. Too much too fast is no good. Everything in
its right time, everything in its right place.
This is the secret of Ma’aseh Merkava, and the teachings of science.
Learn this well, and give pleasure to our Creator. Amen.
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Chapter Eight

The Ten Sefirot
& The Four Worlds
How G-d is Manifest in Creation

Creation

I

t is most difficult to describe how the universe came into being.
From what vantage point can we possibly speak? The Kabbalists have
dwelled long and hard on this issue, and G-d in His mercy has revealed
a great many things about the techniques He used in the primordial
creation.
In the beginning, prior to the creation of Heaven and Earth, there
existed G-d, and G-d alone. Where G-d came from is not a question.
G-d is and has always been here (there and everywhere). G-d, in His
ultimate essence, is all things, all space, all time, all consciousness, as
well as all things that are the opposites of these. G-d, in His ultimate
essence, is unknowable by anything or anyone in creation, regardless
of their level of closeness to the Divine source. G-d's ultimate essence
in Hebrew is called the Ayn Sof.
The first question that the Kabbalists ask is, being that G-d is all
places, where could a universe possibly exist? Simply put, being that
G-d is everywhere, there is no place for a universe. For G-d to create a
universe, He would first have to create a place where such a universe
could exist. Where could there possibly be such a space other than
within G-d Himself? G-d, therefore chose (so to speak) to "vacate" a
space within Himself so that a void would be created. Within this void,
G-d could therefore create His universe.
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All this type of talk, I must remind you, is completely symbolic.
In actuality there can never be any space void of G-d, not even for an
instant. We use this type of terminology simply to roughly explain the
process of creation.
The creation of this so-called void, Halal in Hebrew, was brought
about by G-d withdrawing His light from a certain place so as to
create this other place. This original withdrawal of G-d's light is called
Tzimtzum (contraction), for G-d's light contracted within Itself, leaving
this so-called void.
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The Kabbalists then asked the next logical question: If G-d is
everywhere, where in G-d then did this Tzimtzum contraction take
place? The answer given is that the contraction began at the very
center. But, if G-d is everywhere, then there are no boundaries,
therefore there cannot be a center!! If we were talking about physical
space, this would be absolutely true. But physical space did not exist
at this time; therefore, its laws are not applicable here.
Rabbi Haim Vital, in the first lecture within his master work Etz
Haim, writes that the Tzimtzum contraction of G-d's light occurred
at the source of G-d's desire to create the universe. In other words,
the "place" of creation arose out of the desire within G-d's ultimate
essence. The place of the origin of creation is the desire of G-d. The
place is not a physical one, but one where mind meets desire. G-d's
desire therefore vacated a space, a place wherein the desire for a
universe could become manifest.
One might ask when this occurred; the answer, of course, will
always be "in the beginning". When was this? According to the plain
meaning of the Torah, creation occurred in six days, each of 24 hours.
But as Albert Einstein documented scientifically, all time is relative.
How time is measured today is not necessarily the way G-d measured
time during creation. In regards to modern science and how time is
today measured in the physical world, creation occurred billions of
years ago. The Genesis story in no way contradicts this. In the 12th
century the master Kabbalist Rabbi Yitzhak D'min Acco calculated,
according to the secrets concealed within the Genesis story, that the
universe is presently some 15 1/2 billion years old. Coincidentally,
this is about the same age given by modern science. Yet, from G-d's
point of view, which is above time and space, the universe is only now
being created, even as you read these words. At this same moment,
G-d sees the universe ending. All is cyclical before G-d, He is both
the beginning and the end; therefore, from G-d's vantage point, the
universe's beginning, middle, and end are all one.
With the creation of the void, through the Tzimtzum contraction,
G-d could now begin to manifest His universe. This was accomplished
by G-d shining His light back into the newly created void, but not in the
same manner as the light was prior to its removal which created the
void. G-d's light had to be differentiated so that when it returned into
the void it would not just fill it up, as it previously had done. G-d's light,
therefore, lessened Itself and began the manifestation of boundary,
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form, and definition. This was all something new; something that did
not and does not exist in G-d Himself, but only in His creation.
G-d, in His ultimate essence, therefore is completely unknowable
to us. We do, however, experience G-d (and come to know Him) as
He chooses to manifest Himself within creation. Being that G-d has
created many different levels or phases of creation, so too the levels
of G-d's manifestation in creation differ according to these levels and
phases.
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The Sefirot
The aspect of G-d's light that beamed back into the primordial
void differentiated Itself through a series of filters, sort of spiritual
transformers that enabled G-d's light to descend from its origins outside
of creation to the very center of the void (which now, by definition, is
the farthest point from the surrounding field of G-d's ultimate essence).
These spiritual transformers that G-d chose so as to filter His light into
creation became the spiritual DNA pattern upon which all of creation
is based. This filters that form this pattern are called the Sefirot.
The sefirot are the major Kabbalistic symbol used throughout
all Jewish literature (Kabbalistic and otherwise). It is necessary that,
before one embark on a course of study in Kabbalah, one learn the
essentials about the interactions of the sefirot. Yet, prior to this, one
must learn what a sefirah is, where is comes from and how it does and
does not operate.
When G-d began to cause His light to shine within the primordial
void, He did not allow His light to enter in the same intensity that the
light was on the outside. Such intensity of light would have immediately
filled the void, nullifying its creation. The amount of light that G-d
allowed to penetrate within the void is therefore only a small portion
of the brilliance of His absolute essence.
G-d's primordial light contained within it many varying aspects.
Within G-d's ultimate essence, all of these aspects were completely
merged together as one. With the creation of the void, each of these
aspects of G-d's ultimate light would now be able to manifest their
unique manifestations. The absolute unity is never lost or compromised.
G-d's ultimate essence can be compared to a black light. The color
black contains within it all colors and possibilities of color, although
these are not clearly seen within the black itself. Yet, when the light
is subject to filters, then its various shades and hues are able to be
individually identified. All of these shades and hues, as different as
they are from one another, are still united and one in their essence.
Also, as with color, there is differentiation between one and the
other. There are demarcated borders, boundaries and definition. Unlike
G-d's ultimate essence, in which there is no such thing as border or
boundary, here within the void, demarcation and separation is the
chosen manner through which G-d is able to manifest Himself through
the creation which He creates. The ultimate light of G-d's essence,
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therefore, goes through a phase of filters, the purpose of which is to
diffuse the light and to allow it to manifest all of its varying hues.
These boundaries and demarcations (of the light) are called sefirot,
coming from the root word safar, which means to count. Numbers are
the primordial form of demarcation and separation. What is one is not
two, nor is it three. Yet, the relationship and unity between the numbers
can never be broken. The word safar is related to the word mispar,
which means number, and to the word sefer, which means book. As the
Sefer Yetzirah teaches, G-d created His universe with three sefarim,
with sefer, sapar and sippur. These are the differentiation of G-d's light
within their vessels the sefirot.
Remember, G-d is one and His Name is one. The sefirot are only
tools to G-d. They have no life or holiness of their own other than what
G-d gives to them. The sefirot, therefore, manifest to us how G-d chooses
to act in His universe. Through the sefirot and their interactions can
we come and see G-d, Who is concealed within them.
There is one point about sefirot that must be understood if one
ever wishes to truly understand their nature. The order of their
manifestation and interaction is twofold. As they emanate from G-d's
ultimate essence (the Ayn Sof) they descend into the void in the form
of concentric spheres. This form implies that their order is exclusively
hierarchical. While this is true, the sefirot also interact with one another
in the form of multi-dimensional columns, which transform the sefirot
into polarities of active, passive and balance. It is this form of columns
that is the most popular form in which the sefirot are presented today.
When the sefirot are in the form of columns they are called the sefirot
of Yosher, meaning columns. When they are in the form of concentric
spheres they are the the sefirot of Agulim, meaning spheres. Much
of the beginning of Sefer Etz Haim is devoted to explain these two
functions of sefirotic interaction. The holy Zohar and the majority of
the writings of the Ari'zal deal with the sefirot from the view of Yosher.
The view of Agulim is very sublime and profound and is best left for
more advanced study in the original texts. For this work here, I will
explain the Agulim order of emanation from the Ayn Sof. I will then
proceed to explain the sefirotic interactions according to the Yosher
order.
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The First Sefirah
The first aspect of the light to manifest within the void is the
expression of G-d's desire to create the universe. This first aspect of
light entered the void like a laser beam and quickly formed a sphere
surrounding the outermost parameter of the void. This first aspect of
creation is the first of ten filters which G-d uses to channel His Divine
light from His ultimate essence to the lowest of all lower worlds. It is
the primordial essence of all things yet to come.
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This first sefirah, the first expression of G-d into the realm of
creation is called Keter, which means crown. It is called crown because
like the crown upon a head which is above the entire body and is its
glory, so too Keter is above all the rest of creation. This first expression
of G-d also has other names which better describe its meaning and
function.
Keter is also called the Ra'avah Ila'ah, the Supernal Will (of the
Divine). For it is the Will more than anything else that defines existence.
Will is the force of life. The Will, i.e., Keter, can also be called "Ani",
meaning "I", for prior to one being conscious of existence, one already
exists. Existence pre-exists the awareness of one's existence. Thus
Keter is "I", before the "I" can say "I am". (This analogy is my own).
Keter is also known as Adam Kadmon. As a matter of fact this
is the term most often used to describe Keter. Adam Kadmon means
Primordial Man. This does not mean that Keter is in the form of a
physical man! Rather Adam Kadmon, or A.K. as the Kabbalists refer
to this level, is considered the primordial pattern of the universe. A.K.
contains within Him all of the lowers worlds. These lower worlds will
emanate from A.K. just as A.K. Himself emanated from G-d's ultimate
essence. In A.K. all things exist in their potential form, waiting to
become manifest. Yet, Keter (A.K.) the Supernal "I" is unaware of
itself and therefore is in need of revelation. This then leads to the
manifestation of the second level (sefirah) within the void, the sefirah
Hokhma.

The Second Sefirah
Keter is the Divine Will, the "I" of creation. However, in order that
the "I" be realized and actualized, it must be cognizant of itself. The
"I" must translate from simply being "I" and become "I am". This "I
am" level of self recognition is the second sefirah Hokhma, meaning
wisdom.
Although Hokhma means wisdom, I choose to call it intuition.
For Hokhma is the initial grasp of awareness, the beginning of
consciousness and recognition. Hokhma is like the proverbial light bulb
that lights up over one's head revealing a brilliant idea. That idea pops
up fully developed, for its source is Keter. Its faculty for recognition is
Hokhma. Hokhma reveals inner, subjective knowledge, that which is
known because it is an inner truth, not because of an external lesson.
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Hokhma is the realm of the purely spiritual, that which manifests the
essence.
The primordial Hokhma gave form to the latent power lying
dormant within A.K. (Keter). Therefore the "I" of Keter became the
"I am" in Hokhma. The two are inseparable. Keter and Hokhma are
united as are the soul and spirit are within the body. The original light
that entered the void from G-d's ultimate essence only penetrated to
the level of this Hokhma. After this, the light of the Keter, cloaked with
the light of the Hokhma, took the place of the original descending
light, and continued to descend into the very middle of the void.
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Yet, once Hokhma had received an influx of awareness from Keter,
the brilliance of that revelation still needed to be properly digested,
comprehended, and understood. Even the most brilliant ideas needed
to be worked out and given form. This takes us to the third of the sefirot,
Binah, meaning understanding, where the "I am" can understand what
it is and thus say "I am . . . (whatever it is that I am)". Binah is integrally
connected with Hokhma and Keter, but the original light from G-d's
absolute essence did not directly descend here.

The Third Sefirah
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Binah is the cognitive form where the flash of thought that
was emanated from the Keter and received in Hokhma can become
congealed, comprehended, and prepared to be put into action. Binah
receives the intuitive insight from Hokhma, dwells on it in the same
way a mother receives the seed from the father, and keeps it within
herself until it's time to give birth to that which comes forth from the
union of the two of them.
In the language of Partzufim (that will be discussed later on),
Hokhma is traditionally called Abba, father, and Binah is called
Imma, mother, for just this reason. It is said that Hokhma (intuition)
"impregnates" Binah, (which I define as perception). Thus intuition,
once received and contemplated with perception, leads to the "birth"
or further creation of the universe.
The sefirah Binah is the level of pure cognitive mind. The essence
of Keter first takes on form in Hokhma, though this form is completely
spiritual and abstract. Within Binah the received aspect of essence
becomes clearly understood, conscious, and cognizant. Binah, the level
of pure mind, pure consciousness, is thus the mother of invention. It is
from within "her womb" that the rest of creation is "born".
These first three sefirot manifest aspects which correlate to the
power of the mind. In Hebrew they are called the "Mohin", the brains.
Binah is the left brain, Hokhma the right brain. Keter is the skull that,
like a crown, is on top of them both. Binah transforms the power of
pure mind into action. Yet, prior to the physical manifestation of action,
there must first be motivation. Motivation is absolutely necessary, for
nothing can be built unless the builder is motivated to build. Binah
therefore transforms, by the power of cognitive awareness, the essence
of Keter as revealed in spiritual, intuitive Hokhma and creates first
motivation, and only then physical form, which finalize and join all the
levels together.
The motivation that Binah manifests is the power of emotion. This
manifests itself in the formation of the next six sefirot. Although these
six are unique and independent of one another, they act together as
one.
The first triad of sefirot is called KaHaB, which are the initial letters
of the sefirot Keter, Hokhma and Binah. Writing names out all the time
is very redundant and unnecessary. Kabbalists always abbreviate by
using initial letters to refer to terms. Thus Adam Kadmon is A.K., Keter,
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Hokhma and Binah is KaHaB, and so on. This method of expression is
consistent throughout all Kabbalistic literature.

The Six Sefirot - The Fourth Through The Ninth
These next six sefirot are the primordial forces that underlie the
creation of the physical universe. Corresponding to these six were
there six "days" to creation.
Anything that exists within the mind, be it in the primordial mind
or in the mind of man, must be charged with an almost electric type
of force in order to move it from the realm of non-corporeal thought
into the realm of corporeal being. Therefore did G-d form the "midot",
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the six sefirot which are the primordial source of emotion. Emotions
charge that which one thinks, and gives the thought emphasis, passion,
and flavor. This is something that mind alone cannot do.
Essence manifests within spirit.
Spirit is perceived within
the mind. The mind then forms ideas which motivate and steer the
emotional tides. All emotions are based upon preconceived mental
notions. One feels a certain way about a thing because one has certain
ideas and preconceived notions about that thing. Change the way one
thinks about a thing, and the way he feels about it will also change.
The six sefirot here, therefore, are the powers that transform thought
(the upper triad) into action (the tenth and last sefirah). They are six
in number, for this double triad reflects the dual nature of Keter's
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manifestation into Hokhma and Binah. In other words, as the upper
triad is made up of three sefirot, so must there be three triads, each
one reflecting and congealing the light from that which is above it.
These then are the six sefirot:

Hesed
This is the first attribute to come forth from the Mohin (brains).
In the form of columns, Hesed is directly below Hokhma; for although
Hesed comes forth from Binah, which is on the left column, Hesed's
place is on the right. Just as Keter's first manifestation was to the right,
so was Binah's. This zig-zag descent of energy is also clear within the
relationship of the human brain to the human body. The left lobe of
the brain controls the right side of the body. This method of descent
was established by G-d so that all polarities would be able to interact
with their opposites thus giving rise to the multiple forms of diverse
creations.
Hesed is the force of expansion, of free and complete giving.
Hesed is defined as mercy, but I choose to call Hesed freedom, for
this word more properly expresses Hesed's function. Hesed is always
outgoing, always accepting, always forgiving. Hesed is the creative
force which is always expanding outward, formless, boundary-less,
without any contraction, constriction, discipline or limitation. Hesed
is simply pure, unadulterated abundance. Yet, Hesed by itself cannot
create and support a world. For a world without boundaries, definitions
and limitations will soon fall into chaos, and will self-destruct. For this
reason, Hesed's antithesis came forth next: the fifth sefirah, Gevurah.

Gevurah
This sefirah emanates the force of restriction, severity, discipline
and judgment. Gevurah means severity, but it is better described as
limitation, within the context of discipline. Where the force of Hesed
shines outward without boundary and end, Gevurah describes the
boundary and the end. Gevurah says when enough is enough. As such,
Gevurah is the source of judgment. Gevurah is also referred to as
zechut, merit, for Gevurah will only give forth that which is absolutely
deserved. For us in the physical plane we continually rely upon G-d's
mercies. We are unable to stand before the unadulterated power of
Gevurah.
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Gevurah stands on the left column underneath Binah. As Binah
constricts the expansive force of intuitive Hokhma, so Gevurah restricts
the expansive force of all giving Hesed. Gevurah and Hesed function
as opposites, constantly tugging on one another. What results from
this constant tug of war is the balance and harmony of the next sefirah,
Tiferet.

Tiferet
This is the attribute which is called the heart. As such, Tiferet is
the specific revelation of G-d to His creation in time and space. Tiferet
is the balance created by the proper alignment of Hesed and Gevurah.
Tiferet is also called justice, for herein are the basic forces underlying
the universe harmonized and brought together into a form wherefrom
justice manifests.
Tiferet embodies and unites these six sefirot which are called
the midot (attributes). The six are many times referred to as the six
appendages of Tiferet. For everything revolves around justice. Justice is
the heart of the universe. This is why G-d's holy Name YHWH (Havaya)
is associated specifically with this sefirah.
The justice that is Tiferet manifests itself as the written Torah,
which is why the Torah deals with laws. The laws of the Torah are the
laws of Tiferet. They are the universal laws of the universe and the
source of primordial justice. This is why it is paramount for a Jew to
observe the commandments of the Torah. Only in this way is the Jew in
alignment with the universal force of balance and justice.
Tiferet, as the embodiment of justice, must execute its judgments.
This gives rise to the next two sefirot, Netzah and Hod, which while
they are two in number act as the unified executors of the judgments
of Tiferet. This second triad of sefirot, Hesed, Gevurah and Tiferet are
abbreviated as HaGaT.
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Netzah
This manifestation of Tiferet comes forth on the Right Column of
the sefirot, underneath Hesed and Hokhma. As such, Netzah concludes
the Right Column by carrying forth and congealing the expansiveness
function of the Right.
Netzah means victory, but can also mean conquering. Netzah is
the outgoing force that is focused specifically into bringing order and
organization. While order itself might be a Left column characteristic,
the desire to bring order comes from the expansive, giving nature of
Hesed. Netzah, therefore, manifests the outgoing desire that seeks to
dominate for the sake of giving good.
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Netzah is a product of Tiferet, for it is the nature of justice to want
to impose order. And the imposition of proper holy order is an act of
mercy, not severity. Netzah therefore conquers and dominates all so
as to impose merciful goodness. Netzah is the force that imposes the
justice of Tiferet.

Hod
This sefira compliments Netzah in that Hod, meaning glory, brings
home the benefits of what is conquered. For while Netzah conquers all
for the sake of the collective good, Hod benefits from the conquering
for its own personal good.
Hod means glory. It is an attribute of the Left column under Gevurah.
For like Gevurah, Hod restricts and confines the expansiveness of the
Right Column. Hod takes the outgoing benefits of Netzah and focuses
those rewards for its own personal benefit. Thus the justice of Tiferet
is imposed through Netzah and enjoyed through Hod.
The relationship of Netzah and Hod can best be compared to the
traditional role of husband and wife. The husband goes out and makes
a living. He expands his energy outwards to create, maintain and
expand his business enterprises. The wife, on the other hand, benefits
from his work by using the proceeds to fashion and build a beautiful
home for her husband, herself and their children. She translates the
outwardness of Netzah into an inward form, i.e., the making of a home.
This domestic spirit therefore is Hod, it is glory, the fruits of justice,
Tiferet. When Netzah and Hod are properly aligned there comes forth
the ninth sefirah, Yesod, which balances out the entire sefirotic pattern
which is called the Etz Haim, the sefirotic Tree of Life.

Yesod
It is here that all the upper sefirot converge and meet. Yesod is
the foundation of the sefirotic tree. It corresponds to the genitals; not
to denote sexuality, but rather to denote the creative energy, i.e., the
libido energy that causes both creativity and creation.
Yesod is born of the union between Netzah and Hod. When the
forces of justice (Tiferet) rule (Netzah) and its benefit (Hod) is felt
throughout, the resulting order leads to the release of the creative
spirit; this is Yesod.
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Yesod is also referred to as Tzadik, righteousness, for only when
there is complete harmony and balance in those spheres (sefirot)
which motivate human action can one behave in the proper and correct
manner. As a matter of fact, the Hebrew word for correct, Tzodek, is
the same root as the word (the) righteous, Tzadik; for only one whose
actions and motivations are correct before G-d can be called a Tzadik.
This is the one who embodies Yesod. Not only does such a one think
the right way, he is also charged (with Netzah) to bring the right
way to others. So the prophet and Sage were always at the head of
outreach movements, always seeking to impose (Netzah) the proper
order (Tiferet) so that the people would benefit (Hod) thereby.
This third triad of sefirot, Netzah, Hod and Yesod are abbreviated
as NaHiY.
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When all the sefirot are in proper alignment, and thus all manifest
creation is in harmony, the result is the final sefirah, Malkhut.

Malkhut
This is the final stage of creation, the lowest of the sefirot and the
worlds. In Malkhut all of the above worlds merge in perfect union and
harmony. This is possible because the laws of the universe of Malkhut
are different from those laws of the worlds above her. Malkhut is the
realm of the corporeal, the physical world around us. As such, Malkhut
enables all the supernal forces of will, mind, heart and motivation
to become united and manifest in the realm of action, this physical
world.
Malkhut, being the final stage of creation, completes the filling of
the void. As such, Malkhut is the farthest away from the surrounding
light of G-d's ultimate essence, the Ayn Sof. However, as far as she is
from the Ayn Sof, Malkhut is still the most important of the sefirot. She
is the "icing on the cake" of creation. When G-d began to create His
universe, He contracted His ultimate essence from a point which was
said to be the expression of His Will to create. This center became the
focal point from where the original contraction of G-d's light began.
This center point became Malkhut. Although she was the last level of
creation, Malkhut was the original intent in the Will of the Creator.
We refer to this reality in the Friday night Shabat song, "L'kha Dodi"
(Come My Beloved). In the second stanza, we sing "Sof Ma'aseh B'mahshava
Tehila" [The Shabat, which embodies Malkhut] was the last creation, but
was the first thought [in the "Mind" of G-d].
Of all the worlds, only Malkhut is corporeal. All the other (higher)
realms are non corporeal. This becomes extremely significant when
we come to understand how the worlds interact, and by what laws of
physics they are governed. In the non corporeal realms, time and space
are different from how they are here in the corporeal world. In the
non corporeal world there is no space as we understand it. Therefore,
in order to define how close two things are to one another, we must
redefine proximity. Here in the physical world, when two things are
in physical proximity, we say that those two things are close to one
another. This is most definitely not true in the non corporeal planes.
Without corporeal space, physical proximity cannot exist. Therefore,
non corporeal closeness is defined as similarity. When two things are
similar to one another, we say that they are close to one another.
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This is not a foreign definition to us. I am sure we can each think
of a number of examples to demonstrate this. For example, a husband
and wife (or parent and child) are (or should be) very intimately close
to one another. Whether they are standing next to one another or living
in different cities, their closeness is not diminished by distance (or for
that matter by time, true love lasts forever). The bond of love, which
is a non corporeal entity, draws two people together regardless of
physical space. Therefore, the two lovers are "always together", from
a certain point of view.
We can use as another example two people of diametrically
opposing points of view (ideas, another non corporeal entity). Two
people who are completely different from one another ideologically
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can be placed in a single room, and can even be physically touching
one another. Nonetheless, their physical proximity does not in any way
make them any closer to one another. Although their bodies touch, the
viewpoints make them to be "millions of miles" away from one another.
This, then, is where the benefit of Malkhut comes into play.
The laws of physics in Malkhut are different from the other realms.
Unlike the other realms, Malkhut can serve to bring opposites into
proximity with one another. These opposites can then be exposed to
one another and communicate with one another. The potential herein is
that the opposites can find common ground, and thus merge together
within that aspect of unity that is right for each and every joining.
Malkhut can thus unite all worlds, which is something that none of
the supernal worlds can do. Although in the upper realms of Keter
and Hokhma all realms are united, the unity of that place still only
expresses potential. It is not until Malkhut that potential becomes
actuality, and thus fulfills the purpose of creation.
The sefirot therefore serve as the complete pattern that underlies
everything in the universe.

Conclusion
G-d reveals an aspect of Himself into creation. This is His Will
(Keter). An Insight (Hokhma) of His Will manifests, and is Perceived
(Binah). This Expands (Hesed) outward to a point when it then starts
to Contract (Gevurah). The result is a state of Balance (Tiferet) which
ordains the order of the universe. This state of Balance-Order needs
to be imposed (Netzah) upon the universe so that the Benefit (Hod) of
creation can be received. When this occurs there is Harmony (Yesod)
in the universe, and everything is Complete (Malkhut). This is a very
concise understanding of what the sefirot are. Yet, it is not enough to
understand what the sefirot are. One must understand how it is that
they function within the universe. This takes us into the Olamot, the
sefirotic worlds.

Olamot: The Five Worlds
The sefirot are the basic pattern underlying all of creation. Even
the sefirot themselves follow this pattern, in that each sefirah has ten
sefirot within them. Each of these ten has ten within them and so
on and so on into infinity. So, in reality there are not just ten sefirot,
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there are an infinite number, each sefirah being a subjective part of a
greater sefirah, which itself is only a part of a greater sefirotic whole.
In order to give some semblance of organization to this extremely
complex universe of ours, the sefirot are divided into worlds, which
are individual spheres of influence. No sefirah acts independently.
G-d manifests Himself through specific sefirot within specific realms
of creation. That “Face” of G-d which is revealed is called a Partzuf.
This aspect will be discussed shortly. The specific realm of creation
that manifests a Partzuf is called an Olam (world or realm). Each
Olam (realm) is not a physical location, but rather a level of sefirotic
manifestation. These realms are the levels of differentiation in creation.
Each realm expresses life in accordance to that sefirah which formed
it. G-d is manifest in each realm in accordance to the sefirah manifest
therein. These realms are the Olamot.
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There are five worlds in the general scheme of things; each world
is, of course, subdivided into smaller worlds, sefirot and Partzufim.
More of the subdivisions will be discussed later.
The first of the five general worlds is called Adam Kadmon, the
Primordial Man. This is the realm (Olam) of the general sefirah Keter.
A.K. (as Adam Kadmon is referred to) manifests the interactions within
the sefirah Keter. The first and highest of the worlds is the “Will”
or the “essence” of being. This is the spark of the Divine that gives
existence to everything in creation, for without a sense of essence and
identity no molecular structure would “know” to maintain its integrity
in its given form. Therefore, A.K., the “Will” of the universe, is the
primordial blueprint of everything in creation.
Due to the fact that A.K. is so sublime and unable to be comprehended,
He has no form of representation within creation. While A.K. most
certainly exists within creation, His being is still beyond that which
any form (vessel) can hold. Therefore, although A.K. manifests all the
other worlds, He Himself is considered too concealed to be revealed.
So when we refer to the realms (the worlds), we normally do not count
A.K., but only the lower four worlds, for they alone manifest in both
force and form. The second of the five worlds, and the first realm to
manifest creation, as we know it, is Atzilut.

Atzilut
The realm of Atzilut is where A.K. (Keter) takes a form that is
recognizable to the realms below. Together A.K. and Atzilut form a
relationship to one another which might be called the “spirit” and
“body”. The light of G-d’s ultimate essence descends into the void only
to the bottom of Atzilut. Beneath this, the light of Atzilut descends
into the lower realms. Therefore, there is a major difference between
Atzilut and the lower realms. A.K. and Atzilut together are called the
“Creator”, whereas the lower three realms will be called “creation”.
Atzilut is the realm of the general sefirot. Atzilut is the realm of
the Divine. Atzilut is the realm from where G-d is revealed to creation,
although Atzilut is only a “body” to A.K. and A.K. a “body” to the
ultimate essence, the Ayn Sof. The realm of Atzilut is the realm of pure
“Spirit”. This realm of the Divine is above all human comprehension.
It is the exclusive realm of G-d.
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Atzilut means “emanation”, for Atzilut is merely an emanation and
reflection of A.K. This realm of Atzilut creates the lower three worlds,
which are each reflections of the subjective levels within Atzilut itself.
The first of the three lower worlds that reflect Atzilut is called Beriah,
the realm of Mind.

Beriah
This is the realm that begins to manifest diversity in the unity of
creation. The word Beriah itself means creation. In Atzilut, G-d’s unity
is recognized in all. From Beriah and below, G-d’s unity begins to be
blurred. The realm (or level) of Beriah is called the Throne of G-d
(Kiseh HaKavod). A spark of the Malkhut of Atzilut cloaks itself within
the Keter of Beriah, and thus enlivens it. Beriah, however, begins a
new form of manifestation. These new manifestations are called souls
(Neshamot).
Beriah is the realm of the sefirah Binah, the realm of “I am what
I am”; in other words, the realm of Mind, the abstract level of pure
consciousness. Souls are manifestations of consciousness. They
are beyond the realm of body and form as we understand them.
Nonetheless, they have a very specific identity that both unites them
and distinguishes one from the other.
Beriah is the highest realm outside of G-d, and thus the closest
to Him. Therefore, the spark of G-d dwells within Beriah. In other
words, G-d’s Presence (in Hebrew, Shekhina) dwells upon (and within)
the manifestations within Beriah, which are the Neshamot souls. It is
these souls that are the Throne of G-d, for G-d dwells upon (and within
them).
As Beriah manifests division (the diversity of souls), it is the
source of judgment in the universe (for judgment always decides
between what is right and what is wrong). Beriah, which is Binah,
embodies perception, which is the true definition of consciousness (for
Hokhma is unconscious). Therefore, it is Beriatic perception which is
pure Mind (consciousness) which constructs the forms (and not the
essence) of the lower worlds that are yet to come. Beriah, Binah is
the mother of the laws of creation. When G-d manifests this aspect of
Himself, He is called Elohim, which technically means a Judge. This
is the name of G-d used when creating the universe (in Gen. 1). This
signifies that G-d created the seven days of creation from the aspect
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of judgment. Judging from the severity of the laws of nature, this
point should not be in doubt. It is the seven days of creation and their
spiritual counterparts that are the next two worlds. The first of which,
corresponding to the six days of work, is Yetzirah.

Yetzirah
This realm is the realm of the heart and the place of motivation. It
is here in Yetzirah that the pure Mind of Beriah becomes infused with
passion; passion being emotion.
The entities manifest at the Yetzirah level are, therefore, very highly
polarized and charged to accomplish specific tasks. These entities are
not so much “thinking” entities as much as “feeling” entities. Being
that they do not emanate from the realm of Mind, these Yetziratic
entities do not possess what I will call the “thinking function”, for that
is the exclusive domain for those of Beriatic consciousness. Yetziratic
entities, therefore, are kind of like the animals in the spiritual, non
corporeal planes. We know them as angels, when they manifest
functions and missions from above. Otherwise, when these entities
perform acts of their own, we know them as demons.
The name Yetzirah means formation, for Yetzirah gave form to that
dimension which we know as time. Each of the six sefirot of Yetzirah
manifest and form one of the six days of creation, following the form
of their sefirotic emanation. Yetzirah as the realm of time also is the
realm of emotions, for as time comes and goes but is never stationary,
so are emotions.
The realm of Yetzirah is the closest to our physical world.
Therefore, emotions, more than pure thought often direct our actions.
It is these Yetziratic influences that we are able to cognize in the form
of the archetypes of the personal and collective unconscious. Beriatic
entities, being that they are pure mind, also take on a pictorial form
that our minds cognize in an archetypal form. However, Beriatic beings
can only be cognized once the mind is calm and clear of emotion. This
level is not reached by the vast majority of people. Yetziratic beings,
on the other hand, are able to be cognized whenever there is a strong
emotional attachment, be it to something good or evil. The human mind
has two functions. One is cognition of the external world surrounding
us. The other is the experience of the internal world of the unconscious
within us. Therefore, we as humans can experience the archetypes
of Yetziratic reality through our unconscious mind. As we know from
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dream language, archetypal Yetziratic reality is cognized in symbolic
pictorial form. Therefore, people experiencing non corporeal reality
always picture it through some kind of vision or similar apparently
visual experience.
Rabbi Haim Vital writes in his Sha’arei Kedusha (part three) that
with the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem, the gateways of direct
Beriatic experience were closed. Thus, the prophet Ezekiel “saw” his
vision (recorded in Ezekiel 1), through the filter of the Yetziratic realm.
Rabbi Haim says that all Atzilutic and Beriatic experiences will today
be filtered through Yetziratic archetypes. It must be remembered that
when a prophet “sees” a vision he is not seeing an external reality,
but an internal one. The pathway to prophecy is within the mind; a
mind that is calm and in control of one’s emotions. The Kabbalists
have taught that prophecy has its source in the two sefirot Netzah
and Hod. One imposes order (Netzah) and the other brings down the
benefit (Hod) from that activity. This explains why prophetic messages
always consisted of moral admonitions. All prophetic predictions of
the future were based upon the rewards or punishments of receiving
and conforming to the Divine order (Netzah).
Yetzirah, the realm of the angels, is a domain that is lower than the
souls (Neshamot). Therefore, the source of the human soul is much
higher than that of an angel. However, the angels are of a higher state
when we, as humans, are disconnected from our Beriatic source. This
will not be rectified fully until the coming of Mashiah.
Yetzirah is the realm in closest proximity to the final level Asiyah,
the realm of the physical. Being that Yetzirah is the closest to us, the
physical plane is most subject to its influence. This last realm, Asiyah,
Malkhut is the center of all.

Asiyah
This is the realm of the corporeal, both what is seen and unseen
to the human eye. The realm of Asiyah is the realm of matter, which
traditional Torah sources tell us are divided into the four basic elements:
fire, air, water and earth.
However, that which we recognize as these elements are not
what these elements truly are. As each realm has within it complete
representative aspects of all the other realms, the realm of matter, as
we know it, is the Asiyah within Asiyah. Therefore the fire, air, water
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and earth that we perceive are the four worlds-realms of the Asiyah
of Asiyah. Earth, at this level, therefore, is the lowest of the four and
thus its subjective Asiyah. Thus, the earth, i.e., the ground under our
feet, is the Asiyah that is within the Asiyah of Asiyah.
All forms of physical matter as we know it are, therefore, only
the Asiyah within Asiyah. The conclusion that the Kabbalists learn
from this is that there exists in the universe, and on our planet Earth,
other forms of matter of a higher and purer nature than what our eye
recognizes. Some of these other forms we have begun to recognize as
atomic and subatomic particles, waves and beams. These and other
yet undiscovered forms of matter are as real and concrete as that
which we today experience.
These other types of matter form entire universes which exist
parallel to our own. For example, the Rabbis speak of what is called
a “Haluka D’Rabbanan”, which is the Torah term for what today is
popularly called the “astral body”. Rabbi Haim Vital in his book, Etz
Haim (Sha’ar 50) describes this other body of ours, which clothes our soul
and exists within (and surrounding) our physical body. This “astral
body” is nourished by the energy effects of a person’s actions within
this realm of matter. It thus appears that this astral body, and thus the
entire astral plane are made up of a form of matter that we can define
as being the Yetzirah of Asiyah, which is one step above the Asiyah of
Asiyah of which our bodies are made.
Like the triads of sefirot, the four worlds are also abbreviated and
are called A’Be’Y’Ah. Therefore, each world or realm has a complete
A’Be’Y’Ah within it. Whenever we discuss a world we have to know
which level within which world we are discussing. Without this spiritual
road map, one will get just as lost as would one in a foreign country,
without any directions, or knowledge of the language.
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Chapter Nine

Sefer Etz Haim
The Tree of Life

Gate 42, The Lectures of A’Be’Y’Ah, Chapter 1
By Rabbi Haim Vital

T

Introduction
he following essay is a translated chapter from the perhaps
greatest book of Kabbalah study second only to the Zohar itself. Sefer
Etz Hayim, Rabbi Hayim Vital’s “Tree of Life” is the larger compendium
of its kind and the single most source of Kabbalistic information.
The Etz Hayim is based upon Zoharic teachings and although
without claiming itself such is very much a non-linear commentary on
the Zohar. Indeed, to understand the Zohar without the Etz Hayim is
a virtual impossibility. Some have therefore extended the comparison
saying that the Zohar is like the Mishnah whereas the Etz Hayim is like
the Gemara that explains the Mishna and opens it up.
Today, in most (kosher) Kabbalistic circles around the world the
Etz Hayim is studied daily, often over and over again. Its teachings
outline the entire order of creation, stretching from pre-creation and
the existence of the Ayn Sof down to the bottom most worlds, even
those lower than our own physical plane.
The chapter before us begins the section known as the Seventh
Palace of the Etz, the 42nd of the 50 Gates of the book. In order to
give you the reader a real feel for the text, I have added notes only
sparingly. This selection was originally translated for and published in
my journal Panu Derekh #14 in 1996.
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Sefer Etz Hayim 42:1
Now, there exists the Emanator and the emanated. The emanated
consists of four foundations, which are fire, air, water and earth. These
are the four letters of the Name Havaya. These are [the four sefirot]
Hokhma, Binah, Tiferet and Malkhut. These are Ta’N’T’A (ta’amim,
nikudot, tagin and otiyot). These are A’Be’Y’Ah (Atzilut, Beriah, Yetzirah
and Asiyah). These are also the four aspects of man.
The first aspect (of man) is the inner man, which is his spirituality,
which is called his Na’R’Na’H (nefesh, ruah, neshama and haya). The
second aspect is the body. The third aspect is the garments which
clothe the body. The fourth is one’s home which houses the man, his
body and his garments. All of these four aspects include within them
aspects of all four.
These are they: The first aspect, which is one’s spirituality, includes
the neshama of the neshama and the Na’Ra’N. The second aspect, the
body, is made up of the bones with the marrow that is within them, the
sinews, the flesh and the skin. This is in accordance with the verse
“With skin and flesh have you clothed me, and with bones and sinews have you covered me” ( Job).
  The traditional reference to G-d and creation. G-d emanates all into being. All aspects of
creation, however, can be summed up as aspects of Atzilut. Therefore, all creation is not called the “Nivrah”
(created), but rather the “Ne’etzal” (emanated)
.

  The four elements are not only the foundation of the physical world; their spiritual counterparts
exist in each of the worlds.
  These four are the foundation of the sefirotic Partzufim. As such these are the essentials.

  These are the four levels of the soul. The fifth and highest level is not included because of what is
yet to be discussed.

  I find Rabbi Haim’s choice of the four aspects in the human body most interesting. In traditional
Jewish fashion he distinguishes between skin and the flesh. I really do not understand exactly to what he is
referring; however, my guess is that, by modern terminology, the four aspects of the human body would be
defined as 1) bones (with the marrow), 2) organs (possibly the sinews), 3) flesh (muscle) and 4) skin (the
flesh surrounding the body).

  Rabbi Haim never quotes chapter and verse from scripture. Why? Because in his day, everyone
knew the Bible by heart. He didn’t have to quote chapter and verse for everyone knew it. My teacher,
Rabbi Meir Levi kwwmz, when growing up in Jerusalem in the 1930s was also taught the entire Bible by
heart. Whenever I would mention a verse, he would be able to correct me if I did not properly pronounce
a single word. He did all this by memory. I truly admire this type of learning, and wish to encourage
one and all to study and know the Bible with such unquestionable accuracy. In order to give you the
original flavor of the Etz Haim, I also have decided not to quote chapter and verse. Those interested in this
information can consult a Bible concordance.
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The third aspect is the clothing. It is known that the clothing
referred to are the garments that were worn by the regular priest [in
the Holy Temple, when it stood]. These four [garments] are the coat,
the trousers, the shirt and the hat. The four garments of the High
Priest are garments of a higher nature than these; as it is written in
the Zohar, these garments [of the High Priest] correspond to the name
Adonai, whereas the other garments [of the regular Priest] correspond
to the Name Havaya.
Either way, the essential aspect is that there are four in number.
The fourth aspect is the dwelling, which also consists of four: the
house, the yard, the field and the wilderness.
Within each of the specific aspects there is one aspect that unites
them all, and this aspect serves as an intermediary between one aspect
and another, and is a part of them both. For example, the secular
scientists related that between the inanimate and the vegetable there
exists the “Korali”, also called the “Almigim”. Between the vegetable
and the animal there exists the “Adney Sedeh” that is referred to in
Tractate Kelim. [It is described as] a type of dog that grows from
the ground, with a tail that is connected to the earth from which it
is nourished. If the tail is cut, it dies. Between the animal and the
human is the monkey.
Thus in this same way [is there an intermediary] between the
blessed Creator and creation. This is the general spiritual aspect that
is the intermediary of which it is written, “ You are children to HaShem your G-d”
(Deut), “I have said that you are gods” (Psalms); and it is also written, “And G-d arose above
Abraham” (Gen), and our Sages have taught, “the Fathers,10 they themselves are the
  This reading is in accordance with Rabbi Yehuda Fatiyah in his commentary Beit Lehem
Yehudah.

  None of the commentaries that I have properly define this. All I can say it that it is some form of
vegetation that appears to be inanimate. From the word “Korali”, I would venture the guess that Rabbi
Haim is talking about coral, which as is known is a form of vegetation, although it appears rock-like.

  This “Adney Sedeh” is a very interesting creature. Note how Rabbi Haim quotes the Mishna so
briefly. Again, he expects his readers to be completely familiar with the Mishna. This “Adney Sedeh” is
described by Rabbi Ovadiah Bartenura in his Mishnaic commentary as being a form of vegetation that
grows from the ground in the form of a man (some say in the form of a dog). This creature is connected to
the ground by a root that comes forth from its navel; if this root is cut, the creature dies. I have no idea as
to the identity of this creature; I would venture that it is similar to a Venus Fly Trap or a similar breed of
flesh-eating plant, but I cannot say for sure.
10 The Fathers are Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, who together with David form the four foundations
upon which rest the Heavenly Throne.
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Merkava”. What this all means is that there exists a very small spark
which is an aspect of the Divine, which comes down from the lowest
level within the Creator. This spark clothes itself within the power of a
created spark, which is the most refined level of the soul. Within this
spark, called the Yehida, there exists the source of the four aspects of
the spiritual, which are the Na’R’Na’H.
Also between the aspect of the soul and the aspect of the body,
there is an aspect that combines the two; and this is the “quarter of
blood” of the soul.11 For here within resides the final spark of the soul,
which his one-quarter of the soul, meaning the nefesh of the nefesh;
therefore it is called a “quarter”. This spark [of the nefesh soul] is
clothed within this “quarter of blood” as described above. All is one,
as it is written, “The blood is the soul”; this is the “quarter of blood”.
This “quarter of blood” is more refined than any of the other four
aspects of the body described above, each aspect of which contains
four [subjective] aspects. The “quarter [of blood]” is [thus] the first
[quarter of the four aspects of the body].
The highest level [within] the bones is the marrow, which is the
life that is within it, and is the blood that comes forth from them to
enliven them. Within this “quarter of blood” which is the highest level
[within the body], is contained the source of all the other four aspects
[of the body] mentioned above. This aspect [of the “quarter of blood”]
is the intermediary between the [realm of the] spiritual and the [realm
of] the body. It is a combination of the two.
There is also an intermediary between the second and third aspects
[within the body] and these, as is known, are the hair and the nails of
man. For this was the original covering of Adam in the beginning [prior
to the fall].12 These are bound to a person’s skin, and form a part of a
person’s body. However, once it (specifically the hair) is removed from
the body, the hair can be made into a covering, in the same manner as
with the wool of sheep and goats. More than this, even when [hair] is
11 This references the statement in Leviticus 17 that the life is in the blood. As is known, blood is
life; so within one’s blood is manifest one’s soul. The mention of a “quarter” is a symbolic reference to the life
force that resides within the blood
.

12 The original body of Adam, prior to the fall, was made of a material similar to what now makes
up human nails. This is a most interesting teaching, for throughout Kabbalistic literature Adam’s original
body was not physical at all, but made of light from the realm of Yetzirah. It thus appears that Adam’s
light (astral) body must have had some type of substance to it that was similar to the substance that forms
nails.
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still on the body, it is reminiscent of the covering of the domestic and
wild animals, whose hair is their covering. The wonder of this is with
Adam regarding his nails. We also find regarding Nebuchadnezzar
that this [i.e. hair] was his garment, as it is written, “his hair grew like
eagles, and his nails like birds” (Daniel 4:31). [This rule also applies] between
the aspect of garments and the aspect of a dwelling. These are tents
which are made from wool or flax, which are aspects of a garment and
are used to construct dwellings…
Now we shall return to discuss the supernal worlds. Now that
the example has been given shall the lesson [that is learned from it]
be explained. The lesson is that there are only four aspects which are
elemental foundations. These are the four letters of Havaya, which
are Hokhma, Binah, Tiferet and Malkhut as has been explained. Thus
we find that Hokhma is called “beginning”.
With this also will you understand what is written, that the Keter
is always defined as an aspect above its specific world and not to be
included within it. It is similar to the crown of a King which is above
his head and not a part of it. Therefore, [according to this view Keter]
is not a sefirah. In its place is counted the Da’at. Therefore is [Da’at]
sometimes included among the ten sefirot.
This matter can be explained in light of what has previously been
discussed regarding an intermediary between one aspect and the next.
This is similar to what the secular scientists have said; their words are
also quoted by RaMBaN [in his Torah commentary on the verse] “and the
land was void (Tohu) and formless (Bohu)” (Genesis). It is also written in the name of
Sefer HaBahir that prior to the creation of the four elements,13 there
was created another type of substance called Hiyuli. This substance
was prepared to receive the “image” of the four elements, but it did
not cloak itself in any image whatsoever. Whatever exists prior to the
void (Tohu) is called “nothing”.
This then is the explanation: The Ayn Sof is called “nothing” for
it is impossible to grasp. Therein is no matter or image at all. After it
came forth the void (Tohu), which is the Keter. After this came forth
[the] formless (Bohu), which included within it the four foundations
Hokhma, Binah, Tiferet and Malkhut.
Now there must always be a middle level between the Emanator
and what He emanates, because there is a great chasm [of distance]
between the two, similar to the distance between Heaven and Earth.
13 Water, fire, air and earth.
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How could one possibly radiate into the other? How could the one
create the other? The two are opposites. If there was no intermediary
between them to unite them, how could the Emanator draw close to
the emanated, and vice versa? This [intermediary aspect] is the Keter,
which is called the void (Tohu), for there is no foundation within it.
[Keter] is not even hinted to in the Name Havaya other than by the
crown of the Yod. Even so, it is the intermediary aspect.
Now the Keter is the example of the Hiyuli substance that
contains within it the course of the four elements (foundations) in their
potential form, but not in actuality…we thus find that [the Keter] can
be called Ayn Sof and the Emanator, as is the opinion of a number of
the Kabbalists (that the Ayn Sof is the Keter). It is also possible to call
[the Keter one of] the emanated; for it is a sure thing that the Ayn Sof
is greater than it. Therefore have our Sages warned us, saying “do not
seek that which is above you”.
However, what we are allowed to discuss is that the Keter is an
intermediary aspect between the Emanator and the emanated. The
reason for this is that the lowest aspect that is possible within the Ayn
Sof emanated one aspect, which is the most concealed and hidden
source of the ten sefirot. [This aspect] of the Emanator is its most
refined aspect, impossible to be more refined; for above it there is only
“nothing”.
We thus find that within this aspect there are two levels. The first
level is the aspect of the lowest and most humble level of all the ten
sefirot. It is, as if to say, the Malkhut of the Malkhut. Even though it
is not this, for therein [in the Ayn Sof] is no form or sefirah at all (G-d
forbid). Only to enable us [to understand abstract concepts] do we
speak such.
Now within this, the lowest level of the Ayn Sof, there exists all
that is above it; and this level receives from all of the above. For it is
known that the Malkhut receives from all above. This lowest level is
the one that emanates the second of the two levels. This second level
is the highest level of all the emanated. In it is included the source of
all to be emanated, and this level radiates to all of them. Thus we find
that the lowest level within the Emanator has emanated the highest
level within all that is emanated. There is no other level between
them; there is nothing closer or more similar to the Emanator than this
emanated level.
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[This level] thus contains two aspects. The first aspect of the
Keter is that some Kabbalists have called it (the Keter) the Ayn Sof.
The second aspect is that some Kabbalists have called the Keter one
of the ten sefirot.
However, our view is not like either of these two opinions. Rather,
[we view the Keter] as the intermediary aspect between the Ayn Sof
and the emanated [creation]. Within [the Keter] there is thus an aspect
that is the Ayn Sof and there is an aspect that is of the emanated.
These two aspects are called [the Partzufim] of Atik and Arikh. Both of
which are called Keter, as is known by us. Understand this well.
This then is what is meant that the Malkhut of the Malkhut of the
world of Atzilut cloaks itself within the head of the world of Beriah,
which is the Keter [of that world] and is the Atik of the world of Beriah.
Understand this well.
The rule that comes forth from this is that in reality within the
realms of the emanated there are only four levels, which are the four
letters of Havaya. This is A’Be’Y’Ah. This is Hokhma, Binah, Tiferet
and Malkhut. Therefore does the Torah begin with Bereshit (in the
beginning). There is no “reshit” (Beginning) other than wisdom
(Hokhma), even as our Sages have said. This was said in the negative
tense so as to exclude the Keter.
The Keter is the intermediary aspect that unties Emanator and
the emanated. This Keter has within it all that is above it, even though
it is smaller than all above it and suckles from that which is above it.
[Also], within it is the source of all the ten emanated sefirot, and [this
Keter] radiates to them all.
Therefore do not be surprised if sometimes we subdivide the ten
sefirot of Atzilut into the four letters of Havaya, and sometimes we
subdivide into the five sefirotic Partzufim. When we speak of the four
we are counting the [realm of the] emanated in actuality. When we
count the five sefirotic Partzufim we are counting the source, i.e. the
Emanator, along with the emanated themselves.
Now it is like this with the ten sefirot of each and every world, as
well as with each and every Partzuf. For with each and every world,
that which is above is called the Emanator and that below it is called
the emanated. And there is nothing [in the realm of the] emanated
that contains fewer than the four letters of Havaya, regardless of how
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specific we get. And there will always be the intermediary aspect
which is the Keter. Understand this well, for with this [introduction]
you will understand all the lectures that are discussed.
This is the meaning [of the verse] “I am the first and I am the
last”. For the Keter is the first [sefirah] and it is the last. Keter is
Ayn (nothing, spelled Alef, Yod, Nun) and Keter is Ani (I, spelled Alef,
Nun, Yod); for the Malkhut aspect of the Emanator, which is the lowest
aspect, is called Ani (I). With regards to the source of the emanated,
it is Keter, the first, and is called Ayn (nothing), which is spelled with
the same letters as Ani (I).
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Chapter Ten

Sod Etz HaDa’at
The Kabbalistic
Parameters of Adam’s Sin
Translated from Sefer Da’at U’Tevunah – Chap. 17
By Rabbeynu Yosef Haim, the Ben Ish Hai,

T

ext: Now in these introductions will be explained the matter of Adam and just what
was his sin. Know, that when Adam was created, Z.A. at this time only had mohin from the
side of Imma.
Commentary: Z.A. is Zeir Anpin, the Small Face, which is an
appellation for the sefirat Tiferet. It is at this level that G-d is revealed
to His universe. G-d’s highest face, i.e., His most true essence, referred
to as the sefirat Keter, or the Long Face, Arikh Anpin, is concealed
from the universe. This aspect of G-d is only revealed at specific
times of grace and mercy. Otherwise the universe is ruled through
the aspect of Z.A. However, these Faces are not independent entities,
G-d forbid. They are rather expressions of G-d’s light and how this
filters down through the realms to become manifest in all the worlds.
Z.A., therefore, which is that Face of G-d that controls the world still
receives its guidance and abilities from those deeper aspects within
G-d, which in Kabbalistic terminology are called “mohin”, brains. For
these mohin lights serve as the “brain power” of Z.A. giving Him G-d’s
ultimate, most concealed light.
Z.A. receives the mohin energies from the two concealed realms,
which are the sefirot of Binah and Hokhma. Being that Binah is the
source of Passive Energy above, we say that “she” is feminine. Being
that Hokhma is the source of Active Energy above, we say that “he”
is masculine. Being that Hokhma and Binah both transfer to Z.A. the
energies that are needed in order for this aspect of G-d to become fully
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manifest, we say that Binah is Z.A.’s “mother” and that Hokhma is
Z.A.’s “father”. This symbolic terminology is used throughout the Holy
Zohar and the writings of the Ari’zal.
Text: Therefore His (i.e., ZA’s) Keter was only the size of the bottom 1/3
of the Tiferet of Imma.
Commentary: Sefirot are aligned in columns. Sefirot in a column
overlap one another. Remember also that each sefirah has the pattern
of all ten sefirot within it. Therefore the Keter of Z.A. (which is the
crown of his center column) is made up of the Tiferets of Imma (Binah)
and Abba (Hokhma). These two Tiferets that are above Z.A. serve as
his crown. Being that they still are Tiferets, although at a higher level,
they thus belong to Z.A., who is the general Tiferet. Yet being that the
Tiferets of Imma and Abba are a higher level, they manifest as the
highest level within Z.A., i.e., his “brains” (mohin). When Z.A. receives
alone the energies from Imma, we say that He only receives 1/3 of her
Tiferet. When Z.A. receives also from Abba, then we say he receives
2/3. So, the 1/3rd stage is a very low level of spiritual energy and
awareness.
Text: Thus was Adam commanded saying, “from the Tree of Knowledge,
Good and Evil, do not eat from it.”
Commentary: Adam is the human channel of Z.A. Thus the Torah
calls the children of Israel, the children of HaShem our G-d. This
is reference to Z.A. As Z.A. above was not yet completely manifest,
neither was Adam below. What affected the one affected the other.
Text: Know, that the aspect called the Center Column, be it in Z.A. or in Nok, be it in
Atzilut, Beriah, Yetzirah or Asiyah, this is the Tree of Knowledge.
Commentary: The sefirot of the center column, these are together
called the Tree of Knowledge. The part about good and evil will be
defined as we proceed.
Text: For herein are the Hasadim revealed and the Hitzonim (outsiders) are able to
grasp them.
Commentary: Abba and Imma both give to Z.A. energy. That which
comes forth from Abba are called “hasadim” which literally means
“mercies”. These are powerful, life giving energies of abundance. They
are greatly sought after as the source of bounty and prosperity, be it
physical or spiritual.
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The “outsiders” or the Hitzonim are the forces of evil which hover
around the holy sefirot above and try to siphon off any holy energy that
may “leak” through the system due to the sins of mankind. Certain
lower aspects of holy energy are the nourishment for these outsider
forces.
Text: This however is not true when [Z.A. has] two mohin [which come from both Imma
and Abba] which are His [personal] Hokhma and Binah. We thus find that Z.A. Himself is
called the Tree, for He is the letter Vav of the holy Name.
Commentary: The Name of HaShem, Yod Kay Vav Kay manifests
within it all the major sefirotic Faces. Yod is Abba, the first Hey is
Imma, Z.A. is Vav and Nok (the Shekhina) is the final Hey. Z.A. is called
a Tree for in him is balanced the center column of the sefirot, and the
letter Vav is kind of in the shape of a tree trunk.
Text: Therein [in Z.A.] are the two mohin, Hokhma and Binah, which are called
“hayim” (life) as is known from the secret meaning of the verse “And wisdom (hokhma) enlivens
her husband”. Also Binah is called “the life of the King”. When [Z.A.] takes [both of ] these two
mohin [together, then] he is called the Tree of Life.
Commentary: Like in the human being below where life comes to
the body through the brain, so it is with Z.A. above. His spiritual life
comes to him from his brains, which are the radiance and influence of
the energies that come to him from Hokhma and binah, his parents.
Text: When Z.A. also takes the third [of the] mohin, Da’at, then he is called the Tree of
Knowledge.
Commentary: Da’at is not a sefirah in its own right and thus is not
counted as an eleventh sefirah. Da’at however is the outer manifestation
of Keter. Keter is the crown. It is too sublime for it to be absorbed
and thus experienced within the body. Thus Keter filters itself through
Hokhma and Binah. Yet, once this is done, and the radiance in Hokhma
and Binah is received in Z.A. a new manifestation is born. This is the
birth of knowledge, which is the union of Hokhma and Binah. This is
Da’at. Da’at is Keter manifest within the body, as a kind of third brain.
This brain then connects the upper brains (right and left loves) to the
body. This makes the Da’at correspond to the Medulla Oblongata, which
according to Compton’s Encyclopedia. “transmits all signals between the spinal
cord and the higher parts of the brain and also governs mechanisms essential to life: heartbeat,
blood pressure, and breathing.” Those familiar with the Ari’zal’s lectures on
Passover will recognize the connection.
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Text: Now, it is known that the two mohin Hokhma and Binah come [into Z.A.] cloaked
within the Netzah and Hod of Imma.
Commentary: As I mentioned above, there is always overlapping
of sefirot. Thus the Tiferet of a higher sefirotic Face becomes the Keter
of the sefirotic face beneath it. And, the Netzah and Hod of the higher
sefirotic Face become the Hokhma and Binah of the sefirotic Face
beneath it. This is what is being referred to here.
Text: From there they radiate throughout the left and right columns of Z.A. Being
that these two mohin come cloaked in the vessels of Imma, the outsiders are not able to
dominate over them.
Commentary: Even with the overlap, the integrity of the sefirah is
still intact. It therefore performs a multiple function. Each function is
therefore called a vessel. So, for example, the sefirah of Netzah within
Imma of course has its own function, i.e., vessel. Yet, this Netzah also
acts as the Hokhma for Z.A. Therefore when this Netzah is manifest in
Z.A. it is performing two functions, one for itself in Imma and one for
Z.A. thus this Netzah is said to have two vessels.
The light is doubly encased. Each encasing (vessel) acts as a filter.
The “outsiders” therefore cannot break in and steal from the light.
Text: Thus are [the mohin] called life, for the outsiders, who are called death, can have no
dominion over them at all.
Commentary: The outsiders siphon off the life force. Any taking
or lessening of life is called death.
Text: [These mohin] are the light of good, and not evil, life and not death. Therefore
Adam was not commanded regarding eating from the Tree of Life.
Commentary: In review, the Tree of Life is Z.A. with the fullness
of his mohin (brains) from both Abba and Imma. The Tree of Knowledge
is Z.A. without his complete mohin.
Text: However he was commanded regarding [eating] from the Tree of Knowledge, which
is the third of the mohin, Da’at, which is why Z.A. is called the Tree of Da’at (Knowledge).
Commentary: Again, this means that the focus of Z.A.’s brain was
in Da’at, prior to its being filled with the light that comes from Abba.
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Text: For the Da’at is different from the other two mohin in that its [radiance is
primarily] manifest [in the ‘body’ of Z.A.] from His chest (tiferet) and below.
Commentary: See Commentary #10 and understand the Da’at as
the Medulla, and this will become clear.
Text: For the source of Da’at is good and not evil, for its place is between the two mohin
of Z.A., in his head. And as we have already explained, the outsiders cannot achieve a grasp on
the three upper sefirot.
Commentary: This is because the light of the upper three sefirot
are so sublime that by definition they neutralize the existence of the
darkness of the outsiders.
Text: A second reason [why the outsiders cannot grasp the Da’at] is that there are two
vessels here, the vessel of the Yesod of Imma and the vessel of Z.A.’s Head.
Commentary: The vessel of Z.A.’s head is the vessel of the Da’at
itself, which remember, is also the Yesod of Imma (complete with its
own vessel).
Text: The outsiders are unable to achieve a grasp upon a thing that is concealed
within two vessels.
Commentary: This is also the Halakha. Something holy can only
enter into an unclean place (and not be defiled by that place) when
it is doubly sealed in a covering enwrapped in another covering. An
example of this is taking food into a bathroom. This makes the food
forbidden. However, if you had a stick of gum on one’s person when
going to the bathroom, which was wrapped up (covering #1) and that
was placed in a pocket (covering #2), then it is not defiled and thus
not forbidden to eat.
Text: A third reason [why the Da’at is protected] is that the outsiders cannot achieve
dominance in that place where there is a vessel for Imma.
Commentary: Light and vessel are both that powerful. Also, a
vessel itself is just another form or vibration of light. Remember there is
nothing physical or concrete in these realms that we are discussing.
Text: However, the lowest aspect of the Da’at when it radiates beneath the chest [of
Z.A.], manifests as good and evil,
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Commentary: Even though we have discussed how the sefirot
from one face overlap into the sefirot of the face below it, the face
below it does not take into itself the entire upper sefirah. Thus the
Yesod of Imma is not completely absorbed into the Da’at of Z.A. but
only a portion of it, the lowest 1/3 portion.
The chest of Z.A. is his Tiferet. Below his chest are the three sefirot
Netzah, Hod and Yesod. It is here where the sefirotic light is just in a
small way dimmed. This dimming is just enough for the outsiders to
tap in and suckle off of them. This then is evil, which, as with all things,
has its source in holiness.
Text: For the outsiders can achieve a grasp there. The above three reasons are not
applicable here, even though the Da’at is a moah (brain).
Commentary: And as such should be above the possibility of
being tapped.
Text: This is only true when it is in the head above. However, when it radiates into the
place of the Tiferet, which is the body, it is no longer a brain, and the outsiders can achieve a grasp
of it. Also the Yesod of Imma only extends down as far as the chest [of Z.A.]. Being that there is
no vessel of Imma cloaking the Da’at [beyond that point], the klipot can grasp it, especially since
there is only one vessel [to penetrate] that being the body of Z.A.
Commentary: As the sefirot of Imma overlap the sefirot of Z.A. so
the sefirot within Z.A. overlap. Z.A.’s Da’at is formed from the Yesod
of Imma, which descends (1/3 of the way) into the head of Z.A. Z.A.’s
Da’at continues to express itself down his entire central column. The
influence of Imma is felt within Z.A. down until his Tiferet. After this
the radiance of Imma does not descend further, and the Da'at of Z.A.
loses one of its protective vessels.
Text: Therefore are the outsiders (klipot) able to grasp control of and dominate the light
of Da’at that is revealed beneath the chest.
Commentary: In the realm of the sefirot of Netzah, Hod and
Yesod. These in turn manifest today what is called the astral plane,
which explains why there are so many demons and evil spirits hanging
about the physical world.
Text: Being that Da’at is therefore divided into two aspects, that which is above the
chest, and that which is beneath it, we do not just refer to the Tree of Knowledge (Da’at) but
rather the Tree of Knowledge, Good and Evil.
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Commentary: Da’at is good above the Tiferet, but once it descends
beneath it, evil exists. This should not be a profound lesson for anyone.
We all know that when we think clearly with our heads that things are
understood correctly, whereas when emotions (the sefirot of NaHiY)
cloud pure reasoning, things become rather muddled.
Text: What this means is that the aspect that is the bottom of Da’at, [revealed] from the
chest and below, this area is good and evil. From here are we commanded not to eat.
Commentary: This statement could be the topic of a number of
books. It seems that the eating of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge,
Good and Evil was the lowering of pure thought into the realms of
emotion. In other words, the descent from the realm of objectivity
into the realms of subjectivity. Whenever one loses sight of pure,
uninfluenced, none projective thought, the results are the fruit of the
Tree of Knowledge, Good and Evil. Only be raising the mental faculty
above the influence of the emotions does one start the process of
rectification.
Text: What the side of holiness suckles from here is called good. The radiance that exits the
body of Z.A. from the walls of the vessels is suckled by the outsiders and is called evil. We thus
find that the Tree of Knowledge is the light of the [semi-sefirah] Da’at in that place where it is
revealed, which is the center column, from the chest and below, in every place in the four worlds
Atzilut, Beriah, Yetzirah and Asiyah, wherever there is a Z.A. within them.
Commentary: Just as each world and level has ten sefirot within
so this process is manifest in each one of them. So in each of the four
realms of spirit, mind, emotion and action, Da’at is in danger of being
perverted, and therefore must be protected.
Text: Another [matter] needs to be explained regarding the outsiders grasping of the
revealed light of the aspect of Da’at. [Da’at originally manifests the light from] the side of Imma.
[The outsiders can only grasp this light] all the while that the light from the NaHiY (Netzah,
Hod and Yesod) of Abba has not yet entered Z.A. However, once this light [of Abba] enters [into
Z.A.] then the outsiders cannot maintain any grasp on the light of the Da’at (which comes from
the side of Imma), even though they are [still] revealed.
Commentary: This is the means of the rectification of Adam’s
sin. There must be the input of the lights from Abba. He is the sefirat
Hokhma, which is the realm of the spiritual, which is the realm of
thought. This is the realm of faith.
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Text: This is because Abba is superior to Imma, [and the outsiders] cannot grasp there at
all, for the vessels and lights of Abba [are completely overwhelming for them.] [Abba] casts off all
the outsiders completely, even as it is written in the Zohar, parashat Tazria.
Commentary: The lights and realm of Hokhma, Abba are the most
profound. One point though does need to be made. Abba is the realm
of faith. When one has true faith, all things are possible.
Text: [In the Garden of Eden] Z.A. had within Him only the mohin (brains) from
the side of Imma alone, therefore was he commanded not to eat from the Tree of Knowledge,
Good and Evil.
Commentary: Z.A. and Adam were one and the same. Yet, this
is supernal Adam, before the fall. We today are the descendants of
terrestrial Adam after the fall. Adam-Z.A. was manifest as a maturing
spiritual being, not one who was complete.
Text: Now, it is known that the purpose of the creation of Adam was to rectify, by his
hand and by his actions, the supernal worlds. This is the meaning of the verse [regarding the
Garden that Adam was to] “guard it and work in it,” (Gen. 2:15). It is also written that “there
was yet no man to work the land” (Gen. 2:5). Being that [Adam’s job] was to rectify Z.A. and
Nok, he also wanted to rectify the Keter of Z.A. that was then very small, only the size of the
bottom 1/3 of the Tiferet of Imma.
The Keter of Nok was comparatively larger than the Keter of Z.A. Her Keter was the size
of 2/3 of the bottom of the Tiferet of Z.A., from the chest and below, to the end of His Tiferet.
[Adam] wanted to expand the Keter of Z.A. so that it too would be the necessary 2/3’s size of the
Tiferet of Imma, from Her chest down to the end of Her Tiferet.
We have already explained that this growth does not come about other than through the
reception of the mohin that come from Abba. Thus the sin of eating from the Tree of Knowledge
enabled the outsiders to enter in prior to there being the mohin of Abba who have the ability to
repulse them.
Commentary: Adam-Z.A. through Eve forced the issue, and
caused the light of Da’at to be revealed prior to the lights of Abba being
revealed within the Da’at. Da’at was not yet ready to experience and
thus rectify the realm of emotions. Until one’s bond with G-d is sealed
through complete unswerving faith, all the knowledge in the world
can’t help a person. This was Adam’s experience, and ours, following
in his footsteps.
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Text: Not only this, Adam also sinned in that he attempted to elevate the Keter of Z.A.
prior to its time, prior to the receiving the mohin from Abba. All this caused a number of great
and supernal blemishes.

The Original Human State Prior To The Fall
It is written in Sefer Haim L'Motzi'am (371) by Rabbi Haim Aryeh
Arlanger, a commentary on Sefer Sha'ar HaRazim of Rabbi Todros
Abulafia:
"It is written in Sha'ar Ma'amrei Rashbi (Parashat Kedoshim) of Rabbi Haim
Vital that Adam HaRishon originally had absolutely no portion in the world
of Asiyah (physical plane).
For his body was of the world of Yetzirah (astral plane), his life-force (nefesh)
was from the world of Beriah (thought), his spirit (ruah) was from the
Feminine mate (Shekhina) of Z.A. (Zeir Anpin, the Small Face) of Atzilut,
his soul (neshama) was from Z.A. of Atzilut, and the soul of his soul was from
Abba, and Imma of Atzilut.
After Adam had sinned with the Tree of Knowledge, which is the world of
Asiyah, from which he was commanded not to eat from, for he had no portion
in Asiyah, but from Yetzirah and above, this caused a blemish in all the worlds.
All the worlds descended from their levels.
This caused Yetzirah to be cloaked in Asiyah, Beriah to be cloaked in Yetzirah,
and the Feminine mate of Z.A. of Atzilut to be cloaked in Beriah. We see from
this that Adam had fallen a number of levels, for originally his body was of
Yetzirah, and now his body is of this world (the physical), his nefesh is of Asiyah,
and his ruah from Yetzirah, the place where his body originally was from.
Do not be surprised that you find written in the Holy Zohar regarding the
Tree of Knowledge that the Good therein is Metatron, and the Evil therein is
Samael.
For the Tree of Knowledge is only in the world of Asiyah, therein which the
klipot are mixed together with holiness. However, after Yetzirah descended to
be cloaked in Asiyah, Yetzirah also began to be called the Tree of Knowledge,
Good and Evil, as is Asiyah.
Originally the stature of Adam was greater than is Metatron at present.
For the body of Adam, from his head to his feet encompassed Atzilut, Beriah,
and Yetzirah. On the other hand, Metatron's head is in Beriah, his body is in
Yetzirah, and his feet are in Asiyah. Until here are the words of Rabbi Haim.
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Adam was created by the union of Z.A. and Nok (Shekhina), face to face, above
in the palace of Abba, and Imma. In Sefer Likutim, (Tehilim 32), it is written,
that when HaShem created Adam, not all souls were (collectively) in him, but
only the souls of Yisrael.
If Adam had not sinned, the nations of the world (gentiles) would have never
come into existence. After Adam had sinned the souls of the nations became
intermingled within him. In Sefer Likutei Torah (Tehilim 84), it is said in the
name of the Ari'zal, that if Adam had never sinned there would not have been
a need for a physical world, at all".

The Fruit

of the

Tree

of

Life

"I believe with perfect faith in the coming of Mashiah, and though he may be
delayed, I will wait daily for his coming."
(Articles of Jewish Faith # 12)
It is not the study, but the practice that counts.
(Mishna Abot 1:17)
As faithful Jews, we await that time when the prophecies revealed
to us by our leaders, the Prophets, and the Sages, will come to be. The
fulfillment of the mission of the nation of Yisrael will be achieved with
the coming of the new, true world order. This is the coming of Mashiah.
It will be as much a political event, as it will be a spiritual event. We
acknowledge our theological doctrine of faith, and believe the time of
Mashiah will come, sooner or later. Yet, belief is not enough.
No one fulfills a mitzvah simply by an academic statement of
acknowledging correct doctrine. In order for a mitzvah to be properly
observed, even a mitzvah that is a "statement" of faith, it must also be
coupled with "actions" of faith, meant to bring this "statement" into a
factual reality of being. As the Mishnah states, it is not the learning (i.e.
the academic side of a mitzvah) that counts, but rather the "action".
If we truly believe in the coming of Mashiah, then we must do all
we can to bring HaShem's Kingdom (the sefirah Malkhut) to fruition,
here upon the earth. In order to be able to do this, we first must learn
what HaShem's kingdom (the sefirah Malkhut) really is, what it will
entail, and what is the correct way of action to hasten it's coming.
Rabbeynu HaAri'zal has taught us in Sefer HaLikutim 5A, that the
reason for the creation of Adam HaRishon was so that he should serve
as Mashiah, and rectify the "seven fallen kings who rained in the land of Edom, prior
to there being a King in Yisrael" (Bereshit 36).
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Adam was to establish HaShem's Kingdom upon the earth, in place
of the "seven kings". Adam, however, did not directly accomplish his
task. Adam HaRishon "fell" from his original state, and thus was born
the beginning of the human history of this epoch (Sha'ar HaP'sukim 3A).
We know from the Torah (Bereshit 3:11) that the sin of Adam HaRishon
was his eating of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, Good, and Evil. The
ramifications of this act were tremendous, more than most of us today
realize. It caused the entire order of manifest creation to be lessened,
and not express its true potential reality. The coming of Mashiah is to
be the restoration of that which should have been accomplished in the
first place.
Regarding these ramifications, and what was lost by Adam,
Rabbeynu Yosef Haim, the Ben Ish Hai of Bagdad, writes, (Sefer Ben Ish
Hai, Shana Rishona, introduction to parashat Bereshit):
"And G-d made for Adam and his wife garments of skin, and He dressed them"
(Ber. 3,21). Now, it is known what the Ari'zal has written regarding the
garments of Adam. Prior to the sin, the garments were of the (Ohr - light)
from the Hashmal (the electrical "fire" surrounding the image of "the man" in
the vision of Yehezkiel, 1:27).
When Adam had sinned, he forfeited the garments of Hashmal, which were 378
sparks of light (the numerical value of Hashmal). In its place, Adam received a
different garment from the "klipah nogah" (glittering shell). These are the (Ohr)
- "garments of skin,", that is explained in the Etz Haim, Gate 150. Consult
there for more information.
The Ari'zal has also written in Sha'ar HaKavanot, regarding the kawana of
the blessing "Malbish Arumim" (who clothes the naked), that the garments of
Adam were from holiness, and by the sins he had committed, he allowed an
opening for the klipot to come and cling to his garments.
Now, as it is known, garments have an Ohr Makif (encompassing light) that
surround them externally. There is also an Ohr Penimi (inner light), that is
concealed within the body. The garments surround the body, and upon the
garments are the Ohrot HaMakifim (encompassing lights) which are external.
Every single garment contains this aspect of Ohr Makif, each in accordance to
its value.
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There is nothing that can push away the klipot more than the Ohr Makif. The
klipot cannot draw close to, or draw energy from, the Ohr Makif. Therefore does
the Ohr Makif dwell on the outside, for it has no fear of the klipot.
With this information, we can understand the jealousy that the Nahash
(serpent, enchanter) had towards Adam, prior to the sin, and why he conspired
against him, to cause his downfall.
The Nahash was jealous of Adam's garment of light, which was surrounded by
a great Ohr Makif, in relation to the light garment. The Nahash had no portion
in the Ohr Makif, in accordance to the secret meaning of the pasuk, "And the
Nahash was naked" (Ber. 3,1).
Therefore the Nahash conspired against Adam, to cause him to fall, and to loose
his garment of light, so that he would have (Ohr - skin, spelled with an Ayin)
instead of (Ohr - light, spelled with an Aleph). And thus the verse says, "And
G-d made for Adam and his wife garments of skin (ohr), and He dressed them"
(Ber. 3,21).
It is written in the holy Zohar, that a "garment of woe" clung to Adam. This is
hinted in the verse itself, in the word ("wa'yal'bishem" - and He clothed them).
This word can also be read as ("oye l'basham" - woe was their garment). This
"garment of woe" clung to Adam because of the sin.
It appears to me, with the help of Heaven, that the difference between (Ohr
-light) and (Ohr -skin) is the numerical value that is the difference between
the Alef and the Ayin, which is 69, which is also the numerical value of Yagon
(sorrow).
As is known, sorrow is always from the Sitra Ahra (other side). As is known
from the kavanot of the prayer (in the Amida), "remove from us Yagon and
Anaha", (grief ), refers to the satan (Yagon) and to Lilit (Anaha). This is from
the Siddur of Rabbeynu HaRashash.
Thus we see that the numerical value for Ebion (poverty) and Yagon (sorrow)
are identical. For one who is in poverty of observing the mitzvot, will have
sorrow cling to him. For the letters Alef, Bet of Ebion are numerically equal
the value of 3, which is the letter Gimel of Yagon, so Ebion becomes Yagon (the
letters become the same).
In the future, with the completion of the rectification, sorrow will be completely
removed. Then the numerical value of Yagon (69) will be taken away from
(Ohr - skin), and it will be (Ohr - light), thus restoring all to its former
glory.”
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The sin of eating the forbidden fruit is quite clear to the eye of the
one who wishes to see. Yet, just what is this "eating" is not mentioned,
nor why ingesting this fruit should have ramifications that are so
devastating. In his introduction to Sefer Etz Haim, Rabbi Haim Vital
reveals to us what is the actual eating of this "fruit", and thus what the
true sin of Adam really was.
Rabbi Haim writes, (Etz Haim 2A):
“The sin of Adam with the Tree of Knowledge, Good and Evil was that he
chose not to work with the Tree of Life, which is the wisdom of the Kabbalah.
This was (also) the sin of the mixed multitude (Erev Rav) that said to Moshe,
"you speak to us the Torah, let us hear it from the Tree of Knowledge, Good and
Evil. Do not let G-d speak with us, lest we die due to the secrets of the Torah",
as some Rabbis today mistakenly say, that those who study Kabbalah die young
(G-d forbid).
Therefore were the first Tablets, which came from the Tree of Life (that Moshe
brought down from Sinai) shattered. Instead they received (the Torah) from
the Tree of Knowledge, Good and Evil, which is the Mishna, the slave girl of
the Shekhina.
This is the cause of the destructions of both Temples, and this present, long and
bitter exile".
Rabbi Haim continues to say, only by the learning of Kabbalah will
we merit the redemption. All Halakhic authorities agree with this.
What could have had such a dramatic effect on the outcome of the
entire world? The answer is simple. It is the spiritual food that we eat.
The saying, "you are what you eat" is quite true.
Adam's choice of eating from the Tree of Knowledge excluded his
eating of the Tree of Life. So today we live in a world of good and evil,
which has come forth from the Tree of Knowledge, Good, and Evil. Yet
the "life" that comes from the Tree of Life, has never been removed.
It is we who have left "it", not "it" which has left us. It is therefore
incumbent upon us to restore the Tree of Life, eat of its fruit, and
redeem, and rectify our world.
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The statement of belief in the coming of Mashiah is simply
not enough. We must "do something", and thus assist in bring the
redemption. The something that we must do is to partake of the fruit
of the Tree of Life, which is the study of the Kabbalah.
This is not an option. The study of Kabbalah is not just for a select
few, or exclusively for Talmudic scholars. No, real Kabbalistic study
also entails real Kabbalistic practice. In this way we merit the coming
of Mashiah. And who has this obligation? We all do! The Torah says,
"Torah Tzivah Lanu Moshe, Morasha Kihilat Ya'aqob, Moshe commanded us (to observe) the
Torah. It is an inheritance for the entire congregation of Ya'aqob." (Devarim 33, 4).
The obligation to study, and practice Torah at the Kabbalistic
(secret) level is a requirement for every Jewish soul. For this were we
"chosen". The importance of this aspect of Torah learning and practice
cannot be overly emphasized. Regarding this topic, Rabi Haim Wital
begins the Sha'ar HaMitzvot with these words:
"An introduction; know that every nitzotz (spark) of each and every soul must
fulfill all 613 mitzvot . . . for when one has not fulfilled all the 613 mitzvot,
which correspond to the 248 organs and 365 sinews of (body) and soul, the soul
is incomplete of it's parts. Such a one is called "blemished". Of such a one it is
written, "one who is blemished shall not come forth". . .
Also with regards to Torah study, which is one of the 248 positive mitzvot, one
does not fulfill this mitzvah, unless one works in the Pardes of the Torah, which
is the capital letters of Pshat, Remez, Drash, and Sod. Within each of these
aspects each (person) must strive to achieve (what can be achieved) . . .
if one does not do this, one is missing an aspect of the (complete) mitzvah of
Talmud Torah, which (as is known) is great and considered equal in value to
all the mitzvot. One will have to reincarnate until one has made efforts (to
complete study of the Torah) in all four aspects of Pardes.”
The sin of Adam was that he chose to observe and experience the
physical world at the level of intellect, and not at the level which we
today call the "psychic". The human intellect is a great and necessary
thing, yet it is a limited thing. There is only so much consciousness
that one can grasp by the limited abilities of the human intellect.
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Adam was led to believe that through this path, the "seven kings"
could be rectified, and elevated. His mistake was not realizing, and
applying a higher way than that of the human intellect. This higher way
is what is kabbalistically called Hokhma. It is traditionally translated
as wisdom, but this translation does not do the word justice, for it does
not explain the full depths and meaning of its context.
Real Hokhma, wisdom, is psychic knowledge. It is a knowing,
beyond knowing. It is a comprehensive supra-rational level of
consciousness, where knowingly, or not knowingly one interacts
with the comprehensive continuum of HaShem's universe. This thus
allows for the active flow of higher forms of energy (Atzilutic shefa),
and consciousness to become manifest upon the earth, rectifying it,
and elevating it. Death shall be no more (Yishaya 25:8), as a real, and
concrete fact. All the great changes that will soon happen are due to
the eating of the fruit of the Tree of Life, and the ramifications that this
will bring.
Throughout the Tanakh, and Talmud, we read stories of the Prophets
and Sages who were able to perform "miracles" by some power that
they had within them. These are not embellished stories. For there
are still Kabbalists today who, world over, perform similar types of
miracles. They can do this for, by their spiritual diet of the fruit of the
Tree of Life, they have enabled themselves to rise to a higher level of
consciousness, which is Atzilutic (Hokhma) consciousness.
At this level the laws of nature that they live by are as different as
is their consciousness. Thus to perform what we call a miracle is, for
them, the most natural thing in the world. Remember, the power which
enables them to accomplish these tasks is received from the Torah, the
same Torah that we have been commanded to study and observe. They
are only fulfilling their Torah obligation, in the same manner that each
one of us of Yisrael has as to do.
This level of Torah observance is what is referred to as Torat
HaMashiah. It is the result of eating from the Tree of Life. The truth of
the Tree of Life must be realized soon. For everyday we see around us
the fulfillment of messianic prophecy.
It is taught that Mashiah will be of greater stature than Moshe
Rabbeynu. As with Moshe, the Mashiah will not have to be proclaimed
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by his followers. Mashiah will have all the supernatural power to make
himself known, beyond the doubt of anyone. For Mashiah himself is
the Tree of Life. Only by eating of the fruit of the Tree of Life can we
expect to develop the correct spiritual senses in order to enable us to
see clearly with spiritual eyes.
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Chapter One

The Secrets
of Succesful Prayer
Selections from The Book of the Ba’al Shem Tov,
Parashat Noah– Amud HaTefilah

O

Introduction
ur holy Sages have taught that prayer “stands in the high places
of the universe.” In other words, prayer is one of the most important
and powerful tools known to man. Through prayer, even the most
impossible of events can be made to happen. Indeed, medical studies
have been conducted and have concluded that prayer really does help
in the healing of the sick.
If asked to define prayer, most people would say that it is talking
to G-d and requesting His intervention for this or that thing. This
definition is as good as any. But it raises a question. We accept by
religious faith that omnipotent G-d hears all prayers addressed to Him,
yet why does He not answer them all?
Granted some prayers are silly, such as, please G-d let my sports
team win, or please G-d let me win the lotto. Other prayers are quite
sincere, such please, please G-d heal my dying child. Even many of
these sincere prayers go unanswered.
The faithful will always accept their prayers not being answered by
responding that whatever happens is G-d’s Will and thus is for the best.
Of course, we religious always believe this to be true (however hard
the circumstances). Yet, is prayer simply a “request list” for G-d? “G-d,
gimme this” and “G-d gimme that”? Maybe it is this immature attitude
towards prayer that hinders our prayers from being answered.
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If we view prayer as a simple wish list, then our prayers lack the
necessary vitality for them to storm the gates of heaven and demand
that they be heard. Our Sages have admonished us not to make our
prayers mere rote recitations. In order for prayers to be answered, we
really have to mean what we pray. Mere recitation of words without
intent and devotion is not enough.
The Kabbalists have revealed that all traditional Jewish prayer
services have within them great depths of meditative secrets and holy
Names. Yet, not everybody is able to study the writings of the Ari’zal
and put Kabbalistic “kavanot” meditations into practice. But there is
a way that even laymen, who are unaware of the Kabbalistic depths of
prayer can still pray with the same devotion and power of a Kabbalist.
The Ari’zal did not reveal this to us, but the Ba’al Shem Tov did.
The greatest legacy that the Ba’al Shem Tov left for posterity is
his teachings on prayer. Based upon the ancient meditative systems of
the prophetic Kabbalah, the Ba’al Shem Tov placed emphasis on what
makes all the deep meditations and holy Names to work. This is the
level of one’s devotion during the recitation of the words of prayer.
The following translations are only a small selection of the Ba’al
Shem’s famous teachings on prayer. Although the number of words
is small, nonetheless, they contain within them a vast amount of
information. Contemplate them as you read and endeavor to apply
them in your lives. This might make all the difference whether your
prayers are answered or not. Answering prayers is in the Hands of
G-d. Praying in the right way is in ours.

The Book

of the

Ba’al Shem Tov, Parashat Noah– Amud HaTefilah

16. In prayer, one must place all their power in the words.
One must go from letter to letter until one forgets the
physical world. Contemplate how the letters are binding
together and interacting one with another. This causes
great pleasure in the physical planes, and all the more
so in the spiritual planes. This is the realm of Yetzirah.
  From a kabbalistic point of view, prayer is meditation. Therefore, to contemplate the words of
prayer, letter by letter, while a tedious thing, enables the one who prays to connect with a very powerful
spiritual energy latent within the Hebrew letters. While this cannot be done every time one prays and
with every word one speaks, nonetheless, whenever it can be done, it releases a tremendous amount of
spiritual energy. Contact with this energy tends to be emotionally charging. It is this emotional content
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After this the letters rise to the realm of thought. [Here]
one does not even hear what one is saying. This is the
realm of Beriah. After this one ascends to the level of
Ayn (nothingness) wherein which all physical senses are
nullified. This is the realm of Atzilut, the attribute of [the
sefirat] Hokhma.
20. When a person wishes to speak [about anything],
he should first make sure that his thoughts are radiating
through the speech. The word for thought “mahshava”
also means “hashav mah” (think about a thing).
28. It was told to the Ba’al Shem Tov [from on High]
that he merited to have revealed to him supernal things
not because of his great learning in Talmud and law, but
rather due to his prayers, which he always prayed with
great intent (kavana). From this did he merit his high
level.
30. The Ba’al Shem Tov has taught, when a man reads the
Torah and sees the lights within the Torah’s letters, even
though he doesn’t understand the reasons appropriately,
being that he is reading in [a spirit] of great love and
attachment, HaShem is not too strict with him, even if he
does not read appropriately. This can be compared to a
fathers love for his young child. When the child makes a
request of his father, even if his words are not clear and
correct, the father still enjoys this tremendously. Thus it
that the Ba’al Shem Tov refers to as the “realm of Yetzirah” corresponding to the sefirat Tiferet, the place of
the heart. This is the recitation of the Psalms in the morning service.

  During the recitation of the Shema prayer and its blessings, our minds need to be so focused on
bonding with G-d that we in essence pray automatically, without needing to pay attention to what we
are saying.
  This is the level to strive for when we pray the Amidah. During the Amidah, we beseech G-d for
our 19 archetypal, collective needs. The Kabbalah teaches us that indeed it is the Shekhina who is requesting
these things from the Holy One, blessed be He; we are simply the conduits for voicing the requests.

  The relationship of thought and speech will become evident in the following selections. Thought
is to speech what soul is to body.

  It is written in the Zohar that reading holy words reverberates spiritual energy. Even if one’s
reading is not completely correct, the sound of the voice still ascends on high. This can only be accomplished
through reading and verbalizing the letters. The Zohar and the Sulam commentary both make it clear that
mere scanning is not enough.
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is when a man reads words of Torah with love; HaShem
loves that person, and is not judgmental whether the
words were read correctly or not.
44. One who speaks without forethought is like one who
improperly spills his seed. For a person’s thoughts are a
“complete image”. The proof of this is when, during sexual
intercourse, a man’s mind is not on his performance, he
is unable to perform. Thought is wisdom. Speech is
the “child” [born from it]. Even thought is made up of
letters, for every thought is formed [of images of things
with names which are spelled by] letters. When a person
doesn’t think about what he is saying, he is spilling his
[spiritual] seed. For [our] speech is our life [force].
45. When a man is at a lower level he should pray from
within the prayer book. Being that he will see the letters
[of the words of prayer] he will pray with greater devotion.
However, [once] one is bound to the supernal world, it is
best to close one’s eyes so that what the eyes see will not
come and nullify the supernal bond.
49. It is impossible to pray with devotion without support.
One must request that HaShem help and assist you.
56. Even when one is on the low [spiritual] level, one
must be strongly bonded to the Shekhina. Then, in a
single moment, when he contemplates the supernal
worlds, immediately he is there, for what a man thinks,
there he is10.
  Every word we speak is important. When we waste our words with idle speech, we are wasting
away our life force energy.
  The Neshama soul is the “breath soul”. The length of our lives is numbered by how many breaths
we breathe and how many words we speak. Both these use up the amount of “breath soul” that was
breathed into us at birth. This concept is very familiar to those who have studied Chinese medicine.
Similar lessons are taught there.
  The Ari’zal instructed us that while praying one should keep one’s face glued inside the pages of
the siddur (prayerbook). Only for the Amidah should the siddur be closed and one should pray by heart,
with eyes closed.
  One’s relationship with G-d must never be limited by one’s emotions. It is the mind that must
control the relationship. Many times one does not feel G-d’s presence; this is called a “low spiritual level”.
Nonetheless, once one puts one’s mind on G-d by contemplating the supernal worlds, immediately one’s
thoughts take him above.
10 This is the great secret of all meditation and prayer. I have discussed much on this topic in other
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69. A person must learn to regulate himself to pray, even
the songs, in a soft voice11. One must cry out, but in a
whisper. All that one prays and learns must be with all
one’s strength. The cry that comes from bonding [with
G-d] is in silent.12
70. Sometimes it is best to serve G-d with only one’s soul,
i.e., one’s mind. The body should remain in its place, so
that it won’t become sick from over usage. Sometimes
a person is able to say his prayers with great love, awe,
and inspiration without any hindrances. Yet, to another
it appears that one is praying without any concentration.
The only one who can accomplish this is one who is very
deeply connected to G-d. Such a one can then serve Gd in spirit (mind) [alone] with great love. This type of
[Divine] service is greater, and moves along more quickly,
with greater attachment to G-d, than prayers that are
more apparent (more verbal) on the outside. The forces
of evil cannot attach themselves to this type of prayer, for
it is completely on the inside.
71. Sometimes one is able to pray with great rapidity
because his heart is full of fire for G-d. [It is as if] the
words come forth from his mouth by themselves.
72. To purify one’s thoughts, a tradition received from the
Ba’al Shem Tov teaches us to meditate upon the holy Name
KUZU  It is said that this Name corresponds to [the
sefirat] Hokhma, the source of Mind. This Name reflects
the attribute of judgment. When the Name is spelled out
Kaf Vav Zayin Vav     it is numerically equal
to [the spelling of the name] Taftafyah 13
essays in this issue.

11 This is also the teaching of the Ari’zal. It is the opposite of how so many people pray
today. Silence in prayer is so very important. It is the sign of a truly penitent and devoted
meditator.

12 Our Sages have taught that the safeguard of wisdom is silence. Wisdom, as we know, corresponds
to the sefirotic realm of Atzilut. This corresponds to the Amidah prayer. In order to achieve the necessary
Atzilutic consciousness necessary to pray the Amidah, one must be in a state of silence.

13 This is one of the seventy names of the Sar HaPanim (Prince of the Presence) Metatron.
This specific name is said to offer one protection.
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75. The Ba’al Shem Tov has taught that the Name KUZU
is the “backside” of the Name YHWH. The Name YHWH
denotes mercy and the Name KUZU denotes severity. The
letters KU of KUZU are numerically equal in value to the
Name YHWH. The remainder of the Name KUZU (ZU) is
thus the severity [in the Name] over the mercy inherent
in the Name YHWH. Thus it says in the Talmud (Ta’anit
21A), “gam zu l’tova” (this too is for good). The attribute of
severity (ZU) is also for good, meaning that it is included
in mercy.
76. I have heard in the name of the Ba’al Shem Tov
that, whether during one’s Torah studies or during one’s
prayers, if one simply understands the meaning of the
words that he prays14 or achieves a simple understanding
of the laws he studies, one is able to unite [the sefirat]
Malkhut (which corresponds to speech), to [the sefirat]
Binah (which corresponds to thought).
78. This is the secret of the Hashmal (angels of the
merkava chariot). Our Sages have taught (Hagigah 13B),
that times they are silent and at times they are full of
noise. [We must learn from them] that [at times] we [too]
need to be silent until we are [able] to break [from off of
us] the forces of evil. Then can we offer praise, bond [with
G-d] and neutralize the forces of severity at their source.
This is the secret of prayer that the Ba’al Shem Tov has
taught.15
79. One should contemplate in prayer that one is
arousing the same letters that were used in creating the
Heavens and the earth and all created things above and
below. Thus, when we recite our prayers and praises we
are [harmonizing] with all of the worlds and all that was
created. You are arousing the letters. The letters are the
life force of all created. Thus, with everything that you
14 Halakha requires one to understand the simple meaning of what he prays. Prayer without
understanding (Binah) is not prayer. Therefore, if one does not understand Hebrew, one should pray in the
language that he does understand. Better yet, learn Hebrew!

15 Prior to the beginning of prayer each day one should take a few moments of solitude to
focus one’s mind on prayer.
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say with this intent, you elevate all that was created in
the Heavens and upon earth.
85. There is no speech without thought, for one thinks
prior to speaking. When one thinks before prayer about
what he should say and before whom he stands, certainly
he will be filled with a spirit of awe and humility. He
should be in awe of speech itself, when he contemplates
in his heart that the realm of speech, i.e., the Shekhina
herself, speaks through him. She includes [within her]
all the attributes of awe, love, glory and everything else,
as is known. How then can one not be humbled knowing
that he is arousing the Shekhina and all the attributes?
This is the meaning of the verse (Ps. 103), “oseh divarav” (who
makes his things, i.e., words). From one’s speech comes
one’s actions.

Conclusions
Prayer, speech and thought: they all go together. How unfortunate
it is that the majority of us do not know how to pray properly by uniting
our hearts and our minds as one. All too often our minyans (prayer
quorums) pray so fast that there is no time for the most basic devotions
(kavanot). This way is not the right way to pray. Maybe this is why
Mashiah has not yet come. Maybe our prayers aren’t really prayers,
but simple mumblings. I, for one, cannot judge this, but it seems that
G-d already has. When are prayers are right, Mashiah will come. I
view this as a worthwhile goal to pursue. How about you?
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Chapter Two

The Kavanot System
of Meditation
Used by the Ari’zal – Rashash Schools of Kabbalah

The Difference Between
and the Ari’zal School

the

Prophetic Schools

S

piritual and meditative practices among the Kabbalists are
many. There are various different systems whose aims and purpose
are also very different from one another.
The system of the Prophetic Kabbalah schools specifically focuses
upon meditations based upon verbal recitations of letter permutations
and certain types of holy Names. Their purpose is to achieve for
the individual a spiritual level of bonding with G-d that is close to
prophecy.
Those who meditate using the Sefer Yetzirah are similar to the
Prophetic school, but their focus is to bring about physical manipulations
  This might be the oldest and most authoritative of kabbalistic schools. In Talmudic times, the
prophetic Kabbalah was called Ma’aseh Merkava. Later forms were developed and practiced by Abraham
Abulafia (Hayei Olam HaBa), Shem Tov Sefardi (Sha’arei Tzedek), Yehuda Albatoni (Sulam Aliyah),
Moshe Cordovero (Pardes, section Pratei HaShemot) and last but not least the Ba’al Shem Tov (Amud
HaTefilah). Even Rabbi Haim Vital taught and practiced aspects of the Prophetic systems. Reference his
Sha’arei Kedusha, part 4 and Etz Haim, sha’ar 44.
  Unlike the Ari’zal system, the Prophetic school does not address sefirotic interactions. They recite
extremely long patterns of permutated letters and vowels. These permutations of letters form the holy
Names found in this system. Yet they are not reciting any of the Names corresponding to the sefirotic
interactions. They are merely reciting Names that are constructed from scripture verses. This is entirely
permitted and is the same as reading the Torah.
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of creation through the manipulation of the ethereal letters underlying
their physical forms. These two systems, in reality, are so similar that
many do not distinguish between them.
The system of the later Kabbalists, however, specifically that of the
Ari’zal and the Rashash, is focused in an entirely different direction.
Unlike the torah of the Prophetic school, which emphasized the
verbalization of the Hebrew letters, the later Kabbalists emphasized
exclusive non-verbal contemplation upon the sefirotic interactions. The
purpose of the Prophetic schools was to acquire personal benefit. The
system of the Ari’zal-Rashash seeks collective benefit for all Israel.
There are two types of meditation used within the Ari’zal-Rashash
school. The first type is called Yihudim. These are mental images
of intertwining holy Names, which represent sefirotic integration.
These are mentally contemplated silently, throughout the day and its
activities, but most especially in the pre-dawn morning hours. At this
time individual yihudim are performed in an uninterrupted chain. It is
this style of mental contemplations that make up the meditation system
used by the Ari’zal-Rashash school and many other later Kabbalists.

Kavanot & Prayer
Yet, there is another type of meditation performed by the Ari’zal
school, which is their main focus: these are the Kavanot, the mental
contemplations upon the sefirotic interactions underlying the activity
of prayer.
The purpose of kavanot is to manipulate the flow of spiritual energy,
which the Kabbalists call shefa, causing it to travel up and down the
immense intricacies of the sefirotic Tree of Life.
Prayer in and of itself is not a meditation. Meditation is geared
toward bringing Divine light to the individual meditator. Prayer is
almost the opposite in that it is designed to elevate (or restore) Divine
Light to our Creator for the sake of the general good. Once Divine
light has been restored above, new Divine Light in the form of blessing
can be received below. Yet, this is primarily for the collective good,
and only secondarily for direct individual benefit.
  Rabbi Haim Vital wrote a small but powerful commentary on the Sefer Yetzirah. While the
commentary is mostly “theoretical” in nature, Rabbi Haim nonetheless includes information about how
to construct a Golem. Creating a Golem is not something anyone of the Ari’zal-Rashash school can
perform.
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Rabbi Haim Vital speaks of the purpose and value of prayer in his
Sefer Olat HaTamid (4B). Yet, in order to understand what this passage
says about prayer, Rabbi Haim begins by discussing the breaking of
the vessels and the birth of the klipot. This is discussed in greater
detail elsewhere in this work.
“Know that there is not anything in all creation that is not an aspect of the seven kings that
died in the land of Edom.” (ref. Gen. 36) All the worlds, all of them are aspects
of these kings.
If these kings did not die and thereby become nullified, making
them the source of the klipot (shells), they could have been cleansed
and rectified by themselves. However, they did die; they were nullified,
and did become the source of the klipot.
Thus all holiness left in them must be rectified, cleansed, purified
and bleached white, so only the refuse, which are the real klipot remain
below. When this cleansing and purifying process is completed, there
will not remain even a spark of holiness left below; for all the sparks of
holiness shall have risen. Then the refuse, the real klipot shall be left
by itself below, without any life whatsoever.
Thus shall be fulfilled the verse saying, “He [G-d] will destroy death forever.”

(Is. 25:8). This shall only be after the coming of Mashiah.

Now, it is impossible to cleanse all the sparks of holiness from
the klipot unless an individual performs the action of cleansing. By
the prayers and proper actions of mankind below is the cleansing
performed by the [power of the] ten supernal sefirot of Atzilut [G-d].
Those who are below are always in need of help from above to
complete what they have to do. The powers above also need the help
of those below; as it is written, “Ascribe (lit. - Give) strength unto G-d” (Psalm
68:35).
It is the power of prayer that is the one specific thing, the principle
and essence of what we are discussing here. Nothing works greater
to cleanse the fallen vessels than prayer. Therefore have the Sages
taught, “Prayer is one of the greatest things in the world” (Ber. 6B). For by prayer
mankind causes the upper (sefirotic) union to occur and thereby are
the kings cleansed and raised above.”
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The goal of these sefirotic interactions, Rabbi Haim writes in
his Sha’ar HaKavanot is to bring about a union of sefirotic levels
(Partzufim, also known as “Faces”). These unions are called yihudim.
Yet, these yihudim are of a specific type, they are geared to rectifying
the penimiyut (inner world) of the general worlds and not their
hitzoniyut (outer world). This system of kavanot, therefore, differs
from the prophetic school in that the focus is on collective etheric
benefit as opposed to individual spiritual benefit.

The Required Silence

of

Kavanot

The Ari’zal-Rashash system never ever pronounces any holy Name
out loud. They would consider any verbal mention of holy Names and
the like to be a reversal of the yihud intended.
Kavanot use holy Names as mental pictures to portray sefirotic
interactions. By the power of thought and intent the spiritual
interactions pictured actually happen, in the sefirotic realms.
Thus to recite the holy Names out loud would mean turning
the penimiyut into hitzoniyut. This not only disables sefirotic union
(yihud), it actually causes perud (separation). This is the opposite of
rectification, the opposite of everything in the system of the Ari’zal.
The Names seen in kavanot deal with the metaphysical worlds.
Human contact with these worlds is through the avenue of thought,
which is the penimiyut of a man. If these interactions were taken
out of the realm of thought, this would be thwarting their reality and
inverting their polarity. Penimiyut (inner world of thought) would
become hitzoniyut (outer world of action), and this is the Kabbalistic
definition of defilement. Rectification must come from the inside out;
to start at the innermost spiritual source and work its way out to the
outermost physical forms.
Kavanot are, therefore, intended to transform the mind and the
soul. Only once this has occurred, will there be manifest change in
the behavior of the individual. This is the way then: the penimiyut are
rectified first and then they rectify the hitzoniyut. To recite holy Names
verbally, therefore, brings the holiness of the sefirotic interactions
  Sha’ar HaKavanot 11D, 12A-B, 59B, Jerusalem edition published by Yeshivat HaHaim
V’HaShalom.
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outside of the spiritual realms before they have accomplished their
inner purpose.
This is similar to Adam’s sin of eating of the Tree of Knowledge,
Good and Evil prior to eating from the Tree of Life. If he ate first from
the Tree of Life, then he would have been able and permitted to eat of
the Tree of Knowledge. Similarly here, when one performs the proper
kavanot and yihudim one has partaken of the spiritual and true Etz
Haim. (Tree of Life) One is now ready to partake of the Etz HaDa’at
(Tree of Knowledge) and not be blemished thereby.
Yet, if one were to first eat of the Etz HaDa’at, then one falls under
its power of Good and Evil. Evil has the potential to dominate because
one has not yet clung to life, i.e. the Tree of Life, because one did not
partake of its fruit prior. Now, once one is exposed to evil it is too late
to partake of the Tree of Life, for then Evil would be introduced into
Life. This cannot be. Therefore, was Adam expelled from Eden. So
too, the one who wishes to verbally recite the holy Names in kavanot
and yihudim will suffer a similar fate.
As mentioned above, kavanot as described by the Ari’zalRashash school deal with the ascent and descent of shefa through
the complicated system of sefirot, partzufim and olamot. The Ari’zalRashash Siddur is full with page after page listings of holy Names
which outline or diagram the flow of shefa through the worlds. The
Names themselves are really nothing more than a type of sign-post
pointing the “mikhaven” (meditator, i.e., the one who is following this
system) where sefirotically he is (or better to say where the shefa is)
in his prayers.
The rectification of the penimiyut of the olamot (worlds) means the
continuous realignment of the sefirotic energies in the metaphysical
realms. The hitzoniyut of the worlds are the physical forms that we
know and recognize. In essence the penimiyut deal with that aspect
of the worlds that we might call the unconscious. The kavanot system
thus rectifies the worlds from the inside out.
It is interesting to here compare the different approaches to
spirituality used by the Ari’zal system and that of the Prophetic schools.
The Prophetic system, which deals with individual and not collective
  These concepts are to be found in Rabbi Haim Vital’s Sha’ar HaPesukim and his Sefer
HaLikutim.
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rectification is also working to rectify the penimiyut of the worlds, very
similarly to the Ari’zal system. The Prophetic school however uses the
sounds of the letters as a means to work from the outside in. The letter
sounds reverberate deep into the psyche, thus causing subtle shifts in
the individual unconscious. Yet, one not aware of the true nature of the
human soul might actually interpret there to be a difference between
the Prophetic school and the Ari’zal system. Actually, the prophetic
school, while rectifying the individual soul, also affects the collective
whole, for there is no one soul that does not contain a microcosm of
the collective.
Being that the Prophetic school is not attempting to manipulate
shefa through the sefirot, their recitations of letters, vowels, and
combinations is completely different from the Ari’zal school in form of
practice and, therefore, totally permitted. Even the modern forms of
the Prophetic school, which have been incorporated into some trends
of Hasidut, practice the old Prophetic ways alongside the kavanot and
yihudim of the Ari’zal. It is a foreign concept to these practitioners to
consider any conflict to exist between these schools.
While both systems ultimately perform the same function, their
methods do differ and are actually the opposite from one another.
Yet, both systems are true and Rabbi Haim Vital himself incorporated
aspects of the Prophetic system into his own. This is clear from his
Magnum Opus, Etz Haim, Section 44, and the fourth section of his
Sha’arei Kedusha, where he quotes the great Prophetic Kabbalistic
work: Hayei Olam HaBa of Rabbi Abraham Abulafia by name.

A Warning!
One point about the kavanot system is imperative to emphasize:
unless one knows the details of what one is doing; one can cause more
spiritual harm, than good.
Kavanot are very intricate and detailed. One cannot simply pick
up a kabbalistic siddur and scan the pages. One can look at the pages
and feel an emotional connection; one can even convince one's self
that “Divine light” is “jumping” off the pages into one’s soul. One
can persuade one's self to believe anything. However, unless there is
proper learning of what the kavanot are and how to use them, one is
doing nothing by simply looking into the Kabbalistic siddur. It takes
many years of serious devotion and effort to come to the most basic
understanding of Kavanot; many more years to master them all.
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The holy Zohar and Rabbi Haim Vital both warn potential
mekhavnim not to embark upon a path of kavanot until one is fully, let
me repeat, FULLY, versed in them.
Good intentions simply are not enough with regards to kavanot.
One must know well the sefirotic paths of the ascent and decent of shefa.
Any mistakes in kavanot meditation can lead to a misappropriation of
shefa, thus imbalancing the worlds.
The Mishneh Berurah commentary to the Shulkhan Arukh (Orah Haim
98:1) actually forbids one from using kavanot. These are his words:
“A person should not contemplate Names or yihudim. Rather one should pray
simply, understanding what he says with devotion in his heart. Unless, of course
he is one who comes into the secrets of HaShem and knows how to contemplate
in his heart with awe and love. But if not, G-d forbid, one can cause great
harm. Reference the Magen Avraham [what he wrote] in the name of the
Zohar and in the Teshuvot Rashal Siman 98 [who] wrote in length and gave
witness that the Rash said that after he studied the secrets of the Kabbalah he
would pray like a day old baby.”
A Hasid or a Sephardi might wish to dismiss this view of the
Mishneh Berurah by saying that his Halakhic opinions are for the
Ashkenazi community and, therefore, not applicable. Granted many
times this is true. However, this is not one of those times. Even the Kaf
HaHaim commentary, which is the authoritative word for Sephardim
and Kabbalists, writes in a similar vein. These are his words:
98:3 “One who knows that he is not able to fulfill all this (the prerequisites

for using kavanot) should not mediate at all upon the Names or [perform]
yihudim, rather he should pray simply the meaning of the words with devotion
in his heart . . .
One who does not know the order of the kavanot very well is
forbidden to use them as it is written in [the holy Zohar, Parashat]
Terumah 178A, “what great disgrace will befall the fall who does not know how to unite the
Holy Name, and to bind the bond of faith . . . It is better that such a one never be born . . .
Thus has the HiDA (Rabbi Hayim David Azulai) wrote in his Mihazik
Berakha, Siman 274B, “one who does not have a hand in Kabbalah should not say or
recite or even think about the secrets written in the Siddur of the Ari’zal or other shortened
versions [of it] (Kitzurim). One does not understand that he is close to loss. . . .
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98:4 The HiDA has written in Sefer Simhat HaRegel, page 17, that the prayers

that are arranged in the holy and cleansed siddurs according to the kavanot of
the Ari’zal should not be said even by the Kabbalists.”

I have seen many students who study Kabbalah and attempt to
use the Kabbalistic siddur. I know of one in particular who has studied
these subjects for years, yet has not mastered the intricacies of kavanot.
All he does is simply look at the pages of the siddur and offers his
heart to Heaven. While I applaud his devotion, which is most sincere
and enviable, his practice still may violate the law of the Sephardic
Kabbalistic Sages. Remember the HiDA and the Kaf HaHaim were
both leading Kabbalists in their generations. The Halakha that they
wrote was entirely according to the Kabbalah. So, when the Kabbalists
say that something is forbidden, it is indeed forbidden.
This is why in the guide to Kabbalistic prayer that I have outlined, I
intentionally stayed away from any specifics about sefirotic interactions.
I only scratched the surface of the surface.
Even so, I know that what I have written will be difficult for many.
Indeed, even the little that I have published might not find favor in the
eyes of the HiDA and the Kaf HaHaim.
If it weren’t for the low state of our daily davening, I would never
have written this material. However, as the verse says, “Et La’Asot LaShem”
(It is time to act for HaShem). (Psalm 119:126). My fellow Kabbalists
reading these words will understand well what I mean.
Simply, Kabbalistic prayer is not for everyone. While everyone
might have the desire to learn it, not everyone has the discipline and
intelligence to do so correctly.
There are other interesting differences between the various
schools of Kabbalah practiced today. Although the following does not
deal specifically with the topic of prayer, I thought to include these
words to expand your insights into the modern world of the Sephardic
Kabbalists.
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Western Sephardim

There are many different voices and systems in the world of
Sephardic Kabbalah. The eastern Sephardim have pretty much
adopted the Rashash school exclusive to all others. Many times have
the Rabbis of this school written and preached that “ayn lanu eleh
divrei HaAri” (we have nothing other than the words of the Ari). For
the eastern Sephardim of Iraqi and Levant origins this means that any
system or teaching not dealt with by the Rashash is not dealt with by
them, period.
Unfortunately, this narrow approach to Kabbalah leaves out most
of Kabbalah. The Rashash, for example never dealt with the Sefer
Yetzirah, therefore Rashash Kabbalists to this day do not study Sefer
Yetzirah.
I am certain that the Rashash had nothing against the Sefer
Yetzirah, he simply had his own way of looking at things and he stuck
to it. This is fine for those who share the purity and devotion of a man
of the stature of the Rashash.
Unfortunately, in some modern kabbalistic circles the sincerity and
devotion of the Rashash is not so clearly apparent. There are those
who exclusively study the Rashash’s works and unfortunately look
askance upon anything and everything else. I know of one Rashash
Kabbalist in Jerusalem who believes that any other school of Kabbalah
is either less, or outright wrong. This individual, with whom my Rabbi
worked for many years, does not embody the best of the Kabbalists.
The Sephardim of North Africa (such as the holy Sages of the
Abuhatzera family) never adopted the Rashash system as their own,
although there were and are individuals from these countries who did
and do study it. The Sephardim from North Africa and from Yemen
held onto older traditions in Kabbalah that dealt with more “practical”
matters.
Usually referred to as “Kabbalah Ma’asit” (Magical Kabbalah),
these older systems dealt with the usage of holy Names, herbal cures,
amulets and angelic invocations. Indeed while both eastern and
  The Rashash himself is quoted as saying this, that he never studied anything other than certain
texts of the Ari’zal
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western Sephardic Kabbalists are held in the highest esteem by all
the Sephardic population, it is the Kabbalists of North Africa or Yemen
who are known as the miracle workers. I need only mention the holy
name of Baba Sali, Rabbi Yisrael Abuhatzera to make my point.
Indeed it is this same system of “Kabbalah Ma’asit” that was used
by the Ba’al Shem Tov and later Hasidic masters. They too were known
as miracle workers. I reference my readers to the Hebrew text, Sefer
Tolodot Adam attributed to Rabbis Eliyahu and Joel Ba’al Shem as an
example of this ancient type of Kabbalah.
The Iraqi and Syrian Sephardic Kabbalists are renowned for their
spiritual insights. They appear to know that which is invisible to normal
men. Let me share with you an example.
Years ago when I was serving as Rabbi to a small Moroccan
synagogue in a Jerusalem suburb, one of my students told me the
following story.
My student Makhluf once went to see the famous Rav Kaduri
ztz”l, the head of the Kabbalists in Jerusalem. He wanted to receive a

blessing for his son, who was having a problem.

As he arrived at Rav Kaduri’s residence, the Rav was walking out
the door. He rushed to the Rav’s side to ask for his blessing. Makhluf
told me that before he opened his mouth, Rav Kaduri looked at him
and said, “I know who you are, Makhluf, and why you have come. The
matter with your son will be resolved to your liking very soon.”
The Rav then proceeded about his business. Makhluf was stunned.
How did the Rav know his name? They had never met before. How did
the Rav know about his son? No one knew about the problem other
than Makhluf? He walked away in awe of the Rav’s ability to know
that which is concealed from mere mortal eyes.
He related this story to me and now I relate it to you. This type of
story is typical of Kabbalists. Yet, while Rav Kaduri was known for his
mysterious powers of insight, the Rabbis of Morocco and Yemen were
known as the healers. While Rav Kaduri bestowed his blessings, these
other Kabbalists bestow their herbs and amulets. Is either better or
worse? Does one work more than the other? Who can say? For those
who place their faith correctly, upon G-d, the Giver of Health, and not
upon which messenger He uses, these questions are irrelevant.
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Indeed, Rav Kaduri’s reputation as a healer is only second to
that of Baba Sali. Several years ago an Arab couple came to ask the
Rav's blessings. Married for 17 years they could have no children.
They traveled around the world and tried every fertility treatment and
nothing worked, until they came to the Jewish Rav. The Rav did bless
the couple and three months later, the wife was pregnant.
Kabbalistic power is what it is: a manifestation of G-d’s blessings
among us. The great Rabbis who have these powers come from all the
different Kabbalistic schools.
They are Sephardim and Ashkenazim. They follow the Kabbalah
Ma’asit school, the Rashash school, the Abulafia school, the Ba’al Shem
Tov school, the Gra school or the RaMHaL school.
Regardless of what approach to Kabbalah these great individuals
take, they all share one thing in common: they are truly devoted
servants of the Holy One, blessed be He. This, and only this, gives
them the power to do great things. Moreover, they are the first to say
so.
All the different schools of Kabbalah are good so long as they are
kosher. Kosher is not defined by public opinion or by personal prejudice.
It is defined by Halakhic allegiance and Torah scholarship. This is
very important because there is a growing number of false Kabbalistic
teachers and Kabbalistic cults that have popped up in recent times.
There is so much “trefah” (unclean garbage) in the world of
Kabbalah that many kosher teachers are suspicious of anything that is
not of their own system. Of course, this suspicion is wrong, but that
does not mean that there is nothing about which to be suspicious.

Respect For All That’s Kosher
In the earlier part of the 20th century, a new school of Kabbalah
arose. An unknown Rabbi Yehuda Ashlag wrote a new commentary to
the Zohar entitled HaSulam. This was the beginning of a new path and
understanding towards Kabbalah. His work was highly controversial
because no one knew from whom he had learned Kabbalah. In other
words, from where did he receive his “new” material?
1999.

  This story was posted on the Internet site of www.israelwire.com, dated Monday, January 18,
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To this day, while his works are respected by all, the Sephardic
Kabbalists of Jerusalem do not study them. One of my first teachers
in Kabbalah told me that the system of the Ashlag is not “our” system
and that we do not study it. Therefore, while the Sephardim mostly do
not study the Sulam, many Ashkenazim do.
In fact I know of one Rabbi in Boro Park, Brooklyn, a father of
many fine Rabbis, who studies the Sulam exclusively. This can all be
summed up in the words of the old saying, “to each their own” or
“different strokes for different folks”, or as we say in Hebrew, “elu
v’elu divrei Elokim Hayim” (these and these are the words of the Living
G-d).
Therefore, when we come now to learn about the Kavanot system
used by the Rashash school, we must not allow other types of teachings
to confuse us. We must remain focused. Kavanot are not performed
in the Prophetic schools of Kabbalah. However, this in and of itself is
not an absolute truth. Indeed the differing schools of Kabbalah often
overlap.

Rabbi Haim Vital, The Eclectic Kabbalist
Rabbi Haim Vital, the codifier of the Ari’zal’s system, is the one
who brought us Kavanot; yet he also wrote about angelic invocations
(Kabbalah Ma’asit) and about Prophetic letter permutations.
Rabbi Vital was an eclectic Kabbalist par excellence. He did it all.
He knew the works of his master the Ari. He also incorporated sections
of Rabbi Moshe Cordovero’s works into his own. He also quoted Rabbi
Abraham Abulafia by name and taught the entire Abulafia system
of the 72-triad name. The Rashash never touched this area. Rabbi
Vital wrote a commentary to Brit Menuha, a great guide to Kabbalah
Ma’asit. It is published along side his commentary to Sefer Yetzirah
and his Sha’arei Kedusha, Part Four, which is based on Abulafia’s
works. There also exist other works of Rabbi Haim which have never
been published, including his works on Alchemy.
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Conclusions
We are truly blessed that in our generation we have a good
number of saintly and holy Kabbalists. Be they Sephardi, Ashkenazi
or Hasidic, like Rabbi Haim Vital before them, they seek to inspire us
all to greater levels of devotion and Divine service. Prayer is one of
these tools. Kavanot is like the gasoline in the engine of prayer that
enables it to move forward. Regardless of however much or little we
can learn understand and apply, we must do what we can; for this is
our Halakhic, moral and Kabbalist obligation.
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Chapter Three

To Offer Sacrifice
in the Heavenly Temple
The Sefirotic Ascent in the Shaharit
Morning Prayer Service

M

Introduction
any profound and sublime Kabbalistic secrets are encoded in
the Shaharit Morning Prayer service recited daily by observant Jews.
How unfortunate that most people who pray these prayers, as required
by Jewish law, have no understanding of what it is their prayers
accomplish in worlds and dimensions unseen to the human eye.
Jewish prayer services are considered to be too long and
cumbersome by those who do not understand them. Shaharit, the
daily morning service usually takes up about one hundred pages in
most siddurim (prayerbooks). In order to recite all the prayers, many
synagogues rush through the services in much less than a devotional
way. How long it takes to pray is irrelevant; what is most essential is
one’s state of devotion (kavana).
According to Halakha (Jewish Law), one is required to pray with
kavana (devotion). Unfortunately, this is one law that is seldom
observed correctly. These are the words that Rabbi Yosef Karo wrote
in his Shulkhan Arukh (Orah Haim 98:1):
“One who prays must devote his heart to the meaning of the words that
come forth from one’s mouth. One must imagine that the Shekhina (Divine
Presence) stands opposite him. All extraneous thought must be removed so that
one’s thoughts and intent in prayer will be pure.
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One should imagine as if one is speaking to a king of flesh and blood before
whom one’s words would be prepared and conscientious, G-d forbid to make a
mistake. Even more so [should one be careful] before the King, Who is the King
of kings, Who examines every thought.
Thus was the way of the pious and men of renown; they would meditate and
direct their attention to their prayers until they reached the level of detachment
from the physical world and the dominance of the power of mind. They would
almost come to the level of prophecy.
If another thought comes to one during prayer, one should be silent until that
thought is nullified. One must meditate upon those things that humble the
heart and direct [one’s heart] to his Heavenly Father.”
In order to assist those who pray daily I will outline here the
Kabbalistic meaning and order of the daily morning service, Shaharit.
My purpose is to expose to the daily daveners (those who pray) what it
is that they are doing kabbalistically. My hope is that these revelations
might deepen our collective state of awe and wonder about prayer,
and inspire us to perform our holy acts with greater devotion (kavana)
and thus fulfill our Halakhic obligations.
The secrets of prayer are hinted to in the Holy Zohar and fully
expounded upon by the great master Kabbalists, Rabbi Yitzhak Luria
(the Ari’zal) and Rabbi Shalom Sharabi (the Rashash). The works of
these two holy servants of G-d reveal that our prayers are far more than
mere words recited by us. Indeed our prayers are heavenly sacrifices,
and with them, we rectify worlds.
The Ari’zal’s foremost student, the master Kabbalist Rabbi Haim
Vital codified the bulk of the lessons he received from his teacher in
his “Sefer Etz Haim” and the “Shemoneh Sha’arim” (The Eight Gates).
The topic of prayer was specifically covered in three works: the sixth
gate, entitled “Sha’ar HaKavanot”, another version of this text entitled
“Pri Etz Haim”, and a smaller, yet equally important work entitled,
“Olat Tamid”. These texts will be the source of the information included
herein.
Throughout his writings Rabbi Haim explains to us why it is that
we pray. After all, G-d is omniscient. He does know all of our needs,
with or without our having to remind Him, blessed be He. So, there
must be a purpose for prayer other than to simply make requests for
this or that thing. Indeed there is.
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The Primordial Worlds &

the

Creation

of the

Purpose

of

Prayer

In the teachings of the Ari’zal it is explained that in the very
beginning, prior to the creation of Heaven and earth, G-d created other
worlds and realms. Heaven and earth relate to those levels which we
call the physical and (using the modern “new age” term) the astral.
Yet, there are numerous realms and dimensions above these.
Prior to the creation of our realms and dimensions, G-d created
others. We can simplify things about these prior dimensions and call
them the realms of darkness. For the verse in Gen. 1:3 speaks of
G-d creating light out of darkness. Gen. 1:2 makes it quite clear that
the existence of darkness predated the existence of light. The first
creation in the realms and dimensions we recognize as time and space
was light. But prior to light existed the realms and dimensions of
darkness.
Darkness was an essential ingredient in creation. For without
the preexistence of darkness no light could have become manifest.
No light, and there would be no universe for us. So in order for our
universe to exist, darkness was created, prior to light, so that light
could become manifest shining out of darkness.
In order for there to be light its opposite also had to be in existence;
for something without its opposite is not recognizable.
Indeed, the primordial world of darkness, which “gave birth” to
the realm of light, itself was “born” out of a previously existing realm
of light. So, first came light, then came darkness, then came light
anew. This is the spiritual history of our world.
Yet, the Ari’zal relates that this primordial realm of the “first
light” had limitations within it that led to the creation of darkness.
These limitations were metaphorically called by the Ari’zal the
  Throughout the writings of the Ari’zal, especially in the Etz Haim, Sha’ar HaHakdamot,
Otzrot Haim and Mevo Sha’arim, there are numerous detailed lectures about these pre-physical
worlds. These worlds are referred to as the realms of the Akudim, Nikudim and Berudim. For more
information regarding them, in English reference my Panu Derekh, issue 13, or the Hebrew originals.
  Olam HaNikudim
  Olam HaAkudim

  Olam HaBerudim – Olam HaTikun
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“broken vessels”. This set of terms the Ari’zal simply adopted from the
holy Zohar.
In Sefer Etz Haim, Rabbi Haim expounds that when the original
light shined below into the realm of the primordial vessels, these
vessels were not properly aligned to receive this great light. When
the light entered the unprepared vessels, the vessels shattered and
their pieces “fell” into the lower realms (which would only come into
manifestation later). This was the creation of darkness.
When the vessels broke, the primordial light returned above to its
source in the supernal worlds above. Yet, there were sparks of the light
that were entrapped in the shattered vessels and fell along with them
into the lower realms. Thus light became entrapped in darkness.
G-d’s great purpose in creating mankind was for us to be His agents
and to sift out the fallen sparks of light from among the shattered
vessels. Mankind’s original purpose was to thus continue the work of
creation by separating the light from the darkness that encased it. As
G-d originally created the light and brought it out of darkness, so must
we, mankind, follow suit.
To accomplish this task, mankind was created, first as a
single spiritual being (Adam HaRishon) with collective, universal
consciousness. Adam’s purpose was to “tend to the garden”. This is
the Biblical metaphor used to describe our function as gatherers of the
encased light.
Yet as we see by the presence of the serpent in the Garden,
not everything in Eden was pure and kosher. The serpent was the
embodiment of the fallen vessels. He opposed the work of man because
the fallen vessels only maintain their lives through the amount of light
that they have within them that fell with them below.
In order to sustain their lives the forces of darkness need more
light. Rather than allow mankind to re-gather the light and thus restore
the primordial pattern, the serpent, as the agent of evil, desired more
light so as to grow stronger. He accomplished this by stealing Adam’s
light. This is what the Bible refers to as the Fall. We are still picking
up the pieces of this second Fall to this day.
The serpent confused Eve and then Adam into eating of the
metaphorical “Tree of Knowledge, Good and Evil”. The Kabbalists
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make it quite clear that this was no mere physical tree. Thus it is
a waste of time to debate whether the forbidden fruit was an apple,
grape or fig. It was none of these. Indeed the forbidden fruit was
not even physical. As the name of the Tree implies, the forbidden
fruit was knowledge itself;f or what more than human intellect has
brought our race to the highest heights, and what more than the lack
of intellect has brought our race to the lowest lows? Knowledge, or
the lack thereof, is indeed good and evil.
By entrapping our minds, the serpent stole the light of our
intellects. Pure thought is always called enlightenment, from the word
“light”. The connection between spiritual fulfillment and light is thus
clearly evident even in the English words. Light is life and light is
Mind. Mind brings us closer to G-d. Thus the pure mind is called the
Neshama level of the soul, the true and Higher Self.
It is this level of our beings that the serpent detached us from so
that he could benefit from its abundant light, and not us. So as long
as we as a race remain ignorant of our true Selves, our true purpose
and our true nature, we continue feeding the serpent his meal of the
light of our souls.
The original Adamic purpose was thus thwarted. But G-d cannot
be thwarted. Prior to creation, the Holy One, blessed be He, already
foresaw this chain of events and, in the beginning, created its solution.
The universal solution for the lack of light is the Holy Torah.
G-d’s greatest gift to mankind was the giving of the Torah on Mt.
Sinai. The Torah was the embodiment of light that would now guide
our fallen intellects in repairing themselves. Once we ourselves have
rectified our personal shortcomings, we can turn our attention to the
world and rectify all. It is the Torah that enables us to recognize and
find the entrapped sparks of light. Then we sift them out of the fallen
vessels and return them to their proper place in the supernal realms.
The way that Torah ordained for us to sift and elevate these sparks
was through the medium of sacrifice and service that was performed
first in the Tabernacle, and later in the holy Temple of Solomon in
Jerusalem. Various types of offerings, of grain, incense and animal
sacrifice were made daily. Each offering was an elevation not only
of the physical matter of the object but also of the spiritual element
ingrained within it.
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Each offering not only represented itself but also served as an
archetype of many different types of life. Each offering, therefore, was
much more than a simple sacrifice. Each offering was an offering for
the sake of the universe and each served to rectify and re-balance the
entrapped light and the shattered vessels.
Alas, we did not offer up enough light. Due to our many sins the
holy Temple was destroyed and sacrifice and offerings ceased to be
brought upon Jerusalem’s holy altar. Yet, in spite of all the destruction,
Temple offerings never really ceased, they merely changed form.

Prayer,

the

True Sacrificial Offering

In the holy Talmud, (Bavli Berakhot 26B), our Sages discussed the
reasons why the three daily prayer services were ordained. Rabbi Yosi,
the son of Rabbi Hanina, says that the patriarchs Abraham, Yitzhak
and Ya’aqob ordained the three services. Rabbi Yehoshua Ben Levi
says that the prayer services correspond to and take the place of the
Temple sacrifices.
Indeed, the patriarchs did ordain the daily prayer services.; yet
what Rabbi Yehoshua reveals to us is that these prayers, that we
have been reciting for centuries are far more than simple words of
supplication. It is the prayers themselves that are the true sacrificial
offerings. Many times is this hinted to in the Bible. And now comes
Rabbi Yehoshua, a master Kabbalist in his own right, and reveals to us
what the real meaning of prayer always has been.
It is the performance of prayer that sifts out the fallen sparks and
elevates them to their supernal sources above. Yet, it is not enough to
simply accept this teaching on faith. In order to allow prayer to fully
perform its function, there must be understanding as to how and why
it replaces sacrifice and how it elevates the fallen sparks.
What exactly is the nature of the entrapped sparks of light held
captive in the fallen vessels? As referenced above, the light is not
exactly a form of photon emissions, as is the visible light seen by the
human eye. The spiritual light spoken of here appears to be related to
knowledge. Light is enlightenment. Enlightenment is an acquirement
of knowledge of a certain nature. Light, therefore, is knowledge.
Again we see why the serpent caused Adam to sin with the Tree of
Knowledge, whereby Adam lost his own light. Light is knowledge. It
is the awareness of truth. Entrapped light simply means perverted
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knowledge, i.e., knowledge that is not accurate or correct. Corruption
of knowledge was the result of the Fall in the Garden of Eden.
The Ari’zal teaches that the shattered vessels fell into the “lower
realms” which today we call the dimensions of thought, feeling and
action. These dimensions the Kabbalists call the “worlds” of Beriah
(thought), Yetzirah (feeling) and Asiyah (action). The original light
was of the spiritual dimension, called by the Kabbalists: Atzilut.
Thus the light from Atzilut (spirit) fell and became entangled in
the lower realms of thought (Beriah), feeling (Yetzirah) and action
(Asiyah). In other words, the shattering of the vessels was the
creation of misguided and incorrect thoughts, feelings and actions.
The entrapped light is the good intentions, which are misinterpreted
and misused motivating bad actions, feelings and thoughts.
The way to sift out and rectify the entrapped light is to release
good intentions from bad forms of manifestation. This is accomplished
by our performing correct actions, which have a direct effect upon the
way we think, how we feel and what we do. For this purpose did G-d
provide for us the mitzvot of the Torah, to guide us in the right path, to
rectify that which is wrong.
Temple sacrifice originally performed this task.
prayers.

Now, it is our

The Four Dimensional Realms
Mankind is a unique creation in that we traverse and include within
us aspects of all the four worlds: Atzilut (spirit), Beriah (thought),
Yetzirah (emotion) and Asiyah (action). When the vessels shattered
and fell out of the spiritual realm of Atzilut, G-d needed to create a type
of being who would have its origins in the spiritual realm of Atzilut, yet
have the ability to delve into the lower worlds without getting lost and
forgetting the way home. The various races of angels do not have this
capability. Any angel who attempted to stay in the lower worlds for any
length of time eventually became corrupted. The angelic races do not
contain all four levels in their makeup; therefore, any descent on their
part from their home domain to any below it means a disconnection
from their source.
Mankind, the human race, has the potential of elevating that which
has fallen and not become corrupted by doing so. Yet, the maintenance
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of the operation can only be accomplished by our “lifeline” which
connects us to our source. This, of course, is the Torah. All the while
that we are in the physical world, we lose sight of our original spiritual
status. We become surrounded by mistaken thoughts, feelings and
actions. Even though our intentions are pure, our actions do not
properly manifest our noble intentions.
The Torah came from outside of the realm of the fallen. As such it is
our “lifeline”. Torah accomplishes this purpose by restoring our light.
This is accomplished by rectifying our spirits and minds. Thus all the
laws of Torah revolve around one major matter. We are commanded
over and over again to remember!
Many commandments of the Torah are geared towards reminding
us of our true spiritual status. Indeed, the entire service of the Temple,
all the sacrifices and service, was to teach us about the inner workings
of our psyches and soul.
All creation can be divided into four distinct levels or worlds,
which are:
Atzilut – the realm of spirit
Beriah – the realm of thought
Yetzirah – the realm of feeling
Asiyah – the realm of action.
Each and every thing in creation, no matter how grand or how
small, contains elements of these four levels. There are the four levels
in general (klalli) and each level is sub-divided into four specific (prati)
levels.
Thus there is the general world of Atzilut. Yet, within Atzilut there
are the specific realms of the Asiyah of Atzilut, the Yetzirah of Atzilut,
the Beriah of Atzilut and the Atzilut of Atzilut.
Every species, including angels contain four specific (prati) worlds
within their makeup. Yet, only mankind contains all four worlds in
general (klalli). Only mankind, therefore, can retrieve the fallen sparks
of light, also called the sparks of holiness.
  Rabbi Haim of Volozhin, the prime student of the master Kabbalist, Rabbi Eliyahu, the Gaon
of Vilna, writes about this in his Nefesh HaHaim. which will be quoted shortly.
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Even the physical world around us is made up of the four levels:
The Asiyatic portions of the physical world are the
inanimate objects such as earth and water.
The Yetziratic portion of the physical world is the
vegetation.
The Beriatic portion of the physical world is the animal
kingdom.
The Atzilutic portion of the physical world is mankind.
Corresponding
Temple ordained:

to

these

was

the

service

in

the

holy

Sacrifices were offered from inanimate objects such as
water. This was an Asiyatic offering.
There were many kinds of grain offerings, which were
Yetziratic.
Animal sacrifices were Beriatic.
The Kohanim (the Aronite priesthood) themselves were
the Atzilutic component.
All four of these were the four specific portions of the physical
realm of Asiyah.
The singing of the Levites was the general portion of Yetzirah.
The recitation of sections of Torah was the general portion of
Beriah.
Prayer was the general portion of Atzilut. Each of the four, of
course, had within them their specific parts.
The Shaharit morning prayer service today is rather different
from how it used to be during Temple times. During Temple times, the
Kohen priests would perform their sacrifices and the Levites would
sing their songs. The common Jew would simply recite prayers like
the Shema Yisrael.
With the destruction of the holy Temple and the cessation of daily
sacrifices, the layman Israelite would have to not only fill his own role
but those of the Kohen and the Levite. How can this be? The specific
service of the Kohen priest and Levite are forbidden to the layman
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Israelite. Nonetheless, like his priestly counterpart, the layman
Israelite has inherent holiness. He can indeed perform the priestly
role of the Kohen and of the Levite, but they must be done is a slightly
different manner.
While the layman is forbidden to perform the actions of the Kohen
priest and Levite in the physical Temple, he is by no means forbidden to
perform their spiritual counterparts. Indeed, Rabbi Haim of Volozhin,
the prime student of the master Kabbalist, Rabbi Eliyahu, the Gaon of
Vilna, writes in the following quote from his Nefesh HaHaim (gate 1, chapter
4) that the layman Jew is supposed to perform the spiritual counterpart
of the physical Temple service. This is the responsibility and duty of
every Jew.
"Do not think that the purpose of the building of the tabernacle (was for the
sake of ) having an external building. Rather, know that HaShem’s desire and
purpose (in the building of ) the tabernacle and all its vessels was to hint to us
that we should observe themand learn that (like the tabernacle vessels) it is we
ourselves that are to be the tabernacle (of the Shekhina).
We, by our admirable actions, must be a tabernacle full of all its vessels, all being
holy, worthy, and ready to have the Shekhina dwell within us specifically.
This is the meaning of the verse, ‘Make for Me a tabernacle, and I will dwell
within them.’(Shemot 25, 8). ‘Within them’ specifically, for as HaShem has
shown us the order of the building of the tabernacle, so should we learn, and
make ourselves to be the tabernacle of HaShem.”

Coming Close To G-d - Balancing Universal Energies
Our Sages had prophetic foreknowledge of the imminent
destruction of the holy Temple and our long and bitter exile. They
knew that each and every Jew would have to take upon themselves
the spiritual responsibility of the entire nation. With their prophetic
insight, and by the authority vested in them by G-d, they ordained
and outlined the daily prayer services to be the spiritual replacement
of the Temple service and sacrifice. Indeed, if not for the spiritual
intervention of our holy Sages, Temple sacrifice would have ceased
with the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem in 68 c.e.
Indeed, the Temple offerings have never ceased! They have merely
changed their form. Instead of the Kohen priest making offerings of
flesh and blood, we all now make offerings of spirit. Yet, this act on
our parts is no mere symbolic act. Our spiritual offerings are quite real
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and actual. Yet, instead of offering physical matter, we perform the
spiritual function for which the physical offering was ordained in the
first place.
In order to understand this concept, I must digress to discuss
the inherent nature of the relationship between different dimensional
planes of matter and energy.
In the beginning, prior to the Fall, the Ari’zal teaches us that
Adam’s original body was constituted of light, and not flesh. Adam
originally existed in the Yetziratic dimension and not the physical earthly
dimension of Asiyah (as we do today). Thus the original human form
was of some type of finer type of matter, or possibly an energy field.
As a result of our interaction with the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge,
the original collective human soul was somehow affected in such a
way that the vibrational elements in the original form became less
fluid. The original form lost its fluidity of vibrational movement, and
the original body of light “hardened” into a body of flesh and blood.
The original light body thus became encased, or entrapped, in a body
of flesh and blood. Indeed this was an entirely new shattering of the
vessels and the entrapment of sparks of light. This time the sparks
of light were our souls. Due to the Fall, Adam, collective mankind,
became stuck in the very situation that he was sent to repair. What
were we to do?
G-d, in His great mercy did not abandon us, but rather gave taught
us how to release ourselves from the prison of our present state of
energy imbalance. When collective human consciousness became
restricted due to the “fruit” of the Tree of Knowledge, our ability
to perceive G-d and thus to fully interact with the universe became
equally limited.
G-d permeates the entire universe and beyond. The closer one is to
the “beyond”, the greater and fuller the scope one has of the universe.
Coming close to G-d means rising above the limitations created within
the four realms of creation and to reconnect with the Source.

  For a full explanation of this matter reference Sefer Ben Ish Hai by Rabbi Yosef Haim, Shana
Rishona, Parashat Bereshit-Hakdama. Here the Ben Ish Hai explains this matter directly from the Ari’s
writing and proceeds to connect it to the laws of the Talit. While Sefer Ben Ish Hai has been translated
into English, all the Kabbalistic hakdamot (introductions) were left out by the translator who considered
them innappropriate for translation. I have always disagreed with this decision.
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As physical beings, mankind “fell” into the lowest reaches of the
created universe. This is more a blessing than a curse, but this will have
to be discussed at another time. From here in the physical universe,
mankind’s collective destiny is to carry out the Adamic mission of
finding, sifting and elevating the entrapped fallen sparks of holiness.
As physical beings we do not possess the innate knowledge to
know how to do this. Therefore, G-d instructed us, i.e., He, Blessed be
His name, gave us Torah. Torah, in Hebrew, means instruction. Upon
his “fall” Adam was instructed by G-d how to repair what he had done
and how to continue his mission from his now “fallen” state. The Fall
had led to an imbalance of energy fields in the universe. In order for
the universe to survive and thrive properly, the universal energy fields
needed to be rebalanced and maintained.
Energy, therefore, had to travel between the dimensions in both
vertical and horizontal directions so that the universal balance can be
maintained. While this energy spoken of here is metaphysical energy,
nonetheless, these same principles of energy apply to physical matter.
Indeed, this is the realm of science and the laws of nature.
The energy that we speak of, of course is the “Light of G-d”. This
energy field is best described as life force energy. This is the energy
which manifests sentience and consciousness. It is the energy of being.
G-d’s holy Name, YHWH, means “active being”; therefore, this energy
is none other than an expression and part of G-d Himself, blessed be
He.
The job of collective Adam is to elevate the sparks of holiness and
to bring down into the physical universe the continuing light of G-d.
The Torah calls this light of G-d that we draw down into the physical
universe: Kedusha (holiness). This is the true life force energy, without
which nothing can connect with G-d and elevate or evolve.
As mentioned above, the fallen sparks of holiness became entrapped
in the shattered vessels. These shattered vessels are the perverted
forms of the lower three worlds of Beriah, Yetzirah and Asiyah. Beriah
is the world of thought. Yetzirah is the world of emotion (feelings).
Asiyah is the world of action. Therefore, perverted thoughts are the
fallen vessels of Beriah. Perverted feelings are the fallen vessels of
Yetzirah. Perverted actions are the fallen vessels of Asiyah. Yet, within
them all there might be the best of intentions, although it is encased
in a shell which blocks it’s true form of manifestation. This is why the
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perverted forms are called in Hebrew: Klipot (husks or shells, klipahsing.), for they surround the good intent and conceal it as a shell or
husk conceals the good fruit within it.
The definition of true “good intent” can never be defined by “fallen”
man; therefore, G-d has revealed to us His blessed Law (instructions,
i.e., Torah). G-d’s law teaches us what is correct thinking, correct
feelings and correct action. When we humans live our lives according
to the path of Torah, we enable the universal energies to flow
horizontally and vertically according to their innate Divinely ordained
patterns. When we do not follow the Torah, we create anew sparks of
light becoming entrapped in fallen vessels - and for this we are held
accountable.
The great rule of the universe is that G-d balances things “midah
k’neged midah” (measure for measure). When our mistaken actions,
feelings and thoughts entrap sparks of light, the universe views this
as an act of theft. As we steal light from the universe and entrap it in
the perverted vessels, our punishment is that we have to return light
to the universe.
Light is life. When we steal light from the universe, we are stealing
life force energy. Thus the penalty is to return life force energy to the
universe. Now, we cannot create life force energy (light). Indeed we
can only possess it, and then only in small amounts. Thus, when we
sin and violate a law of Torah setting into motion a series of universal
energy imbalances, we must restore light to the universe. The only
way the law of the universe can thus be fulfilled is for us to give up our
individual life force. In other words, when we sin, we must die so as to
re-align that which we individually misaligned.
The problem with this is that in our fallen state, we can never
know what is a sin and what is not. Certainly no one would be able to
live a normal human life span. Somewhere along the line, most likely
sooner than later, we would all make mistakes. The human race would
therefore cease to exist.
G-d, in His wisdom, and more specifically His mercy, ordained for
us a system that would answer the demands of universal justice and
balance, and provide for us an opportunity to re-align the energy fields
without having to die in order to do it. Thus sacrifice and offerings
were ordained. They take our place.
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Let me quickly interject here that this state of spiritual affairs has
absolutely nothing to do with the allegations made by the Christian
religion about their “savior” being an “atonement” for all mankind. Such
a thing is impossible according to the Divinely ordained universal Laws
(Torah). The Christian religion, since its inception, has misunderstood
this topic as outlined in Torah. Their misunderstanding, in spite of its
arrogance and ignorance, continues to this day.
It is written, “An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth and a life for a life.” (Ex.21:24).
Kabbalistically speaking this is understood in a sense quite literally.
While the penalty for the loss of an eye or a tooth is to make financial
restitution and not the loss of a body part, nonetheless, underlying
this universal, natural law is the requirement of balance between the
physical and spiritual dimensions.
With the destruction of the Temple and cessation of physical
sacrifice, the order of prayer was established to be the vehicle through
which the universal balance would be maintained. Being that mankind
contains within its nature both spiritual and physical elements; we
can perform all the spiritual counterparts of the functions of the
Kohen priesthood and the Levitical ministers. This is accomplished
by mankind using those elements that are unique to our species: our
minds and our speech. Through these two vehicles we accomplish the
same tasks, as did the Biblical Kohen priests.
Prayer is a combination of two elements: thought and speech.
Temple sacrifice required that the offerer participated in the service
will full devotion of heart (i.e., mind). If the offering was a sin offering,
then it included a vidui (confessional) which had to be said sincerely,
or the sacrifice was not considered valid. Thus along with thought and
speech, sacrifice must include proper intent.
Now we can turn to prayer and recognize that the ingredients of
intent, thought and speech combine to form a powerful vehicle that
balances the worlds, through the medium of the universal microcosm:
man.
Through the power of the imaginative faculty of the human mind,
we can traverse actual dimensions in time and space.
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According to the great rule as outlined in the teachings of the
Ba’al Shem Tov, where you think is where you are at.
Therefore, the projection of our imaginations, when properly
focused with pure intent and properly manifest through correct speech,
creates the energy vortex that unites the physical with the spiritual
dimensions.
Thus the daily prayer service is far more than mere words, it is the
pillar upon which rest the physical and spiritual universes.
Wisely did our Sages speak when they said that prayer stands in
the loftiest place in the universe.

  Sefer Ba’al Shem Tov, Parashat Noah, Amud HaTefilah #56.
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Chapter Four

An Abridged Form
of the Kabbalistic
Kavanot for Shaharit
From the Kitvei HaAri’zal and Siddur HaRashash

O

ur Sages have arranged the Shaharit prayer service to follow
the map of the four worlds. Different parts of the service correlate
to the different dimensions and to the specific levels within each
dimension. In essence, the prayer service forms a pyramid in that
during the first half we are in ascent to the summit. At the top of the
prayer (the central section – the Amidah) we perform a special duty
and then prepare our descent down into the physical world and the
level of human consciousness that corresponds to it.
In order to make this order of prayer easy to understand and easy
to follow and practice, I will outline the general structure of ascent
of the Shaharit morning service and then I will repeat the order in
greater details.

The Kabbalistic Order

of

Shaharit

We have learned above that there are four major dimensions in
creation. These are from above to below:
Atzilut – the realm of spirit
Beriah – the realm of mind
Yetzirah – the realm of emotion
Asiyah – the realm of action
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Mankind includes all four of these aspects within us. Therefore,
the ladder of ascent in prayer must ascend through all four of these
worlds.
The level of prayer corresponds to the fourth realm of Atzilut,
the dimension of spirit. This is because Atzilut encompasses the other
three realms in the same way that the spiritual aspect of Adamic man
encompasses his thoughts, feelings and actions.
In order to ascend through the four realms one cannot begin at
the end, i.e., the top. Therefore, prayer, which corresponds to the
general realm of Atzilut, requires preparatory steps corresponding to
the lower three worlds of Asiyah, Yetzirah and Beriah. These steps are
necessary in order to raise the fallen sparks of holiness and to restore
them through our Atzilutic service.

Upon Awakening
Prior to beginning prayer certain things are required of us. To
begin with, upon awakening in the morning our first action of the day
(after the initial washing of our hands to remove the unclean spirit
attached to us in sleep) is to relieve ourselves by performing our
bodily functions, after which we again wash our hands in a prescribed
manner and recite the blessing “Asher Yatzar thanking G-d that our
bodily functions are in good working order. This first order of action
on our parts internally cleanses our physical body and by the ritual
washing of hands cleanses our “astral” body. This action in Hebrew is
called “Yifneh V’Yitol” (relieving and washing). This action loosens up
the sparks of holiness that have fallen into Asiyah and prepares them
to ascend.
Immediately after washing our hands we recite the hand washing
blessing, the bathroom blessing (Asher Yatzar) and then we recite
(without interruption) the Birkot HaShahar (the 18 morning blessings,
including the blessings of the Torah).

The Talit
After getting dressed and prior to going to the synagogue one
puts on the Talit Gadol with the appropriate “L’Shem Yihud” and
  This and all other prayers can be found in any Orthodox prayerbook. Whether it be Sephardic,
Ashkenazi or Hasidic (Nusah Sefard) all siddurs have the same prayers, although they might not be
arranged in Kabbalistic order.
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“Berakha”. The Talit Katan (small tzitzit worn under our shirts) is put
on while getting dressed. The Sephardic minhag (tradition) is to not
say a separate blessing over it (as do the Ashkenazim). We Sephardim
recite one blessing over the Talit Gadol and intend for this blessing to
include the Talit Katan. This is the correct procedure according to the
Kabbalah.
The Talit Gadol is our spiritual garment. It covers our torso, arms
and thighs. Thus the Talit Gadol cloaks the area corresponding in our
bodies to the six sefirot Hesed through Yesod. These are the sefirot
of the realm of Yetzirah. Thus the Talit Gadol clothes our astral body
as the physical clothing clothes our physical bodies. The wearing of
the Talit Gadol loosens up the sparks of holiness that have fallen into
Yetzirah and prepares them to ascend.

The Tefillin
We then proceed to put on the Tefillin with the appropriate
“L’Shem Yihud” and “Berakha”. The Sephardic tradition is to place
the hand Tefillin on the left arm, in the place where it is to be tied and
to then recite the blessing. This is to be performed while being seated.
According to Kabbalistic tradition as outlined in the Kaf HaHaim law
code, even left handed men should place the Tefillin on their left arms
and not on their right as is the non-Kabbalistic tradition.
The Tefillin is placed on the left arm opposite the heart and upon
the head, just above the hairline, directly between one’s eyes. The
Tefillin of the arm are the ‘female” Tefillin. It is worn on the left arm
opposite the heart because the “heart” is the “place” of the sefirotic
“Head” (i.e., the sefirat Keter) of the “Feminine” attribute called the
Shekhina. The head Tefillin is worn above the hairline (or where the
hairline originally was if you are like me) because this is the place of
the sefirot Binah and Hokhma, the mohin.
Indeed, according to Kabbalistic tradition, two sets of very small
Tefillin are worn together, side by side, on the arm and upon the head.
This ancient tradition is subtly hinted to in the Talmud and was possibly
observed at Masada (where two small sets of Tefillin of this nature
were found). The two sets are called Rashi and Rabbeynu Tam, named
after the two rabbis who endorsed the different traditions.
The only difference between the two sets of Tefillin is in the order
of the Torah scroll parchments written within them. According to the
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Rashi tradition, the scrolls should be written in the order that they
appear in the Torah. According to Rabbeynu Tam this order is followed
with the exception that the Shema Yisrael prayer is placed last instead
of third. The only other difference between the two is the location of
the small hairs that jut out of the head Tefillin box. On the Rashi, the
hairs jut out between the third and fourth sections. In the Rabbeynu
Tam, the hairs jut out one section over to the right.
Jewish Law has dictated that the Rashi Tefillin are the ones to be
worn. Many who are pious will acquire a set of Rabbeynu Tam Tefillin
and put them on in place of their Rashi Tefillin towards the end of
the morning service. This tradition is observed by Ashkenazim and
Sephardim alike. Yet, there are other traditions. There is at least one
school of Hasidim that observe traditions of their own making which
are totally removed from the Kabbalah of the Ari’zal. Some wear types
of Tefillin the Kabbalah of the Ari’zal never mentions!
Rabbi Yosef Karo, the author of the Shulkhan Arukh has written
that one who is pious and renowned for his great deeds may wear
both sets together at the same time according to an ancient custom.
Yet, the Kabbalah says that every man must wear both sets and that
this is a great "tikkun" (rectification) for the level of the “mohin”
sefirot (Hokhma and Binah). Some modern Sephardic rabbis, like
HaRav Ovadiah Yosef have written against observing this treasured
Kabbalistic tradition. It is in this and related areas that the Halakha
does not have to follow the opinions of HaRav Ovadiah. One should
instead stay true to the Kabbalistic dictums as outlined by all of the
other Sephardic Sages.
The Tefillin upon the head (of the male and of the female) loosen
up the sparks of holiness that have fallen into Beriah and prepares
them to ascend.
  I do not wish to mention this group by name for fear of causing controversy. They proclaim
themselves to be well versed in Kabbalah, yet very few of them have actually study the writings of the
Ari’zal directly. Some of the traditions of this group are contrary to the Ari’zal in spite of their claims
to follow the Ari’zal’s traditions. Two examples will suffice here. First, this group does not wear the
Shemusha Rabbah Tefillin that the Sha’ar HaKavanot stipulates to be worn at Minha (the afternoon
service). Second, when this group washes “mayim aharonim” they wipe their wet fingers on their lips.
According to the torah of the Ari’zal, this brings the klipot into one’s mouth – a horrible and forbidden
thing to do.
  Shulkhan Arukh, Orah Haim 34:2
.

  Reference the Kaf HaHaim commentary to this section.
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With the action of Yifneh V’Yitol, Talit and Tefillin, we are now
ready to elevate the fallen sparks into Atzilut. The realm of Atzilut is
reached through the vehicle of prayer.
This then is the order:
General Asiyah - Yifneh V’Yitol
General Yetzirah –Talit Gadol V’Katan
General Beriah – Tefillin Yad V’Rosh
General Atzilut – Tefilah (prayer)

The Spiritual Mechanics

of

Prayer

As mentioned above, even Atzilut is sub-divided into four specific
“sub-realms”. These are the specific or subjective realms of Asiyah,
Yetzirah, Beriah and Atzilut within the realm of the general Atzilut.
In brief, through our thoughts and intentions we ascend through
the four worlds of Atzilut during Shaharit. But for what purpose do
we ascend? Without knowledge and awareness of this, no prayer will
successfully ascend.
Our purpose in prayer is simply to elevate the fallen sparks of
holiness that have become entrapped in our physical worlds. Where
are these sparks? They are encased in our mistaken actions, feelings
and thoughts.
Thus, prayer must motivate us to change our actions, feelings and
thoughts. Prayer accomplishes this task through the words that we
speak and our intentions when we speak them.
When we take to heart the meaning of what we are saying in
prayer, it really opens our minds and hearts. This releases our good
intentions (the holy sparks) from their inaccurate applications, thus
the elevation. But this is all in the world of Atzilut.
Being that the holy sparks have fallen into all four realms, as
referred to above, so our prayers “sift” our intentions in each of these
levels.
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The Four Levels

of

Ascent

The four basic levels of ascent in the Shaharit Morning Prayer
service are:
The Korbanot – the initial readings of the sacrificial
offerings.
The Zemirot – the reading of the Psalms of praise.
The Kriyat Shema – the reading of our pledge of faith, the
Shema Yisrael.
The Amidah – the eighteen blessings, the center and
pinnacle of the prayer service.
The relationship of these sections correlate to the worlds as
follows:
Korbanot – rectify and elevate the sparks of holiness that
have fallen into Asiyah.
Zemirot - rectify and elevate the sparks of holiness that
have fallen into Yetzirah.
Shema - rectify and elevate the sparks of holiness that
have fallen into Beriah.
Amidah – the restoration of the fallen sparks into Atzilut.
After donning the Talit and Tefillin in one’s home, one proceeds to
shul to daven in a minyan (quorum of ten). The only excuse to pray at
home without a minyan is to pray with the rising of the sun in a place
where there is no minyan. This will be discussed later in detail.
Upon arriving at shul (synagogue), one enters therein with a
sense of awe and foreboding. We begin by reciting the “L’Shem Yihud”
prayer for Shaharit that was ordained by Avraham Avinu. After this,
the Ari’zal, has ordained that we recite the following:
“Behold I accept upon myself the positive commandment to “love my neighbor
as myself ” and to love everyone of the children of Israel as my soul and my
might. Behold I offer my mouth to pray before the King, who is the King of
Kings, the Holy One, blessed be He.”
We then follow the prayer service, keeping in mind where we are
at in the greater scheme of spiritual ascent.
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Kabbalistic Siddur

The ascent through prayer is described in the siddur by using
the different corresponding holy Names of G-d. These change as we
ascend through the worlds. A quick review of the holy Names used in
prayer follows.
The holy Name of G-d, YHWH, manifests uniquely in each of the
four dimensional realms. In order to distinguish at which level G-d’s
Name is being perceived, the Name is spelled in different expansion
spellings, and referred to by its the Gematria (numerical value).
In Atzilut, YHWH is spelled out with the letter “Yod”. Thus this
name is called Havaya (the Name of YHWH) of Yodin and better known
by its Gematria 72. This name is called AB.

v  v 
In Beriah, YHWH is spelled out with both the letters “Yod” and the
letter Alef in the Vav. Thus this name is called SAG, Gematria 63.

v  v 
In Yetzirah, YHWH is spelled out completely with the letter “Alef”.
This Name is called Havaya of Alfin and is known as MAH, Gematria
45.

v  v 
In Asiyah, YHWH is spelled out completely with the letter “Hey”.
This Name is called Havaya of Hehin and is known as BEN, Gematria
52.

vv vv 
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The spark of holiness that fell into the klipot originally came from
the Name YHWH of the realm of Atzilut. This Name is Havaya d’AB.
AB, as we know is 72. The fall occurred in all four worlds. Therefore,
the symbolic “number” of the fallen sparks of holiness is said to be
4 x 72 = 288. In Hebrew this is spelled
nitzotzin (sparks).



and is called the Rafah

Being that the fall was from the original holy Name YHWH, it is
this Name, in all four of its aspects, that is to be elevated. Therefore,
visualization of the holy Name in each of its aspects is one of the ways
the sparks are elevated.
The technique of elevating the worlds is by visualizing the specific
Names of the sparks entrapped in each world. Each world, Asiyah,
Yetzirah and Beriah also have holy Names that correlate to them.
The holy Name corresponding to Asiyah is:

 
El Adonai
The holy Name corresponding to Yetzirah is:

vv 
El YHWH
The holy Name corresponding to Beriah is:

 
El Shadai
The Names of YHWH corresponding to the holy sparks, which have
fallen into each of the worlds, must be visualized ascending through
the worlds, specifically through the holy Names of each world.
There are also peripheral concepts that we are to keep in mind
at the varying levels of ascent in the prayer. The full outline of
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these concepts, the holy Names and the pattern of ascent, are neatly
arranged in a Kabbalistic siddur entitled, “Kavanot Pratiyot” (Private
Meditations). This lovely little text is published as part two of a larger
work entitled, “Sefer Benyahu Ben Yehoyada”, written by HaRav Haim
Shaul Dwek HaKohen. The order of Kabbalistic prayer is outlined in
accordance to the teachings of the Rashash, HaRav Shalom Sharabi.

A Summary of the Kavanot for the Order of Shaharit Morning
Prayer, from Siddur Benyahu Ben Yehoyada
Introduction
The following is a translation of an original Hebrew work on
Kabbalistic meditation. I believe it is important that readers have
exposure to original texts as much as is possible. Therefore, I have
included the text here, with a commentary, based upon what was
discussed above.
The text contains references to specific prayers in the morning
service. Those of you familiar with the service will no doubt be very
familiar with these prayers. Those of you who are not familiar with
Jewish prayers may want to consult any Orthodox Hebrew-English
prayerbook. There is a Sephardic siddur with English translation
entitled, “Siddur Kol Sasson – The Orot Sephardic Weekday Siddur”.
It is very good text to learn from and I highly recommend its usage.
Although this is a siddur only for weekday prayers, other versions are
available for Shabat and holidays.

Kavanot Pratiyot 61A-B
Text: Every time that you recite the Akedah, meditate upon subjugating and sweetening
the judgments and severities that are within the Yesod of ZA. Meditate that HaShem will
remove the Princes of the nations so that they will no longer bring accusations against us.
Commentary: This meditation is not discussed in more detail,
nor are any holy Names applied here. The Akedah is the reading of
the Torah story of Abraham’s offering of Yitzhak. The holy Zohar
ordained that this be read at the beginning of prayer to call upon G-d’s
mercy (as He showed to Abraham and Yitzhak). This is called the
“sweetening of judgment”. These “judgments” exist in the “Yesod of
Z.A.” which is where Divine judgment resides prior to its manifestation
here on earth. Reciting the Akedah assists to neutralize (sweeten)
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that Divine judgment which usually comes in the form of some type of
social turmoil. Thus we ask that the angelic princes be removed, for
they are the ones who stir their respective nations to war.

The Asiyatic Realm
Text: From the beginning of Shaharit to (the prayer entitled) Yishtabah, meditate upon
fulfilling the positive commandment to fear blessed HaShem.
By the songs that were ordained by David rectify the Shulkhan (table i.e. altar) of the
Shekhina for HaShem (for She is now just one small point beneath the Yesod).
Also, meditate upon making oneself to be the servant of the Shekhina, and to include oneself
amongst the servants of HaShem.
Commentary: The text now puts all of these concepts into visual
form by spelling and writing them out. First we are to fulfill the
commandment to “fear G-d”. This is written in Hebrew:

  
We are then told to rectify the altar (which in Hebrew is called a
table). It is said that the table (altar) corresponds to David, for David
is King, who reigns over (the sefirat) Malkhut (Kingdom).

 
“For She is now just one small point beneath the Yesod.” This means that the
sefirat Malkhut, which is the realm of Asiyah is now “one small point”,
meaning Asiyah stands alone, disconnected from the upper worlds.
We must also keep in mind our servitude to G-d, so we write the words,
“servant of G-d.”

 

Text: From the beginning of prayer until Barukh Sh’Amar meditate upon the Asiyah of
Atzilut, which is the final Hey, as well upon the Name BEN, and El Adonai.
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Commentary: These are visualized using the Names above and
are written together with all the previously mentioned concepts. They
are written together like this:

      
      
The Yetziratic Realm
Text: From Barukh She’Amar up until Yotzer, meditate upon elevating and uniting the
Asiyah of Atzilut with the Yetzirah of Atzilut. Hey with Vav, BEN with MAH, El Adonai
with El Havaya.
Commentary: The technique of unification spoken of by the
Kabbalists is performed by a specific type of visualizations upon the
holy Names. In order to unite the supernal realms, they must be united
through an act of conscious thought on our parts.
We cannot simply picture two words or sefirot being “mashed”
together. This type of visualization actually causes great harm in the
spiritual realms.
The correct type of visualization is to see in your mind’s eye the
first letter of one Name and then picture it joining the first letter of
the second Name. The two letters then, as if, form another word.
This procedure is called in Hebrew a “shiluv” (knitting). It is, as if,
the letters of the names are being sewn together. This technique is
demonstrated here:

       
 



As said in the text, first we have the lower Hey of YHWH and that
is followed by the Vav. Next we visualize the Yod of BEN next to the
Yod of MAH, then the Hey of BEN next to the Hey of MAH, next the Vav
of BEN next to the Vav of MAH and finally the final Hey of BEN next to
the final Hey of MAH.
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Next the letters of the Names El Adonai and knit together with the
letters of the name El YHWH. First the Alef of El next to the Alef of
the second El. Next, the same with the letters Lamed. Next comes the
Alef of Adonai, followed by the Yod of YHWH. Next comes the Dalet of
Adonai followed by the Hey of YHWH. This procedure is repeated until
both words are “knitted” together.
“Asiyah of Atzilut with the Yetzirah of Atzilut.” This has been explained above
in detail. All prayer is in the general realm of Atzilut. We are now
ascending through the specific realms within Atzilut.
Text: Unite your Nefesh and Ruah with all the Nefashot and Ruhot of Asiyah and
Yetzirah.
Commentary: The Nefesh is the level of the human soul
corresponding to the Asiyatic realms. The Ruah is the level of the
human soul corresponding to the Yetziratic realms. We are now in
a process of ascent; therefore, the Nefesh soul is the first to ascend.
That level of our soul is elevated to the next highest level through our
recitation of the prayers.
Not only must we elevate our own soul; we are required to remember
that all Adamic souls are united at the source. We must raise all souls
collectively. Without this, the act of rectification is incomplete.
Text: Hold and unite the two front Tzitzit (upon your Talit Gadol). This unites the
external aspect of Yetzirah with its internal aspect.
Commentary: This is performed when reciting the Barukh
Sh’Amar. Each of the four worlds has an inner aspect (penimiyut) and
an external aspect (hitzoniyut). This symbolism of “aspects” refers
to the inner sefirotic structures with each realm. The “penimiyut”
of a realm refers to the upper three sefirot (Hokhma, Binah, Da’at:
HaBaD) of that realm. The “hitzoniyut” of a realm refers to the lower
three sefirot (Netzah, Hod, Yesod: NaHiY) of that realm. The Barukh
Sh’Amar prayer begins our ascent into Yetzirah, therefore, it is most
fitting that at this time the lowest level of Yetzirah is attached to the
upper level. The prayers of this section then elevate level by level.
Text: Fulfill the positive commandment to bless HaShem, and to rectify the Throne of the
Shekhina by the power of Abraham (the supernal Mercy which is called “Abraham”).
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Commentary: To “bless G-d” means that we are to give to Him
life force energy. And how is it that we can give Him that which only
He possesses? The answer is that G-d has given to us a portion of His
life force energy. This is our souls. G-d sends down to us life force
energy through the sefirot and the realms. Our Divinely ordained job
is to use that energy to sift out the fallen sparks and to elevate them
along with the life force energy given to us. This is referred to in
Kabbalistic terminology as “Aliyat MaN”, the ascent of the feminine
waters. These “waters” are our life force energy, our desires and
intentions. They ascend through the act of “blessing”. “To Bless
HaShem” is accomplished through both word and deed. To remember
this we write the words:

  
In Asiyah we “rectified” the “Table of David”. Here in Yetzirah
we elevate the “Throne” of the Shekhina, for here She dwells in the
cloak of Metatron. The “Throne” is attributed to Abraham, for his
sefirotic attribute is Hesed: the highest of the six sefirot that make up
the general realm of Yetzirah. The words “Throne of Abraham” are
thus written:

 

We are still to keep in mind that we are to be servants to G-d.
Thus the term is repeated here:

 

All the Yetziratic concepts are then viewed together:
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The Beriatic Realm
Text: From Yotzer until the Amidah meditate upon elevating and uniting Yetzirah,
Asiyah which are Vav Hey of Havaya, MAH and BEN, El Havaya and El Adonai with Beriah
which is the first Hey, SAG and El Shadai.
Commentary: Similar to the procedure outlined above, we now
elevate the realms of Asiyah and Yetzirah to the third realm, Beriah.
This is accomplished by again knitting the letters of the names together
as follows:

      
     
     
We see here the letters Hey Vav Hey in ascending order. Following
are the three Yods of BEN, MAH and SAG, then the three Heys, then
the three Vavs, concluding with the final Heys, all in ascending order.
Then the letters of El Adonai, El YHWH and El Shadai and knitted
together in ascending order. Beginning with the Alefs of each of the
three, then the Lameds, then each Name, letter by letter; first the Alef
of Adonai, then the Yod of YHWH, then the Shin of Shadai, until all
letters are finished.
Text: Unite your NaRaN (Nefesh, Ruah, Neshama) with all the NaRaNs of BeYA
(Beriah Yetzirah, Asiyah).
Commentary: As above, we now elevate the three levels of our
soul that correlate to the three worlds. We include our individual soul
with all the three levels of soul of all Israel.
Text: In the prayer Ahavat Olam, meditate upon fulfilling the positive commandment
to love HaShem.
Commentary: This is the prayer recited immediately prior to
the Shema Yisrael. It speaks of G-d’s love to Israel. Thus when we
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recite this prayer we are to remember and fulfill in our intentions
the commandment, “ You shall love HaShem, your G-d” (Deut. 6:5). It is written
thus:

  
Thus throughout this section we visualize the following:

      
     
     
  
Text: When reciting the Shema, meditate upon fulfilling the commandment of uniting
HaShem’s Name.
Commentary: The unity of G-d’s Name is clearly the meaning of
the words, “Shema Yisrael, HaShem our G-d, HaShem is ONE.” (Deut. 6:4). Yet, there
is much more to this.
In the Siddur HaRashash (vol. 1, 33A), the “Yihud” (unity meditation)
is explained. When we recite the word “Shema” we visualize the final
Hey of YHWH, which is Malkhut. We visualize Her ascent to be next to
the Vav (the next letter in ascent in the Name YHWH). She elevates to
the Vav (who is Zeir Anpin-Z.A.) as “Mayim Nokbin” (feminine waters)
as explained above. Together, Z.A. (the Vav) and Nok (the Shekhina
– the final Hey) ascent as “Mayim Nokbin” to Abba (Hokhma) and Imma
(Binah), who are the Yod, Hey of YHWH. This looks as follows:
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This union is also portrayed as the knitting together of the Names
YHWH and the Name AHYH (Ehyeh) as follows:


Text: Also, when reciting the Shema accept upon one's self the Arba Mitot Beit Din (the
four methods of execution according to Torah Law). Include yourself along with all those who
have been martyred, sanctifying and unifying the Name of HaShem
Commentary: This is one of the most important meditations in
prayer. Not only can it be performed at this time, but it can also be
visualized at any time of the day.
This meditation is the true surrender to the Hand and Will
of G-d.
This meditation is performed by knitting the letters of YHWH and
Adonai together with the letters of the Name AHYH (Ehyeh). Yet, this
knitting is performed in a special manner.
Each of these three Names has four letters. Each of the four letters
of these Names corresponds to the four realms discussed above. The
Torah has ordained four different methods of performing executions
for capital crimes. Each of these four also corresponds to the four
realms. When one “sins” in a way that blemishes a specific realm, then
a specific capital penalty is incurred.
The four methods of capital punishment by Torah law are stoning,
burning, decapitation and strangulation.
Stoning is the punishment for those who blemish Atzilut.
Burning is the punishment for those who blemish
Beriah.
Decapitation is the punishment for those who blemish
Yetzirah.
Strangulation is the blemish for those who blemish
Asiyah.
When we accept upon ourselves the four manners of death, we
offer our soul to unite all the sefirotic aspects represented by the
Names Adonai (Malkhut), YHWH (Tiferet) and AHYH (Ehyeh-Keter).
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Thus via the knitting of the three Names we ascend up the middle
column from bottom (Malkhut) to top (Keter). Yet, this too has four
levels. What is being restored is the general holy Name YHWH. Thus
to assist our visualizations we also visualize all four spellings of the
Name YHWH.
The visualization is thus portrayed like this:
To atone for sins punishable by stoning, visualize the Yod of YHWH
joining with the Alef of Adonai by the power of the Alef of AHYH to
rectify the Name AB.

    
To atone for sins punishable by burning, visualize the first Hey
of YHWH joining with the Dalet of Adonai by the power of the Hey of
AHYH to rectify the Name SAG.

    
To atone for sins punishable by decapitation, visualize the Vav of
YHWH joining with the Nun of Adonai by the power of the Yod of AHYH
to rectify the Name MAH.

    
To atone for sins punishable by strangulation, visualize the final
Hey of YHWH joining with the Yod of Adonai by the power of the Hey
of AHYH to rectify the Name BEN.
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In the Siddur HaRashash (vol. 1 35B), this order is placed directly
under the word “Ehad” (One) as follows:

hv uhu hv suh t t h vkhex
hv utu hv suh v s v vphra
tv utu tv suh h b u drv
vv uu vv suh v h v ebv
The Atzilutic Realm
Text: From the beginning of the Amidah, meditate upon rectifying the menorah of
HaShem’s Shekhina (meaning to turn the Partzufim to be Face to Face) by the hand of Yitzhak.
Commentary: The Menorah is the source of light. Light is what
we have discussed above. It is here in the Amidah where the fallen
sparks of holiness are restored to their proper place. At this time the
sefirotic Faces (Partzufim) align and life force energy (Shefa) has an
open channel to now flow into the lower worlds. The Amidah is thus
the offering of the Heavenly sacrifice.
Up until now, we have elevated the fallen sparks. Now we offer
them on high. The offering is their restoration. As with all things in
nature, physical or metaphysical, life is cyclical. As we elevate fallen
sparks of holiness, we in turn receive new Shefa to assist us in our lives
and the continuation of our work. This give and take relationship is
as on going as the process of breathing. It must be maintained for life
to continue. This is why Temple sacrifice has never ceased. Changed,
yes, but ceased, no!
The patriarch Yitzhak is referred to here. Being that Yitzhak
corresponds to the sefirat Gevurah (severity), his correspondence here
appears to be surprising. Here we are at the highest heights and we
find Gevurah. We expect to find Hesed (mercy) don’t we?
This question alone shows how little people truly know about the
spiritual worlds. I must digress here to better explain this matter.
When we talk about elevating the fallen sparks of holiness from
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amongst the klipot, we are talking about restoring the fallen Shekhina
to Her place. The fallen sparks, the source of light and life in the
universe, are aspects of the holy Shekhina, Nok, the Malkhut of Atzilut.
Due to the breaking of the vessels and the fall of the entrapped sparks,
the Shekhina was “cast into exile”. Exile means not being in one’s
home. Indeed, the Shekhina, who is the soul in the fallen sparks, is not
at “home” all the while that the sparks remain below.
Our purpose in prayer is to return the Shekhina, Nok of Z.A. to
Her rightful place in Malkhut of Atzilut. Thus our elevation of sparks
is specifically geared towards this design. We accomplish this daily
through our acts of prayer.
The Shekhina, Malkhut of Atzilut is the “Feminine” Face of
G-d. This is the aspect of the Divine that receives passively from the
“Masculine” Face (Z.A.) above. The Feminine Face corresponds to
the Gevurot (forces of severity). Yitzhak corresponds to Gevurah.
Therefore, Yitzhak, more than the other patriarchs, assist in elevating
the Shekhina.
Text: Meditate upon uniting the hitzoniyut and the penimiyut of BeYA of Atzilut ,which
are the Hey Vav Hey of the general Havaya, SAG, MAH and BEN, El Adonai, El Havaya and
El Shadai weaving them together with the Atzilut of Atzilut which is the Yod of Havaya, AB.
Commentary: In the writings of the Ari’zal it is taught that all
three of the lower worlds can be considered to be the specific three
lower worlds of Atzilut. This refers to the secret of the overlapping of
the worlds. Thus, whatever happens in the subjective worlds within
Atzilut also happens in the lower worlds corresponding to them. One
is the source and the soul of the other. The general lower worlds are
referred to as the hitzoniyut (external aspect) and the Atzilutic source
is referred to as the penimiyut (internal aspect).
The knitting spoken of continues in the same fashion as it was at
the Beriatic and Yetziratic realms. We unite the letter Yod with the
Hey, Vav, and Hey, from below to above:
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Then we knit together the four miluies AB, SAG, MAH and BEN
from below to above:

       
       
We then knit together the Names El Adonai, El YHWH
and El Shadai:

     
All three are thus viewed together:


       
       
     
This then concludes the general kavana for Atzilut.
Do not fool yourself for even a moment by thinking that all that I
have written here is difficult or deep. This is only the mere surface of
the kavanot meditations. The full order takes up an entire volume of
the Siddur HaRashash.
Text: Unite your NaRNaH (Nefesh, Ruah, Neshama, and Haya) with the NaRNaHs
of ABeYA.
Commentary: The level of soul at the Atzilutic level is called the
Haya. We focus our minds upon uniting our individual soul with the
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collective soul of all Israel. The Haya level of soul, corresponding to
the sefirat Hokhma, resides in the unconscious side of the mind. Thus
when we unite our Hayas with those of the collective we are connecting
ourselves at the unconscious level with the greater underlying,
unconscious super soul of collective Israel, the living and the dead.
Text: From Ashrei to Tefilah L’David meditate upon Atzilut which is Yod AB sending
down Shefa to Beriah which is Hey SAG, El Shadai:
Commentary:
Yod AB:

   



Hey SAG, El Shadai:

      
The fallen sparks of holiness are sifted out of the lower worlds and
lifted up by our prayers. Along with the fallen sparks, the Shekhina
is likewise elevated. Upon Her ascent into Atzilut, She there bonds
for so short a time with Her “Husband” who is Z.A. (Zeir Anpin). This
is the great union of Tiferet and Malkhut. The specifics of this union
are rather technical and best left to be discussed at another time.
Nonetheless, during the Amidah Nok, the Shekhina receives added
shefa from Z.A. for the sake of the upkeep of the world. We therefore
must channel the shefa below even as we elevated the fallen sparks
above.
In essence, we are participating in the process of the Divine
Breath. Through us HaShem “inhales” the fallen sparks returning
them to their supernal source. Once this is accomplished the act of
rectification (tikkun) can continue. G-d symbolically “exhales” sending
below further shefa to continue this great process.
Text: From Tefilah L’David meditate upon sending the Shefa down to Yetzirah. From
Kaveh meditate upon sending down the Shefa to Asiyah.
Commentary: Now that the Shekhina, Nok of Z.A. (Malkhut) has
received Her new shefa the remainder of prayer channels the shefa
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down through the worlds. All is sealed, meaning the shefa is sealed in
Asiyah in the concluding prayer Aleinu L’Shabeah L’Adon HaKol.
This concludes the Kavanot Pratiyot. However, for those who have
mastered this material, I will now introduce you to the next layer of
kavanot in the ascent through the worlds.

The Hekhalot Palaces
As we ascend through each of the four worlds, it is important to
understand the subtle avenues of passages within each world. As
known from the ancient merkava texts as well as from the holy Zohar,
the spiritual realms are divided into the “seven palaces”. Quoting an
old legend regarding them, it said that the first of the palaces lies
in the west. It can be seen where it is not. Rather than explain old
legends, let me simply review the order of the seven palaces.

The Sheva Hekhalot - The Seven Palaces
Each of the worlds of A’Be’Y’A has within it ten sefirot. Yet, as
A’Be’Y’A are worlds, the sefirot within these worlds are divided into
“areas” or levels called Hekhalot, meaning palaces. When one makes
an ascent into the supernal worlds, one rises through palace after
palace and only then world after world. There are seven palaces
within each world, and these seven manifest all ten sefirot within each
specific world.
The first of the palaces corresponds to Malkhut and Yesod and is
called Hekhal Livnat HaSapir (a brick of sapphire).
The second palace corresponds to Hod and is called Hekhal Etzem
HaShamayim (the essence of heaven).
The third palace corresponds to Netzah and is called Hekhal
Nogah (brightness).
The fourth palace corresponds to Gevurah and is called Hekhal
Zekhut (merit).
The fifth palace corresponds to Hesed and is called Hekhal Ahava
(love).
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The sixth palace corresponds to Tiferet and is called Hekhal Ratzon
(desire).
The seventh palace corresponds to the upper triad of sefirot, Keter,
Hokhma and Binah and is called Hekhal Kodesh HaKodashim (the holy
of holies).
The names of the palaces are taken from different scripture
verses where mention is made of heavenly visions. These visions of
the Biblical prophets revealed these palaces and the Kabbalists simply
call them what the Bible calls them.
In the Etz Haim (46:3,4), Rabbi Haim [Vital] reveals a most crucial
point. Although we say that the first palace Livnat HaSapir, embodies
both the sefirot Yesod and Malkhut, it really only embodies Yesod.
The Malkhut of each world descends into the world that is beneath
it and becomes concealed within the Hekhal Kodesh HaKodashim of
that world. This is not the normal state of affairs but occurred as a
result of the “lessening of the moon”.
This state of affairs is to be rectified by us, here on earth, as
we ascend through the supernal palaces and assist in elevating the
Malkhut to Her rightful place.
This function is what is performed in the secret meditations
[kavanot] within the daily prayer services.
I will now proceed to outline the ascent through the seven palaces
in each of the worlds Asiyah, Yetzirah and Beriah. For those readers
who are not familiar with the traditional Shaharit morning service,
it will serve you best to follow these directions alongside a Siddur
(prayerbook).

A Word

about the

Siddur

In order to assist the reader I will make references of an excellent
Hebrew-English Siddur entitled “Kol Sasson” published by Orot. This
is a weekday linear Sephardic siddur, arranged by Rabbi Eliezer
Toledano. This fine work is an excellent tool, not only learn the prayers
in general, but also to learn them in Hebrew.
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A linear siddur breaks up the text line by line, phrase by phrase
Hebrew next to English so that you will be able to see just what Hebrew
words translate into specific English sentences. Rabbi Toledano
includes within his work a basic commentary to the prayers along
with minor sections on Halakha. He many times mentions Kabbalistic
customs.
Another excellent point about this siddur is that the Name of
HaShem is written in Kabbalistic fashion, with the Name ADNY written
in small letters underneath an expanded final letter Hey of YHWH. The
siddur does not demarcate the Kabbalistic ascent through the worlds.
For this I will reference the original Siddur HaRashash.
I will only be making brief mention of specific prayers so as to
guide the reader through the Shaharit morning service. In no way
am I intending to list all the prayers or their meanings. There are a
number of fine works in English by qualified Orthodox authors written
on the topic of prayer. A visit or phone call to your favorite Orthodox
Jewish bookstore will be of help in finding the right one for you.

The Seven Places of Ascent
The First World: Asiyah

in

Prayer

Although there are many preparatory prayers and meditations to
recite, the ascent through the seven Hekhalot palaces of Asiyah is not
reached until the recital of the Mishnaic chapter of the offerings of the
sacrifice (Zevahim 5). This chapter popularly known by its Hebrew title
“Ezehu Mekoman” can be found in the Kol Sasson siddur on page 69.
The first Mishna of this chapter ascends us to the Hekhal Livnat
HaSapir (Yesod & Malkhut) of Z.A. of Asiyah. Remember we mankind
are in the image of our Creator, so we correlate to that image who is
Z.A. At this level of prayer we are still elevating through the Asiyatic
worlds. Therefore, we speak of the Z.A. of Asiyah. As we move into
the world of Yetzirah, when we discuss the Psalm readings, we will
discuss Z.A. of Atzilut and so on with all the worlds. For right now,
however, lets stay focused on Asiyah.
The second Mishna of this chapter begins with the words “The burned
bullocks” (Parim HaNisrafim) and can be found on the bottom of page 70.
This Mishna corresponds to Hekhal Etzem HaShamayim (Hod) of Z.A.
of Asiyah.
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The third Mishna of this chapter begins with the words “The communal
and individual sin offerings” (Hatot HaTzibur) and can be found on the bottom of
page 71. This Mishna corresponds to Hekhal Nogah (Netzah) of Z.A.
of Asiyah.
The fourth Mishna of this chapter begins with the words “The burnt
offering” (HaOlah) and can be found on the bottom of page 72. This Mishna
corresponds to Hekhal HaRatzon (Tiferet) of Z.A. of Asiyah.
The fifth Mishna of the chapter begins with the words “The communal
peace offering” (Zivhei Shalmei Tzibur) and can be found on page 73. This
Mishna corresponds to Hekhal Zekhut (Gevurah) of Z.A. of Asiyah.
The sixth Mishna of the chapter begins with the words “The
thanksgiving offering” (HaTodah) and can be found on page 74. This Mishna
corresponds to Hekhal Ahava (Hesed) of Z.A. of Asiyah.
The seventh Mishna of the chapter begins with the words “Peace
offerings are of minor holiness” (Sh’lamim Kodashim Kalim) and can be found on page
75. This Mishna corresponds to Hekhal Kodesh HaKodashim (Keter,
Hokhma, Binah, Da'at) of Z.A. of Asiyah.
Following the conclusion of this chapter and another small but
extremely important prayer, the Kaddish prayer is recited (page 81). In
brief the Kaddish prayer is the ladder of ascent through which we
ascend from one world into another. This is why the Kaddish prayer is
dispersed repeatedly throughout the service.
The recitation of I Chronicles 16:8-36 (Hodu) comes next (page 84)
followed by other prayers until we come to a special prayer, Barukh
Sh’Amar (page 97) which according to tradition was given to mankind from
the angelic liturgy. We are now “officially” in the realm of Yetzirah.

The Seven Places of Ascent in Prayer
The Second World: Yetzirah
After Barukh Sh’Amar and Ashrei (Psalm 145, page 102) we come to the
reading of Psalms 146 – 150.
Psalm 146 (page 106) begins our ascent into the Hekhal of Malkhut
of Yetzirah.
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Psalm 147 (page 107) verses 1-9 take us into the Hekhal of Yesod of
Yetzirah.
Psalm 147:9-20 takes us up into the Hekhalot of both the Netzah
and Hod of Yetzirah.
Psalm 148:1-13 takes us up into the Hekhal of Tiferet of Yetzirah.
The final verse, 14, takes us up into the Hekhal of Gevurah of
Atzilut.
Psalm 149 takes us up into the Hekhal of Hesed of Yetzirah.
Psalm 150, the last of the Psalms takes us up into the Hekhal of
HaBaD of Yetzirah.
After the Psalms other songs of praise are recited followed by
another Kaddish. We then begin to recite the blessings prior to the
Shema Yisrael and ascend into the realm of Beriah.

The Seven Places of Ascent
The Third World: Beriah

in

Prayer

This section begins a series of blessings that deal with contemplative
ideas such as the unity of G-d. Included in this section is the famous
prayer, most central to all Judaism: the Shema Yisrael. More details
and insights about this section can be found in the Kol Sasson siddur
(pages 126 – 147).
This section opens with the blessing “who forms lights” (Yotzer Ohr) (page
127). Upon reciting the words “who makes peace and creates everything” (Borei Et
HaKol) we enter the Yesod, Hekhal Livnat HaSapir of Z.A. of Beriah.
Continuing this prayer (on page 128) with the words “G-d, who is blessed,
great in knowledge” (El Barukh Gadol) we enter Hekhal Etzem HaShamayim
(Hod) of Z.A. of Beriah.
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After reciting the angelic liturgy called the Kedusha we begin the
immediate blessings prior to the Shema. The first is called “To the blessed
G-d” (L’El Barukh) on page 131. Upon reciting this we enter into Hekhal
Nogah (Netzah) of Z.A. of Beriah.
Continuing this prayer we come to the line “Who in His goodness, renews”
(HaMihadesh B’Tuvo). Reciting this we enter the Hekhal Zekhut (Gevurah)
of Z.A. of Beriah.
Beginning with the next blessing (on top of page 132) “With an eternal love
have You loved us” (Ahavat Olam), we enter into Hekhal Ahava (Hesed) of Z.A.
of Beriah.
We then recite the Shema Yisrael prayer on page 135. In the
Siddur HaRashash the kavanot meditations on the Shema prayer take
up 34 pages, 20 of them alone on just the six words “Shema Yisrael, HaShem
Elokeynu HaShem Ehad”. (Hear, O Israel: the L-rd our G-d, the L-rd is One.”
Upon concluding the Shema, on page 142 we recite three words:
“HaShem your G-d. It is true” (HaShem Elokeykhem-Emet). Upon reciting the word
Emet (It is true) we enter into Hekhal HaRatzon (Tiferet) of Z.A. of
Beriah.
Upon reciting the immediate prayer prior to the Amidah (on page
144) “The help of our forefathers” (Ezrat Avoteynu) we enter into Hekhal Kodesh
HaKodashim (Keter, Hokhma & Binah) of Z.A. of Beriah.
At this point, we prepare to enter the realm of Atzilut, the Amidah
prayer, also called the Shemona Esrei. The Amidah prayer of Atzilut
corresponds to the letter Alef. As the letter Alef is silent so the Amidah
is prayed in silence. The words of this prayer are the most important
in the entire prayer service. Our focus upon the correct meaning of
the words here is crucial.
With this understanding, we conclude the ascent into the supernal
worlds. The way down, as referenced above, is not as detailed as the
way up. Nonetheless, it is just as important.
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Conclusions
Throughout the Torah we are commanded repeatedly to remember
our exodus from Egypt. The point of remembering is to help us keep
focused on the bigger picture: that there is a L-rd and Ruler over us,
who is very much involved with every minute detail of everything.
The Jewish people were created by G-d and chosen by Him to
fulfill a great and holy task. Our job is to maintain the vertical flow of
sefirotic shefa from the spiritual into the physical realms. Prayer is
the device of this function. We have a lot of work to do and a long way
to go. However, the rewards: they’re marvelous, and to be seen, when
the time comes, with Mashiah.
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Chapter Five

The Kavanot
of the Talit and Tefillin

Talit Meditation
Begin by meditating on the following name:

vuuvh
The Gematria for this name is thirty two, corresponding to the thirty
two wondrous paths (ten sefirot and twenty two hebrew letters).
Begin by mentally joining the letters Yod (h) and Hey (v), which are
ABBA (Father, Hokhma, Spirit) and Imma (Mother, Binah, Intellect) to
the letter Vav (u) (Zeir Anpin, Tiferet, Heart). These become His Ohr
Makif (Surrounding Light, Spiritual Protection). This is the garment of
the Talit. Next, contemplate on joining the letter Vav (u) with the final
letter Hey (v) (Nok, Shekhina, Malkhut, Body) to draw forth the Ohr
Makif onto Her through the Tzitzit.

Tefillin Meditation
Begin by contemplating this form of the Holy Name:

uv uv vh
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Prior to reciting the Tefillin Blessing, contemplate on joining the
letters Yod (h) and Hey (v) wich are ABBA (Father, Hokhma, Spirit)
and Imma (Mother, Binah, Intellect) in a perfect unity. This is the unity
of spirit and intellect, otherwise known as the merger between the
conscious and the unconscious aspects of the mind.
Next contemplate elevating the final letter Hey :(v) (Nok, Shekhina,
Malkhut, Body) to the letter Vav (u) (Zeir Anpin, Tiferet, Heart). These
two must ascend together as Mayin Nokbin (MahN, feminine water,
the passion from below to unite with that above) to ABBA (Hokhma,
Yod) and IMMA (Binah, Hey).
Finally, contemplate the first letter Hey (v) of the Holy Name
(Mother Binah Intellect) uniting with the letter Vav (u) (Zeir Anpin,
Tiferet, Heart) and places within Him Her sefirot Netzach, Hod, Yesod
(NaHiY) to function as the source of His “Brains”.

Another Tefillin Meditation
A second meditation to contemplate begins with this name:

vuv vuv vh
Contemplate uniting the two letters Yod (h) and Hey (v), which is
the secret arousal of ABBA and IMMA. The unite in order to bring forth
the sefirotic “brains” of Zeir Anpin and Nok, for from here emanate the
Tefillin.
Then contemplate on raising up the final letter Hey (v) along with
the letter Vav (u) to the first letter Hey (v), in accordance with the
secret of elevating the Mayim Nokbin (feminine waters).
Finally, contemplate bringing down the first letter Hey (v) onto
the two letters Hey Vav (uv). This is the secret of the placement of the
sefirotic brains by the NaHiY of Imma within the heads of Zeir Anpin
and Nok.
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Original Shviti Medititation by HaRav Ariel bar-Tzadok Shlita
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Chapter Six

the Kavanot of Shaharit

From Siddur Benyahu Ben Yehoyada
Kitvei HaRashash, Kavanot Pratiyot 61A-B

Instructions
Use this outline daily along with your Siddur as you daven. Simply
keep in mind where you are in the prayer service and contemplate
momentarily each of the corresponding concepts.

Meditation

upon the

Tefillin

This should be contemplated upon all the while that one dons the
Tefillin:
Head:    (21=EHYH x YHWH + the 4 letters of
EHYH for the 4 boxes on the head. Gem: Haim)
Hand  
 21 x YHWH + the Name ADNY for
the single box on the hand. Gem: Yabok)

   

   

   

(AB, SAG, MAH) = Gematria of all six Names

1) From the beginning of Tefilah (the Akedah) until Barukh Sh’Amar,
we are in the world of Asiyah. Contemplate “the fear of HaShem, the
table of David, to serve HaShem, the last Hey of YHWH, the Name
BEN & El ADNY”:
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Contemplate upon ascending through the individual Hekhalot of
each world:
The Seven Hekhalot of Asiyah:
A1. First Mishna of Ezehu Mekoman - Hekhal Livnat
HaSapir (Yesod & Malkhut) of Z.A. of Asiyah
A2. Second Mishna: Parim HaNisrafim - Hekhal Etzem
HaShamayim (Hod) of Z.A. of Asiyah
A3. Third Mishna: Hatot HaTzibur
(Netzah) of Z.A. of Asiyah

- Hekhal Nogah

A4. Fourth Mishna: HaOlah - Hekhal HaRatzon (Tiferet)
of Z.A. of Asiyah
A5. Fifth Mishna: Zivhei Shalmei Tzibur - Hekhal Zekhut
(Gevurah) of Z.A. of Asiyah
A6. Sixth Mishna: HaTodah - Hekhal Ahava (Hesed) of
Z.A. of Asiyah
A7. 7th Mishna: Sh’lamim Kodashim - Hekhal Kodesh
HaKodashim (KaH’BaD) of Z.A. of Asiyah
2) From Barukh Sh’Amar until Yotzer Ohr we are in the world of
Yetzirah. Contemplate “blessing HaShem, the throne of Abraham, to
serve HaShem, the joining of the final Hey of YHWH with the letter
Vav of YHWH, the knitting together of the Names BEN and MAH, the
knitting together of the Names El ADNY and El YHWH”:

      
        
 
Contemplate upon ascending through the individual Hekhalot of
each world:
The Seven Hekhalot of Yetzirah:
Y1. Psalm 146 Haleli Nafshi - Hekhal of Malkhut of
Yetzirah
Y2. Psalm 147 Halleluya Ki Tov - Hekhal of Yesod of
Yetzirah
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Y3. Psalm 147:9-20 Lo B’Shokei HaIsh Yirtzeh - Hekhalot
of Netzah and Hod of Yetzirah
Y4. Psalm 148:1-13 Hallelu Et HaShem Min HaShamayim
- Hekhal of Tiferet of Yetzirah
Y5. The final verse, 14 Livnei Yisrael Am K’rovo Halleluyah
- Hekhal of Gevurah of Yetzirah
Y6. Psalm 149 Shiru LaShem Shir Hadash - Hekhal of
Hesed of Yetzirah
Y7. Psalm 150 Hallelu El B’Kadsho - Hekhal of HaBaD of
Yetzirah
3) From Yotzer Ohr until the Amidah we are in the world of Beriah.
Contemplate “the love of HaShem, the union of the letters Hey, Vav of
YHWH with the first Hey of YHWH, the knitting together of the Names
BEN, MAH & SAG, the knitting togther of the Names El ADNY, El
YHWH and El SHADAI”:

   
           
     
Contemplate upon ascending through the individual Hekhalot of
each world:
The Seven Hekhalot of Beriah:
B1. Borei Et HaKol - Hekhal Livnat HaSapir (Yesod) of
Z.A. of Beriah
B2. El Barukh Gadol - Hekhal Etzem HaShamayim (Hod)
of Z.A. of Beriah
B3. L’El Barukh
Beriah

- Hekhal Nogah (Netzah) of Z.A. of

B4. HaMihadesh B’Tuvo- - Hekhal Zekhut (Gevurah) of
Z.A. of Beriah
B5. Ahavat Olam
Beriah

- Hekhal Ahava (Hesed) of Z.A. of

When reciting the word Ehad in the Shema contemplate sacrificing
yourself completely to HaShem and to receive upon yourself the four
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methods of capital punishment as outlined by Torah Law. By doing
this one elevates the Name ADNY to join with the Name YHWH by the
power of the Name EHYH.

hv uhu
hv utu
tv
vv uu

hv suh t t h vkhex
hv suh v s v vphra
utu tv suh h b u drv
vv suh v h v ebv

B6. HaShem Elokeykhem Emet
(Tiferet) of Z.A. of Beriah

- Hekhal HaRatzon

B7. Ezrat Avoteynu - Hekhal HaKodashim (Keter, Hokhma
& Binah) of Z.A. of Beriah
4) From the beginning of the Amidah we are in the world of Atzilut.
Meditate upon rectifying the menorah of HaShem’s Shekhina (meaning
to turn the Partzufim to be Face to Face) by the hand of Yitzhak.
Meditate upon uniting the hitzoniyut and the penimiyut of BeYA of
Atzilut which are the Hey Vav Hey of the general Havaya, SAG, MAH
and BEN, El Adonai, El Havaya and El Shadai weaving them together
with the Atzilut of Atzilut which is the Yod of Havaya, AB.


               
     
From Ashrei to Tefilah L’David meditate upon Atzilut which is Yod
AB sending down Shefa to Beriah which is Hey SAG, El Shadai.

   
Hey SAG, El Shadai:      
Yod AB:



5) From Tefilah L’David meditate upon sending the Shefa down to
Yetzirah.
6) From Kaveh meditate upon sending down the Shefa to Asiyah.
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Chapter Seven

The L’Shem Yihud
Prayer / Meditation
The Union of the Holy One, Blessed Be He,
and His Shekhina.

T

he relationship between Z.A. and Nok is the essential focal point
of all the Kabbalah. G-d is only revealed to His universe through the
Partzuf of Z.A. of Atzilut. Nok d’Z.A. is the Shekhina, the holy spark of
the Divine that gives life to all. She is the source of the Adamic soul
(Neshama).
At present the human race is disconnected from the human soul
(Neshama) as a result of our exile from Eden. Thus the Shekhina is not
in a state of proper union with Z.A. This state of affairs needs to be
rectified. The entire purpose of the Torah is “for the sake of the unity
of the Holy One, Blessed Be He (Z.A.), and His Shekhina (Nok).”
Prior to the performance of every commandment of the Torah,
the Kabbalists instituted a formula to be read as a proclamation and
preparation so the one performing the commandment or mitzvah simply
does not perform the deed aimlessly, but rather focused, directed to
the greater purpose of the universe.
The formula states:
“For the sake of the unity of the Holy One, Blessed Be He, and His Shekhina, in
love and awe, and in awe and love to unite the letters Yod Hey with Vav Hey
in a perfect union, in the name of all Yisrael, behold I have come to perform
this mitzvah”.
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The union of the Holy One and His Shekhina is understood, but
why do we then say “in awe and love”, and then repeat saying, “in love
and awe”?
This is a meditation to merge together the Mohin of Abba - Hokhma
(awe) with the Mohin of Imma - Binah (love), and then to reverse the
order to unite the Mohin of Imma with those of Abba.
We then recite “to unite the letters Yod Hey with Vav Hey”. Yod
(Abba) and Hey (Imma) are the Mohin that need now to descend into
Z.A. (Vav, and Nok is Hey) in order for Him to be complete.
This descent of the Mohin of Abba and Imma into Z.A. (and from
Him to Nok) creates the “perfect union”.
This in turn is done “in the name of all Yisrael”, meaning that the
commandment and mitzvah that we perform we do not do for the sake
of our own individual reward and merit, but rather for the sake of the
collective good, i.e. “all Yisrael.”
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Chapter Eight

The Yihud NER The Unification of Light
A Kabbalistic Meditation of Profound Psychological
Significance for Daily Usage and Special Applications
to Hanukah

W

hat so often turns people
off from Torah is not seeing how the
lessons of age-old religion have any
value and relevance to modern day
life. This turn-off is most applicable
and true when it comes to the study
of Kabbalah.
Today
the
Kabbalah
for
the masses has become a cult
incorporating teachings that have
nothing to do with either Judaism or
legitimate Kabbalah. Weak minded,
lazy and other narcissistic types are
the only ones attracted to this type of
cult hype.
Adding to the already existing problem, sincere, hard working Torah
faithful individuals fail to see the relevance in authentic Kabbalah’s
multiple layers of concealing metaphors. Most are also some what
frightened away by the terrible name now attached to the Kabbalah,
thanks to the Kabbalah cults.
This leaves the authentic and authoritative Kabbalah in a pretty sad
and bad place, perverted and abused by the cults, and misunderstood,
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rejected abandoned by those in the Torah community who should
indeed embrace it.
We cannot address all issues within the short form of this essay,
however there is one thing we can do. We can look at one simple
in-depth Kabbalistic metaphor, a yihud meditation performed during
prayer, especially during Hanukah.
We can see how this very profound metaphor when analyzed
correctly can be shown to relate to us a very relevant and profound
lesson of psychology. Indeed, this is exactly what Kabbalah was always
meant to be: the psychology of Torah and the Jewish people.
The following essay on the Yihud NER (Light), I pray will show
us just how psychological Kabbalah is supposed to be, how so much
unlike the cult forms it really is, and how valuable it is to kosher and
sincere Torah faithful individuals and worthy of our rescuing it from
the hands of its abusers.
To begin with, the Ari’zal coined a meditative term called a “yihud”
(unification). This is a type of visual/contemplative meditation when
one visualizes in one’s mind certain holy Names of G-d and merges them
together, usually by intertwining the letters of their spelling to create
new “Names” that incorporate the letters, and thus the meanings and
metaphors of both “Names” combined.
As we perform this contemplative task within the confines of our
human minds, we are taught that our thoughts reverberate through
different dimensions and worlds and actually cause the supernal,
spiritual integration and unification of the realities represented by
these “Names” above. Thus our minds create the spiritual unification
of opposites, or draw near that which is spiritually far apart, and thus
the term, yihud, unification meditations.
One of the most important yihudim performed daily during the
conclusion of the Amidah prayer when we recite the words, “Blessed
are You HaShem, Who blesses Your people Israel with peace (shalom)”
is the yihud NER (light). This yihud is performed when we recite the
word shalom at the end of this berakha.
The reason why this yihud is called NER (light) is two-fold.
First, the numerical value of the six Holy Names involved with this
contemplative meditation adds up to 250, which is the value of the
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word NER (light). Second, the concept of integration represented by
the merging of these Holy Names defines what for authentic Kabbalah
is spiritual “light.” Thus this yihud NER is performed for the sake of
shining the Light of the Divine into the consciousness of man. This is
after all the true meaning of peace (shalom) and thus defines why this
yihud is performed when we recite the word shalom in the Amidah.
The procedure of the yihud is as follows. First one should visualize
and contemplate the Holy Name YKVK (Havaya). This sacred Name of
Names represents HaShem’s essence of manifest power that enables
life and our universe to exist. The Name implies Pure Being, above and
beyond the ability of contemplation to grasp, nevertheless still active
and purposeful in guiding every detail in creation. The numerical value
of this Holy Name is 26.
We begin by merging the letters Y-H-V-H with the letters of
another sacred Name, A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh). This Holy Name represents
that aspect of HaShem which is concealed and yet acts as the primary
mover of things. Whereas Y-H-V-H (Havaya) is the manifest power of
HaShem, A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh) is the concealed source of that power. The
two intertwine with one another in a body-soul relationship. Indeed,
that is what this yihud comes to accomplish, a bonding of the concealed
and revealed aspects within HaShem Himself.
In essence our contemplation is to imbue the Holy Name YKVK
(Havaya) with the power to act. And all things receive their power
from their source above. A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh) is said to be the Name which
is the source of the power within the Name Y-H-V-H (Havaya). Thus by
uniting the two, we create the manifestation of Divine energy, which
previously was concealed and non-active.
The Name A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh) is said to correlate to the sefirat Keter,
which is the spark, seed and source of all things to come. Keter is
the ultimate unmanifest potential within HaShem. When uniting this
Name of A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh) with Y-H-V-H (Havaya) we are imbuing the
Keter with the power to pass on its potential into the realm of action.
The numerical value of this Holy Name A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh) is 21.
Once we contemplate upon arousing HaShem’s concealed
potential to activate it into manifest power we must first balance the
polarities of the right and left sefirotic columns. As we know, HaShem
is the author of all things, both good and evil, blessing and curse,
light and darkness, mercy and severity. A mere generic arousal to
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manifest HaShem’s Divine “Hand” (energy in action) might produce a
manifestation of judgment, severity, curse, and punishment.
We are not all worthy by definition to simply receive Divine
blessing without merit. Calling upon HaShem to manifest Himself,
therefore, might be a dangerous thing, if we do not specify, through our
meditative / contemplative process what exactly it is we are trying to
accomplish. In order to alleviate the manifestation of Divine judgment
and to arouse the manifestation of Divine justice and even possibly
mercy, we do the following.
We again visualize the Holy Name Y-H-V-H (Havaya) and this
time merge it with the letters of the Holy Name ELOKIM. This is the
Name which metaphorically signifies HaShem’s power of judgment.
This is the Name used in the creation story and signifies the power of
limitation and form, and thus law, justice, severity, harshness. These
forces are summed up by the Hebrew word “Din” (judgment) and most
adequately describes what the Name ELOKIM represents.
In order to mitigate Divine judgment it must be “sweetened.” The
process of this “sweetening” is as described above. We visualize the
Name Y-H-V-H (Havaya) and merge it with the letters of ELOKIM. YH-V-H (Havaya) which is HaShem’s pure being essentially manifests
HaShem’s force of mercy in the universe. Therefore, by joining the
letters of the Name Y-H-V-H to the letters of the Name ELOKIM, we
are in essence neutralizing the forces of severity inherent in the Name
ELOKIM and eliminating the potential of their manifestation upon
our heads. Again, as we perform this in our minds, a corroborative
manifestation is made above in the supernal spiritual planes.
The Name ELOKIM in this meditation also corresponds to the
aspects of the mind, specifically the sefirot Hokhma, Binah and the
semi-sefirah Da’at. The mind is the human faculty that defines,
distinguishes, differentiates and separates one aspect of human reality
from another. Therefore, in this yihud NER, the mind is associated
with the Name corresponding to judgment. Judgment itself is the
archetypal act of separation, of man from man and man from G-d. The
numerical value of the Holy Name ELOKIM is 86.
Once we have called into manifestation HaShem’s concealed
potential by meditatively visualizing a unity of the two Holy Names
Y-H-V-H (Havaya) and A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh) and once we have balanced this
manifestation that it reveals HaShem’s mercy and justice and not His
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severity (by the yihud of the two Names Y-H-V-H (Havaya and ELOKIM),
we are now ready to bring this meditative visualization exercise to its
conclusion. This, of course, is its manifestation into our physical world
of space-time. In order to accomplish this we must now introduce
the final Holy Name of the six of this yihud. This Holy Name is ADNY
(Adonai), the Name of G-d we recite during prayer.
The Name ADNY (Adonai) represents the manifestation of HaShem
here in our universe. This Name of HaShem signifies HaShem’s rule
over the Heavens and Earth and the subtle manifestation of Divine
light through the various forms of the laws and acts of nature. This
Name of HaShem is how we refer to Him here in our present state of
physical being and spiritual exile.
As we know the Name of HaShem throughout the Torah is Y-H-V-H
(Havaya). Yet, we today always refer to Him as ADNY (Adonai). These
two Names have a very important relationship. It is through the Name
ADNY (Adonai) that HaShem reveals Himself in our world today. The
Name Y-H-V-H (Havaya) is concealed within ADNY (Adonai). The two
Names form a body-soul relationship.
HaShem acts in His power (YHVH-Havaya). Yet in our present
human state, the full manifestation of Y-H-V-H (Havaya) would be
too intense of a spiritual revelation for us. When the Name Y-H-V-H
(Havaya) is revealed unsheathed by ADNY (Adonai), we have events of
the likes of Biblical miracles, such as the ten plagues, the parting of
the Sea, and other overwhelming changes in the forces of nature.
However, if these miraculous interventions are undeserved, then
rather than manifest acts of miraculous Divine mercy, the Name
Y-H-V-H can in turn manifest Divine wrath, even though it itself is
essentially a Name signifying mercy. If and when mankind is worthy
then Y-H-V-H manifests its essential attribute of mercy as intended. If
not then the name can become a very powerful tool of Divine wrath.
This was experienced when the Temple was destroyed in Jerusalem
and the Jewish people were exiled to Babylon.
In order to avoid this expression of Divine wrath through the
passage of what should be Divine mercy, the Name ADNY (Adonai)
comes along and acts as a sheath to filter and lessen the light of
Y-H-V-H (Havaya) and to make it palatable for use here in our physical
space-time dimension. This lessening of reception of Divine light, due
to our sins, is the definition of spiritual exile.
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Our purpose in uniting the two Names Y-H-V-H (Havaya) and ADNY
(Adonai) is to slowly but surely restore the level of Divine mercy through
the appropriate channels. Therefore, we intertwine the letters of
Y-H-V-H (Havaya) and ADNY (Adonai) signifying the union of Divine
mercy and our dimension of space-time. This is the third and final step
of yihud NER. With this visualization we contemplate the manifestation
of HaShem’s invisible essence, now revealed (Ehyeh) and balanced
(Elokim) in our realm (Adonai). This is the true definition of Divine
Light, thus the NER.
Being that the union of Y-H-V-H (Havaya) and ADNY (Adonai) unify
the Heavens and Earth, they correspond to the seven lower sefirot.
HaGaT (Hesed, Gevurah, Tiferet), NaHiY (Netzah, Hod, Yesod) and
Malkhut. The numerical value of the Name ADNY (Adonai) is 65.
Now, let us add up the numbers. The numerical value of the
intertwined Name AHYH-YHVH together equal 47. The numerical
value of the intertwined Name YHVH-ELOKIM together equal 112.
The numerical value of the intertwined Name YHVH-ADNY equal 91.
47+112+91= 250, the numerical value of NER, and thus the Name of
this yihud meditation.
Now that we have described this meditation in practice, let me
explain it psychologically and show how this yihud is actually a mental
exercise for mental / spiritual development as well as a prayer of the
heart to reach out to bond with G-d.
We must know and understand that what we call psychological
development and spiritual development are essentially one and the
same. The meaning of “Tikun” (rectification) is actually the correction
of the human personality and character and its alignment with the
supernal Divine in whose image we were created. In other words,
spiritual growth by definition means character development and
refinement of personality, for one to be the absolute best human being
and individual one can be. This is the whole purpose of Torah, Mitzvot,
Kabbalah and meditation. Anyone teaching otherwise simply has not
grasped the essence of the Torah.
Yihud NER is much more than a visualization exercise aimed at
influencing spiritual supernal energies. Yihud NER is a construct to
teach us about ourselves and how it is that we better ourselves.
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The Names A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh), ELOKIM, ADNY (Adonai) and Y-H-V-H
(Havaya) all represent elements within the human experience. To be
brief, each of these Names acts as the source for that which is directly
beneath it within the framework of the human makeup.
At our source is our unknowable essence, our personal sefirat Keter,
our inner Higher Self. Corresponding to this attribute is the Name
A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh). Yet, the Name A-H-Y-H is the source and underlying
influence over the entire human mind. Therefore, psychologically, the
Name A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh) represents the aspect of the human mind.
The Name Elokim which connotes judgment, division, distinction
and separation underlies both our conscious and unconscious mental
processes. We are almost never aware of what is happening in our
unconscious. All we can perceive are moods and feelings. Therefore,
the Name ELOKIM psychologically represents the heart, the seat of
our human emotions.
The Name ADNY (Adonai), as said above, represents our physical
universe. As such this Name comes to psychologically represent the
third and lowest aspect of the human structure, our physical bodies,
and its wants and needs.
Last but not least we turn to the Name Y-H-V-H (Havaya). This Name
which as we see imbues and embraces all the others psychologically
represents the aspect of the human spirit, the highest of all four human
components, the one most ignored and forgotten by us.
The four Names therefore come to represent:
1. Spirit - Y-H-V-H (Havaya)
2. Mind - A-H-Y-H (Ehyeh)
3. Heart - ELOKIM
4. Body - ADNY (Adonai)
Yihud NER now comes as a mental construct of how we
psychologically contemplate imbuing our minds, hearts and bodies
with the element of spirit, which is the source of all inner peace and
true personal contentment, or in other words, light.
Thus when we recite the Hanukah blessing “L’hadleek NER
Hanukah” (to light the Hanukah light), we contemplate the meaning
of NER as we recite the word NER in the berakha. This is what
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the Ari’zal calls a kavana meditation. The entire concept is either
contemplated or in the tradition of the Siddur Rashash visualized in
detail with all the Names and the corresponding passage of spiritual
energy (shefa) from one world to the next. In order to accomplish this
according to the Rashash tradition the pronunciation of the word NER
is elongated for as long as it takes one to perform the visualizations or
the contemplations.
Yihud NER can also be simplified and offered as a simple prayer
to HaShem, in which one prays that one can develop all of ones inner
hidden potentials and rise to be the best and most accomplished that
one can possibly be in this lifetime.
In a prayer form Yihud NER can be summed up as follows, “May it
be Your Will HaShem, that your Divine spirit fills my mind, heart and body. May I truly come
to know and understand Your purpose and role for me. May I actualize all that is latent and
concealed within me. May I truly actualize becoming a full human being created in Your Image.
Amen.”
This concludes our brief review of yihud NER. In the original
Kabbalistic format found in the Siddur Rashash, there are many more
intricate details to this meditation. Nevertheless, all the details still
point to the same conclusions that we have outlined here.
One point I cannot emphasize strong enough: in order for yihud
NER to truly have its transformational affect upon human character and
the psyche, one has to truly mean it and want it. A mere visualization of
mental concepts without any heart felt desire will accomplish nothing
other than giving one a false sense of grandeur. Such illusions are all
too common in the insincere. Sincerity, discipline, and desire, these
are the keys that actualize yihud NER and indeed manifest the true
meaning of Hanukah.
Hanukah as we know is a holiday founded upon Jewish victory in a
horrible war that was brought about by severe provocation on the part
of the invading Greeks. Judaism as a religion and religious Jews as
individuals were subject to outrageous injustices. The minds, hearts
and bodies of the people were being violated and abused. Darkness
reigned supreme is the psyche of the people. Light, both psychological
and political, was needed to bring about redemption.
There can be no redemption that is not both personal and national.
This was the experience of the children of Israel in Egypt and so
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was it in the days of the Macabees. Political redemption could only
come about once personal psychological redemption was sought and
achieved. Only then were warriors born out of priests. Only then
did men of peace become men of war, to fight for what was right, just
and necessary; to shine the light of justice and morality into a world
severely out of balance.
Thus Hanukah is not remembered as the holiday of war, but rather
as the festival of lights. The miracle in the Temple of the one day
supply of oil miraculously burning for eight days was HaShem’s way of
showing us that when we make the efforts and sacrifice to let the light
shine, He will match our efforts and more.
The Macabees performed the yihud NER, with or without the
Kabbalistic visualization meditation. They actualized what NER
meant. In order for us today to fight the good fight against the forces
of darkness in our world, be they psychological or political, we too
must shine the light, the inner light of the NER.
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Chapter Nine

The Arba Mitot Beit Din,
Complete Surrender to Heaven

“Blessed are You, HaShem . . . Who recalls the kindness of the Patriarchs and
brings a Redeemer to their children’s children, for His Name’s sake, with love.”
(The Amidah)

T

hese are the opening words of the Amidah prayer that Torah
faithful Jews pray at least three times a day. Our holy Sages did not
just paste together any old words for us to pray. No, the construction
of the Amidah prayer was a meticulous work, wherein which every
word, and even the letters spelling those words, is packed with secret
meanings. Our holy Sages constructed the Amidah prayer to be the
vehicle that enables the Jewish heart to soar above, through the Gates
of Heavens, and to stand in the presence of our Creator, to beg Him to
show us His mercy.
This ascent is not simply a metaphor. It is meant to be quite literal.
The secret meditations of prayer are called Kavanot. When one prays
with Kavanot, one’s prayers are transformed from mere words wishing
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for good fortune and turned into spiritual “battering-rams” that tear
through the forces of hindrance that delay our personal and collective
Redemption.
The words that conclude the first paragraph of the Amidah, “for His
Name’s sake, with love” have such a special meaning. The Ari’zal teaches
us that when we recite the word, “B’Ahavah,” (with love) we are to
contemplate offering to G-d our entire souls as a sacrifice to Him. This
is an offering that we freely make to Him because of the love for Him
that dwells within us. With this one word is contained the meditation
for entire self-sacrifice. This self-sacrifice is the greatest Kiddush
HaShem, sanctification of G-d’s Holy Name.
This concept of Kiddush HaShem / self–sacrifice is much more
than merely offering our lives and souls to G-d. The act of self-sacrifice
means that we commit ourselves to G-d’s purpose for the universe
and surrender ourselves to His judgment. As with all Kavanot, this
meditation is visualized and contemplated upon using Holy Names.
The Ari’zal teaches us that by mentally joining together letters of
certain Holy Names in accordance to a prescribed formula that we are
in actuality rectifying supernal worlds, thus enabling the quickening of
Redemption. This one Kavanah meditation contemplated upon when
reciting “B’Ahavah” is one of the central Kavanot of all prayer. This
Kavanot is also contemplated in numerous other places in prayer, most
especially with the recitation of the word, “Ehad” in the Shema.
This Kavanah of Kiddush HaShem/self-sacrifice is simple to learn,
and once mastered quick to contemplate. In our present troubled times,
a simple act of meditative contemplation can make all the difference
between mere prayer and real Redemption.
When reciting the word B’Ahavah, one contemplates uniting the
three Holy Names of HaShem, Ehyeh, YHVH, and Adonai. By uniting
these Names according to the method to be described, one surrenders
one’s life to G-d and accepts upon oneself the sanctification of G-d’s
Name by accepting His Divine judgement. It is this acceptance of
G-d’s judgment, surrendering our lives to Him as atonement for our
sins that enables the rectification and the Kiddush HaShem to be
accomplished.
The Torah has ordained four different methods of executions for
capital sins. Each of these four manners of death penalty incurred
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by us because of our sins corresponds to the four supernal worlds of
Atzilut, Beriah, Yetzirah, and Asiyah.
Atzilut is the realm that emanates the sphere of the spiritual.
Beriah emanates the sphere of the intellect.
Yetzirah emanates the sphere of the heart.
Asiyah emanates the sphere of the physical.
Thus, every aspect of a person’s soul and being emanates from a
combination of sources within all four of these worlds.
Each sin performed by a person blemishes a certain place in the
supernal worlds. Some sins are more severe than others are, yet all
sins cause blemishes somewhere. These spiritual blemishes are what
hinder the Redemption and the coming of Mashiah. Only with their
rectification can the path be clear and Redemption come. Rectifying
our sins thus becomes our paramount task in order to bring about the
Redemption.
The four methods of capital punishment by Torah are stoning,
burning, decapitation, and strangulation.
1.
S’kilah/Stoning is the punishment for those who
blemish Atzilut (the source of the spiritual).
2.
S’rifah/Burning is the punishment for those who
blemish Beriah (the source of the intellect).
3.
Hereg/Decapitation is the punishment for those
who blemish Yetzirah (the source of the heart).
4.
Henek/Strangulation is the blemish for those who
blemish Asiyah (the source of the physical).
When we accept upon ourselves the four manners of death we
offers our soul to unite all the sefirotic aspects represented by the
Names Adonai (Malkhut), YHWH (Tiferet) and AHYH (Ehyeh-Keter).
Thus via the knitting of the three Names we ascend the middle column
of the sefirotic Etz Haim (Tree of Life) from bottom (Malkhut) to top
(Keter).
Yet, this too has four levels. What is being rectified is the power to
manifest the general Holy Name YHWH. Thus to assist our visualizations
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we also visualize all four spellings of the Name YHWH, referred to by
the Gematria names of AB, SAG, MAH and BEN (see below).
This meditation is performed by knitting the letters of YHWH and
Adonai together with the letters of the Name AHYH (Ehyeh). Yet, this
knitting is performed in a special manner. Each of these three Names
has four letters. Each of the four letters of these Names corresponds
to the four realms discussed above.
The visualization is thus portrayed like this:
1.
To atone for sins that blemish the spiritual realm
and are punishable by stoning, visualize the Yod of YHWH
joining with the Alef of Adonai by the power of the Alef of
AHYH to rectify the Name AB.
2.
To atone for sins that blemish the intellect realm
and are punishable by burning, visualize the first Hey of
YHWH joining with the Dalet of Adonai by the power of
the Hey of AHYH to rectify the Name SAG.
3.
To atone for sins that blemish the heart realm and
are punishable by decapitation, visualize the Vav of YHWH
joining with the Nun of Adonai by the power of the Yod of
AHYH to rectify the Name MAH.
4.
To atone for sins that blemish the physical realm
and are punishable by strangulation, visualize the final
Hey of YHWH joining with the Yod of Adonai by the power
of the Hey of AHYH to rectify the Name BEN.
In the Siddur Rashash (Vol. 1, 71b), this order is placed directly under
the word "B’Ahavah" as follows:
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In the Kavanot of the Ari’zal and the Siddur HaRashash, there are
many more detailed Kavanot at this point when we recite B’Ahavah.
Yet, all the Kavanot cannot be put into English. Let this one suffice.
This Kavanah when memorized and practiced can be performed in
a matter of seconds. Once one is familiar with the concepts, one need
just view the above diagram of the Holy Names and all the concepts
implied therein are remembered and contemplated.
During these most difficult of times, when every day innocent
Jewish blood is shed in our Holy Land, every spiritual tool strengthens
us. Every Jew murdered in our Holy Land dies as a martyr for HaShem.
Each one’s innocent blood sanctifies HaShem’s Holy Name. Each one
cries out before the Throne of Glory, “HaShem, sanctify your Holy Name and
avenge our blood!”
Let each of us work to sanctify G-d’s Holy Name with prayer and
Kavanah/devotion. In this way, we protect our fellow Jews and speed
the coming of the Geulah Sheleymah. When we say B’Ahavah, let us
really pour out our hearts and love to HaShem. Do not let these sacred
words pass from your lips, without them being joined to the cry from
your heart. May HaShem bless us soon with true salvation, Amen.
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Chapter Ten

Mituk HaDinim To Neutralize Severity
How to Put a Deep Kabbalistic Concept to Practical Use.
A Selection from the Kabbalistic Siddur HaRashash
with full commentary and guidelines for usage.
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he
Kabbalah
is
full of complex ideas and
concepts veiled in multiple
layers of metaphor and
symbolism. One of these
profound
concepts
is
called Mituk HaDinim, the
sweetening of judgments.
This is considered one of
the elemental purposes
underlying all Kabbalistic
practice. Many will perform
the meditations and prayers
associated
with
Mituk
HaDin, yet few are those
who truly understand the
concept fully, thus few are
those who really know what
it is they are doing, and for
that matter, what they are not doing.

This essay is written to assist all to understand just what the Mituk
HaDinim actually is and how we can perform this sacred Kabbalistic task
practically and realistically, with full understanding of the metaphors
involved, joined with the proper actions on our part and the necessary
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alteration of our perceptions. In order to accomplish this, as with all
things, we must start at the beginning . . .
As we know, G-d is the Creator of all. G-d is the Creator of good,
but it is clearly written that G-d is also the Creator of evil (Is. 45:7).
Yet, we must ask, although G-d has created both good and evil, what
relationship do these concepts have to do with mankind?
Granted, as human beings our innate nature consists of both good
and bad tendencies. Yet what exactly are the parameters of good
and evil? Are good and evil attributes that exist exclusively within
the domain of the human character, or are there other autonomous
expressions of these characteristics? In other words, are good and
evil exclusive to man, or do they exist also in nature?
The full body of Torah literature teaches us that other races of
beings inhabit our universe along side of us. In traditional literature,
these being are also said to be good or evil. The good races we call
angels, and associate them with G-d. The evil races we call demons
and associate them with a devil. Regardless of whether angles and
demons really exist as autonomous entities or whether they are merely
psychological archetypes, the question remains, does evil exist in
nature, or is it merely limited to the realm of mind.
We interact with many things in our environment in a negative way.
Certain plants and herbs are deemed evil and thus made illegal based
on the manner in which we interact with such plants. The cannabis
plant and the cocoa plant are both G-d’s creations. As such, they must
serve some good in the greater schemes of things. I do not believe it
was G-d’s design to create these plants for the exclusive purpose of
them being used to create the illegal drugs marijuana and cocaine,
and for humans to abuse these drugs to their own harm.
The question is are these plants in and of themselves evil, or are
they neutral and just being used for an evil purpose? This question
can be asked with all things.
Are guns and bullets evil? If the answer to this is yes, then law
enforcement officers and soldiers who endanger their lives to defend
and protect us are evil merely because they use guns and bullets to
defend us and themselves.
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Is fire evil? Forest fires can destroy entire communities and
ecosystems, fires cause great damage and kill many. Yet, fire heats
our homes and cooks our food. If fire is evil, then is cooked food and
warmth also evil?
It is clear than whether we talk about fire, or guns, we must reach
the same conclusion. It is not the item or concept itself that is good or
evil; it is how the item or concept is put into application.
Ultimately, everything in creation has a good side to it, as well
as an opposite evil side opposing the good. Everything in creation,
therefore, has within it the innate ability to be used for either good or
evil. This dual potential is what G-d created and left for us, mankind,
to discover and explore (the result of the fall).
In the metaphorical terminology used in Kabbalistic literature, the
innate forces of good and evil are given names. The concept of good
defines those forces which are expansive, creative and fluid. Together
this force is call Hesed (plural, Hasadim), the forces of mercy.
The concept of evil defines those forces which are constrictive,
destructive and rigid. Together this force is called Din (plural, Dinim),
also called Gevurot, the forces of severity.
Both forces, Hasadim and Gevurot, created by G-d lie inherent
within all things in creation. Each and every thing in the universe
has within it the potential to be used for expansive and constructive
purposes or to be abused for restrictive and destructive purposes.
Herein we find the realms of good and evil as we recognize them.
According to this Kabbalistic understanding, the entire universe
of our present space-time is under the dominion of the forces of evil,
merely because the laws of nature, left to their own devices are rather
severe, and destructive. As long as the natural order of things is based
upon constriction and destruction, the element of G-d’s Divine mercy
remains dormant and concealed, almost as if it were in exile (if we so
wished to apply such a metaphor to the forces of nature).
When we use the metaphors of the “fall of Adam in the garden
of Eden,” and speak about the “eating of the forbidden fruit of the
Tree of Knowledge, good and evil” we are referencing a prehistoric
retardation in the mental and spiritual development of mankind. What
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exactly happened in Eden, or where Eden is for that matter, are no
longer questions of relevance.
Rather than look to the past to understand matters of the past, we
must look to the past to understand matters of the present.
We cannot undue our past, yet, we can undue our future, simply
by redirecting the course of its flow. Yet, in order to do this, we need
to put our minds into it. And this is where the problem lies.
Our innate human nature is not very outgoing, accepting and
expansive. We humans like to understand everything. We are intensely
curious creatures. We want to know the answers to every question.
We want to tinker with creation, the laws of nature, and like a young
child, explore, and take apart everything we can get out hands on.
Of course, we share the same problem as does the three year old,
once we have dismantled something to satisfy our curiosity as to what
is in it; we seldom have the wisdom, knowledge and patience to know
how to put it all back together. More than this, we share the child’s
limited and inexperienced outlook on life.
When things do not match up to our preconceived notions of how
they should be, we try to fix them. Our problem is not that the universe
does not fit into the place, we think it should be. Our understanding
of the universe is rather lacking and faulty; therefore we do not know
how to put all the pieces together correctly.
Unfortunately, rather than acknowledge our short sight, we
impatiently deny it, and insist that all pieces fit together in the way
that we expect them to. Therefore, for millennia, mankind has been
pushing square pegs into round holes, and not understanding why
such an endeavor is both difficult and frustrating, and why after all the
efforts involved, the fit still does not seem to work. This is the force
of constriction and destruction in action. This is Din and Gevurah,
severity, the force which hinders the potential ongoing expansive
process of creation.
Many modern technologies are good examples of forces we have
unleashed in creation, yet, we do not know how to harness or master
them. No greater example of this is nuclear energy, which can serve
as our passage to the stars or if not properly controlled can bring
destruction upon us all.
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Good and evil are not so much in creation as they are within us.
We are in creation and we manifest either the inherent good or evil
within it. Without us creation would run on autopilot, without good,
without evil, forever neutral. Thus, without us, the universe would
never grow, expand or improve. Without us, universal law would play
out until ultimately the universe would collapse back into the big
crunch, just as it was created in the big bang. Yet, nothing would have
happened, the whole process of creation would have been one grand
experiment of waste, with nothing lost, but also nothing gained, in
essence, a complete waste of time.
We can rest assured that just as there is a Creator, there is a
reason and purpose for His creation.
Yet, the ultimate reason and
purpose of creation is hidden from our eyes. To make matters even
more interesting, G-d has made the universe like a big treasure hunt.
We humans are instilled with intense curiosity, we seek the clues, yet,
once we find the pieces, we also need the ability to put them together
to see the great picture they form, a picture which is none other than
the Face of G-d, the Creator.
As G-d has created the universe, He has created man, to join with
Him, as His proverbial children, to contribute to the process of creation.
While we cannot know the Mind of the Creator until we can at least
first see His Face, nonetheless, we still can grasp a small glimpse into
the purpose of creation.
The smallest glimpse into the purpose of creation we can see when
we look into the heart of man and contemplate our inherent curious
nature. G-d has created us to be curious. G-d has enabled us to become
smart and mature intellectual and spiritual beings. G-d gave us the
“home-schooling course” of the Torah and told us to learn it, and from
there follow the “treasure hunt” of life and human experience until we
ultimately find what it is that we seek.
The treasure hunt we are on is one searching for the ultimate
truth of the universe. Along this quest are some rather strange bedfellows. In pursuit of truth, we will find adamantly secular, but brilliant
scientists, alongside equally brilliant religious scholars and rabbis.
Both seek to make our world a better place to live. The religious try
to better the inner-man, whereas the scientist tries to make better the
outer-world.
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Both of these roles, that of the scientist and that of the Rav are
necessary for our human evolution. We human beings are composite
entities. We have an inner reality which for us is just as real as any
outer reality. Both realms therefore need to be addressed when we
wish to discuss matters of human development.
In Kabbalistic terms the worlds are said to consist of what we call
Penimiyut (inner aspect) and Hitzoniyut (outer aspect). The Penimiyut
inner aspect is traditionally referred to as “light (ohr).” The Hitzoniyut
outer aspect is traditionally referred to as “vessel” (klee).
Just as there is this inner and outer aspect to all things within all
the worlds, so we ascribe a similar state of being to the revelation of
G-d Himself within creation.
Throughout the Torah, two specific Names of G-d are used, YKVK
and Elokim. Both these Names manifest an aspect of G-d to creation.
The Name Elokim manifests the outer face of G-d, the Hitzoni aspect.
The Name YKVK manifests the inner Face of G-d, the Penimi aspect.
Whenever we refer to the Penimi aspect of a thing, we are referring
to its inner essence, its “light” or “soul.” Whenever we refer to the
Hitzoni aspect of a thing, we are referring to its outer form, its “vessel”
or “body.”
Light by definition is expansive, creative and fluid, therefore the
Penimi aspect of a thing is also said to manifest the Hesed (mercy)
element of that thing.
A vessel or body by definition is that which is constrictive and
rigid. It therefore manifests the Din/Gevurah (severity) aspect of a
thing.
As this is true with all things in creation so it is true with the
revealed aspects of G-d. The Name YKVK reveals G-d’s light, His
Hesed to the world. The Name Elokim reveals G-d’s force of severity
and limitation to the world. In light of this, it is no wonder that the
Name Elokim share equal numerical value with the Hebrew HaTeva,
which refers to the laws of nature.
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The Name of G-d, Adonai is synonymous with the Name Elokim.
This is why when we pray today, all our prayers are addressed to
Adonai, even though the Name is written YKVK. YKVK is concealed
from us, all we have left is Adonai.
When the Torah speaks of G-d creating the Heavens and the Earth,
the Kabbalah understands this to speak about a dual aspect in creation
itself. The Heavens mentioned in Genesis are not the physical sky.
The Heavens is a reference to what we call the spiritual plane. The
spiritual plane of creation coexists side by side with the physical plane
of existence. The spiritual plane is in essence the universe of light,
whereas our physical plane is the universe of form.
Appropriately then the Name of G-d revealed in the Heavens is
YKVK and the name of G-d revealed on earth is Elokim. Appropriately
then the physical world, is the outer vessel, rigid and constrictive by
nature, manifesting the elements of Din/Gevurah. Heaven, by nature
therefore is expansive, creative and fluid, manifesting Hesed.
Now, G-d created both of these dimensional planes. They are
meant to exist in perfect harmony, similar to the human union of body
and soul. The Heavens plane “ruled” by YKVK is the light and soul
to the Earth plane “ruled” by Elokim, the body. When the two are in
harmony, then we say there is perfect union between the Heavens and
the Earth. The Kabbalists refer to this as the union of the Holy One,
Blessed Be He and His Shekhina.
However, whenever the body becomes overly rigid, it does not
allow for its inner light to reflect outwards. The light (soul) within the
body thus remains stifled and imprisoned, unable to be released or
be manifest. When this state of affair occurs, we say (as above) that
the Light element in creation is concealed, or in exile. The physical
universe suffers from this as would the human body cut off from its life
force within. When the physical universe cannot unleash its inner light,
which is its inner creative expansive integrative element, it leaves the
physical universe as if in a comatose state, rigid, unresponsive, unable
to move, dead even while alive.
It is the desired state that the inner essence of the universe flows
and manifests through its outer form. However, in order for this to
be the case, the conduit of flow must be open and willing channels to
accomplish this task. We humans are the conduit. The human mind
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was created by G-d to rule this physical world. Yet, there is still an
element of mind corresponding to the spiritual realm. This realm of
mind we call the spirit or soul. In order for there to be harmony in
creation between its inner and outer forms, there must be harmony
within man between his rational mind, dealing with physical existence,
and his spiritual mind, dealing with spiritual existence. Herein lies the
problem, as we all know.
The solution to this problem is what we call Mituk HaDinim. The
human mind that exclusively views physical reality and disconnects
from its spiritual source is locked up in rigidity and constriction. It
cannot move or think outside its self containing parameters. In such
a state, the only aspect of G-d that can be revealed to us is His Name
Elokim/Adonai. This is G-d as He is revealed in nature. In other words,
whenever G-d reveals Himself in the physical world, He is forced to do
so within the movement of the forces of nature, as opposed to overriding
them with what we call a miracle. This constricts the manifestation of
G-d severely and we suffer accordingly in that the Face of G-d that we
see becomes one of severity. It is like there is no G-d at all (G-d forbid),
to reward the righteous and punish the wicked.
The only solution to this is to enable the inner light element of
creation to flow into its outer form. This entails a manifestation of the
Name YKVK into physical space-time.
The most famous case where this occurred was in Egypt in the
days of Moses. Moses introduced the concept of the Name YKVK and
the supernatural power that it entailed. Pharaoh was no spiritual
dummy. Pharaoh knew G-d well, but he only knew G-d as Elokim, the
ruler of rigid forms, laws and severity. Therefore did Pharaoh enslave
Israel, forcing them to do hard labor. Moses comes along as demands
the people of Israel be let free. Freedom was a concept Pharaoh could
not recognize. He had seen no such spiritual reality. In Pharaoh's
eyes, the world is a harsh place ruled by strict and unforgiving laws of
nature. If one wants to succeed in this world, Pharaoh reckoned that
one had better imitate nature and be equally severe and rigid.
Moses then introduced YKVK, the element of miracles superceding
the laws of nature. YKVK cast His light into Pharaoh's rigid vessels,
until those vessels could hold no more. The vessels of Egypt were
broken, their entire culture, religion, world view and philosophy was
completely superceded by the revelation of YKVK.
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In order to solidify this penetration into the physical world, Gd revealed the Torah at Mt, Sinai, and with it a great and awesome
lesson. YKVK is Elokim, there is none other! The element of severity
is dominated by the element of mercy, there is no other truth! This
has been the age old teachings of Torah since the beginning. YKVK is
Elokim.
While we might acknowledge the concept of the union of YKVK and
Elokim, there is much more to revealing the Name YKVK and to Mituk
HaDin that mere intellectual acceptance of this Kabbalistic idea. As
we human are the conduits of revealing the YKVK aspect of creation
here in our physical plane, we must use the vehicle created for us to
do so. This vehicle is the human mind.
The use of the human mind brings us back again to discuss the
scientist. The scientist uses his mind to discover the underlying elements
in creation. He endeavors to release the hidden sparks of truth in the
form that we today call technology. This is an excellent step forward
for mankind, as long as the technology assists in furthering man’s
movement in the universe and not put a stop to man all together.
Technology and the wisdom of science however are limited in that
it is only revealing the outer aspect of the inner light. The inner light
is wisdom and spirituality. Scientific discovery is in a way a spiritual
pursuit, but it only affects the physical world. As such, science is only
applicable to the Hitzoniyut element. It does not touch the Penimi
element. As such, science, in and of itself, is still disconnected because,
although it is revealing more about the laws of Nature, that nature is
still under the dominion of Elokim. The element of YKVK still remains
concealed, and in exile.
Only when the mind of man inverts and explores his inner self can
there be any solution to the exile of YKVK. When man looks within
Himself, and strips off his outer mask, he will see a glow within his
essence. This glow is like an ember, small, and in need of nurturing.
Yet, when nurtured properly, the ember bursts into a full flame, bringing
with it light and warmth, or in this case, enlightenment and wisdom.
When the name YKVK is revealed in the minds of men, then it
becomes revealed in creation. When this occurs, then the inner
pursuits of the Rabbi and the outer pursuit of the scientist will be
combined as the two Names YKVK and Elokim (nature) become one in
the minds of all. The revelations that this will lead to are far beyond
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what our present imaginations can fathom. Yet, Torah teaches us that
such a time is inevitable. This dawning time is what we call the Age
of Mashiah.
The process, therefore, of bringing close this true new Messianic
age requires of us the inner exploration of the human mind with the
intent of unleashing the creative potentials of the human spirit. When
this is accomplished then we will have released the YKVK element
from its prison in our inner minds and expose it to the outer limits.
This exploration of inner space takes the human mind and
consciousness on a journey through the numerous dimensional planes
of our physical universe and our spiritual counter-universe. When
transversing these paths the mind/consciousness becomes aware of
and “sees” many different and new things. This process is known as
the path of prophetic ascent. It has been practiced in Torah circles
since the days of Moses. It is still practiced by the select and secretive
few to this day.
One of the great masters of this inner exploration was Rabbi Yisrael
Ben Eliezer, better known as the Ba’al Shem Tov, the founder of the
Hasidic school in 18th century Eastern Europe. His teachings centered
on instructing his students how to perform the inner transformation,
which is one of the best ways the Mituk HaDin is performed.
Master as he was of the inner transformation, the Ba’al Shem
Tov was also a master of prophetic ascent as the following story will
show. The source of this is the Sefer Baal Shem Tov, Igeret HaKodesh,
Gimel.
"On Rosh HaShanah 5507 (1746), I performed the invocation for the ascension
of the soul, as is known. I saw such wondrous things in my vision, the likes
of which I've never seen before . . . I arose level upon level, until I entered the
Palace of the Mashiah, where the Mashiah learns Torah with all the Tana'im,
and Tzadikim, even with the Seven Shepherds . . . I asked the Mashiah, when
He will come? He answered me, by this shall you know. At the time when your
teachings are famous, and revealed throughout the world, and what I have
taught you, and what you have perceived has gone forth; when the masses are
also able to recite yihudim and rise above, as you do, then shall the klipot be
nullified. Then shall it be a good time for salvation."
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The significance of this story is that the Mashiah, who is the human
soul that singly manifests YKVK to all mankind, reveals that his time of
manifestation will be when “the masses are also able to recite yihudim and rise above.”
Yihudim are a specific form of Kabbalistic meditation, where
the mind visualizes holy Names and merges them together in one’s
imagination. This form of meditative visualization technique occurring
in one’s mind is not limited to that aspect of the mind manifest here
exclusively in physical space. As the human mind merges with the
human spirit, we become unfettered by the rigid, constrictive limitations
of the physical universe and the forces of Din permeating it. As the
mind expands into the realm of the spirit our consciousness attains
access to numerous dimensional planes above our own. Thus, when
we perform a meditative visualization technique it has repercussions
far beyond the confines of our limited physical space. In essence, what
we perform in our minds becomes a vessel for the supernal lights of
YKVK to perform the same function in the spiritual realms. Therefore,
as it is below, so it is above. What we think about or meditate upon
here below, become manifest above.
The Mituk HaDin is a process of transformation of one’s character
and one’s personality. It requires of one a complete alteration of world
outlook. In essence, one must learn to look beyond and beneath our
entire fabric of physical space-time and to grasp a glimpse of the
universe underlying ours, which is its foundation and source. This
higher universe, Biblically called Heaven actually is all around us; it
exists in the spaces in between sub-atomic particles. Thus it exists
side by side with us. In order to access it all we have to do is think.
The Kabbalists therefore developed their intricate system of
metaphors to provide for the human mind a comprehensive path of
imagery through which the prophetic ascent can occur. Many of these
metaphors are in the forms of holy Names. The Names represent the
aspects of reality, be they physical or spiritual. Thus by neutralizing
one Name, and ascending another, we are actually causing this reality
to happen, both with in the confines of our minds and souls, as well as
in the greater universe at large.
With these insights, I can now proceed and introduce you to a
Yihud meditation whose purpose is the Mituk HaDinim. The underlying
concepts in this prayer/meditation we have already learned. The
specific holy Names, we will explain as we proceed.
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This Yihud meditation/ prayer is taken from the Siddur HaRashash
of Rabbi Shalom Sharabi, one of the top Kabbalists of all times. The
purpose of this meditation/prayer is to nullify the powers of the severity.
This prayer is traditionally recited as part of the daily Tikun Hatzot
midnight supplications. It is also part of the Kabbalistic Rosh HaShana
and Yom Kippur ceremonies for opening the Aron Kodesh.
May it be Your will HaShem my G-d
and G-d of my fathers, that You send
forth great and abundant shefa from
Havaya of AB that dwells at the level
of Notzer Hesed in the Beard of Arikh
Anpin, to neutralize the power of Ehyeh
of Heyhin with its ten letters, as well
as to neutralize the Names Elohim and
Adonai and their nine letters, as well as
to neutralize the Name Elohim of Alphin
as well as to neutralize the Shakh and
Par judgements of Zoon (Zeir Anpin
and Nukba).
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Cast into the sea all of our sins and all
destroyers which were created by our hands. Prevent them from nourishing
themselves from the Holy Names of Adonai and Elohim. By the power of the
13th attribute of the Beard of Arikh Anpin, V'Nakay, which equals 161, which
is also the value of Ehyeh of Yodin which is also the number of Alaphim, which
is also the number of Adonai and Elohim, with their nine letters, plus the collel;
may all souls and all sparks of holiness rise up, those which have been dispersed
into the unclean by our hands.
HABU! Give us a glimpse of our divine inheritance. Restore these souls and
sparks to holiness, even as they were at the beginning, clean of all evil. By the
power of the double Elohim with its ten letters which equals Ya’aqob, cleanse
our souls from all the powers of darkness, so that they shall not harm us by
clinging to our prayers, or our Torah study. For they come forth to accuse us, to
stand against us, to cut us off even as are the wicked.
By the power of the holy Name which comes from the verse "and HaShem
said to Satan, HaShem rebukes you" (Zekh.3:2), exterminate, totally cast away
the strength of our accusers from their evil camps, both great and small. May
they be as chaff in the wind, with the spirit of HaShem pushing them. May
the words of my mouth and the thoughts of my heart be acceptable before You
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HaShem my Rock and Redeemer. "And let the beauty of HaShem our G-d be
upon us, and establish the work of our hands upon us; prosper the work of our
hands." (Ps. 90:17).
Text: May it be Your will HaShem my G-d and G-d of my fathers . . .
Commentary: As with all prayers, this one opens with a
supplication to HaShem. G-d is called “my G-d” to emphasize our
personal relationship with our Creator. He is then called “G-d of our
fathers.” According to the Kabbalah the “fathers” in question here are
not necessarily our physical ancestors, not even Avraham, Yitzhak and
Ya’aqob. Rather the “fathers” spoken of is a reference to our past lives.
Our previous incarnations are called the fathers to this incarnation.
The father, in the male context, is one that active and protruding,
unlike the female who is passive and receptive. The spark of our souls
from our past lives act to intervene and direct many aspects of our
present life. Thus they are called “fathers” because of their activity.
We proclaim ourselves servants of YKVK in this life and in the past,
thus proving our track record and experience in continuing the Mituk
process from lifetime to lifetime.
Text: That You send forth great and abundant energy from Havaya of AB . . .
Commentary: We now ask that HaShem draw down the great and
abundant energy from his Name YKVK as it is spelled with Yods and is
called AB. This is how the Name YKVK is spelled out to differentiate
it from other manifestations of the Name YKVK in other universes and
realms. The Name is spelled like this: YOD – Yod Vav Dalet; KEY – Hey
Yod; VAV – Vav Yod Vav; KEY – Hey Yod. The numerical value of this
spelling is 72. This is represented by the two Hebrew letters that
numerically represent 72, Ayin Bet. Thus this spelling is called the
YKVK (also called Havaya) of AB (Ayin Bet). The significance of this
Name is in the secret of its number 72. 72 is the numerical value of
the word Hesed. Thus this Name more than any other represents the
Hesed (mercy) of HaShem, which is exactly what we wish to manifest
now in order to “sweeten” the forces of severity (Mituk HaDinim).
Text: That dwells at the level of Notzer Hesed in the Beard of Arikh Anpin . . .
Commentary: The Name Havaya of AB is said to emanate from
the Beard of Arikh Anpin. Arikh is the Name of the sefirotic Face of
the sefirat Keter. Arikh Anpin means ‘the Long Face” because this is
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the “Face” of Divine mercy, the source of all mercies, expansion and
growth in all universes. G-d is “long suffering,” so is His “Face” called
“long.” The Beard is the metaphor used to describe passage from the
Head (specifically the Face) and the body. The beard flows down the
Face and flows to the Heart. Thus the “beard” is the symbolic path
of sefirotic energy flow from the upper sefirot of Keter, Hokhma and
Binah (together called the sefirotic brains, Mohin) towards the Tiferet,
the heart. Tiferet is the sefirah associated with the Name YKVK and is
associated with Divine justice (not judgment). Keter therefore sends
the sefirotic energy and Tiferet receives it. This is the flow of the
beard. The level of Notzer Hesed (keeps mercy), is the eight of the
thirteen attributes of mercy based upon the pasuk, “HaShem, HaShem, Gd, compassionate and gracious slow to anger, great in mercy and faithfulness, keeping mercy
for thousands, bearing iniquity, sin and transgression and absolving.” (Ex. 33:19). These
attributes have their source in Keter. Thirteen is the numerical value
of Ehad, meaning one. Thus the thirteen attributes emanate from
sefirah number one, Keter.
Text: To neutralize the power of Ehyeh of Heyhin with its ten letters, as well as to
neutralize the Names Elokim and Adonai and their nine letters, as well as to neutralize
the Name Elokim of Alphin as well as to neutralize the Shakh and Par judgments of
Zoon (Zeir Anpin and Nukba).
Commentary:Here we have the visualization of the Mituk, the
sweetening. The Name Ehyeh of Hehin is the lowest Name in the
sefirat Binah. As such it is the place where severity is formed in the
mind, prior to its being manifest into action. The forces of severity must
be neutralized (sweetened) at their source. The two Names Elokim
and Adonai, we have already discussed and explained how these two
Names refer to the element of severity, rigidity and limitation. The
Shakh and Par judgments are the two forms in which the forces of
severity reveal themselves. We refer to them and masculine severity
and feminine severity. Both forms are merely active and passive forms
of limitation and constriction. Most think that by simply neutralizing
the active form of severity all judgment and limitation thereby ceases.
This is not so. Passive Dinim is the rigidity and stubbornness of
improper stillness. While there is a time for correct stillness, there is
also a time when stillness is not correct. On the outside, both forms
of stillness look identical, but one of them is a form of resistance to
positive change. The names Shakh and Par are not actual names but
merely numerical values. Shakh is the Hebrew letters Shin and Kaf,
the numerical value of 320. This is merely the value of the Hebrew
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word Din (Dalet, Yod, Nun=64) multiplied five times (5x64=320). The
five, of course stands for the five general levels within each world. The
Shakh thus represents the forces of severity in the physical world in all
its active forms. Par is the numerical value of the Hebrew letters Peh
(80) and Resh (200). The Par forces of severity are represented by the
five final form letters in Hebrew called the MaNTzaFaKh (Mem, Nun,
Tzade, Peh, Kaf). These final forms are the forces of improper stillness
and finality spoken of above.
Text: Cast into the sea all of our sins and all destroyers which were created by our

hands. Prevent them from nourishing themselves from the Holy Names.

Commentary: Casting into the sea all of our sins is a Biblical
metaphorical way of saying that the consequences of our actions which
result in the manifestation of the forces of severity, further imprisoning
our souls, should be removed, without leaving any negative residuals.
Many of the forces of severity innate in our physical world are actually
reinforced and made stronger by our inappropriate thoughts, feelings,
speech and actions. Our own behavior are the destroyers spoken
of, in essence, our own sins take on a life of their own and become
our personal demons. This has both actual occult and psychological
significance. Our personal reinforcements of the forces of severity are
also the leading cause of mental illness. We request that our sins do
not nourish themselves from the holy Names. This is an all too familiar
problem, when people commit the worst of acts and then try to justify
them as religious behavior. Modern terrorism is just one such example.
This is metaphorically called the destroyers nourishing off of holy
Names. The only way to put a stop to this is for the revelation of true
religious teachings and values of mercy as opposed to the constrictive
rigidity that excludes all others, even to the point of death.
Text: By the power of the 13th level of the Beard of Arikh Anpin, V'Nakay,

which equals 161, which is also the value of Ehyeh of Yodin, which is also the number of
Alaphim, which is also the number of Elokim and Adonai with their nine letters, plus
the collel; may all souls and all sparks of holiness rise up, those which have been dispersed
into the unclean by our hands.
Commentary: The Beard of Arikh we have already discussed.
The final attribute of the 13 attributes of mercy is called, “V’nakay”
(absolving). This attribute is the source of the sefirat Binah, and the
three Names of Ehyeh corresponding to it. The Name Ehyeh of Yodin
is spelled like this: ALEF (Alef, Lamed, Peh); KEY (Hey Yod); YOD (Yod,
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Vav, Dalet); KEY (Hey, Yod). The numerical value of these ten letters
is 161, which is the same numerical value of V’nakay. Therefore the
relationship of numbers signifies that this Name Ehyeh of Yodin is the
conduit to bring absolution. This name corresponds to the highest
aspect of human intellect in the conscious mind. As such the name
represents those modes of thinking which enable one not to feel guilt
after one has fallen and then gotten up. All too often when one falls
one’s own guilt prevents one from making appropriate correction and
rectification. The spiritual energy represented by this Name enables
one to overcome the burden of misdirected guilt. The number 161 also
is the numerical value of the word Alafim, which means thousands.
This is both a reference to one of the other 13 attributes of mercy
mentioned above as well as to the significance of numbers ranging in the
thousands. Numbers in their thousands are said to correspond to the
realm of Atzilut, the source of all supernal mercy. The correspondence
here is to signify that one who contemplates this holy Name opens a
channel to the supernal source allowing spiritual cleansing to occur.
The number 161 is also the number of the Name Elokim (86) and
Adonai (65), when we add the nine letters and one for the concept
itself. Again, the relationship is to signify how contemplation of this
holy Name enables one to embrace the supernal mercies, not revealed
and manifest by the forces represented by the two Names associated
with severity Elokim and Adonai. Our prayer is simple, we pray not
only for ourselves, but for all who have fallen spiritual and cannot
get up. We pray that they too, may come to recognize the concept
of G-d’s mercy and enable it to manifest here on “earth” as it does in
“Heaven.”
Text: HABU! give us a glimpse of our divine inheritance. Restore these souls and

sparks to holiness, even as they were at the beginning, clean of all evil.

Commentary: The Name HABU is a holy Name and should not
be recited aloud. It is formed by three Hebrew letters, Het, Bet Vav.
There are no vowels to the Name, so we simply put it into the form
of HABU for easy recognition. The source of the name reveals its
potential and power. The name comes from the first letters of the
first three words of the pasuk, “Hayil Balah Va’Yika’aynu” (He devoured wealth,
but will vomit it up, G-d will purge it from his gut – Job 20:15). The Name signifies
that although the forces of severity have, as if devoured the forces of
mercy, G-d in the end, will cause the forces of severity to vomit them
out and to restore the forces of mercy to their rightful place, as they
were in the beginning, clean of all evil.
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Text: By the power of the double Elokim - Elokim with its ten letters which equals

Ya’aqob) cleanse our souls from all the powers of darkness, so that they shall not harm us
by clinging to our prayers, or our Torah study. For they come forth to accuse us, to stand
against us, to cut us off even as are the wicked.
Commentary: The Name Elokim as we know represents the forces
of severity and limitation. The name holds the numerical value of 86.
Twice that value is 172. Add 10 for the number of letters in both names
and we have the number 182, which is the numerical value of the name
Ya’aqob, one of the names of collective Israel. This is also one of the
names of the sefirot Face of Tiferet Zeir Anpin. Our spiritual source
in collective Israel, emanating as it does from the sefirotic Face ZA
(Zeir Anpin) is called upon to assist us in cleansing our souls. Yet, this
cleansing is not some mere nebulous request. Here, we are requesting
something very precise. We pray that the consequences of our mistaken
beliefs, misguided feelings, harmful words and wrong actions do not
come and hinder our path of spiritual ascent. For although, we have
changed the course of our lives and live in accordance to all the dictates
and laws of the Holy Torah, nonetheless, our past sins can come back
to haunt us, or to overwhelm us with guilt. We pray to cognition of
our holy source so as not to be deceived by the illusion of our present
unclean surroundings.
Text: By the power of the Name Y'eh'ha'yih, which comes from the verse "and

HaShem said to Satan, HaShem rebukes you" (Zech.3:2), exterminate, totally cast away
the strength of our accusers from their evil camps, both great and small. May they be as
chaff in the wind, with the spirit of HaShem pushing them. May the words of my mouth
and the thoughts of my heart be acceptable before You HaShem my Rock and Redeemer.
"And let the beauty HaShem our G-d be upon us, and establish the work of our hands
upon us; prosper the work of our hands." (Tehilim 90:17)
Commentary: The Name Y'eh'ha'yih is another one of the Names
forbidden to be pronounced. As we see from the text itself the name
comes from the first letters of the pasuk mentioned above. Its intent
is clear, to rebuke and remove the forces of severity and hindrance
that stand in the way of our spiritual ascent. We then conclude with
traditional pasukim that arouse our hearts and dedicate our service to
our blessed Creator.
This concludes the prayer/meditation from the Siddur of the
Rashash. Although the metaphors used herein might be difficult
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to grasp, the concepts underlying them to be rather clear and self
evident.
I must emphasize however, that while reciting prayers and
performing visualization techniques and other forms of meditation do
help one tremendously in rectifying their character and personality,
these in and of themselves are not enough. Although one is living an
Orthodox Torah life style, in full compliance with all the mitzvot of the
Torah, sometimes this too is not enough.
The hard part of living a Torah life is the surrender of the personal
will to the Will of HaShem. The hard part is to recognize and allow
yourself to live as a vessel for YKVK instead of being vessel for your
own pleasures and desires, even ones permitted under Torah law.
In order to unleash the YKVK aspect into our physical worlds, we
must embrace a complete spirit of surrender to the higher Truth. We
must fight hard to expand and broaden our spiritual and intellectual
horizons. We must seek to embrace all that is permitted and at the
same time cast aside all that is forbidden. We must become the
vessels of movement through which YKVK is manifest here on Earth.
When we accomplish this task, then as moving vessels for YKVK, we
become His Merkava, His chariot. This too is the topic of another set
of visualization meditative techniques. But this is another lecture…
We know what must be done. Let us make use of what we have
learned to accomplish the great task. We can do a lot, if we only allow
ourselves to. Remember, where you think, there you are! So go to the
right place, do the right thing, and you will see the right results.
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Chapter Eleven

The Kavanot
of the Mikvah

O

ne of the most important practices observed by all Kabbalists
is the ritual immersion in the mikvah. All Kabbalistic literature speaks
of regular immersions in the mikvah as a prerequisite for receiving the
spirit of holiness and enlightenment.
Indeed, one who does not go to the mikvah is forbidden to study
Kabbalah. More than this, one who does not go regularly to the mikvah
will never be able to understand Kabbalah no matter how hard one
tries to understand it. This is because, as the Zohar (Naso 123a) states,
such individuals are actually pushed away from this level of holiness
by angels assigned to protect the secrets of the Torah.
Even more than this, one who does not go regularly to the mikvah,
even if he is otherwise an observant Orthodox individual, still has
unclean spirit attached to him. Just remember to be careful with this
information; those who do not go to the mikvah do not appreciate
knowing about the blemish caused thereby.
A mikvah is far more than a simple bath for physical washing.
The mikvah, when constructed properly, enables one to immerse in its
waters and receive a complete regeneration of spiritual power.
This is obviously something that cannot be explained or understood
rationally. The mikvah is just one of those commandments which has
to be experienced to know what it is all about.
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As is known, a kosher mikvah must contain about 100 gallons of
water, and it must be connected to a cistern of natural water. It is
the natural water, in most cases rainwater, that enables the mikvah to
perform its spiritual task.
Sorry, but big bathtubs or Jacuzzis cannot be kosher mikvaot.
Naturally gathered rainwater is the key to the mikvah, so you cannot
even go out, collect rainwater, and dump it into your tub. Once human
hands have gathered the water, it is no longer fit for a mikvah. Ritual
mikvaot are available in every orthodox Jewish community; lacking
this, one may immerse in any natural body of water, be it a lake, river,
stream, or ocean.
The mikvah does much more that provide spiritual regeneration
for our bodies. An entire set of meditations is performed whenever
a mikvah is taken. Granted, this is a practice observed by men; yet,
women, when they are purifying themselves according to their monthly
cycles, may also make use of this mikvah meditation.
This meditation in Hebrew is called a Yihud, a unification meditation.
What we are doing is we are generating an energy pulse caused by the
combined spiritual force of our actions, emotions, and thoughts.
This combined energy ascends through the spiritual planes
and actually enables the thoughts that we are thinking to become
manifest and real in the spiritual realms. Therefore, by thinking
about unifying G-d's holy Names, we actually are causing a spiritual
phenomenon to occur. Again, this is not merely symbolic; this is an
actual occurrence.
According to the Pirkei Hekhalot of Rabbi Yishmael, the number
of immersions is to be twenty-four (24).
The first thirteen immersions are based upon this Yihud as outlined
by the Ari’zal and recorded in one of the Siddurim of the Rashash. The
purpose of these immersions, as shall be seen, is to rectify and unite
the supernal worlds, and to align us with them.
Once the supernal worlds are in proper alignment one can them
elevate the “Klipah Nogah” (the glittering shell), which is the ethereal
body that resides within the physical. The Nogah body can be turned
to either good or evil, depending upon the actions we perform. In order
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to properly cleanse it, a separate set of immersions is performed once
the immersions to align the supernal worlds have been completed.
I will outline this ritual in detail with the hope that the many of you
reading this will start to perform this essential, vital ,and important
practice.
The basic meditation of the thirteen immersions performed to
unite the supernal worlds is based upon the unification of G-d's three
holy Names, Adonai, Havaya, and Ehyeh.
Each of these three Names is a reference to G-d in one of the
three ways in which G-d is perceived. For our purpose, here with the
kavanot for the Mikvah, the following correlations will apply. Please
note that with other kavanot related to others thins other correlations
might apply.
The Name Adonai refers to G-d as the Shekhina, which is the spark
of holiness dwelling within every living thing. This is the aspect of G-d
concealed in physical matter within the realms of time and space.
The Name Havaya refers to G-d as we know Him in history as
King of the universe and the Ultimate Mind of the universe. This
is the aspect of G-d that is above the limitation of space-time, yet is
interactive with Creation.
The Name Ehyeh corresponds to the sefirat Keter and refers to
G-d in His unknowable state.
These aspects of G-d are truly one and the same. Yet, in our present
human state, we who cannot perceive this unity. Therefore, in order to
broaden our consciousness, we perform the act of unification through
the symbols of the Names. This in turn sets in motion the spiritual
forces corresponding to our thoughts, feelings and actions to properly
integrate all things in the universe and to properly reflect the spark of
G-d (Adonai) and to recognize its source (Ehyeh). This is only possible
through the Name Havaya.
The procedure of performing this is by a visualization of these
three Names and knitting together the twelve letters that form them.
This is performed in a specific manner until all the three Names and
the realities that they represent are completely united as one. The
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twelve then create a thirteenth, which is the union of the whole. This
is the secret of the word “Ehad.”
These thirteen letter combinations are performed one each for
every immersion in the mikvah, for a total of thirteen immersions. This
then is the procedure.
Upon entering the mikvah, prior to going under the water, one
should silently in one's heart confess one's sins before G-d. This is
the traditionally Vidui prayer, recited silently in the water, with the
traditional pounding upon the heart with the recitation of each of the
27 sins mentioned.
After this, one should descend under the water. Upon rising up,
but before surfacing, meditate and visualize in your mind the ascent of
the first letter Alef of Adonai ascending to be alongside the first Yod of
Havaya. Surface, take a deep breath, and go under again.
Again, on the way up, before surfacing, meditate and visualize the
Alef of Adonai and the Yod of Havaya ascending to be alongside the
Alef of Ehyeh.
Surface, take a deep breath, and go under for the third time. This
time meditate and visualize on the way down. Visualize the Alef of
Ehyeh descending now to be alongside the Yod of Havaya and the Alef
of Adonai.
Now you have completed the first triad of Names Alef, Yod Alef. At
this time, silently in your heart recite the following prayer:
"May it be Your will HaShem that by uniting the first letters of your three
Names that You rectify any blemishes to your holy Name AB and all sins that I
have committed that are subject to the death penalty of stoning. May You also
rectify Hokhma in the Mohin, spirituality within man, the camp of Mikhael
among the angels and the source of fire among the elements and all the other
rectifications that are appropriate by these my actions."
After completing the silent prayer, one is ready for the second set
of three immersions.
Begin by immersing. Upon ascent, visualize the second letter of
Adonai, Dalet, ascending alongside the second letter of Havaya, Hey.
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Surface, take another deep breath and descend again. Upon
ascending, visualize the Dalet and the Hey ascending alongside the
Hey of Ehyeh.
Surface, breathe, and descend again. Again upon the descent,
visualize the Hey of Ehyeh descending alongside the Hey of Havaya
and the Dalet of Adonai.
The second triad of Heh Heh Dalet is complete. Recite then silently
the following prayer:
"May it be Your will HaShem that by uniting the second letters of your three
Names that You rectify any blemishes to your holy Name SAG and all sins that
I have committed that are subject to the death penalty of burning. May You
also rectify Binah in the Mohin, the intellect within man, the camp of Gavriel
among the angels and the source of air among the elements and all the other
rectifications that are appropriate by these my actions."
After completing the prayer, one is ready for the third set of three
immersions.
Begin by immersing and on the way up visualize the third letter of
Adonai, Nun ascending up alongside the third letter of Havaya, Vav.
Surface, breathe, and descend. Upon ascending, visualize the two
letters Nun and Vav ascending alongside the third letter of Ehyeh,
Yod.
Surface, breathe, and descend. Upon descending, visualize the
Yod of Ehyeh descending alongside the Vav of Havaya and the Nun of
Adonai.
The third triad of Yod Vav Nun is complete. Recite then silently
the following prayer:
"May it be Your will HaShem that by uniting the third letters of your three
Names Adonai, Havaya and Ehyeh that You rectify any blemishes to your holy
Name MAH and all sins that I have committed that are subject to the death
penalty of decapitation. May You also rectify the Hasadim of the Da'at in the
Mohin, the emotions and speech within man, the camp of Uriel among the
angels and the source of water among the elements and all the other rectifications
that are appropriate by these my actions."
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After completing the prayer, one is ready for the fourth and final
set of three immersions.
Begin by immersing and on the way up visualize the fourth letter
of Adonai, Yod ascending up alongside the fourth letter of Havaya,
Hey.
Surface, breathe, and descend. Upon ascending, visualize the two
letters Yod and Hey ascending alongside the fourth letter of Ehyeh,
Hey.
Surface, breathe, and descend. Upon descending, visualize the
Hey of Ehyeh descending alongside the Hey of Havaya and the Yod of
Adonai.
The fourth and final triad of Heh Heh Yod is complete. Recite then
silently the following prayer:
"May it be Your will HaShem that by uniting the fourth letters of your three
Names Adonai, Havaya and Ehyeh that You rectify any blemishes to your holy
Name BEN and all sins that I have committed that are subject to the death
penalty of strangulation. May You also rectify the Gevurot of the Da'at in the
Mohin, the physical body within man, the camp of Raphael among the angels
and the source of earth among the elements and all the other rectifications that
are appropriate by these my actions."
After reciting this prayer, visualize all three of the Names knitted
together in a perfect unity. This is as follows:
Alef Yod Alef, Heh Heh Dalet, Yod Vav Nun, Heh Heh Yod. This is
the great twelve letter Holy Name.
Now recite silently, (but not allowing words forth from your mouth)
the following supplication that ties together the entire Yihud. This
prayer is from the daily prayer book,
"HaShem, You are King who sits upon the throne of mercy and deals with
mercy. You pardon the sins of Your people, removing the sins one by one. You
grant reprieve to those who sin and pardon to those who err. You perform
generous acts to all flesh and spirit. You do not pay them back according to their
evil. G-d, allow us to recite the thirteen attributes [of Your Supernal Mercy].
Remember for us this day the covenant of the thirteen [attributes] that You
made known to us long ago, as it is written in Your Torah, ‘And G-d descended
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in a cloud, and stood there with him (Moses). He called upon the Name of
Havaya and there was it said . . ."
At this time, immerse in the mikvah for the thirteenth time.
This time however you must take a very special position under the
water, and hold it there.
Under the water, get down on your knees; bend your back completely
so that your head touches the floor of the mikvah just opposite your
knees. Open your hands wide, stretching all your fingers apart. Place
the palms of your hands opposite your cheeks, with your fingers facing
upwards. This is called the position of the prophet.
It is very good for meditation and receiving enlightenment. At this
time, under the water, silently contemplate the thirteen attributes of
mercy:
Adonai, Adonai, 1) G-d, 2) of mercy, 3) and grace, 4) long, 5) suffering,
6) abundant in beneficence, 7) and truth, 8) keeping mercy, 9) even to the
thousandth [generation], 10) forgiving iniquity, 11), transgression, 12) and
sin, 13) and acquitting. (Ex. 34)
This concludes the meditations for the thirteen immersions in the
mikvah.
Once this set of immersions is complete, one is now ready to
perform the immersions for the sake of elevating the sparks from the
Klipah Nogah.
One begins by silently reciting the Pitum HaKetoret prayer found
in the Siddur. One silently recites (forming the words with your
mouth, but with no voice coming forth) the prayer before the Torah
reading “Atah Hu . . .SheHik’tiru Avoteynu.” One recites the Torah portion
and the section beginning Tanu Rabanan Pitum HaKetoret Kaytzad.
Remember all this is recited silently. One recites the prayer only until
the beginning of the mention of the eleven spices of the incense and
no further.
One immerses eleven times, with each immersion contemplating
one of the spices and what element in the Klipah Nogah is rectifies.
This is the procedure.
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The first immersion one contemplates the spice Tzari and
the raising of the sparks of the Keter of Nogah.
The second immersion one contemplates the spice
Tziporen and the raising of the sparks of the Yesod of
Nogah.
The third immersion one contemplates the spice Hel’b’nah
and the raising of the sparks of the Malkhut of Nogah.
The fourth immersion one contemplates the spice Lvonah
and the raising of the sparks of the Ten Sefirot of the
Makif of Nogah.
The fifth immersion one contemplates the spice Mor and
the raising of the sparks of the Hesed of Nogah.
The sixth immersion one contemplates the spice K’tziah
and the raising of the sparks of the Gevurah of Nogah.
The seventh immersion one contemplates the spice
Shibolet Nerd and the raising of the sparks of the Tiferet
of Nogah.
The eight immersion one contemplates the spice Karkum
and the raising of the sparks of the Netzah of Nogah.
The ninth immersion one contemplates the spice Kost and
the raising of the sparks of the Hokhma of Nogah.
The tenth immersion one contemplates the spice Klufah
and the raising of the sparks of the Binah of Nogah.
The eleventh immersion one contemplates the spice
Kinamon and the raising of the sparks of the Hod of
Nogah.
Each of these eleven spices also has a number of Holy
Names correlating to them. These can be found in any
Siddur HaRashash on this section.
At the conclusion of the eleven immersions, one may silently recite
the following prayer:
“May it be Your Will HaShem, Kadosh V ’Elyon that my immersions in this
mikvah be acceptable before You. May you cleanse my body and soul of their
impurities. May You unite the upper worlds and elevate all the fallen sparks.
Behold, I nullify myself before You and declare my life, my soul, my body, my all
is Yours. May I continue to be a Merkava and vessel through which You can
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manifest Your Holiness in Your Creation. May Your Name be made Great.
May my portion be in You. Amen, Selah, Netzah, Va'ed.”
This ten concludes the twenty-four (24) immersions in the mikvah
that should be performed daily. These are also performed on Erev
Shabat and Shabat Boker, with the addition of two more meditations
that we will not discuss at this time.
I know that in many places going to a mikvah is not possible.
Nevertheless, one should endeavor to use a mikvah whenever the
opportunity arises.
Of course, women are obligated by Torah law to use the mikvah at
the conclusion of their monthly cycle, and a married couple should not
live in a community unless there is a mikvah available.
As mentioned above, those men who cannot have access to a
mikvah may perform the Yihud in a natural body of water such as a
lake or stream.
Just remember, while it is a good and holy thing for a man to use
the mikvah, it is still not required by Torah law. Kabbalistic practices
are sublime, holy, and very important; nonetheless, they are not for
everyone. Not everyone can climb to the highest heights. Nonetheless,
Heaven looks down favorably on the best intentions of a sincere
heart.
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Chapter One

Meditations
For Spiritual Unity
Teachings From the Tzava’at HaRivash
(The Testament of the Ba’al Shem Tov)
How to Make Every Spoken Word a Meditative Act.

Introduction

T

he greatest of all Kabbalistic accomplishments is the level of
human consciousness called devekut. Devekut means bonding. It is
used to refer to that level in which one is constantly aware of the
presence of G-d.
This awareness is not some simple intellectual acknowledgment.
Rather, achievement of this state enables one to “see” the otherwise
invisible Hand of G-d working in all things. One who is in a state of
devekut with G-d not only sees G-d’s actions; he can, as it were, read
G-d’s mind. When one is bonded to G-d one knows G-d, His movements,
His ways, and most importantly, His Will. The bonding of devekut is
absolute. It is the surrender of the individual mind to the Supernal
Mind, which is G-d.
Devekut is actually counted as one of the 613 commandments
that the Jewish people are required by G-d to observe. Being that
outright bonding to G-d in any physical sense is impossible and silly to
imagine, the observance of this requirement is traditionally fulfilled by
one being integrally connected to religious teachers (Rabbis) and their
institutions that offer Torah instruction.
For the Kabbalist, those who seek G-d as He truly is, the
commandment of devekut is carried out through the performance of
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special, highly advanced meditations. These meditations are designed
to train the mind of the Kabbalist to become intuitively aware of the
presence of G-d and the workings of His Divine Hand.
More than this, once the Kabbalist has achieved devekut and bonds
with G-d, the Divine power can flow through him or her. In this way
the Kabbalist becomes the master of miraculous powers. He becomes
the Hand of G-d and the agent of Divine service.
The techniques of devekut meditation are by no means secret.
They have been written in texts for centuries. Those who can read
Hebrew and Aramaic literature can easily find these texts in Hebrew
book stores. The instructions in these works are usually not concealed
in mystical metaphors; usually the teachings are quite straightforward.
Why then do not more people make use of them?
This question is not a new one. Even the Biblical prophets asked
this of the people of their generations. Why don’t we want to come
close to G-d in the way that He Himself has chosen?
The answer to this question, whether in Biblical days or today,
seems to be that most people simply are not interested. Instruction is
readily available, yet most choose not to make use of it. Whether due to
personal spiritual laziness or other reasons, the treasured techniques
of devekut bonding with G-d lie unused.
Rabbi Yisrael ben Eliezer, the Ba’al Shem Tov, founder of the
Hasidic movement in 17th century Europe, opened up Kabbalah
practice to the masses. Unlike the Ari z”l (Rabbi Yitzhak Luria) before
him, the Ba’al Shem Tov emphasized practice over study. His message
was that it is what we do that transforms us, not what we know. The
Ba’al Shem Tov, therefore, instructed much on the topic of devekut,
teaching it to whoever wished to learn. More than this, the Ba’al Shem
Tov simplified the system to make it “user friendly” to all.
The simplicity of the Ba’al Shem Tov’s teachings makes devekut
meditative practices available to everyone who wishes to make use of
them. One great revelation that he revealed was that aspects of this
meditation did not have to be performed exclusively in the holy tongue
of Hebrew.
Actually, there are forms of devekut meditation that are best
performed in the vernacular language spoken every day. There is a
great secret behind this practice, as I will explain.
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One of the most sublime forms of devekut meditation is called by
the Kabbalists Yihudim. These are the meditations that are performed
to create a unification of supernal realms. In short: due to the sins of
man, our minds do not properly perceive the presence of G-d. Yihudim
meditations enable us to perceive G-d in the most mundane things;
through our conscious intent we unite non-corporeal spiritual realities
that have been disjointed due to our lack of spiritual perception.
This is accomplished by analyzing verses of scripture, and even
common, everyday speech, for numerical equivalents to Holy Names.
In Hebrew the numerical and alphabetical systems are identical.
Each letter has a corollary numerical value. Each word or group of
words, therefore, has its own unique number. Knowing this number
enables the Yihud practitioner to ascertain which holy Name(s) have
equal numerical value.
Words or word groups of equal numerical value are said to be
radically connected to one another in intimate fashion. Thus, to know
which holy Name(s) are numerically equal to a scripture verse recited,
or to the words spoken, elevated those words via the numerical
equivalent and makes them spiritually holy. In this way even the
most mundane speech can be analyzed to find what numerical values
therein will reveal underlying holy Names. In this way every word or
speech becomes holy. One’s mind is constantly thinking about G-d
until awareness of G-d’s presence becomes second nature.
Also, every word spoken and viewed numerically is charged with
the spiritual power of the holy Name(s) concealed within the equivalent
numerical values. Thus, each and every word becomes holy and is
reunited with G-d, the source of all breath, the power behind every
word. A union of mundane physical and sublime spiritual has been
made, wherein the physical is elevated. This is how a yihud, a spiritual
unification, is performed.
This was the intent when the Ba’al Shem Tov taught that G-d wants
us to serve Him in all different types of ways. It is easy to recognize
our service go G-d by the performance of traditional religious worship.
But G-d wants more of us than ritual by rote; this is why G-d creates
circumstances for us wherein we are forced out of our regular religious
regimens. By finding ourselves in new situations, we are forced to
seek G-d even at those times and in those places.
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This is the secret of devekut: that we can recognize the presence
of G-d even in those places where we did not think G-d to be.
In the religious world of Orthodox Judaism, people are constantly
involved in the study of Torah and the performance of sacred rituals.
However, sometimes reality rears its ugly head and we are forced out of
our comfortable little worlds. This force which appears to be dragging
us away from religious observance and our environment is, nonetheless,
from G-d. G-d wants us to recognize that He is everywhere inside of
and outside of religion. G-d can never be contained exclusively within
the context of religion, for as the verse says: “The whole earth is full of His
glory” (Is. 6:3).
Whatever feels to you like mundane and non-spiritual, such as
holding a boring job, is actually an opportunity to discover G-d in
disguise. We are so accustomed to distinguish between where we feel
G-d to be and where we don’t. This is an illusion that G-d Himself
helps us to break.
In reality, G-d is in all of our daily activities, whether it be something
mundane or sublime. Every word we speak, even for business or for
casual social interactions, has a numerical value. By analyzing our
words for their underlying numerical patterns we come to understand
that G-d is in every word we speak.
Even those words spoken in languages other than Hebrew can
be made to relate to the holy tongue by the simple means of word or
sound association. For example, take the word “bread”. Even if you
do not know that the Hebrew word for bread is “lekhem”, the English
word will still take us back to G-d. Let us investigate some of the
possible word sound associations.
“Bread” rhymes with “head”, “wed”, “said”, and “dead”. Perhaps
the mention of the word “bread” can remind us of these rhyming words
which spell out for us a concept: G-d “said” that we are “wed” to
Him (by receiving the Torah at Mt. Sinai). He is our spiritual “head”
without which we are spiritually “dead”. Thus, each time we hear the
word “bread” we can remember the rhyming words of the concepts
that come forth from it. In this way we train our minds to see the
spiritual in the mundane.
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For those who know Hebrew, the English word “bread” sounds
exactly like the Hebrew phrase b’red (in descent). Thus the word
“bread” might remind us that G-d Himself is “in descent” amongst us
at all times.
On and on we can go with examples based on the simplest of
associations; this is the meaning of serving G-d “in all different ways”.
One who repeats this action and becomes regular with it will experience
a transformation of consciousness that will lead one to recognition of
the invisible Hand of the Al-Mighty.
Once this vision is seen it can never be erased or forgotten. The
bonding with G-d has thus occurred; the commandment has thus been
fulfilled.

Tzva’at HaRivash, Text

and

Commentary

1:5 Every person must serve the blessed Holy One with all one’s might; for
everything is necessary before the blessed Holy One, because He desires us to
serve Him (see Note 19 below) in all different types of ways.
1:6 The meaning of this is that sometimes a person becomes involved with other
people (in conversation) and is, therefore, unable to study (the holy Torah).
Yet, one must be constantly united (in mind) with the blessed Holy One, and
perform meditations (see Note 21 below) of spiritual unifications (yihudim).
Thus when a person needs to go about his business and is not able to pray and
study as he might wish, one must, nonetheless, serve Him in different types of
ways.
Do not distress yourself by this, for the blessed Holy One desires that we serve
Him in all different ways; sometimes on one way, sometimes in another.
Therefore, when your daily affairs beckon you, [they are placed there for you to]
serve Him in these places.
A great rule: Look to G-d in all your actions and focus your mind upon Him,
for all things that come before you come from Him, blessed be He.
Note 19. Thus does G-d send to us many different types of trials in life.
Sometimes they are trials in our learning Torah or its opposite. Sometimes they
are trials in expressions of the attribute of mercy and sometimes its opposite.
Thus it is with all the attributes.
  Tzva’at HaRivash with the Even Yisrael commentary. Makhon Da’at Yosef, Jerusalem, Israel,
1991, pages 39-44/
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For each and every attribute there is a benefit when it is applied in its right
way and place. Being that we are always on the scales [of balancing our lives],
it behooves us to apply every attribute in accordance with its proper measure,
no more and no less. In this way do we merit a good outcome [in all matters
in life].
Note 21. If you merit and become accustomed to unite His blessed Name, you
will continually remember the Name before your eyes, and thus you will be able
to receive anything you wish. You can speak to your colleague in business with
absolute faith.
Every word that comes forth from your mouth includes the unifications of
His holy Names, be they in the first letters, last letters, numerical values or
permutations. [All] bind your actions to His blessed Name.
Even in any language, whatever tongue you speak will have within it
unifications of His blessed Names.
Do not wonder how yihudim (unifications) can be performed in any language.
Just as every angelic prince is nurtured from holiness, so every language receives
its life force from the Holy Tongue (Hebrew). They are nurtured by the [sounds
of ] the holy letters.
This, then, is [the act of ] sifting when Israel is performing spiritual unifications
in all the vernacular languages. This is a wondrous treasure that one should
accustom one’s self to do: to contemplate before one’s own eyes the letters of [your]
speech, what comes forth from your mouth. This is what we have received.

Conclusions
All sounds have their source in the 22 letters of the Hebrew
alphabet; the letters and words of all languages receive their spiritual
energy from Hebrew. This explains why yihudim can be performed
in any language; for we are simply serving G-d “in different ways”,
these ways being the different ways in which sound manifest (i.e.
languages).
Prayer also can be recited in any language, for prayers actually
ascend from one’s heart. Ths words that one uses are merely vessels
for the intensity of one’s devotion; thus, the more one’s heart is into
the prayer, the stronger the prayer will be.
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When the mind is constantly aware of the presence of G-d, the heart
is in a state of awe. Prayers offered in awe are always answered.
Even in daily affairs, the awe-inspired heart and G-d filled mind
act as subconscious guides to always direct us in the right and holy
paths. Simply put, when we are right with G-d internally, He guides
and protects us externally. Everything that comes our way, therefore,
is for the greater good, whether we can see it or not.
The righteous person accepts this and flows with it; the wicked
person resists and attempts to “swim against the tide”. The resulting
misfortune is a personal creation.
The lesson we learn from this is simple: trust G-d, follow His path,
and He will guide you right.
Right now, every word you speak conceals within it secret Names.
Seek them out by whatever means you know. You will see for yourself
and come to recognize that indeed “the whole earth (and every word spoken therein)
is full of His glory” (Is. 6:3).
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Chapter Two

Meditative Practices
An Excerpt from Sefer Yikra B’Shmi
(Call Upon My Name)

I

t is well known that in all matters of meditation, one must be alone with
nothing to disturb his concentration. One must meditate using his entire essence,
actually separating his spirit from his body. He must become as though he has
left the physical world entirely; he must be completely spirit. The more one
separates from the physical (conscious) world, the more his meditative ability
will increase. If one should hear someone calling him, or just talking; anything
that can disturb concentration, even a thought in his mind about the physical
world - these will prevent his soul from clinging to that above. He will not
be able to achieve anything. For a man cannot partake of the upper holiness,
so long as he has even a hair's breadth of connection to the physical world. For
this reason is prophecy or reception of the Holy Spirit called a trance, or dream
in vision. Therefore, even if one is prepared and able to receive the Holy Spirit,
if he does not condition himself to separate his soul from his body completely, the
spirit cannot dwell on him. This then was the secret of the sons of the prophets,
that musical instruments were used (see 1 Sam. 10:5), for by the beat of the music
and the melodious voice, they were able to slip into a trance, the souls separating
(from the physical); then would the singer stop. The sons of the prophets would
then stay in their trance and prophesy. This, then, is the first way.
The second way requires a man to separate from all things that can interfere
with his concentration. For the first way only separation from the physical
is referred to, which naturally inhibits concentration. Now we must concern
ourselves with the "spiritual" things that inhibit meditation; these are the
powers of uncleanliness which come from our inclination to do evil, which
surrounds every man. This power is strengthened through our sins. Therefore,
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the one who wishes to meditate must first separate from his sins, and then be
careful not to repeat them or add to them. He must then accustom himself to
being removed from the natural negative characteristics of men, such as anger,
anxiety, being demanding, needless speech, and the like. When the aura of the
soul is thus rectified, be it from sin or negative traits, only then is the power of
uncleanliness nullified, so that one can be united with the holiness above. At
this time one separates from the physical world as outlined in the first step.
After this will he be able to draw himself the holy union.
The second way which requires a man to separate from the powers of
uncleanliness, is by his own actions of turning his ways, separating himself
from ugly characteristics.

Sha'arei Kedusha - Part. 4. Gate 2 - R. Haim Vital

As I have pointed out earlier, vuvh exists as an autonomous reality
whose existence can be experienced by appropriately aligning our
inner and outer selves with the general sephirotic structure. This
sephirotic structure of ten sephirot divided into three columns right,
left and center is the "image of G-d" in which man was created. Only
by returning to his original sephirotic pattern/shape can man channel
the Atzilutic sephirotic influx into the Asiyatic earth plane egoconsciousness. It must be remembered that as there is a general pattern
for the sephirot, so there is a specific unique pattern correlating the
sephirotic subdivisions that make up the individual human psyche.
The first step one must take in approaching vuvh is the
development of a very strong sense of self. The seeker's Asiyatic
level ego-consciousness must act as an anchor, strong and stable so
as to receive and assimilate the expansions that will come due to
the introduction (and thus necessary assimilation) of Yetziratic and
Beriatic contents. In order to properly focus upon this, the meditation
requires full attention to the process; for only with full concentration
upon what you are doing, thus knocking out any hindrances (which act
as contaminants) can the mind fully settle on the "I" within and not
upon the "not I" which comes from the outside. The more one can thus
block out external stimuli from the physical senses, the more one has
  Sefer Yikra B’Shmi – Call Upon My Name, published originally in 1993, was my first book
outlining Kabbalistic meditative practices. Throughout that text, whenever I made mention of the Holy
Name YKVK I inserted the original Hebrew form. I did this to provide my readers with regular access
and exposure to the Name in its proper form. By doing so, my intention was to raise the level of their focus
and consciousness to the heights of kedusha (holiness). As I have included this section in this next book, I
have decided to keep the original form, with the hope and prayer that you too, by seeing the Holy Name in
its proper form will enable you to constantly recognize that you are, even right now, in the Holy Presence.
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the ability to see one's self as separate from those things which tend to
confuse our identity of self. The finding of the "I" within is step one in
all Merkava meditation and practice. The loss of the true knowledge
of self is kabbalistically referred to as the exile of Shekhina, which is
Malkhut, the tenth sefirah, the source of Asiyah and thus Asiyatic level
ego-consciousness. By one finding one's I/Self, one acts to restore
the Shekhina (G-d's presence which dwells within us) to Its place and
glory.
The centering within one's self upon the "I" consciousness
necessitates the breaking of outside attachments and letting the "I"
go free, out of exile. This level of awareness is not an intellectual
exercise but an intuitive experience. While your thoughts are aware
of what you are experiencing, the experience itself is not triggered
by the biological functions of the body, this including any stimuli from
the senses to the brain. The experience of "I" consciousness comes
from within one's sense of being, of knowing that "I AM" and whatever
personal, unique significance this is to each individual. vuvh is “active
being”. We try to come into contact with our own being, thus aligning
it (by being aware of it) and allowing it to channel the "active" aspect
of being into our own selves, the higher Self (the Beriatic neshama)
and the lower self (the Asiyatic ego-consciousness, Nefesh), these
becoming united with the source, the active being vuvh, the Atzilutic
sephirotic reality. All creation follows a set pattern. Everything has
within it five worlds and ten sephirot. This pattern is thus imprinted
upon every microsection of the whole.
By finding the "I" within us, which also is formed by and true to
the supernal pattern, we become intuitively aware of the pattern and
thus the direction to proceed for further development. Psychologically,
we say there is a teleological direction to psyche development. There
is a "something" in the unconscious that knows what is uniquely right
for that single unique individual and guides that life and consciousness
accordingly so as to achieve its pre-patterned purpose. Submission
to this (with qualifications) leads to individuation and enlightenment.
Rejection and rebellion to the inner pattern leads to strife and turmoil
in inner and outer life.
By being true to the "I" within, a person starts to be true to the
great "I AM" who is vuvh. Submission to this truth then becomes
an emancipation and freedom. Rejection of this is bondage and
darkness. Those things which are incongruent with the uniqueness
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of the individual soul contaminate that soul. These contaminations
are religiously referred to as sin. These must be repented of, meaning
turned away from, purifying the soul from all external "not I" factors
that confuse the Asiyatic ego-consciousness perception of self.
Repentance, Teshuva in Hebrew, means returning. This is a returning
to the true "I" of the universe which is vuvh. This is accomplished by
first returning to the "I" within, which is the Shekhina. This explains
why we are so strongly admonished to separate from all the our sins.
For unless we separate from all the “not I's” how can the true "I"
recognize anything about itself. In order to receive, one must become
a receptacle, and who is it that receives? "I" do ! If the "I" is not
known, then how can one know if "I" have received or not. This is a
hazy focus. By knowing the true "I" within, one is able to focus on
the "I" of the universe. This is the meaning of opening Asiyatic egoconsciousness to Atzilutic influx.
It is written, "vuvh, Torah and Israel are one." (Zohar III, 273A). The soul of
collective Israel and thus the "I" within of every Jew comes from the
very essence of the Torah. Our Sages teach us that every Jewish soul,
every individual "I" is a manifestation of one of the letters within the
Torah. It is for this reason that Torah study is essential, for it allows us
to find ourselves. Torah study unlocks the "I" within. Never become
deceived into believing that your individual "I" will be something other
than a Jew or guide you to do something forbidden by Torah. Torah
is our collective "I". Though it is in the form of a book external to us,
Torah is the blueprint and pattern of the Jewish soul. If you are a Jew,
then you are the Torah. Torah study will thus reflect back to you inner
awareness and awakening, allowing you to find the "I" within.
Asiyatic ego-consciousness defines the "I" within the context of
the physical world. For example, "I" am a husband or wife, a father or
mother, “I” am a doctor or lawyer, “I” am rich or poor. Identity at the
Asiyatic level is defined by relationship to an external, a title and not
by being. Instead of being who you are, you identify yourself by what
you have i.e. a title or function. Yet, you do not cease to be if your title
ceases. You continue as who the "true you" really is.
Yetziratic consciousness are those emotional aspects experienced
by the ego which guide the Asiyatic picture of self. These emotional
forces guide the "I" to be "I" and not "not I". Each one of us has a
uniquely different emotional makeup, some more strong, others less so.
Each temperament is based upon the individual needs that have been
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recognized at the higher level of Self. One's emotions always reflect
the position with one's "I", for good or for bad. So the concept of self
in the physical plane is Asiyatic consciousness. The emotional state
which rocks our Asiyatic ego consciousness like a boat on a stormy sea
is Yetziratic consciousness.
Both identity defined by externals and rocking emotions, which
challenge the "not I's" of self, must be transcended in order to achieve
Beriatic consciousness, this being the intuitive awareness of the
higher Self. At this level beyond external definition, beyond emotional
attachments each person must confront the self-made realities of how
one has defined and structured his/her world and existence. This is the
level of Beriatic consciousness, the level of the higher Self. Here does
the unique picture of the individual unfold to know the true "I" or Self.
Yet, this too is not the end; for remember, the ten sephirot of Beriah,
the world of the "I" /higher Self, cloak yet another higher reality, that of
Atzilut, the level of the Divine. Only by achieving Atzilutic consciousness
can Beriatic consciousness be understood. By achieving Beriatic
consciousness one can achieve knowledge of what the individual "I"
is, but only within Atzilutic consciousness can we understand why this
"I" is "I" and why the "I” is not "not I". This consciousness reveals
the true unity in the apparent diversity in our world. This allows the
individual not only to respect his own uniqueness, but that of others as
well. For at the source, vuvh of Atzilut, all things are united. Only in
the Source can the Source be experienced and perceived in all parts of
the whole. The whole, is of course the general pattern
introduction can we now discuss specific practices.

vuvh.

With this

“One must be clean of body, purified from all uncleanliness. One's hands must
clean of all theft, robbery, or bribery, even as the verse says "Who shall ascend
into the mountain of the vuvh or who shall stand in His holy place? He that
is clean of hands and a pure heart" (Psalm. 24:3-4). One must thoroughly
check deep into one's self and be of "a pure heart". For only then “He shall

receive a blessing from vuvh” (Ps.24:5), which is the level of prophecy, as it is
written "And he took up his discourse" (Num. 23.7) and join his spirit with
above. Afterward shall the fountain flow below. First one must dwell on the
mitzvot and their revealed meanings, following with a little of the secrets of
G-d. One must study Torah, perform mitzvot, separate from needless talk
for the entire day. One must go to the mikvah, wear white garments, be in a
clean place, and be far from uncleanliness, from all corpses, or cemeteries. One
must separate from all sorrow, sadness, and pain, and be completely clothed in
joy. One must separate from the physical, and rise his consciousness from level
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to level until he reaches the seventh level of Aravot. Upon Aravot shall you

picture a great white curtain, and written up it is the name vuvh written in
thick block Hebrew, each letter as large as a mountain, white as snow, start

by uniting the letter Yod (h) with the letter Hey (v), then Hey back with Yod;
Vav (u) with Hey, then Hey with Vav… then Vav with the final Hey (v) and
lastly the Final Hey with Vav”.

Sha'arei Kedushah Part. 4

We have already discussed the necessary physical and psychological
preparations for approaching "the gates of righteousness”. It is written
one must be of clean body purified of all uncleanliness, both physical
and internal. Physical cleanliness is achieved through bathing or a
mikvah. Internal cleaning is a cleansing from all foreign psychological
elements, which we have already discussed. The first step towards
achieving Merkava consciousness is to first learn to relax. As in many
meditative systems, relaxation is of the body and the mind, and is
achieved through deep, full breathing. This allows ease in withdrawal
from external stimuli that distract the process of introversion. Unlike
other systems, there is no initial need for any specific body position
during meditation. Therefore, one can either sit or lie down. The
essential thing is to be comfortable and to wear loose, comfortable
clothing with nothing to inhibit deep breathing. Deep rhythmic
breathing is most important because it allows an abundance of oxygen
into the brain allowing for deeper, clearer thinking, which is most
conducive to establishing a trance consciousness. Rhythmic breathing
is breathing in and out at a moderate, yet steady pace. You can set your
own pace in accordance to your personal physical makeup. Usually a
4 count or a 12 count is recommended.
Once you are comfortable, sitting or lying down, breathing
rhythmically, allow your mind to contemplate holy Torah. The
Kabbalistic meaning of the mitzvot is recommended, but there are
other topics as well, such as the shapes and meanings of the Hebrew
letters, the order of the Sephirot etc.…. The best contemplations will
differ from person to person. Find what is personally most inspiring,
which makes you feel closer to vuvh, G-d of Israel. After this lecture I
have included an excellent introductory prayer with which is good to
start. Its purpose is for the purification and crystalization of thought.
Once this is achieved, allow your full attention to be caught up in
your thoughts. This is the technique for introverting attention off of
external stimuli. Try to remain absolutely still; do not scratch an itch,
don't twitch, swallow naturally. Discipline yourself to forget your body.
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Allow it to go limp. Keep your mind alert and sharp by contemplating
holy Torah. Feel yourself as just you, as the "I" within, as if your
body is asleep and your mind is awake. Now is the time to ascend to
Atzilutic consciousness.
Start by picturing the letters vuvh in your mind's eye. Visualize
each letter, as big as a house, clearly, boldly, encompassing the entire
realm of your vision, completely surrounding you. See them first in the
black block form as is common in print, and then allow the letters vuvh
to do as they will. Remember
only in your head.
and focusing

vuvh

vuvh

vuvh

is autonomous. He does not exist

and His Name are one, so by you visualizing

before you in your mind's eye, you have actually

brought an aspect of His Presence before you. vuvh will thus act and
communicate with you as you are able to receive.
Keep vuvh before you, always. This means while in this state of
contemplation, concentrate completely upon the letters, one at a time,
and all together. Unite one letter with the next, then the next, etc.
Allow your mind to freely associate with each letter. Do not be alarmed
if the letters start to take human characteristics like faces, arms, legs
and voices. The letters will actually talk to you. At first you might
believe this to be just your imagination. At first, it might be; but let it
continue, you never know what your imagination can channel. In time,
as your experiences grow and mature, you will be able to distinguish
the sheer fantasy of imagination, which is klipah, from true Atzilutic
influx breaking into Asiyatic plane earth bound ego-consciousness.
This knowing will be an intuitive one, maybe beyond what words can
describe. Just keep visualizing

vuvh

over and over without ceasing.

vuvh will not hold back good.
One important aspect of this meditation is correlating the letters
with the rhythmic breathing. Remember Yod
first Hey

v

is Imma (Mother), Vav

u

h

is Abba (Father), the

is Z.A. (the son) and the final

v is Nukba (the daughter). Yod and Vav (uh) are masculine, active
whereas the two Heys (vv) are feminine, passive. While inhaling
picture the Yod h as blinding, tingling, radiantly warm white light.
Hey

Breathe it in through your nose. Feel it permeate your whole being.
Feel the Yod opening up your Atzilutic center, within the right lobe of
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the brain. Exhaling through the nose, feel now the Hey v radiating
throughout your being, like a mother surrounding you. Release with
your exhalation all impurities from your spiritual system. Next upon
inhaling, again rhythmically, at a count of 4 (to start) feel the Vav u
filling your being, energizing you with strength and vigor, giving you a
pure and clean heart, true, complete, mature and balanced. Keep the
image of the Vav radiating white light like the Yod, crystalized in your
mind. Finally, exhale on the 4 count, concentrate and feel your body
being cleansed and recharged by the power of the final Hey v. Feel
the Hey encompass you like a lover, comforting and caressing you.
Feel the Hey as a cool, comfortable sky blue light enveloping you.
Repeat this process of inhaling and exhaling of the letters twenty
six times: Inhaling on Yod, exhaling on Hey; inhaling on Vav, exhaling
on Hey. Each two breaths is one cycle of vuvh. The number of breaths
is only a guideline. Twenty six is suggested because it is the numerical
value of vuvh, but any other number is also good. Don't worry if you lose
count, the number is not as important as the state of consciousness it
induces.
Allow your body to relax and grow limp as your rhythmic breathing
relaxes you. Some perform this exercise with their eyes open, others
close their eyes. Either way is fine, just try not to fall asleep, for we
are trying to attain that level of consciousness that is between sleep
and being awake. It will take a little practice until one can successfully
and regularly enter this state.
As you are breathing and visualizing the letters, it is best to
internally hear the sound of the letter names. So as you breath in the
Yod, say or hear in your mind the word “Yod”, so that the sound and
image correlate. Do the same with all the other letters.
It is at this time, with the letters and their sounds firmly in your
inner vision that you may begin to freely associate, imagine if you will,
with the letters. They have a life of their own into which they will
invite you. Their colors and shapes may change and they might talk to
you. Within your mind, without losing your rhythmic breathing, talk to
the letters, ask them for meaning and guidance. They will respond in
ways in which will amaze you, and sometimes puzzle you. Ask again,
do not be deterred. Things will happen all in their own time.
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An essential realization which must be achieved by all those who

vuvh is the union of vuvh, MAH of Atzilut, the
with hbst (Adonai), BEN of Atzilut, the root of

wish to walk the path of
root of the spiritual
the physical.

vuvh

to unite with

vuvh.

consciousness is when one has elevated himself
Yet the next step is

hvbusvth

(Havaya - Ad'noot)

consciousness, where by the power of our meditations vuvh comes to
dwell within Adonai, thus uniting Heaven and Earth, the Holy One,
Blessed be He and His Shekhina. This reality of vuvh permeating
everything in our physical and mundane aspects of life elevates those
aspects and makes the most secular actions holy. This is the true path
of the rectification of the broken vessels, to restore holiness to its place
in all things. Thus by meditating upon
Adonai, for this is the cloak of

vuvh,

we also meditate upon

vuvh in Asiyah.

All actions and all purpose of Torah is for the sake of the unity of
the Holy One, Blessed be He and His Shekhina; for by imbuing the
Asiyatic earth realm with vuvh Atzilutic influx, we are allowing the
earth to resume its rightful place as Malkhut, the Kingdom, where all
things, even Atzilutic influx, are gathered. When mankind as a whole

vu v h

will achieve h b s t consciousness, uniting the Holy One, blessed
be He and His Shekhina, then death shall be no more. As the prophet
says, the unclean spirit shall pass out of the land. So important is this
meditation that in many prayer books the name vuvh is written as will
be shown, specifically to remind the reader that it is essential that
every time vuvh is written (and Adonai recited) that the two Names be
joined together, evoking this level of consciousness.

vu v h

We are taught "I place vuvh before me, always" (Ps.16:8). This is h b s t .
So with every prayer, every action, whether it be religious, ritual or
secular, all must be intended to unite vuvh and Adonai (hbst). By
uniting the Names, the secular mundane actions, regardless of what
they are, are transformed into spiritual ritual worship, allowing the
imprint of vuvh, its Source, to be clearly seen. So, even acts of eating,
walking, talking and loving should be elevated in your consciousness
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to being holy activities in which vuvh is actively present, imbuing that
activity with Atzilutic sephirotic influx. Thus is all elevated, making
everything around spiritual and in alignment with its Source. This
awareness is achieved by continually, at all times, visualizing the
Name in your mind's eye. No technique is necessary here, nor special
breathing; just continually place the union as an integral center in
your consciousness.
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Chapter Three

The Shviti

“I have Placed G-D Before Me , Always”
(Psalm. 16, Verse 8)

I

n order to facilitate inner visualization, a “mandala” of sorts has
been designed to allow the focus of concentration to center on the
name YKVK. This “mandala” is formulated to be in specific fulfillment
of the verse "I have placed (Shiviti) YKVK before me, always" (Psalm. 16:8). Therefore
has this “mandala” been given the name Shiviti.
Shivitis come in assorted styles and sizes, all with assorted Holy
Names and meditations for various levels of meditative practice. The
common ingredient is the verse, mentioned above, written like this:

   
“Shiviti HaShem L’negdi Tamid”

As shown previously, many times the final  is expanded to include

.
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This visualization is in order to unify each of the four aspects of
the Shekhina  with each of the aspects of the Holy One, blessed be
He  . Atzilut with Atzilut, (Yod-Alef)), Beriah with Beriah Hey Dalet)
and so on.

- takes on two different
forms, respectively placed to the right and left of the Name of 
In all Shivitis the weaved form of




 in the order of the weaving. This
represents the influx of  descending into  this is the supernal
is placed before

blessing from above to below.





Shekhina) to ascend above 
is placed before

to represent the desire of



(the


(pronounced Havaya -Ad'noot) is the meditation when reciting
Amen to the blessing. A blessing invokes
that which we bless.

's

Being to permeate


(Ad'noot-Havaya) is the meditation when reciting Amen to the
Kaddish prayer, which kabbalistically is known to be the path of
ascending desire.
The word Amen ( = 1,  = 40,  = 50) is numerically equal to the
two Names  (26) and
91 (90+1 for the word).
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Know Before Whom You Stand
Before the King Who is the King of Kings, The Holy One Blessed Be He

"I have placed (Shiviti) YKVK before me, always" (Psalm. 16:8)
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Upon answering Amen after the recitation of a blessing we meditate
by visualizing  in our mind's eye. This seals the Atzilutic
influx onto that physical aspect upon which we have invoked  to
dwell. This is the purpose of reciting blessings: to imbue 
consciousness into specific aspect of the physical realm referred to in
the words of the specific blessing.
Likewise in the Kaddish, which is the ladder between the worlds,
the secret of the ascent. Upon reciting Amen in any Kaddish, our
desire is to raise up  (the Shekhina) to  (Her Mate). Our souls,
along with the Shekhina are elevated to encompass our source .
Thus upon each Amen, we visualize  intending this elevation.
In the center of the Shiviti is placed Psalm 67 written in the form
of the Menorah. As is known, the Menorah has seven branches, three
to the right, three to the left, and one in the center. On top of each
branch is a flame. Verse 1 of the Psalm has 20 letters (in Hebrew),
which acts as the flame over each of the branches. Three groups of
three letters for the branches of the right, three groups of three letters
for the branches of the left, with two letters in the center acting as the
central flame. The following seven verses are then written forming the
branches of the menorah.
According to the tradition, Psalm 67 was known to both Moshe, our
teacher, as well as to King David. It is said that King David engraved
this Psalm in the form of the Menorah upon his battle shield, and was
thus successful whenever he went out to war. It is said that this Psalm
is beneficial to afford Divine protection. It is good to recite it as a
mantra, visualizing it in this form of the Menorah.
Like any other scripture, one can analyze this Psalm intellectually.
Yet, within this Psalm, there are cryptic meanings that defy the
untrained intellect. The only way to open the depths and treasures of
the meanings is to meditate upon it, using it as a mantra, reciting it
continuously as one focuses  before himself. Slowly, but surely, the
doors to inner intuitive understanding will open, and  will speak
within your heart.
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Chapter Four

Meditative Exercises

Introduction

O

ur Sages teach us that everything is to be found within the
Torah. Our only problem is that we do not know what to look for or
where to look for it. Our Sages also teach us that the entire Torah is
the Name of HaShem. The holy Mekubalim have always understood
the meaning of this. Using techniques passed down to them from the
Biblical prophets, received by them from Moshe Rabbeynu himself, our
holy Mekubalim have learned to extract from our holy Torah certain
aspects of Divine power revealed as they are in the intertwining and
combinations of letters from the Torah. These letter combinations are
what we refer to as Shemot Kodashim, holy names of G-d.
It is important to state from the beginning Shemot Kodashim (holy
names) are not magic. There is no such thing as magic; there are
only various levels of technology presently not understood by modern
science. One of these sorely underdeveloped areas is the innate
powers of the human mind. In brief, according to the Sefer Yetzirah,
the power of the human mind, when focused properly through specific
combinations of letters of Torah can actually manifest the ability to
influence and sometimes out rightly change physical reality in time
and space. The underlying spiritual technology of this mind power
focused by Torah is the source of the miracles often found in the
TaNaKh, Talmud and other later Torah literature.
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Certain combinations of letters reveal certain potential powers.
Others reveal different powers. Each depends upon what can be
discovered latent within them. When we look at a combination of
letters, such as the capital letters (Reshei Tevot) of a verse or its end
letters (Sofei Tevot), we find specific letter combinations that we can
examine and learn their secret innate powers. When these letter
combinations or Shemot Kodashim are contemplated in meditative
fashion, they unlock channels in both the mind and the organic brain
that empower one to embody the meaning and intent of that specific
Name.
It is important to note that the power latent within a Name can
only be discovered once one has examined the letter combinations and
exposed their inner meaning. This is done by looking at the letters
as numbers, through the various forms of gematria and then finding
equal and equivalent numerical values with other holy Names, angelic
names, or similar types of concepts. Then when one meditates upon
the sounds of the letters or Shemot, one at the same time contemplates
their significance and this combination of contemplations is what opens
the inner doors.
This system is tried and true. It has been around forever. Yet,
one must operate it correctly in order for it to work properly. If one’s
mind is full of the distractions of modern day living most Names will
not be able to properly ground themselves into one’s consciousness.
Therefore, living a life of holiness in scrupulous observance of all of the
Torah’s mitzvot is obviously a prerequisite for this system to operate.
Let this then serve as a motivation to encourage you, my readers,
to multiply your efforts in making Teshuva and binding with HaShem,
to bind and embrace Torah and Halakha in all its details; to devote
time daily to the study of Torah, Talmud, Halakah and Kabbalah.
When all is in balance within you and your body and mind are
Kadosh (holy), only then will you be able to tap into the inner Kedusha
(holiness) and manifest it here on earth. When you accomplish this, then
you will have become a vehicle for HaShem to manifest His Shekhina.
Such a vehicle is called the Merkava. As such, these teachings are the
true form of what has become known as Ma’aseh Merkava.
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for

325

Protection

The RaMBaN (Rabbi Moshe Ben Nahman – one of the leading
Kabbalists in medieval Spain) was amazed at the results of reciting
these ten verses. It is said that whoever recited these verses every day
will receive Divine protection and find grace and prosperity. Meditate
and understand that the total number of words in these verses are 91,
the number of . The number of letters (in Hebrew) is 365, the
number of days in the solar year, as well as the number of portions
in the Incense Offering. These ten correlate to the ten sefirot. The
beginning letters spell out the ten letter name of  of MAH :

Hokhma:

   

��������������
 ��������
 �����������������������������������
    ������������
 
 
In the day  orders His mercy, at night His song is with me, a prayer to

the G-d of my life. (Psalm. 42:9)
Binah

       
 
And me, my prayer is to you  in a time of desire G-d in your great mercy
hear me in the truth of your salvation. (Psalm. 69:14)
Da'at:

    
I sought out  and He answered me, and from all my fears has He saved
me. (Psalm. 34:5)
Hesed:

        
�������


Incline to me your ear, quickly save me, You are to me a rock of strength a
fortress of defense to save me. (Psalm 31:3)
Gevurah:

    
G-d save me,  help me speedily.
(Psalm 70:2)
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Tiferet:

 �����������������������������������������������������������������
  �������������������������������������������������
     

And you  Adonai, do with me for the sake of your Name, for Your mercy
is good, save me. (Ps.109:21)
Netzah:

      

You are the G-d who does wonders, the nations are informed of Your strength.
(Psalm 77:15)
Hod:

    

He saved them for His Names sake to make known His strength.
(Ps.106:8)
Yesod:

         �
  
Behold, G-d is my salvation, I will trust and not be afraid, for Yah  is
my strength and song, He has become my salvation. (Is. 12:2)
Malkhut:

      
G-d don't be far from me, My G-d speedily be my help.
(Psalm 71:12)
Each of these verses reverberate reflections of the Atzilutic
sefirah to which it corresponds. They can be said together at any
time or recited individually as a sort-of chant (niggun) for assistance
in contemplating a specific sefirah.
As with any chant (niggun), first achieve relaxation and rhythmic
breathing; try reciting whichever verse you choose correlating to the
sefirah you wish to experience. Repeat the verse continually, allowing
your mind to go where it will.
Try repeating your chosen verse as many times as you are able,
again being completely relaxed. Be patient, and accepting of your own
inner Self. The sefirah which you wish to experience will be perceived
in some manner by your conscious mind.
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Be open and honest about your experiences, for this is your inner
guide speaking to you. Allow yourself to free associate. Believe in your
perceptive abilities. Most importantly, never give up, and always pay
attention and take seriously what you sense and feel inside - for this is
the voice of your higher Self, speaking from 

Exercise 2: Meditation

for

Awe

It is good for one to visualize the name  Blessed be He, before
one's eyes, always with the vowels of the word  (Yir'ah), meaning
“awe” like this:



This is the secret meaning of “I have placed  before me, always” (Psalm.
 to refine his
pure soul.
16:8). This causes awe to enter the heart of man, from

This meditation is considered so basic, simple and yet sublime
that even the Jewish Law code, the Mishneh Berurah (1:4) states that
one should perform this visualization technique whenever one is able.
Simply by visualizing the holy Name, with your eyes opened or
closed, for a period of time or for just a single moment, enables the
autonomous presence of  to seep into your consciousness and to
influence you from within the very core of your being.
If one needs direction in life about whatever kind of matter, one
need simply recite a small prayer of one’s own making, visualize this
holy Name and call out to  simply saying, HaShem guide me and
help me make the right choice that is before me.
  “They have written in the name of the Ari’zal that one should visualize the Name Havaya
continuously before ones eyes with the vowels of Yirah, like this (see above). This is the secret of “I place
HaShem before me always.” (Psalm 16:8). This is a great help in regards to being in awe.” Mishneh
Berurah 1:4
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 in His mercy will speak within your heart and mind through
His Name to arouse within you what it is that is best for the moment.
This is the secret of Devekut (bonding with ).
Exercise 3: To Purify One's Thoughts
This meditation comes from the Ari’zal. Begin by visualizing and
contemplating the holy Name  written with the vowels of the word
 (biv’rit), meaning “covenant” from the verse “I... entered into a
covenant with you says Adonai (HaShem)  and you did become Mine” (Ezek16:8). This
is the name:



This Name alone with this specific set of vowels will radiate within
your soul the reality of the holy Covenant spoken of in the verse. Yet,
in order for the meditation to work with even greater success there is
now a second part to it.
The Hebrew word for “thought” is  Mah’shava, which by
rearranging its letters can also be read as   Ha'Shav Mah
(think of MAH).
MAH is one of the four forms of the expanded Name  MAH is the
form of  that correlates to the heart. Therefore, by contemplating
this Name, especially in the special form of expansion, we open our
hearts to receive the appropriate focus of the holy Name that enables
us to clarify our minds by purifying our hearts. The holy Name acts as
an internal cleanser to help sift out of us all confusions, contradictions
and complacencies.
One should visualize five times, the extended expansion of
MAH, like so:
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As one is visualizing this, one should simply say silently or think
about how one truly wishes for clarity and purification so that one can
become a better channel for the Heavenly good.

Exercise 4: Academic Pursuits
For extra ability in academic pursuits, meditate on  of SAG like
this:

   

The name SAG corresponds to the sefirat Binah and the intellectual
aspects within the human mind. Therefore by contemplating this
specific form of the holy Name  one can ask heaven to assist one is
all ones mental functioning, such as studying Torah, studying for tests,
or for any other academic function.
Simply all one has to do is contemplate this Name and what it
represents and then say a small prayer in ones heart asking
assist one in understanding and remembering what is needed.



to

Exercise 5: Yihud to Remove Forgetfulness
from Sha'ar Ruah HaKodesh, Tikun 26
When a person sins by violating any of the laws of Torah, not only
does one’s actions create blemish and harm, one’s thoughts are also
affected negatively. All behavior is predicated by thought; when one’s
thoughts are blemished, faulty action is just a natural consequence.
The Name  corresponds to the sefirat Binah and thus the human
intellect. When one allows one’s thoughts to become compromised by
entertaining forbidden ideas and contemplating forbidden behavior,
one causes the holy Name  the source of the mind to become
blemished as well.
The Name  can be spelled out in three different forms, one for
each of the levels of human consciousness. All become blemished by
compromised thought. The source of the Name  is the letter Alef.
It is this source letter specifically that becomes blemished and it is as
if it disappears out of human consciousness leaving one cut off from
Divine direction and communion.
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These are the three spelled out forms of the name

   
   
   



Yodin
Alfin

Hehin

All three correspond to the sefirat Binah, which is also referred to
as the Partzuf (sefirotic face) of Imma (Supernal Mother).
Our blemished mind causes the source Alefs to fall into the klipot
and this leads to a lessening of our mental faculties. Confusion and
forgetfulness set in as a result.
For the three Alefs

 (forgetfulness).

   numerically equal the value of

In order to assist in repair this the following meditation is
performed.
We begin by contemplating the three forms of the name
without the Alefs, like so:



  
  
  
  

We then contemplate the three alefs themselves:

We then contemplate returning the Alefs to their places at the
head of the three names of  like so:
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One contemplates and says a silent prayer asking heaven to
rectify the blemishes to one’s mind and to repair what has been
harmed and to restore lost memory. With G-d’s help this meditation/
contemplation will assist one’s spiritual recovery. Mind you, it does
not work miraculously, not happens immediately or over night, but it
does help and its value will be apparent, when the exercise is practiced
repeatedly with sincerity.

Exercise 6: Yihud for Teshuva
from Sha'ar Ruah HaKodesh 24C
Teshuva is the very essence of serving Heaven. It not only means
to be sorry for the wrongs we have done, but also to commit not to
repeat them. Wrong doing always begins with mistakes made in
our minds. We allow ourselves to think improperly and this leads to
improper action. Therefore, all teshuva must begin in the mind. This
meditation therefore begins with the Name  each letter written
with the vowel “tzere” associated with the sefirat Binah (source of the
conscious mind)
Recite this prayer:
"May it be acceptable before You  (contemplate the meaning of this
Name, but only say HaShem, never ever recite the Name itself) our G-d
and G-d of our fathers that You send forth freedom and release from beneath Your Throne of
Glory, and receive the Teshuva of your servant (fill in your name, and the name of
your mother). For Your Right Hand is always extended to receive those who return to You."
Now, unite the sefirah Hesed, represented by the Name 
written with vowels segol, which is called “HaShem’s Right Hand,”
with the sefirah Binah, represented by the Name  with the vowels
tzere, which is called Teshuva. For Binah (the mind, the source of
change, i.e., teshuva) extends the Right Hand, representing the power
of forgiveness and mercy, represented by the Name , to receive the
one who returns (Teshuva, the name for Binah) to HaShem.
Not only must Teshuva include a commitment and resolve not to
repeat wanton behavior, it also must include forgiveness in order for
us to reunite with Heaven. Yet, the greatest part of forgiveness is that
we also have to forgive ourselves for what we have done. This can be a
most difficult thing. Many who have erred in life suffer from incredible
self-guilt, sometimes more than they can bear. This self-guilt can often
cause one to commit even further self-destructive behavior. This is
evil.
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Teshuva means a return to HaShem. HaShem does forgive us for
our wrong doings, when we are sincerely remorseful for doing them
and when we live up to our commitment not to repeat them. HaShem
knows our hearts and knows who is sincere and who is the hypocrite.
Whenever we wish to contemplate teshuva, such as in the berakha
in the Amidah, one should contemplate the Name Havaya with the
vowels “tzere” representing Teshuva, and then contemplate the
Name Havaya with the vowels “segol” representing Mercy. One then
contemplates the two Names knitted together in traditional Kabbalistic
format (as described elsewhere), to represent the merging of mind
and mercy. This is how one receives the power of forgiveness and can
even enable one to cleanse one’s own mind and soul.
Binah

Hesed of the Binah

   
���
�������
����

The union of Hesed with Binah

No one is worthy of Divine Mercy, it is given us a free gift. It is
one of the greatest gifts Heaven can ever bestow upon us This is the
Right Hand (Hesed) extended to receive those who return (Teshuva
i.e. Binah)

Exercise 7: Uniting One’s Name
with the Name HaShem
This meditation is one of the simplest, yet most profound ways,
to reinforce one’s level of holiness and bonding with HaShem. Rabbi
Yosef Hayim, the Ben Ish Hai of Baghdad has written in his Sefer Ben
Ish Hai (Drashot), Parashat Lekh L’kha the following…
"And I will make your name great, and you shall be for a blessing". (Bereshit 12).
It appears to me, with the help of heaven, in accordance to the pasuk that says, "I
place HaShem before me, always" (Tehilim 16, 8), that the Kabbalists have said
that one should knit the letters of one's name within the letters of the Name of
HaShem (Havaya)… Thus will one receive good sustenance from the letters of
HaShem's holy Name."
This is a profound meditative practice that everyone can benefit
from. As we have learned in previous material, the letters of the holy
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name Havaya are alive and are themselves the source of life. I have
already exposed you to the process of knitting together Hebrew names
(and words) and that this meditative knitting in the mind actually
creates the spiritual reality of that which we are contemplating.
Therefore, by uniting the Hebrew letters that spell ones name with the
letters of the name Havaya one is imbued with Havaya and can receive
a radiant influx of holiness enabling one to elevate ones consciousness
to sublime heights of revelation.
The procedure and practice is rather simple. First, one must be
able to take their name and spell it in Hebrew characters. If one is
not knowledgeable of Hebrew, one may have to consult a competent
Orthodox Rabbi for direction how to spell one’s non-Hebrew name in
Hebrew characters.
Let us use the name John for example. In Hebrew, John is Yohanan,
spelled Yod Vav, Het, Nun, Nun; five letters in all. As we know, the Name
Havaya is spelled Yod Hey Vav Hey. We join together a five-letter name
and the four-letter name beginning with the Yod of Yohanan, followed
by the Yod of Havaya. Next comes the Vav of Yohanan, followed by
the Hey of Havaya. Next comes the Het of Yohanan, followed by the
Vav of Havaya. Next comes the Nun of Yohanan, followed by the Hey
of Havaya, followed by the final Nun of Yohanan. We thus have a full
knitting of the names like this:



For meditative purpose, the vowels associated with the letters
in these united names are what is called in the Abulafian system of
prophetic Kabbalah the base vowels, where each letter is pronounced
according to the sound of its original consonant and vowel sound.
Thus, Alef is pronounced Ah; Bet is pronounced Bey and so on through
the Hebrew alefbet.
A four-letter name is knitted in similar fashion beginning instead
with the Yod of Havaya, followed sequentially by the first letter of the
person’s name and so on. A name with three letters is placed with the
four letter holy Name and a name with more than five letters simply
leaves the excess letters on, hanging at the end.
Once one has knitted ones name with Havaya, one can use this
united name as ones personal meditative focusing device. It is an
excellent meditation for drawing close to G-d and feeling the Divine
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Presence within ones very being. One can contemplate ones united
name at any time, in any clean place, for any length of time one wishes.
The ultimate purpose is to draw close to G-d, to feel His Presence and
to ascertain His Will and to do it.

Exercise 8: Yichud & Shem Kadosh
to Assist One in Losing Weight
This verse can be used to assist one in losing weight and controlling
one’s urges to over-eat. Proverbs 13:25 states:    �
“The righteous eat to satisfy his soul.”
The meaning of this verse is that one who is truly righteous is one
who recognizes the need to eat in a healthy and responsible manner.
This is defined by one refraining from all unnecessary and unhealthy
foods. One eats what one needs to and no more.


The Reshei Tevot of the verse numerically equal the value of the
holy angelic name Paniel, mentioned in the verse (Gen. 32:31),

       
  

“and Ya’akov called the name of the place Paniel (Face of G-d) for I saw G-d face to face
and my soul was saved.”
One who contemplates this holy Name of the Reshei Tevot and the
angelic name corresponding to it can vitalize the same power of focus,
will and perseverance as did Ya’akov when he fought the angel. Such
a one can actualize the Presence of HaShem to protect one and give
one great inner strength.

lkn txf -    
This Name also is numerically equal to the value of the words,
“Kiseh Melekh” (king’s throne), for the one who embraces this Name
and unleashes the power of stamina contained within it reveals the
presence of G-d in one’s life and one becomes as if a throne to the
Divine presence. This is another subtle reference to the Merkava.
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The Sofei Tevot of this pasuk (with the base vowels called the
Pituhei Hotam) reveals to us even greater secrets of the latent power
of this pasuk. The holy Name that comes forth from the Sofei Tevot
numerically equal 206. This is the numerical value of Sod Kol, “the
secret voice.” It is also the numerical value of the phrase, “Sod AB
SAG”, the secret of the two spellings of Havaya that signify the unity
between the spiritual realm of the unconscious mind (AB-Hokhma) and
the intellectual realm of the conscious mind (SAG-Binah).
These Sofei Tevot reverberate the power of the secret unification
of the latent potential of the mind with its conscious manifestations.
This unification is the secret of all emotional empowerment.

kue - sux
hv utu hv suh - hv uhu hv suh sux
ost hbst vuvh sux
As is known from psychology, all human consciousness is directed
from within the unconscious. Everything rises to the surface of our
minds from deep within us. This area deep within us is the Neshama
soul, the higher self. We access spiritual knowledge and intuitive
knowing through the balance and subservience of intellect to intuition.
In other words, our rational minds and our spiritual psychic/intuitive
minds must operate in perfect union and harmony for us to realize
many different things, one of which is the inner strength to accomplish
any deed.
This then is the secret of dieting. Resolve to change one’s lifestyle
is hard to acquire and even harder to act upon and maintain. Yet, it can
be done. When one contemplates these Sofei Tevot, one can remind
oneself of one’s inherent inner strength and by doing so overcome any
and all obstacles.
The Name is also the gematria of Sod YKVK, ADNY man. This
implies to us that this sacred Name contains within it the great secret
of unity between two unique aspects of Divine revelation. The first
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aspect is the Name YKVK; this is the concealed potential of G-d that
when revealed accounts for all super-natural activity. This is the true
essence and power of the Divine. The second aspect is the Name
ADNY (Adonai); this is the aspect of HaShem revealed in nature and is
responsible for all natural operations and the continuance of time and
space.
These two aspects of Divine revelation come together in only one
place. This is within the Neshama soul of the willing and open servant
of HaShem. The one who unites these two aspects of the Divine truly
deserves to be called Adam, which the name that represents the highest
accomplishments and fulfillment for any human being.
When one contemplates all these concepts while focusing on these
specific Shemot Kodashim one has the ability to unleash within oneself
powerful spiritual energy that can enable one to fulfill the pasuk from
which they emanate. Thus, one can become a Tzadik who will eat only
for the sake of his soul, and not for the pursuits of physical pleasures.

Conclusion
When one feels an urge to eat unnecessary or unhealthy foods, and
one needs to lose weight and knows such eating is severely detrimental,
one should do the following:
Recite and/or contemplate the pasuk, “Tzadik Okhel Lisva Nafsho” or in
English, “The righteous eat to satisfy his soul.”
Contemplate the Holy Name of the Reshei Tevot – “Tza-Ohl-Na.”
Contemplate how this Name manifests the power of the angel
Paniel and how one can become a Throne of the King.
Then contemplate the holy Name of the Sofei Tevot – “Ko-La-Ah-Vah.”
Contemplate how this Name manifests the secret of the Inner Voice,
which is the union of one’s intuitive, psychic, spiritual unconscious
power manifesting it within one’s rational, intellectual consciousness
and that this unity creates within one supreme spiritual power to
embrace the true meaning of being created in the Image of G-d.
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Such an individual certainly has the inner power and resolve to
overcome any cravings for forbidden and unhealthy foods.
When one allows oneself to contemplate these things, one will see
that one’s craving and desires become lessened. Now, it will become
easy to resist and one will be able to accomplish great things.
This then is the secret of this verse. Now, all you have to do is to
put it into practice.
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Chapter Five

The Kavanot
of the Merkavah

A Kabbalistic Meditation / Prayer to Unite the Holy Name
Havaya with the Ten Sefirot. From the Writings of the
Ari’zal, the Rashash And the Ben Ish Hai

Introduction into Kabbalistic Visualization
Meditative Techniques

K

nowledge of visualization techniques is widely known in
Kabbalistic meditation. The focus of visualization, however, is not
upon something nebulous such as a nature scene. The purpose
of visualization was never for something as basic as relaxation.
Visualization techniques in Kabbalah have their origins in the ancient
practices of the Biblical prophets.
Predating Carl Jung's exposition on archetypes by at least 3,000
years, the system of the Biblical prophets was based upon visualizations
upon the letters of the Hebrew language. Each letter in Hebrew is not
only a sound; it is a representative form. A Hebrew letter signifies
an individual archetypal aspect in the universe, one that is closely
related to the letter’s numerical value (gematria). Yet, the application
of number to the letters appears historically to have been a practice of
  Note: This essay is written to provide kosher, correct information on the topic of meditation in
accordance to Halakha (Torah law) and Kabbalah. I am well aware that many non-religious Jews have
practiced unkosher forms of meditation from idolatrous sources for years. They are not willing to give up
what they believe to be “real” spiritual experiences. In order to confront this vast misinformation and
deception that is keeping many wayward Jews from finding the ways back to kosher Torah I present this
material in English. I have designed this essay to fully outline and explain how this meditation works
and is practiced. It is very powerful, and those who will try it will see for themselves the living power of
HaShem and His Torah.
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Second Temple times, and not part of the system used by the Biblical
prophets.
The system of visualization known and practiced today comes mostly
from the teachings of Rabbi Avraham Abulafia, whose controversial
works were censored by large sectors of the Torah community for
centuries. It has only been in the past few years (since 5759/1999) that
the full library of Abulafian literature have been published for the very
first time. The texts were written in the 1200's. These texts, almost
800 years old, although censored by one of Abulafia’s contemporaries,
the RaSHbA, were nonetheless, well received, respected and used in
certain small groups of secret Kabbalists throughout the centuries.
The Abulafian meditative techniques were systematized and
committed to writing first in a small text entitled “Sha'arei Tzedek.”
Next, in the early 1500's, one of Jerusalem's chief Rabbis, Rabbi
Yehuda Albatoni penned a text entitled, "Sulam Aliyah." This text,
like the Sha'arei Tzedek before it, clearly documented that not only
were prophetic techniques known, there was a small elite group of
Kabbalists, possibly even hidden from other Kabbalists, who were
practicing these techniques.
It is not until we come to the writings of Rabbi Haim Vital, the
master redactor of the Kabbalah of the Ari'zal that we find an integration
of prophetic techniques into the mainstream of Kabbalistic practice.
Rabbi Haim's works clearly document his knowledge of these systems.
Yet, regardless of Rabbi Haim's stature in the Kabbalistic (and general
Rabbinic) community, his work dealing with Abulafian meditation was
itself censored and only published for the first time in the 1990's.
Rabbi Haim penned a small text to educate those who sought this
path, how to ascend on high. The text entitled "Sha'arei Kedusha" is a
standard of moralistic literature published dozens of times and warmly
received throughout the entire Torah community. The text consists of
four parts (Sha'arim). Parts One, Two and Three are what has been
published. Part Four, which deals with holy Names and visualization
techniques was considered by the original publisher to be too holy for
publication; therefore, Sha'arei Kedusha, Part Four, joined the list of
censored books about prophetic Kabbalistic techniques.
As of the time of this writing, the Sha'arei Tzedek, Sulam Aliyah,
Sha'arei Kedusha, Part Four and the full Abulafian library have all
been published. These texts are now readily available at many Jewish
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bookstores around the world and also through many online Jewish
bookstores, specializing in Hebrew books from Israel.

Visualizing

the

Holy Name Havaya

One technique of visualization that has come down to us, of
Abulafian origins, is the usage of the holy Name Havaya (YHVH). This
Name is the archetype of all creation. The four letter, each potent
with meaning, are representative of all levels in creation, both the
macrocosm of the universe and the microcosm of man.
The following section is from my book, Yikrah B'Shmi – Call Upon My Name and outlines the basic
correlations of each of the letters of the holy Name as documented in the writings of the later Kabbalists.

h

Yod - The first letter of the holy Name

Corresponds to the realm of Atzilut in the worlds, the Haya
of the soul, and Hokhma among the sefirot. The Yod represents the
purely spiritual, and holy. It is the source of wisdom, and prophecy.
This is the level of the ten sefirot through which G-d's absoluteness in
manifest to His creation. Herein all is good. The Malkhut of Atzilut is
the Shekhina, the Oral Torah. Her Mate is the Tiferet of Atzilut, who is
the Small Face, Zeir Anpin, the written Torah. The ten sefirot of Atzilut
are the ten palaces of the supernal Temple.

v

Hey - The second letter of the holy Name

Corresponds to the realm of Beriah in the worlds, and the
Neshama (higher Self) of the soul, and Binah among the sefirot. The
Hey represents pure mind, and mental thought. It is the reception
vessel of the intuitive revelation of the Yod, Hokhma; therefore, it is
the source of Divine revelation, i.e. the Holy Spirit. Herein most is
good, but evil has its source. This is the level of the human soul, which
is the Throne of Glory. Herein is a spark from Atzilut concealed within.
That spark is the Shekhina, which is concealed within us. This is also
the level of the supernal Garden of Eden.

u

Vav - The third letter of the holy Name

Corresponds to the realm of Yetzirah in the worlds, the ruah of
the soul, and the six intermediary sefirot, Hesed, Gevurah, Tiferet,
Netzah, Hod, and Yesod. The Vav represents the realm of the emotions,
which like the wind are not permanent or stable. Here is also the realm
of the angels, and the astral plane. Herein are the forces of good and
evil equally matched. Herein do all of our emotions materialize as
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independent, autonomous beings, be they for good or for evil; these
are our own angels or demons. The human soul, which conceals
within it the Divine spark, here is concealed within the human spirit.
This realm is the lower Garden of Eden, and is ruled by the archangel
Metatron, the Prince of the Presence.

v

Hey - The final letter of the holy Name
Corresponds to the realm of Asiyah in the worlds, the nefesh
of the soul, and Malkhut among the sefirot. The Hey represents the
realm of the physical, and as such is "mother earth.” The Hey is also
the Shekhina. The physical plane is unequally matched in favor of
the dark side. In the physical realm, evil dominates and attempts to
suffocate the good. This is called the exile of Israel, and the Shekhina,
wherein, which the forces of evil prevent the Asiyatic realm from
being united with those realms from which it comes forth. It is here
that Adam "fell" into with the fall. It is here that the final redemption
will take place. It is here that the rectification must begin, and will
eventually end.
The Name Havaya, therefore, is used as THE symbol of
visualization. The Name itself is said to be the doorway to higher
realms of consciousness and to enlightenment. The visualization on
the Name then brings with it profound results. Rabbi Haim outlines
how the Name is to be visualized in his Sha'arei Kedusha:
“One must separate from the physical and rise his consciousness from level
to level until he reaches the seventh level of Aravot. Upon Aravot shall you
picture a great white curtain and written up it is the name YHWH, written
in thick block Hebrew, each letter as large as a mountain, white as snow, start
by uniting the letter Yod with the letter Hey, then Hey back with Yod; Vav with
Hey, then Hey with Vav… then Vav with the final Hey and lastly the Final
Hey with Vav".
You will notice the use of color in this visualization. The colors
are very significant and do not stop with black and white. Indeed the
colors in which the letters of Havaya appear in one's mind are said to
be indicative of one's spiritual stature. In his Sha'ar Ruah HaKodesh
4a-b, Rabbi Haim explains:
"One way for a man to know his sins is to meditate in his mind on the four
letters of the name HAVAYA, written in block (Ashurit) Hebrew. This is the
meaning of the verse "I have placed HAVAYA before me always" (Ps.16:8).
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When one meditates on the Name, if he has sinned and thus blemished any one
of the four letters, then that letter he will not be able to meditate upon clearly.
He can thus know the source of his weakness.
When meditating upon the name, if the letters appear as if written in black
ink, know that this one's soul emanates from Asiyah.
If the letters appear red, then the one who sees such emanates from Yetzirah.
If the letters appear white, that soul emanated from Beriah.
If the letters appear not only white, but also glowing and sparkling, this soul
emanates from Atzilut.
By this can a man know to which level his soul clings. In this way also, a man
should meditate on the name HAVAYA as if placed in every organ or member of
his body, be it his face, hand etc.…, if there be something lacking (of the letters
in a specific area) the man can then identify his sin.
The true and highest way of perceiving HAVAYA in meditation is to see the
Name as a burning fire. If one perceives the Name as such, then that one is
without blemish and is complete.”
As we have learned, HAVAYA is the general composite form of
all creation. Each person created in the image of HAVAYA contains
this composite form in full. As HAVAYA can be categorized as five
worlds and ten sefirot, each consisting of five worlds and ten sefirot, so
every human too has within them ten sefirot, divided into five worlds.
Although all levels are in us, our consciousness is not necessarily
comprehensive of all five at once.
The purpose of Merkava meditation is to expand the scope of
consciousness to include all levels, from the Asiyatic Nefesh up to the
Atzilutic Haya. Meditating upon HAVAYA in its specific applications
allows the Atzilutic sefirotic influx the ability to reverberate itself in
each of the individual ten sefirot of the person, as well as to reveal the
present level of personal consciousness.
By meditating upon HAVAYA, one is able to distinguish not only
his level of consciousness, but his individual blemishes (sins) as
well. If, while meditating upon the four letters Yod Hey Vav Hey, the
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visualization of one or more of the letters is not clear, this is considered
an indicative symptom of a spiritual blemish or misalignment. Many
times a letter will appear warped, crooked, or just hazy of focus. If
by natural relaxation, without force, one has a problem visualizing an
individual letter, this needs to be investigated.
If there is a problem with focusing on the Final Hey of HAVAYA,
then the problem is within the realm of his relationship to the physical
world. Since the Hey is also the Shekhina, a problem in focusing or
unusual activity here may indicate a problem of relating to the "I"
within, which is the Shekhina. A recommitment to stringency of
Halakhic observance, introspection, and self-evaluation would be
greatly helpful here for one to harmonize with the inner self, for if
there is an observance of Halakha (of the Oral Torah) of which one is
not complete, it will show here in the Hey.
If there is a problem with focusing on the Vav, know that this
indicates misalignment in the emotional center (the six sefirot). It
may also mean a sexual blemish, being Vav is the male, Z.A., the sign
of the covenant. Again, extensive exercise to achieve self-control is
recommended here. The recitation of Tikun Hatzot (the midnight
prayers) and the recitation of the Shema Yisrael prayer at bedtime are
particularly auspicious and helpful in rectifying any sexual blemishes.
If there is an observance of Halakha (of the written Torah) of which
one is not complete, it will show here in the Vav.
A problem focusing on the first Hey indicates one has performed
an incomplete Teshuva (return/repentance). For the first Hey is
Imma, Mother, the sefirah Binah, the world of Beriah, the source of
the Neshama. Even when one acknowledges one's "I,” continued
realignment is necessary to further the Atzilutic sefirotic influx.
Since this is channeled via the Beriatic Neshama, it is from here that
images of progress will be perceived. A problem of focus here can
also indicate misalignment of one's thoughts or intellectual faculties.
One with this problem should make special efforts to pursue Talmudic
study. Studying the works of Maimonides, especially his "Guide to the
Perplexed", is helpful here. This text greatly assisted Rabbi Abraham
Abulafia in his pursuit of the spirit of prophecy.
A problem visualizing and focusing on the Yod indicates not allowing
the full flow of the Atzilutic influx. It can also mean a misalignment
with HAVAYA in general; this might indicate that one re-examine his
entire commitment to Israel, Torah, and HAVAYA; for as we are taught
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in the Zohar (Ekev 73a), "HAVAYA Torah and Israel are one.” One experiencing
this trouble will best be helped by their study of Kabbalistic and Hasidic
texts. Sefer Ba'al Shem Tov, Me'or Eynayim and the Kitvei HaAri'zal
are texts that I will recommend. These texts have the ability to enable
one to open their psychic blocks. They are usually readily available in
Hebrew bookstores. Unfortunately, these are not available in English,
other than small translated sections in my works and in the works of a
few other authors.
If there is a blemish in one area, it will show in the others. Remember
that the revelation of these blemishes is all transitory in nature. They
do not necessarily manifest in a continual, steady manner. One time
visualization may be fine, and the next time not so. If this occurs,
look for continuing patterns and by this, we can establish a precedent
of exactly what is happening. A one-time visualization experience is
not enough. Do not be alarmed if any of these things appear; they
are supposed to. Merkava meditation is a means to an end, a path
to follow. Every path requires growth and development. Remember,
stability and self-trust are required here. Proceed steadily, but slowly.
HAVAYA will not hold back good from those who walk in purity.
All of this must be taken in context with the larger picture of the
general five worlds, for not only when a letter is blemished can we
ascertain an individual's problem, but also by the color and shape of it
in general can a perception be perceived as to what general level one
is perceiving, and where in that level does a problem exist. Remember
every world has ten sefirot, each having five worlds subdividing into
infinity. When meditating and visualizing HAVAYA we can recognize
general and specific categories of level and blemish.
Asiyah is the realm of the physical. As such, it is the farthest
away from the light (of Ayn Sof). Visualizing HAVAYA in block script
form, with firm black letters is perceiving HAVAYA through Asiyatic
consciousness, which itself deals with the rigid, physical mundane
matters.
By opening one's self to more emotional expression, one is able
to advance beyond this level. Again great efforts in self-introspection
must be made. If one perceives HAVAYA in red or green letters, this
is indicative of a state of Yetziratic consciousness. Here the emotions
are represented by the right side and the left side columns in interplay.
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Red would indicate severe nature of personality, maybe implying that
one is overly strict in religious applications. Green would indicate
the opposite, an over leniency towards matters of the Torah. Again,
review of attitude and commitment are helpful.
We are taught that the holy Name correlating to the sefirah Binah
is Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh, I Am what I Am. We are taught that as I am to
myself, so HAVAYA the great "I Am" will be towards me. In other words,
HAVAYA will reflect back to us our own level of being and consciousness.
Devotion and desire are the tools for further success. If one visualizes
HAVAYA in white letters, yet solid and stable, this is indicative of
Beriatic consciousness. White represents the unadulterated purity
of the higher Self. At this level, one can start to experience one's
higher Self-consciousness, reassuring oneself of being true to the path
of one's own inner nature. Here, an awareness of surety of action and
being is perceived, allowing the security of knowing that the truth is
near, and on target.
Once the letters glow or burn, maybe twinkle and start to move
around, like a mist or spirit, or like the crackling of fire, this is HAVAYA
in Atzilut. With this brilliance of perception, one can not only know
his own inner being, but receive a glimpse of HAVAYA's "active being"
as well. It is said that if one can perceive and maintain this level of
Atzilutic perception, one is without blemish and is complete.
Halakha: The usage of holy Names is a very serious matter. Never
are the holy Names to be recited out loud, even while reciting prayers.
The letters (and vowels) of the Names are to be visualized in your
mind. Their sound is to be repeated silently, never to be audible. If
you wish, you may mouth out the sound with your lips, but be careful
not to utter any sound.
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In some Sephardi siddurim, the merkava as outlined by the Ben
Ish Hai is recited as a prayer. The following is the original and my
translation of the Merkava prayer as it is found in the Beit David
v'Shlomo siddur, published by Bakal Press, Jerusalem.
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Tikkun HaNefesh
"Master of the Universe, behold I am prepared to make my body a Merkava for the Shekhina, in
order to unite the Holy One, Blessed be He and His Shekhina (the union of HAVAYA and AD'NUT
-YAHDWNHY) in awe and love to unite the letters Yod Hey with Vav Hey in perfect union, in the name
of all Israel.
To start, within my body there are three general HAVAYAs (pronounced Havaya).
My two eyes are two Yods, my nose is a Vav HAVAYA, this numerically is 26, the number of the first
HAVAYA (Havaya).
My head is a Yod, my body is Vav HAVAYA and my to hands are two Heys, each hand having five
fingers; this is the second HAVAYA.
The tip of the penis is Yod, the penis shaft itself is Vav and the ten toes on my two feet are the two
Heys; this is the third general HAVAYA (Havaya).
Now, to specifics; my skull is a Merkava for Keter whose HAVAYA (Havaya) is voweled completely
with the Kamatz
My right brain is a Merkava for Hokhma whose HAVAYA (Havaya) is voweled completely with
the Patah .
My left brain is a Merkava for Binah whose HAVAYA (Havaya) is voweled completely with the
Tzere.
My right arm is a Merkava for Hesed whose HAVAYA is voweled completely with the Segol.
My left arm is a Merkava for Gevurah whose HAVAYA is voweled completely with the Sh'va.
My torso is a Merkava for Tiferet whose HAVAYA is voweled completely with the Holam.
My right leg is a Merkava for Netzah whose HAVAYA is voweled completely with the Hirik.
My left leg is a Merkava for Hod whose HAVAYA (Havaya) is voweled completely with the
Kibutz.
My covenant (sex organ) is a Merkava for Yesod whose HAVAYA (Havaya) is voweled completely
with the Shuruk.
The crown of the Vav is my covenant (the tip of the penis or the clitoris) and is Merkava for Malkhut
whose HAVAYA (Havaya) is without vowels.”

Further correlations are given but without knowledge of Hebrew,
it is too difficult to translate into English.
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To meditate upon HAVAYA, this is the initial practice to follow.
After one has become relaxed and is breathing deeply and rhythmically,
meditating upon the letters, their images and sounds with each breath,
one can then proceed. It is now appropriate to recite the Merkava
prayer so as to familiarize yourself with the practice. After the prayer,
with eyes either opened or closed begin to visualize the letters Yod,
Hey, Vav, Hey.
At each step, meditate upon HAVAYA, its specific spellings,
and sounds. Continue rhythmic breathing; allow your mind to free
associate as long
as you keep the
image and sounds
of the letters clear.
Proceed at your own
pace. Do not rush.
Let HAVAYA be your
guide and show you
enlightening things
about
you
own
body as well as the
great body of Adam
Kadmon, the pattern
of the universe. This
exercise is a source
of great learning.
Traditionally
the
merkava
is
diagrammed.
The
meditation, instead
of being recited
as a prayer, is
simply
visualized
and its meanings
contemplated.
The following are
some of the forms
available in modern
Sephardi siddurim.
This is the original diagram from the siddur of the Rashash.
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This is an updated Rashash siddur one of the many now used in Jerusalem.
Following modern norms, the material is written bigger and easier to follow.
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This version is found in Siddur Kol Eliyahu, of the former Rishon L’Tzion,
Chief Sephardic Rabbi of Israel, HaRav Mordechai Eliyahu.
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All of the images printed above outline and diagram the same
things. Although Rabbi Eliyahu's version is the most simple and easy
to follow, it does leave out a number of details.
I pray that by my making this material accessible that it will
become widely used. May it assist those of you who are religious to
become more Yirat Shamayim. May it assist those of you not yet fully
observant of Halakha to experience HaShem and thus come to know
the importance of following His Torah.
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Chapter six

Advanced Kabbalistic
Techniques
For Those Fluent in Hebrew and in
the Proper Meditative Arts

I

have decided to add these advanced forms of meditative practice
for my peers and those who already have the skills necessary to use
them. All of these Shiviti style meditative exercises are of my own
design and contain within them powerful prayers and Holy Names that
can be used for a number of purposes.
In previous sections of this work, I have discussed how some
of these techniques function and are practiced. Yet, it is neither my
intention here, nor the intention of this book in general to provide
advanced techniques in translation. I believe that could be dangerous,
similar to trusting an innocent child with a loaded gun. All the best
intentions in the world cannot save such a child if and when he was to
do something unintentional and dangerous.
I am very cautious about what I reveal in translation, knowing full
well that not all my readers live up to the criteria necessary to make
use of these holy teachings. Nonetheless, I make available what I do
because there are so many ready and able souls who can take this
material, learn it properly and apply their teachings correctly, with
the results that it will transform their lives and make better our world.
Who could ask for anything more?
The Hebrew material here will be of help to those who are meant
to receive it, just as the English material is designed to help those
ready to receive it. Please, do not concern yourself if you do not
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understand Hebrew or you do not understand the nature or usage of
these Shivitis. This is only a small sample of what I provide my more
advanced students. If your curiosity so overwhelms you that you feel
you must discover the secrets that I have concealed herein, this is all
well and good.
Continue walking your spiritual path, draw close to HaShem,
observe fully and well His Torah and mitzvot, study Torah, all of it, and
if Heaven so ordains, maybe someday our paths will cross and either I
or one of my students can introduce you to deeper and greater means
of bonding with HaShem. So, until that day….
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Chapter One

ABRACADABRA
The Power of the Spoken Word

“If a man takes a vow . . . according to whatever comes forth from his mouth
shall he do.” (Bamidbar 30:3)

T

his week’s parasha introduces to us the concept of a neder (vow).
While vows are considered to be specific proclamations of abstinence,
also included in the definition of a neder vow is any proclamation that
one is committing one's self to do. Thus, whenever someone says
anything, however benign, and commits to a course of action, however
insignificant, one’s words have the power and obligation of a vow.
For example, if one is asked to take out the garbage and one
responds, “OK, I’ll take it out right away.” “Right away” means now,
not later, not when you feel like it, or when you are done with what you
are presently doing. Right away means right away. Once the words
have come forth from your mouth, you are obligated to fulfill exactly
what you yourself have said. Thus, we see that vows are things that
we encounter on a daily basis.
In order to avoid the pitfall that every word coming out of our
mouths will be a neder vow, our Sages have instituted a very simple
solution. Whenever we proclaim anything, whether it be something
major, like announcing that one will give a large tzedaka gift, or
something small like one will take out the garbage “right now”, one
should always add to one’s words the phrase “b’li neder” (without a
vow). In this way we are proclaiming our intent that the words that we
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saying do not have the force of a vow. In other words, we proclaim our
intention to do something, but we are not committing specifically to do
it. “Bli Neder” should become a regular part of speech for all of us.
Now, what is all the fuss about words? Why does the Torah hold
us accountable for a vow every time we say something, no matter how
haphazard or in jest the saying? In order to understand this, we must
understand the power of speech as the holy Mekubalim and Hasidim
discuss it.
The Hakhamim (Rabbis) begin their discussion of this topic with
the pasukim (verses) in Bereshit that speak about creation. How did
HaShem create His universe? What vehicle or method did He choose
to use in order to manifest Being? The Torah itself answers us quite
clearly. G-d spoke, and what He spoke came into being. Creation was
brought about by speech. Yet, G-d forbid that we would ever interpret
a Biblical metaphor literally. G-d has no form or semblance of form.
Thus, He has no mouth with which to speak, in a literal sense.
Following the Torah’s metaphor we can ask, being that G-d spoke,
what did He speak? The answer is clear. G-d spoke words. Words
are made up of letters. Letters are representative images of sounds.
Thus, G-d “spoke” sounds. The “sounds” emanating from G-d thus
gave rise to creation. These sounds were those of the 22 letters of the
Hebrew alef-bet. These letters are images of thoughts, which manifest
the Mind of G-d. Thus, the two together Sound and Thought gave rise
to manifest being.
Throughout Kabbalistic literature, the importance of the Hebrew
letters is strongly emphasized. Not only are their sounds important
but so also are their shapes. In certain small groups of Mekubalim,
the letters of the Hebrew alef-bet are combined with one another, not
to form any type of words, but rather to form mystical chants. These
combinations of letters are referred to by the Mekubalim as Shemot
Kodashim (holy names). They claim that the highest way to fulfill the
commandment to bond with G-d (Devekut) is to acquire His attributes
and to manifest them here on Earth. One of these sacred attributes is
the power of creation.
The holy Mekubalim of today possess an ancient knowledge, passed
down to them from the Biblical prophets. They have received the
secret sacred keys of which “sounds” G-d used to create the universe.
Knowing this sacred secret Torah knowledge, the holy Mekubalim, as
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trusted faithful servants of their Master in Heaven, guard this special
gift and use it only for the most important of tasks.
We are all familiar with the miraculous powers of the great
Mekubalim and Hasidim and how they performed outright miracles.
The Maharal of Prague created a Golem. Rabbi Shmuel Abuhatzera
rode a carpet on top of water. The Ba’al Shem Tov could heal unhealable
diseases and travel great distances in almost no time. Even in our
generation, the miraculous deeds of the likes of Rav Yitzhak Kaduri,
Rabbi Mordechai Sharabi and the great Baba Sali are known to tens
of thousands. Because of their absolute devotion to HaShem and His
Torah, these holy men were/are the conduits for HaShem’s power to
manifest here upon the Earth.
I reveal to you a secret. The technique used by these and other
holy Tzadikim to do that which HaShem commanded them involves
the manipulation of the secret power within sound and thought. When
these Tzadikim perform an act above or outside of the laws of nature,
they simply focus their minds to create a picture of an alternate reality.
Then they channel the image of this alternate reality into the power of
speech. In other words, they either speak words of prayer or recited
Shemot Kodashim (holy names). Either way, once the energy of sound
is activated a change in physical matter occurred at the sub-atomic
level. A new reality is created. A miracle is performed. There is no
magic here, just a well-founded knowledge of what I call G-d’s spiritual
technology.
This should not come as a surprise to anyone who is familiar with
the latest findings of nuclear physics. According to the latest theories
of sub-atomic particles, the smallest conceivable forms of matter are
called “super strings.” This super-tiny form of matter, millions of which
make up a mere single sub-atomic particle are said to be in the form of
little strings. What makes matter bond together and to form different
patterns is how these super stings are said to vibrate. In other words,
the super strings are like the stings on a guitar or violin. When they
are plucked, music is made and sound is formed. Thus when these
super strings vibrate, sound is formed and matter is created. So then,
what vibrates the super strings? I don’t know if the physicists have
discovered it yet, but a Mekubal will tell them that it is the power of
thought.
We see here a lesson in Torah, the importance of which is
corroborated by both science and mysticism. The sounds we make are
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the words that come out of our mouths. Our words are never empty
words. We never speak merely for the sake of making sounds. We
speak to express what is on our minds. Thus, our words are always
connected to our thoughts.
Now here arises a serious problem. If our thoughts are not
pure and holy, then neither will be our words. Thus when we speak
combining impure words and impure thoughts, what are we creating?
G-d created a universe with His form of speech. Do we, with our form
of speech, destroy the universe?
Do not underestimate your own power of speech. I do not have
to challenge you to remember the last time you said something to
someone that either elevated him or her or put them down. Indeed,
our speech creates many things. It can create joy or it can create
anger. What we say can start a war or avoid one. Speech and words,
whether in spoken or written form are the most powerful weapons in
the world. Indeed, even the magical word “Abracadabra” reveals this
lesson. Unknown to most the word “Abracadabra” is actually a Hebrew
phrase, which means “I create (A’bra) what (ca) I speak (dab’ra).”
In light of all this mysticism, we understand now very well why the
words we speak have tremendous power. Therefore, when we say that
we will do something, our words are creating that reality. When, we
therefore, do not keep our word; we are in essence destroying a part
of creation. This is a horrible spiritual crime. Yet, in our naïveté we
destroy more worlds than we build.
In order to avoid this horrible misuse of speech, we must unite
proper thought to our speech. Thus when we recite even the most
simple of statements we must impose upon our words the thought “bli
neder” (without a vow) which itself must be spoken for it to become
manifest.
In every circle of Torah observant G-d fearing Jews, the words “bli
neder” are an integral part of our vocabulary. Every one of us should
learn to adopt this concept of thought and pattern of speech.
In addition, when we perform mitzvot, it is not enough that we
merely perform the action of the mitzvah. Our thoughts must be
involved with what we are doing. The Ba’al Shem Tov has written in
this week’s parasha that this is why the Mekubalim have instituted the
L’Shem Yihud prayers for mitzvot that are found in every Siddur.
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By taking a moment and reciting a few short words that focus our
minds on the mitzvah that we are about to perform, we elevate the
mitzvah and turn it into a tool of spiritual creation.
L’Shem Yihud prayers perform a vital spiritual task. Each of
us, should endeavor to recite the words, “L’Shem Yihud Kudsha Birikh Hu
U’Shekhinteh” (for the sake of the unity of the Holy One, blessed be He
and His Shekhina) prior to all of our actions. In this way, we elevate
all that we do and bond with HaShem at every moment. This is the
easiest and most direct way to fulfill the mitzvah of Devekut.
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Chapter Two

Moda'ah v'Galuei Da'at
A Prayer for the Purification of Thought

T

o be recited prior to Shaharit…

Behold I believe with perfect and complete faith that Adonai Eloheynu is the
Cause of all Causes.
He has made ten sefirot, which are Keter, Hokhma, Binah, Hesed, Gevurah,
Tiferet, Netzah, Hod, Yesod and Malkhut.
Their lights are hidden and concealed in the supernal Keter. From there, their
lights extend to
Yod, which is Hokhma, and
Hey, which is Binah, and

Vav that includes the six sefirot: Hesed, Gevurah, Tiferet, Netzah, Hod &
Yesod, and
Hey which is Malkhut.

To His great Light (Ayn Sof ), dressed within the ten sefirot of Atzilut do we
offer up the intentions of our prayers, blessings and praises;
the learning of the Holy Torah;

the observance of the mitzvot written in the Torah or by the Sages;
every good thought and every holy intention of the heart.
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All this to draw down the supernal abundance and increasing blessing from the
illumination that is within
Atika Kadisha (the Holy, Ancient One), who is the supernal Keter;

to Abba (Father) and Imma (Mother) who are Hokhma and Binah;

from Abba and Imma to Malka Kadisha (the Holy King) and to Hakal
Tapuhin Kadishin (Field of the Holy Apples), who are Tiferet and Malkhut.
Behold I believe in perfect and complete faith that Adonai Eloheynu, that He
Adonai is one and His Name one.
He was, is, and forever will be. He was hidden and concealed in Keter.
He is presently cloaked in the ten sefirot of Atzilut.
He will be revealed in Tiferet and Malkhut.
It is incumbent upon us to offer up our nefesh (life force), ruah (spirit) and
neshama (soul) for the sake of sanctifying His holy Name.
With great love and a desiring soul do we accept upon ourselves the yoke of His
Heavenly Kingdom, even as it is written in the Torah:

      
Listen all Israel, Adonai is our G-d, Adonai is One
Silently:

     

Blessed be the Name of His glorious Kingdom, forever and ever
Behold, I now reveal my will and desire before the Holy One, Blessed be He.

With my complete heart and my desiring soul, in accordance with Torah law:

I hereby nullify, with a complete and perfect nullification, any foreign,
blemished, defective or forbidden thought.
I also hereby nullify any thought of heresy, G-d forbid;

any kind of evil idea or any evil, blemished, defective or forbidden image in
my mind;
all feelings of pride and arrogance,
all negative thoughts and slander,
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as well as all types of anger, rage and impatience that have ever arisen in my
mind or heart, at any time.
Behold, I declare all these things to be completely null and void, in any and
every way.
They shall not abide, or be sustained, or last in any way.
May the power, strength and vigor of this declaration, this expression of my
will, that I presently declare, reveal and make public notice before the Holy
One, Blessed be He, be in accordance to the power, strength and vigor of the
Laws of Declaration and Stipulation of Intent, that our Sages have outlined
for us in the laws pertaining to business matters.
May this revelation of my intent be in accordance with the Laws of the
Nullification of Vows, as outlined by our Sages.
May this my nullification, be in accordance to the law of the Holy Torah
regarding the nullification of leaven (Hametz), prior to Passover.
May this declaration and revelation of my will, that I declare and reveal, be
accepted and abided by in the Heavenly court above, and in the human court
below; as well as in the Gathering of the Righteous, the Elders, the Prophets, the
Men of the Great Assembly, the Talmudic Sages, and all the Sages of Israel.
Behold, I make a complete and perfect public confession, one that will last
forever. With my complete heart and desiring soul, I declare that:
all my actions are for the sake of Adonai Eloheynu, G-d of our fathers, and that
He is one and His Name is one.
All my prayers, my Torah study and my performance of mitzvot (righteous
acts), be they defined by the Torah or by the Sages; everything that I do is to obey
the Will of Adonai Eloheynu, G-d of our fathers and King of the universe.
He makes us holy by the observance of His mitzvot (righteous acts) and has
given us His true Torah.
For the sake of the unity of the Holy One, Blessed be He and His Shekhina in
awe and love, in love and awe, to unite Yod Hey with Vav Hey in a perfect
unity, in the name of all Israel.

“And let the beauty of Adonai Eloheynu be upon us; and establish the works of
our hands upon us; prosper, I pray, the work of our hands.” (Psalm. 90:17)
“Let the words of my mouth and the thoughts of my heart be acceptable before
You, Adonai, my Rock and my Redeemer”. (Psalm. 19:15)
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Chapter Three

P’tah Eliyahu

The Prayer of the Prophet Elijah
From the Tikunei Zohar of Rabi Shimon Bar-Yohai
To Be Recited Before All Prayers and Meditation.

E

liyahu, of blessed memory began and said:

"Master of the universe, You are a Unity that cannot be reckoned. You are above
all those who are above and concealed more than any who are concealed. No
thought is able to grasp You at all. You are the One who has brought forth "ten
levels" (tikkunim), which we refer to as the ten sefirot. By them do You guide all
the worlds, both the revealed and the concealed. Through them are You concealed
from the human race. You are the One who unites them and joins them. You
dwell within them. Therefore, anyone who would dare try to separate one
of these ten sefirot from another is considered having tried to separate Your
Unity.
These ten sefirot all follow in accordance to their nature; one is long, one is short
and one is in the middle. You are the One who guides them, though there is
none who guides You, not from above, not from below, not from any side. You
have ordained them to be garments, from which come forth the souls of human
beings. How many are the bodies You have made? They are all called "bodies",
for they clothe that which is concealed within them.
This is their order: Hesed is the right arm; Gevurah is the left arm; Tiferet is
the torso; Netzah and Hod are the two legs. Yesod is at the end of the body, it
is the sign of the holy covenant. Malkhut is the mouth, we refer to Her as the
Oral Torah. Hokhma is the brain, which is, inner contemplation. Binah is the
heart, for it is the heart that understands. Regarding these two (sefirot), it is
written: "the hidden things belong to Adonai our G-d" (Devarim 29:28). The
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Supernal Keter is the crown of Malkhut; of it is it said, "It tells the end from the
beginning" (Yishaya 46:10). This is the skull, the place where the tefilin rest.
From within comes the Name Havaya D’MAH, this is the path of Atzilut.
This Name is the provider of Water to all the Tree (of the sefirot), in all its
limbs and branches. Like water which irrigates a tree, by this Water is this Tree
strengthened and thus grows.
Master of the universe! You are above all and the Cause of all causes. You who
waters the Tree with that great Flow. That great Flow is like the soul to the
body. It is the life of the body. Yet, within You there is no image or form of body,
not from anything inside or out.
You have created the heavens and the earth and brought forth with them the
Sun and the Moon, the stars and the constellations. Upon the earth, You have
brought forth the trees, the grass, the Garden of Eden, herbs, animals, birds, fish
and human beings. All were brought forth in order that they may know that
which is above. That all may know the order of operations of those things above
and below, to recognize the relationship between above and below. Yet, none
can know You. Aside from Your Unity, there is no unity, not above or below.
You are known to be over all and L-rd of all things.
All the sefirot, every one of them has a known Name. You fill each of these
Names. You are the One who completes each one. When You withdraw from
them, their Names are left as bodies without a soul.
You are Wise, but not with a knowable wisdom. You understand, but not with
knowable understanding. You have no known place, yet human beings will
perceive Your strength and power, to show them how the world operates in
accordance with mercy and severity, which are righteousness and justice, all in
accordance with the actions of those below.
Judgment is severity, justice is the center column. Righteousness is the holy
kingdom, the scales of justice are supported by truth. Righteousness is the sign
of the covenant. All is to show how the world operates, not that there isn't
righteousness that is severe, or justice that is merciful, for within each are all.
Rise up, Rabi Shimon! and let new things be revealed by your hands; for to
you has permission been granted, that by your hands shall be revealed the most
sublime of secrets, that which no one has been allowed to reveal, until now.
Rabi Shimon arose and began to say: "To You Adonai is the greatness and the
severity, etc..." (I Divrei 29:11). Those above are listening, those who sleep in
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Hebron, as well as the Faithful Shepherd. Rise up from your sleep! "Awaken
and sing, you who sleep in the dust" (Is. 26:19). These are the Righteous, who
come forth from the side referred to as "I sleep, yet my heart is awake" (Shir
HaShirim 5:2). These ones are not dead, therefore are they told to 'awake and
sing'.
Faithful Shepherd, you and the fathers must awake and sing in order to arouse
the Shekhina that sleeps in the exile. For up to now all the Righteous are asleep,
the slumber is upon their eyes. Immediately the Shekhina cries out three times
to the Faithful Shepherd, saying to him "Rise up!, for of you it is written: "The
voice of my beloved is knocking" (Shir 5:2), this by the four letters of the Name.
It also says: “Open to me, my sister, my beloved, my pure one” (ibid.), for "the
punishment of your sins is fulfilled, O daughter of Zion, no more will you be
carried away into exile" (Eika 4:22). For My Head is full of Tal ky (dew)���.
What does this mean "My Head is full of Tal” ky (dew)������������������������
? The Holy One, blessed
be He answers and says: "You have thought that from the day the Temple was
destroyed, that I have entered My (heavenly) house and dwelt there, but this
is not so! I have not entered it at all! For as long as you are in exile, you have
a sign: My Head is full of Tal" ky(dew). The final v (Hey) of vuvh, She is
the Shekhina in exile. Her life and Her completion comes from the "dew" (ky
Tal). This "dew" is the letters of the Name utu tv suh, (which numerically
equals 39, or Tal, in Hebrew).
The final tv of the Name tv utu tv suh is not included in the value of
"Tal". Only utu tv suh alone equal "Tal". This is what flows down to the
Shekhina (tv) from all the supernal sources. Immediately arose the Faithful
Shepherd and the holy fathers with him. This is all that can be revealed about
the secret of Unity. Blessed be G-d, forever and ever. Amen and amen.
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Chapter Four

The Tefilah of R’ Yishmael,
the Kohen Gadol
To Be Recited Daily, After One has Finished Shacharit

R

abbi Yishmael has said, “Whomsoever should recite this supplication
everyday, his face will be bright, his awe will be upon all nature, his dreams
will be gracious, Torah will be guarded in his heart for his entire life, the sins of
his youth will be forgiven, he will escape from the Yetzer HaRa, from slander,
from disease, from wild animals, from thieves, from snakes and scorpions, from
an evil spirit, demon or harmful spirit, from all enemies, and from all who
would hate him. One will be successful in one's business. And thus said Rabbi
Yishmael, Rabbi Akiba and I are bound together, so that he may have a good
portion in the world to come, as it is written, "To give to my love what is, and
his treasure-house will I fill".
Please, Adonai, G-d of Yisrael, great and awesome King, Sage of secrets,
Revealer of the concealed, Speaker of mysteries, Governor of those above, Ruler
of those below, He who is close to all who call upon Him, to all who call upon
Him in truth, He who saves the poor from he who is stronger than he, and the
poor and destitute from the one who would steal from him, turn to the prayer
and supplication of Your servant, for I am poor and destitute.
May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, our G-d, and G-d of our fathers that
You guard me from all evil, for You are the Guardian of Yisrael. Say to those
who trouble me, enough! Save me from every anguish and distress, from all
bad tidings, and from shame, and embarrassment, from the wrath of men,
and from the disgrace of the people, from every obstacle, from every plague,
stumbling block, and from every evil occurrence, from the evil eye, and from
slander. Save me from the evil inclination, from violence, from harm, and from
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all anger, and decrees that are in the world, from every sin, and transgression,
and from guilt and evil. Amen, may it be Your Will.
May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, our G-d, and G-d of our fathers that
You fight my soul's fight by day, and with the accusers of my soul by night. Take
my revenge upon them. Shorten their days, and fill all their sins with evil. May
they all in a moment be lost, and speedily and soon be cut off from the world.
Send fear, and great darkness, tremendous slumber, panic, insanity, blindness,
and loss of heart upon my enemies and those who hate me, and upon all those
who trouble, accuse, and denounce me, or the members of my family, be it a
man or woman, be it demon, poltergeist, male or female evil spirits, as it is
written,

Ti'pol Aley'hem Ey'matah Wa'fahad Big'dol
Z'ro'akha Yid'mu Ka'aven.Ka'aven Yid'mu Z'ro'akha
Big'dol Wa'fahad Ey'matah Aley'hem Ti'pol.
"Let fall upon them awe and fear, by Your great Arm,
silence them as is a stone".

May all who rise up against me for evil have their counsel thwarted, and their
thoughts destroyed. May Your authority and fear be upon them, they they may
be silent before me, and may You protect me if they have placed the evil eye upon
me, G-d forbid.
May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, our G-d, and G-d of our fathers that
You silence their lips from speaking, blind their eyes from seeing, deafen their
ears from hearing, let their thighs continually be weak, let their sword come
into their own hearts, and the power of their bows be broken. May they be
embarrassed, and not me. May they be pressed, and not me, as it is written,

Kumah Adonai W'ya'futzu Oye'vekha
W'ya'nusu M'san'ekha Mi'pan'ekha.

"Rise up Adonai, and let your enemies be scattered,
and those that hate You flee from before You".
Amen, may it be Your Will.
May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, our G-d, and G-d of our fathers that
You send awe and fear on the populace. Decree upon them to do my will as my
soul desires, with a pure heart. Fulfill in us that which is written, "And all the
people of the land shall see that the Name of HaShem is called upon you, and
they shall be in awe of you". It also says, "No one shall stand before you, the fear
of you, and your authority will HaShem your G-d place upon all the land that
you go there, even as He has spoken to you". Amen, may it be your Will.
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May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, our G-d, and G-d of our fathers,
G-d of Avraham, Yitzhak, and Ya'akob, that You open my heart to Your Torah.
Give me knowledge, understanding, and wisdom. Have mercy upon me, and
enlighten my eyes with wisdom. In Your compassion, teach me the aspects of
Your wisdom, let me understand the depths of Your Torah. Reveal to me the
hidden secrets, so that with Your help I will not be shamed in the presence of
the wise of Your people, or disgraced amongst the pious of Your congregation.
Unify the intentions of my heart with that which I speak, and help me to learn,
to teach, to observe, perform, and fulfill all the words of the teachings of Your
Torah, with love. Amen, may it be Your Will.
May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, our G-d, and G-d of our fathers, G-d
of the merkava that You save me from hunger, thirst and nakedness. Provide
for me my daily portion of bread. Sustain me with ease and not difficulty, by
that which is permitted, and not by that which is forbidden, in abundance, and
not with constraint. Fill me which the richness that comes from Your Hand.
Send me blessing, and prosperity in my business, interests, and all the works
of my hands that I might have. May I find love, grace, compassion and mercy
in Your eyes, and in the eyes of all who see me, acknowledge me, and know me.
Amen, may it be Your Will.
May it be acceptable before you, ministering angels, holy and pure, that you do
for me, and my family a great mercy. For the sake of the holiness of Adonai, and
for the sake of His holy and pure Torah, and for the sake of your holiness, may
you stand before Adonai, G-d of Yisrael, the King who sits upon the throne of
Mercy, with requests and supplications to hear my prayer, and my supplication
so as to do what I ask and request every single day. May He forgive my sins,
transgressions, and blemishes, that I have sinned, transgressed, and blemished
before Him, whether I've done so by will, or under pressure, intentionally or
unintentionally, hidden or secret, with intention, or without any intention,
whether it be in speech or action, thought or idea from now and forever more.
Amen, may it be G-d's Will.
I ask of you ministering angels, holy and pure, separate in cleanliness, that you
do for me grace, mercy and great compassion in merit of the great holy name
[do not pronounce this name out loud] Akatriel who sits amongst the praises
of Yisrael, and by the merit of the seventy-two holy and pure Names that you
take the supernal keys with the permission of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and open for me the gates of grace, mercy, and compassion, the gates of peace,
the gates of fulfillment, the gates of knowledge, understanding, wisdom, and
enlightenment, the gates of wealth, and honor, the gates of return, and the gates
of salvation. May I find grace and mercy in your eyes and in the eyes of all who
see me, acknowledge me, and know me. Prosper me, help me, that all my works
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may be for good. When I lie down, let me not be afraid, as it is written, "If you
lie down, you shall not be afraid, you shall lie down, and your years shall be
peaceful". May my years be sweet as honey, like the best honeycomb. May you be
with me, as a help, to enable me, and save me, to lean upon you, as the length
of the summer days, and the fullness of the moon. Amen, may it be G-d's Will.
May the words of my mouth and the thoughts of my heart be acceptable before
You, Adonai, my rock and my redeemer.
May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, our G-d, and G-d of our fathers,
that You save me from the evil inclination, and from all sorrow, and grief.
May there not be heard crying and yelling in my house. Let me go forth from
peace to peace. May I find grace, and mercy in Your eyes, and in the eyes of all
who behold me. Act with me in accordance to Your aspects of mercy, and grace.
Have pity on me, and allow me to merit to behold the light of life. May You
act towards me with charity, for the sake of Your Name, for the sake of Your
covenant, for the sake of Avraham, Yitzhak, and Ya'akov Your servants, for the
sake of Moshe, Aharon, David, Shlomo, and Eliyahu, Your chosen one, for the
sake of the Throne of Glory, and the the sake of Your Shekhina.
Redeem me from all bad and evil edicts that shall come into the world. Save me
in Your great mercy from all trouble, and sorrows. Ordain for me good edicts,
and guard me from all evil. Nullify the thoughts of those who hate me, destroy
the counsel of my enemies. Fulfill all my requests for good, as it is written, "He
will give to you, as your heart desires. All your counsel He will establish." "Save
me, Adonai from an evil man, guard me from a man of violence." "Hear me
Adonai, and be gracious to me, Adonai has always been a help to me". "Be with
me as my help, to enable me, to save me, and redeem me." "Return Adonai,
redeem my soul, save me for the sake of Your mercy". "And you are peace, and
your house is peace, and all you have is peace". "May the words of my mouth,
and the thoughts of my heart be acceptable before You, Adonai, my rock, and
redeemer.
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Chapter Five

Prayer Against
Reincarnation
From Sefer Derekh Yeshara

T

o be recited daily:

May it be acceptable before You, HaShem our G-d, and G-d of our fathers that
I come before You to implore and plead before your Merkava and all the holy
camps who rule over the refinement and reincarnation of the holy and pure
souls.
If Heaven forbid, due to my sins, blemishes or transgressions, I, my nefesh,
ruah or neshama has been condemned to reincarnation into a wild animal, be
it kosher or all the more so if it be unkosher, I implore the face of the lion with
the 216 letters of Your great Name, for he is the king of beasts, that you forgive
my sins, blemishes, and transgressions. May my soul come forth by the light of
Your mercy (Hesed) from this place wherein which go forth all the souls to all
the wild animals.
If Heaven forbid, due to my sins, blemishes or transgressions, I, my nefesh,
ruah or neshama has been condemned to reincarnation into a domestic animal,
be it kosher or all the more so if it be unkosher, I implore the face of the Ana
B’Koah (ABG”YTTz) who is the face of the bull that is in the Merkava who
is king over all domestic animals that You forgive my sins, blemishes and
transgressions. By the light of Your mercy may I dominate my evil inclination
and may my soul come forth from this place wherein which go forth all the souls
to all the domestic animals.
If Heaven forbid, due to my sins, blemishes or transgressions, I, my nefesh,
ruah or neshama has been condemned to reincarnation into an immoral person
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from any of the nations of the earth, I implore the face of the King Havaya
D’MAH, whose gematria is 45, the same as Adam (man), along with the 12
permutations of the holy Name Havaya that You have mercy on me and that
You forgive my sins, blemishes and transgressions. By the light of Your mercy
may my soul come forth from this place wherein which go forth all the souls to
all the different peoples of the earth.
If Heaven forbid, due to my sins, blemishes or transgressions, I, my nefesh, ruah
or neshama has been condemned to reincarnation into a bird, I come to implore
the face of the eagle (do not recite the names of angels out loud, only silently in
your mind) Nesheriel, Atariel, Malkiel that the pleasantness of HaShem be
upon me and that my soul come forth from this place wherein which go forth all
the souls to all the different types of birds.
May the words of my mouth and the thoughts of my heart be acceptable before
You, HaShem, my Rock, and Redeemer.
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Chapter Six

Segulah L’Hochma
An Invocation for Wisdom From
The Book of the Angel Raziel

R

ecite this prayer seven times over a glass of water and then
drink it. Repeat this for 40 days in a row.
Halakha (Law): Holy names and angelic names must never be
spoken aloud. They should only be contemplated upon and recited
silently. Warning! Violating this law can invoke angelic wrath
and provoke a curse instead of a blessing.
These are the words of reason that were given to Moshe from the midst of the
burning bush; from the midst of wisdom; from the midst of understanding; from
the midst of knowledge; from the midst of cunning; from the midst of thought;
from the midst of cleverness; from the midst of good insight; from the midst of
straightforwardness; from the midst of quickness; from the midst of zeal; from
the midst of purity; from the midst of humility; from the midst of grace; from
the midst of peace; from the midst of satisfaction; from the midst of separation;
from the midst of fear of sin; from the midst of the secrets; from the midst of the
Holy Spirit; by the hand of Safafie, Prince of Reason; by the hand of Afafiel,
Prince of Knowledge; by the hand of Katatiel, Prince of Understanding; by
the hand of Aramiel, Prince of the Crown; by the hand of Yahuel, Prince of the
Testimony; by the hand of Nahanael, Prince of Insight; by the hand of Rah'ael,
Prince of the Secrets of the Shekhina and by the hand of Ashmoyeli, Prince of
the Torah.
Just as they gave to Moshe Divine inspiration, the spirit of wisdom and
understanding, the spirit of knowledge and cleverness, the spirit of cunning and
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knowing, the spirit of secret insight and the spirit of G-d; may the Shekhina,
wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and strength, pleasant thoughts,
the spirit of knowledge and G-d's wisdom, the secret spirit of cleverness thus
rest at this time upon me: [your name -child of- your mother's name]
In the name of Shakarhozi , the great Prince, who is Patar Adonai, the great
Prince, who is Ririel Adonai, the great Prince, Anoktiel Adonai, the great
Prince;
He is in charge of the archives of Torah wisdom and all the keys are given
into his hand. He was the teacher of Moshe; he taught him Torah, wisdom,
knowledge and strategy. Thus may he open to me: [your name-child of-your
mothers name] the door of wisdom and the door of understanding in the
name of Ah-hey-wah, Ah-hey-wah'Sh, Yo-hey-wah'Sh, Yo-hey-wah-hey,
Yo-hey-wah, Yo-hey, Hey-hey, Hey-wah-hey, Hey-hey, Hey-wah-hey,
Yo-hey-wah-yo, Hey-wah-hey, Hey-hey, Yo-hey, Wah-hey, Ah-hey,
Yo-hey, Yo-hey, Wah-hey, Wah-ah-ah.
Amen Selah”
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Chapter Seven

Prayers for Financial
Prosperity
Originally published in Sefer Segulot

O

ne’s financial status is always in the Hands of Heaven. It
is wise and beneficial that one should pray for one’s sustenance on
a daily basis. These prayers follow the Kabbalistic order to solicit
Divine mercy to sustain, support and bless our endeavors to bring us
significant financial success and prosperity.
Please note that these translations include the original Hebrew
Names of HaShem and His angels. While one may recite aloud the
Names of HaShem, one may not recite aloud the names of angels. One
should recite them silently. Even the mere recitation of an angelic
name is equivalent to an invocation. Angels, unlike HaShem, are easily
aroused to anger when invoked by human beings. It is not wise to
invoke angelic wrath. It certainly can be a hindrance in one achieving
one’s financial goals.
Recite Psalm 24 in Hebrew and English:

       

1. A Psalm of David. The Earth and the fullness thereof belongs
to HaShem, the world and they that reside there.

     

2. For He has founded it upon the the seas
and established it upon the rivers.

     

3. Who shall go up to the mountain of HaShem
and who shall stand in His holy place?
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4. He who is clean of hands and pure of heart, who has not
taken my soul in vain, nor sworn deceitfully.

      

5. He will receive a blessing from HaShem and righteousness
from the G-d of his salvation.

       

6. This is the generation of those who seek Him,
those who request your face Ya'aqob, Selah.

         

7. Raise up your heads O gates, be lifted up you everlasting
doors so that the King of Glory might enter.

         

8. Who is the King of Glory? HaShem, the strong
and mighty, HaShem strong in battle.

         

9. Raise up your heads O you gates, lift up you everlasting
doors so the King of Glory might enter.

          

10. Who is the King of Glory? HaShem of armies,
He is the King of Glory, Selah.
Recite this prayer with full intention:
May it be acceptable before the Ancient One, You are Adonai, the G-d who
feeds, maintains and supports all Your creation, in Your abundant grace, large
and small alike, as it is written "He has given food to those to those in awe of
Him, He will forever remember His covenant" (Tehilim 111, 5). "You open
Your Hand and satisfy the desire of all living" (Tehilim 145, 16)
May it be acceptable before You Adonai our G-d and G-d of our fathers; the
King who was, is and forever will be. For the sake of Your great and abundant
grace and mercy, for the sake of your holy and pure Torah, for the sake of our
holy fathers Avraham, Yitzhak and Yaacov, for the sake of Moshe, Aharon,
David, Shlomo, Pinhas, the seventy Elders, Shmuel HaRamati, Benyahu ben
Yahoyada, the ancient Rav Hamnuna, Rabi Pinhas ben Yair, Rabi Shimon
Bar- Yohai and his colleages, Rabi Hanania, the young Rabi Gadiel, for
the sake of the ten Martyrs, the Talmudic Sages, the Gaonim, for the sake of
the Ari'zal and his colleages and all the righteous, pious, pure and upright of
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heart from the beginning of time and for the sake of your great, powerful and
awesome Name Adonai.
For the sake of the Name in charge of providing for one's maintenance
which is:



(meditate upon, but do not recite)
which comes from the pasuk: "I will pour out for you immeasurable blessing"
(Malakhi 3, 10) and from the pasuk: "Adonai, lift up the light of your face upon
us" (Tehilim 4, 7) and for the sake of the Name:

lww,j

(meditate upon, but do not recite)
we continually await Your salvation and wait for Your mercy as does a servant
wait upon its master; may I (recite your name, child of, and the name of your
mother), your servant, child of your handmaid and those of my household and
all your people the house of Israel be included in your grace , favor and mercy.
Please give, provide and bring forth for us and for those who rely upon us and
to all Yisrael our livelihood, that we might have good provision and support,
food to eat, clothing to wear, wealth and honor, this year (may it be a peaceful
one) and every year, every day, every hour and every minute.
Give us enough. Supply us, give us our needs, an appropriate portion, more
than just the minimum, for all our days here upon the Earth. Provide for us all
of our needs, prior to our needing them. Fill our hands with your good blessings,
with sustenance, providence, expansion and fullness, not with diminishment.
May our livelihood be by permissible means and not by forbidden ones, with
honor, not with disgrace, with ease and not with any trouble at all. May it be
for life, peace, fullness and blessing, from the abundance of the Supernal Will,
without any difficulties whatsoever.
May I thus be able to do Your will, to study Your Torah and perform Mitzvot;
for if You do not have mercy upon us, who will? Upon You do I cast all my
concerns. From my mother's womb You are my G-d. Fulfill now Your word
that you have spoken: "Cast your burden upon Adonai and He will sustain
you" (Tehilim 55, 23). Please Adonai, my G-d and G-d of my fathers, act with
us in accordance to Your complete mercy, mercy and truth, and judge us not
according to the strict letter of the law.
If our astrological influence declares for us to be poor, destroy that influence and
disposition for the sake of your Name Shadai. If evil has been decreed upon me
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(recite your name, child of, and the name of your mother) from the upper Hey
of Havaya (Yod Key Vav Key), neutralize it with the letter Yod, which is Abba
(Father). If evil has been decreed upon me from the lower Hey, neutralize it
with the letter Vav, which is Zeir Anpin (the Small Face).
May it be acceptable before You Adonai our G-d and G-d of our fathers, for
the sake of Your mercy and grace and for the sake of Your holy Names, may our
sustenance, livelihood and support, as well as the support of all Israel be from
Your full, wide, pure and holy Hand. Do not have us to be in need of gifts
from men, rather only in need of Your great, awesome and powerful Name.
Father have grace upon us, Father provide for us, Father sustain us. From the
treasures of Your abundant gifts provide for us, sustain us. Send down upon us
the abundance of Your desire, rich with the blessing of Adonai.
Recite the following in the original Hebrew:

         
"May the words of my mouth and meditations of my heart
be acceptable before You, Adonai, my Rock and Redeemer."
(Tehilim 19:15)

    

"Open Your Hand and satisfy the desire of all living.”
(Tehilim 145:16)

         
         
"Adonai will open to you His good treasure, the heavens to give rain
to your land in its season, and to bless all the works of your hands.”
(Devarim 28:12)

        
       �������������
 

"In the evening you shall eat meat and in the morning
you shall be filled with bread."
(Shemot 16:12)
Recite this pasuk seven times forwards:

         

...and backwards:

:         �������

���������
���

"And Adonai was with Yosef, and he was a successful man,
and he was in the house of his master, the Egyptian."
(Bereshit 39:2)
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It is good to recite this prayer three times a day:

(Angelic names are only to be meditated on, not spoken aloud.)

I request of the ministering angels:

   
   
Metatron, Shamariel Sar HaPanim,
Azariel, Rifael, Mikhael and Gavriel
that you all stand for my sake, with entreaty and supplications before He who
hears entreaties and supplications. That He might hear my prayer, my entreaty,
my supplication and pardon me all my sins, iniquities and transgressions that
I have sinned, committed and transgressed, whether against my will or with
desire, whether intentionally or unintentionally.
Yes, I adjure you O holy and pure angels, whose names I have now mentioned,
in the name of kthr,ft who dwells amongst the praises of Israel; you who
minister in innocence and purity. I ask that you might take with permission of
the King, who is the King of Kings, the Holy One, blessed be He and blessed be
His Name the keys to the gates of Heaven and open for me the gates of grace, the
gates of blessing, the gates of comfort, the gates of profit, the gates of deliverance
from all horrors, from all sickness and from all pain, the gates of healing, the
gates of favour, mercy and grace, the gates of love, the gates of awe, fear and
veneration. May all of creation be in awe of me and assist me to perform the
works of Adonai the blessed.

     

"My help comes from Adonai, maker of Heaven and Earth.”
(Tehilim 121:2)

         

"Cast your burden upon Adonai and He will sustain you.”
(Tehilim 55:23)

     

"Watch the pure one and see the upright, for the end of the man will be peace.”
(Tehilim 37:37)

     

"Trust in Adonai and do good, dwell in the land with security."
(Tehilim 37:3)
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"Behold, G-d is my salvation, I will trust and not be afraid, for Yah Adonai is
my strength and song, He has become my salvation.”
(Yishaya 12:2)
Master of the universe, in Your holy word it is written, "He that trusts in
Adonai shall be surrounded by mercy" (Tehilim 32, 10). You give life to all.
You Adonai Elohim are truth. Give to us blessing and prosperity in all the
work of our hands and in all our business, so that we may be able to support
ourselves and all the members of our families with ease and not difficulty; with
the permissible and not the forbidden; with profit and not just enough. From
the abundance of blessing and prosperity; from the abundance of the supernal
blessing of Your Hand, and not by the hand of man. Fulfill in us the verse "Cast
your burden upon Adonai and He will sustain you." (Tehilim 55, 23) "Open
your hand and give to all living their desire." (Tehilim 145, 16) Adonai will
reign forever and ever. May it be acceptable before You Adonai my G-d and
G-d of my fathers that You send blessing and prosperity to all the work of my
hands. For I have trusted in You, so that I will be able to support myself and
my family with ease and not difficulty, for life and peace, Amen, may it be Your
will.

Recite this pasuk three times forward:

     

...and backwards:

:     

"Gad, raiders shall maraud him, but he shall overcome at the last."
(Bereshit 49:19)

      

"And David succeeded in all his ways, and Adonai was with him."
(I Shmuel 18:14)

Recite this verse ten times:

"And Noah found favor in the Eyes of Adonai.”
(Bereshit 6:8)

    

Amen, Amen, Amen,. Selah, Selah, Selah,. Va’ed Va’ed Va’ed.
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Chapter Eight

Segulah Against Illness
& the Evil Eye
From Sefer Mareh HaYeledim of Rabbi
Rafael Ohana of Morocco.

T

Introduction
his is a rare work of what some might interpret to be “Kabbalistic
magic.” Of course, there is no such thing. Kabbalah and magic are as
diametrically opposed to one another as are good and evil.
What we have here is a Goral, a Biblical form of lottery (ref. Lev. 16:810, Num. 25:56; Joshua 7:16-18, 18:6,8,10). The goral is a method used to uncover
G-d’s secret will with regards to a matter. This goral is designed to
ascertain the outcome of an illness.
Many physical illnesses have spiritual causes. Therefore, addressing
the spiritual root of illness helps to achieve its physical cure. This goral,
therefore, solicits the support of Heaven by the recitation of scripture
verses which invoke HaShem’s spirit of protection. Following these
is an invocation to banish the demons who cast the evil eye and thus
cause illness.
Judaism acknowledges the existence of demons. They are not mere
figments of the imagination. The Rabbis teach that they are real. Their
presence is real. Their presence, or lack of it, can be detected (ref. T.B.
Ber. 5b). Thus in this case, water and oil is used. If there is a demonic
presence, the influence of the scripture recitations upon the oil will
detect it. HaShem revealed to the ancient Kabbalists how to interpret
the appearance of the oil on the water. This is what is presented to you
now. It is said to be tried and true. See for yourself.
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This is the full text in translation from Sefer Mareh HaYeledim

The Procedure
This is a great secret
sick will live or not.

to know whether someone who is

Take a clear, clean glass bowl and wash it three times.
Each time that you wash it recite the following:
“I wash this bowl for the sake of the one who is sick:
(name, son/daughter of, name of mother).”

At this time, cover the head of the one who is sick.
Fill the bowl with clear water.
Take a dish of pure virgin olive oil.
Recite the following verses three times over the water.
Each time that you recite the verses pour a small amount
of the oil into the water.
These are the verses:
“It is G-d who brought them out of Egypt according to the power of his loftiness.
He will consume the nations that oppress him and crush their bones and his
arrows shall pierce them” (Num.24:8).
“[That was] from the G-d of your father and He will help you, and with Shadai
and He will bless you [with] blessings of heaven from above, blessings of the
deep crouching below, blessings of the bosom and womb. The blessings of your
father surpasses the blessings of my parents to the endless bounds of the world’s
hills. Let them be upon Joseph’s head and upon the head of the exile from his
brothers.” (Gen. 49:25-26)
“On that day, HaShem saved Israel from the hand of Egypt, and Israel saw
the Egyptians dead on the seashore. Israel saw the great hand that HaShem
inflicted upon Egypt; and the people revered HaShem, and they had faith in
HaShem and in Moshe, His servant. Then Moshe and the Children of Israel
chose to sing this song to HaShem, and they said the following: I shall sing to
HaShem for He is exalted above the arrogant, having hurled horse with its
rider into the sea. The might and vengeance of G-d was salvation for me. This
is my G-d and I will build Him a Sanctuary; the G-d of my father and I will
exalt him.” (Ex. 14:30-15:3).
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“The angel of G-d who had been going in front of the camp of Israel moved and
went behind them; and the pillar of cloud moved from in front of them and
went behind them.” (Ex. 14:19)
“May Reuben live and not die, and may his population be included in the
count.” (Deut. 33:6)
“Then Israel sang this song: “Come up, O well! Call out to it! Well that the
princes dug, that the nobles of the people excavated, through a lawgiver, with
their staffs. A gift from the wilderness, the gift went to the valley, and from the
valley to the heights, and from the heights to the valley in the field of Moab, at
the top of the peak, overlooking the surface of the wilderness.” (Num. 21:1720)
“A charming son is Joseph, a charming son to the eye; each of the girls climbed
heights to gaze.” (Gen. 49:22)
“A song of ascent. I lift up my eyes to the hills, from where will come my help?
My help comes from HaShem, maker of heavens and the earth. He will not
suffer your foot to move, He who keeps you will not slumber. Behold, he who
protects Israel neither slumbers, nor sleeps. HaShem is your protector, HaShem
is your shade upon your right hand. The sun shall not strike you by day, nor the
moon by night. HaShem shall protect you from all evil, He will protect your
soul. HaShem will protect your goings and your comings from now and forever
more." (Psalm 121)
Recite now the following prayer:
May He who healed Hezekiah, King of Judah, from his illness, send a complete
recovery to (name, son/daughter of name of mother) Amen.
Then recite the following invocation:
"Three women stood upon a cliff. One of them said, so and so (at each time say
the name of the sick and the name of the mother) is sick. Another said, so and so
is not sick. The third said, so and so is not sick and never will be.
If a man has caused him/her this, may his hair fall out, along with his beard
and eyebrows. If a woman has caused him/her this may her hair fall out, her
breast fall and her eyebrows fall out.
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Elijah the prophet happened across the demoness Lilith and her dominions. He
asked her, where are you going? She said, to the house of so and so (say the name
of the sick and the name of the mother) to strike him/her with the evil eye.
He said to her I adjure you and all your dominions in the Name of EL SHADAI
and in the name of the seven heavens, the seven spheres, the seven stars and the
seven constellations that you do no harm to so and so (say the name of the sick
and the name of the mother), not in his/her 248 organs nor in his/her 365
sinews. Do not enter into his/her domain at all, you and all your dominions
forever.
As the sea has no course and as fish have no kidneys and as ants have no bones
thus shall no evil fall upon so and so (name, son/daughter of, the name of the
mother) for he is from the seed of Joseph upon whom the evil eye does not fall.
“A charming son is Joseph, a charming son to the eye.”
“And let the beauty of HaShem our G-d be upon us and establish the work of our
hands upon us. Prosper it, the work of our hands. He that dwells in the secret
place of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty. I will
say of HaShem, who is my refuge and my fortress, my G-d in whom I trust,
that He will deliver you from the snare of the fowler and from the noisome
pestilence. He shall cover you with his pinions, and under his wings shall you
find refuge, his truth shall be your shield and buckler. You shall not be afraid of
the terror by night, nor of the arrow that flies by day, nor of the pestilence that
walks in darkness, nor of the destruction that wastes at noonday. A thousand
shall fall at your side and ten thousand at your right hand, but it shall not come
near you. Only with your eyes shall you behold and see the recompense of the
wicked, because you O’HaShem are my refuge. You have made the Most High
your habitation. No evil shall befall you, nor shall any plague come near your
dwelling. For He shall gives His angels charge over you, to guard you in all
your ways.” (Ps. 90:17-91:12)
When this has been said, look carefully at the oil in the water.
If the oil has fallen to the bottom of the dish, know that
the sick person is in danger. If it has ascended this is a
good sign.
If the oil looks like small coins (individual drops) that are
connected together but have not joined together as one,
this is a sign that the sick person will come close to death
but will be healed.
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If all the drops combined together as one and float on
top of the water, know that there is peace upon Israel
and mercy has been requested for the sick person from
heaven.
If the oil takes a long thin form, similar to a fish, the
person will be healed.
If the oil is split into two portions, the person will recover,
but will become ill again.
If the oil is wide on bottom and narrow on the top, the ill
person will recover.
After this the ill person should drink three sips. With each sip the
ill person should say:

   
Atah Gibor L’olam Adonai
You are great forever, HaShem

and contemplate the first letters of the four words spell out the
holy Name:

tkdt

Then the ill person should anoint his/her body with the water. The
rest of the water must be disposed of in a place where no living person
will pass, for if they should come into contact with this water, they
would be harmed (G-d forbid).
This formula is tried and true.
From Sefer Mareh HaYeledim (The Vision of the Children)
by Rabbi Rafael Ohana of Morocco.
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Chapter Nine

Segulah L'Shmirah
An Invocation for Protection
Taken from books of Kabbalah Ma’asit
Originally published in Sefer Segulot

P

lease note that these translations include the original Hebrew
Names of HaShem and His angels. While one may recite aloud the
Names of HaShem, one may not recite aloud the names of angels. One
should recite them silently. Even the mere recitation of an angelic
name is equivalent to an invocation. Angels, unlike HaShem, are easily
aroused to anger when invoked by human beings. It is not wise to
invoke angelic wrath. It certainly can be a hindrance in one achieving
one’s goals. Names forbidden to pronounce will be underlined in the
transliterations.
Recite this prayer every day upon awakening in the morning:
Shadai, the Almighty, will save me; Shadai, the Almighty, will assist me;
Shadai, the Almighty will protect me from all trouble and distress.
“Adonai, the L-rd of Hosts is with us, the G-d of Ya’akov is our fortress, Selah”
(Psalm. 46:12)
"Adonai, the L-rd of Hosts, happy is the man who trusts in You”
(Psalm.84:13)
"Adonai, L-rd, save us, the King will answer us on the day we call upon Him”
(Psalm.20:10)
“To Adonai is the salvation, Your blessing is upon Your people, Selah”
(Psalm.3:9)
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In the Name of the G-d of Israel and in the Name of Agla; by the power of your
Names Tal Atla Shadai Tz'vaot , rise up with me. By the power of the Names
Adiriroon and Ni'ohriroon, shall I go forth and request from before the King,
who is the King of Kings, The Holy One, Blessed be He that no evil incident
nor any harm happen to me. May Berakhiel, bless me; May Yaluwiel, go with
me; May Shamariel, protect me from all trouble and distress. Argiel, Sargiel,
Nargiel, Agaf, Shagaf, Nagaf. Adonai protects me, Adonai encompasses me. The
sun shall not harm me by day, nor the moon by night. Adonai will guard me
from all evil, He will guard my soul. Adonai will protect me as I go forth and
as I come back, now and forevermore.
“I have placed Adonai before me always, He is at my right hand,
therefore I shall not fall.” (Psalm. 16:8)
“The Name of Adonai is a tower of strength; therein shall go the righteous and
be exalted” (Mishlai 18:10).

May it be acceptable before You, Adonai, my G-d and G-d of My fathers that
you protect me from all evil, from the evil eye and the evil inclination; from
plague and blight, from horrible and debilitating sicknesses, from all evil
occurrences, from male and female demons and from male and female spirits,
those whose names we know and those whose names we do not know. In the
Name of El Shadai , who appeared in Luz (ref. Bereshit 35:6-12), bless me:
[recite your name and the name of your mother].
Recite in a loud and firm voice:

      
Listen all Israel, Adonai is our G-d, Adonai is one. (Devarim 6:4)

May the angel Mikael be at my right hand, may the angel Gavriel be at my left
hand, may the angel Uhriel be before me, and the angel R'fael be behind me,and
above my head may the Shekinah dwell Nioriroon Agla, great in the Heavens
is Adonai. Hanokh and Eliyahu walked the path and were not harmed, so
may I also not be harmed. We shall go in the path of the Name of Adonai, our
G-d, forever

“Children of Yaacov, come and let us walk in the light of Adonai”
(Yishaya 2:5)
“And I will cover you with My Hand and you shall see my back and My Face
you shall not see” (Shemot 33:23)
Paniel Uhriel, protect me from every evil mishap and harm, with the help of
G-d, who sits amongst the praises of Israel.
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Chapter Ten

She’eylat Halom,
The Dream Question

Introduction
"In a dream, in a vision of the night.... Then He opens the ears of men...that He
may turn man aside from his conduct” (Iyob 33:16,17)
"Hear now my words, if there be a prophet among you, I HaShem make myself
known to him in a vision, and speak to him in a dream." (Bamidbar 12:6)

O

ne of the techniques used by spiritually minded Torah observant
Jews to understand the Will of G-d is the She'eylat Halom (Dream
Question). Various forms of Dream Questions exist and are to be found
in a variety of Hebrew religious texts.
The Dream Question is used only at special times when answers
are needed to pressing questions and only after all avenues of rational
analysis have been exhausted. One must be on a high level of kedusha
(holiness) in order to merit an answer. Unfortunately, most people
do not possess the necessary level of kedusha to merit coherent and
correct answers to Dream Questions, therefore they are rarely used
other than by individual leading Rabbis of the generation.
What a Dream Question does is to direct the Neshama soul, dwelling
in the unconscious mind, to ascend above to the Heavenly realms and
to ask the pressing question all the while that the body is asleep. One
must be aware that ascending to Heaven is not like taking a ride on an
elevator. For a Neshama soul to ascend to Heaven, and to be able to
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make a request therein and to consciously remember the answer upon
awakening is a difficult task. The holy angels assigned by G-d to guard
the way to the Garden of Eden (Heaven) do not allow passage to just
any Neshama. The Neshama passing through must be of the highest
level of purity. Being that most do not meet this criterion, a Dream
Question can be a dangerous undertaking for the unprepared.
The Question is addressed to the archangel Metatron, the Prince
of the Presence, who as the Talmud teaches (San. 38), "has the same name
as his Master". "Master" is a reference to G-d, who is called Shadai, the
Almighty, the numerical value of Shadai, and Metatron both being equal
to 314. It is Metatron who is the Chief of the Guardian Angels who
guard the path of ascent to Heaven. The Holy Zohar teaches (Tikunei
Zohar, 14b) that Metatron is also the garment of the Divine Presence of
G-d, the Shekhina. No one, therefore, by Divine order, approaches G-d
other than through Metatron.
According to Midrash and Kabbalah, Metatron served as the
angelic teacher of Moshe Rabbeynu. Metatron is referred to throughout
the Bible as the “Malakh HaShem”, the Angel of the L-rd. Metatron
is also identified to be the angel Raziel (Tikunei Zohar 127a) the revealer
of the secrets of the Torah to Adam HaRishon. This is why he is the
chosen emissary for the dissemination of G-d's Torah and wisdom. It
is for this reason that invoking the assistance of the great Metatron
(Raziel) is considered necessary. For one's prayers, all the more so,
one's Neshama does not receive access to Heaven unless it first is
scrutinized and approved by Metatron.
Great preparations are to be performed in order to enable one to
properly ascend on high. The following requirements of fasting and
cleanliness are to be taken quite seriously; one must be sincere and
not take these things lightly. The procedure, when followed according
to directions claims to be tried and true, to reveal to the seeker that
which is sought. If one is not a Torah observant, G-d fearing Jew, the
angel Metatron, who is also the Angel of the Torah will not allow such
a Neshama to pass. Instead, Metatron might punish such an unworthy
soul by giving it terrible and frightening nightmares.
Halakha - As with all prayers using holy names, these names
are to be recited silently. Mouth them with your lips, but must
never allow sound to proceed from your mouth.
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She'eylat Halom - Dream Question, Tried
From The Book of the Angel Raziel

and

True

Fast for three days in purity, humility and awe. Dress in clean,
white garments. Be clean of all impurity. Purify yourself for three
days, these being Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Do not eat until
Thursday. On Thursday night, light a candle in your home, lie upon the
ground in the corner of your room, turn your face towards the light of
the candle and recite your question or request. This is the formula:
“I adjure you by the Ineffable Name by He who sits upon the clouds of Heaven
above, that you come to me this night with favor and a pure heart. Come to
me only in love and speak to me the answer to my question, whatever it is
that I request of you. Interpret for me my question, even as the angel Gavriel
interpreted the dream of Pharaoh for Yosef. His words were true, so may you
come to me this night in truth.
Solve for me my riddle, my request, by the power of your name, for your name
is Prince Metatron. By the power of the Ineffable Name, He who sits upon
the wheels of the chariot, by the power of He who lives forever, who sits upon
Aravot, whose name is YAH. Rejoice before Him.
In the name of G-d who is Great, Powerful and Awesome, who is Beloved,
Pleasant and Faithful. I adjure you, Prince Metatron by the name Ehyeh
Asher Ehyeh who revealed himself to Moshe, the son of Amram, within the bush.
“Blessed are you, Adonai who teaches me your edicts.” (Tehilim 119:12).
By the power of the Name that is interpreted in seventy languages, praised in
seventy tongues and praised in seventy names. I adjure you in the name of He
who rocks the world. The hosts of above and below tremble before His Name
and from His wrath will the earth shake. No nation shall endure His fury.
Blessed be the honor of Adonai from His place. Blessed be the Name of His
glorious kingdom forever and ever.
I adjure you Prince Metatron in the name of the G-D of Israel, G-D of
Avraham, Yitzhak and Ya'aqob and in the names of the eternal angels who
stand before the great G-D. These are the seven angels: 1. Mikhael; 2. Gavriel;
3. Rifael; 4. Anael; 5. Yitzuriel; 6.Tariel; 7. Aziel.
By Your Name and by Your truth, for Your Name is Merciful and Gracious.
Blessed be the Name of His glorious kingdom forever and ever.
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I adjure you, Prince Metatron in the names of the princes who govern the four
seasons of the year. Those of the first season are Nuriel and Tzadkiel . Those
of the second season are Aziel, Samael and Anael. Those of the third season
are Zavadiel and Samaniel. Those of the fourth season are Gavriel, Rifael
Ashbirah and Hasharon. Their dominion is over every season and every year.
I adjure you Prince Metatron by the blessed Name, by He whose Name is
blessed, aloft, above all blessings and praise. For His Name is in yours and
yours in Him. For before all is His Name correct, forever and ever will His
name stand. Before His Name will the hosts of heaven and earth tremble.
Praised is Your name Adonai, all the supernal hosts, all praise Your Name. Your
Name has not been foreseen, before Your Name shall all tremble. The sea shall
fall back in awe of Your Name and its surf and waves shall give glory and
praise to Your Name. The earth trembles before Your gaze at her, her pillars
melt away and are in fear of Your Name. Upon all is Your Name eternal. The
dwellers of the universe fear and tremble in terror of Your Name. The dwellers
of the depths and the netherworld, the wilderness and the great darkness are
alarmed before Your Name. The Garden of Eden and all your righteous ones
will sing to Your Name. All that has within it the breath of life, with the songs
of their mouths, they shall give honor to Your Name.
And I, I am dust and ashes, worthless, of stricken heart and fallen spirit,
a shadow that passes like a flower of the field. I come to lay before You my
supplications, to request grace from before You and before the throne of Your
glory. For You are near to all who call upon You, and present for those who seek
You. Grant me, I pray my request with desire. Speedily bring me my answer
in your grace. Do my will, for You are my Creator.”
After all this recite your request with your face turned downwards,
recite then these verses, all with pure intention and you shall see your
desire.
“For He is full of compassion, forgiving iniquity and does not destroy, often He
turns His anger, not stirring up all His wrath.” (Tehilim 78:38)
“And Adonai came down in a cloud and spoke to him, and took of the spirit that
was upon him and gave it to the seventy Elders, and it came to pass that when
the spirit rested upon them that they prophesied.” (Bamidbar 11:25)
“And Adonai descended in the cloud and stood with him there and proclaimed
the Name of Adonai. And Adonai passed by before him and proclaimed Adonai,
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Adonai Merciful and Gracious, G-d, long-suffering, abundant in mercy and
truth, keeping mercy to thousands, forgiving iniquity, transgression and sin.”
(Shemot 4:6-7)
“Adonai hear, Adonai forgive, Adonai hearken and act. Do not delay, for Your
own sake, my G-d, for Your city and Your people are called by Your Name“
(Dan. 9:19)
“And Ya'aqob left Beersheva and went towards Haran. And he found a certain
place, and rested there all night, for the sun had gone down. And he took of
the stones of the place and put them under his head, and he laid down in that
place. And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up upon the earth, with its top
reaching into Heaven. And behold the angels of G-d went up and down on it.
And behold, Adonai stood above him and said: I am Adonai G-d of Avraham
your father and the G-d of Yitzhak. The land upon which you lie, to you will I
give it and to your descendents. And behold, I am with you and will guard you
in all the places that you will go.”
(Bereshit 28:10-13, 15)
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Chapter Eleven

Goral Hazivug

Goral To Know the Outcome of a Potential Marriage

I

Introduction
know how important it is to find happiness in life with someone you
love. These Goralot have been used (and sometimes abused) by Rabbis
and Kabbalists for a very long time. I must state that some Rabbis
claim these goralot are not always accurate. Yet, many a Kabbalist
swears by them, and will bless or forbid a couples union based upon
what these Gorals reveal.
The superstitious attribute great power to what is herein revealed.
Regarding the superstitious use of this goral, Rabbi Yaacov Hillel
writes in his book, "Faith and Folly" (pg. 67) in the name of the Steipler
Gaon, that "checking the names of the bride and groom was pure nonsense." Today many
a Rabbi will favor Rabbi Hillel's opinion. However all the Sephardi
Kabbalists that I know accept and maintain the validity of this type of
Goral. Personally I do use them, however I also look at a great deal of
other factors, psychological and spiritual, issues which in past days
were not applicable.
I offer this translation of the Goral HaZivug from Sefer Mareh
HaYeledim, of Rabbi Raphael Ohana. If he as a great Sage, Rabbi and
Kabbalist, brings down this material, we can rest assured of it being
kosher and blessed by HaShem. Yet, no goral should cause one to
stumble in the innocence of faith that by halakha we are to have in
order to stand before our Creator.
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These are the words of the Mareh HaYeledim:
To know what will be between a man and a woman, between a bride and a
groom, and how they would be together as a couple.
Begin by counting the letters in the name of the man, and the number of letters
in the name of the woman, add them together. Divide the sum by nine, and
the remainder will serve to open your eyes.
If the remainder is:

1. There will be prosperity and abundance. Peace will be between them, for
their ruling planet is Venus.

2. Strife will never cease between them for their ruling star is the constellation
Pleiades.
3. Hatred and rivalry will they have for their star is Aquarius.
4. They will each love one another for their star is Tamah.
5. Sometimes it will be good, sometimes it will be bad.

6. It will be very bad between them for their planet is Saturn.

7. They will live together and they will die together in peace for their planet
is the Moon.
8. They will prosper in all things for their planet is the Sun.

9. They might not hate one another, but if they do, there will be conflict between
for their planet is Mars.

Another Method #1
Begin by counting the numbers of the letters in the name of the groom and
the number of letters in his mothers name. Do the same with the letters of the
names of the bride and her mother. Take the number of each set of names (the
groom and his mother, the bride and her mother), add up the letters of each
and divide each by nine. In this way you will have one remainder from the
amount of the letters which make up the names of the groom and his mother,
and another remainder from the names of the bride and her mother.

  The names of the man and women to be used are their first names, and when applicable, followed
by the first name of the mother. If one has a Hebrew name then the letters of the name should be counted
in the original Hebrew. (But this is when someone actually uses that name or was given a Jewish name
at birth in a circumcision ceremony.) When one does not have a Hebrew name, one should simply count
the letters of their name, for example "George" has six letter, "Jonathan" has eight letters. Now even though
Jonathan is of Hebrew origins, unless ones name is the Hebrew form "Yo'natan" (which in the Hebrew is
five letters), one should use the English spelling. So it is with all the names.
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1.
If the remainder from the side of the groom is one and the remainder from the
side of the bride is one, then they will love one another.

If the remainder on one side is one and on the other side two, there will be peace
between them.

If there remains on one side one, and on the other side three, there will be strife
between them.
If the remainders are one and four, they will get together but it will not last.

If the remainders are one and five they will never get close, and if they join they
will hate one another.
If the remainders are one and six they will get together and have peace.

If the remainders are one and seven, they will get together but will hate one
another.
If the remainders are one and eight there will be peace between them.

If the remainders are one and nine, they must not marry for they will hate one
another.
2.
If the remainder is two and two they will love one another.

If the remainder is two and three they may get together, but they will part
because of rumors.
If the remainder is two and four they will get together, but they will part.

If the remainder is two and five they will get together, break up, and she will
marry one of his relatives.
If the remainder are two and six they will come together because of rumors.

If the remainders are two and seven they will get together and love one
another.

If the remainders are two and eight they must not come together, for if they do
there will be hatred and strife between them.
If the remainders are two and nine they should get together for they shall love
each other as one.

3.
If the remainders are three and three, if they get together they will both cheat
one on one another.
If the remainders are three and four, if they get together some one will slander
them.
If the remainders are three and five they will get together and they will part.
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If the remainders are three and six they will come together because of slander.

If the remainder be three and seven they should be together for peace shall be
with them.
If the remainders are three and eight they should get together for they will love
one another.
If the remainders are three and nine they must never come together.
4.
If the remainders are four and four they must never come together.

If the remainders are four and five they will get together and break up
If the remainders are four and six they should never get together.

If the reminders are four and seven they will get together and love one
another.
If the remainders are four and eight they should not get together, and if they
do, it will not last.

If the remainders are four and nine they will join, love one another, but in the
end they will separate.
5.
If the remainders are five and five the couple will join, but evil people will come
between them causing strife, and in the end they will separate.
If the remainders are five and six they will be together forever.

If the remainders are five and seven they will get together but they will argue.

If the remainders are five and eight they will get together, but due to a child
they will separate.

If the remainders are five and nine they should not get together and if they do,
they will part.
6.
If the remainders are six and six they should not get together while their fathers
are alive.

If the remainders are six and seven they should not get together because the
woman will cause strife.
If the remainders are six and eight they will get together and love one
another.
If the remainders are six and nine they must part and not be together.
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7.
If the remainders are seven and seven they should not join due to slander.
If the remainders are seven and eight they should not join.

If the remainders are seven and nine they can get together for in the end all
will be good.
8.
If the remainders are eight and eight they should get together, yet there will be
much worry, and in the end they will separate.
If the remainders are eight and nine if they get together there will be continual
strife between them.
9.
If the remainders are nine and nine they must never get together.

Another Method #2
Count the number of letters in the name of the man and his mother alone,
and separately count the number of letters in the name of the woman and her
mother alone. Divide by twelve and get remainders for both sets of names.
The results follow after the four elements, fire, air, water and earth. The signs of
the Zodiac are twelve. Each sign of the Zodiac is given a number corresponding
to the number of it's month in the Hebrew calendar. Teleh (Aries) is one, Aryeh
(Leo) is five, Keshet (Sagittarius) is nine, these are all of the element of fire.
Shor (Taurus) is two, Betulah (Virgo) is six, Gedi (Capricorn) is ten, these
are of the element the earth. Teomim (Gemini) is three, Moznayim (Libra)
is seven, Deli (Aquarius) is eleven, these are of the element of air. Sartan
(Cancer) is four, Akrav (Scorpio) is eight, Dagim (Pisces) is twelve, these are
of the element of water. The number of the remainders thus correspond to an
astrological sign and thus to an element.
When a couple get together and one of them is of the element of fire and the
other of the element of earth they will not succeed, for the fire dries out the earth
- this is not good.
If the two are of the element of fire, they will burn up other people's money; no
one will be able to stand before them, however in the end they will end up with
nothing.
If the two are of the element of the earth, they will be materially successful.
If one of them is of the element of fire, and the other of the element of water, one
or the other, the man or the woman, will always die.
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If one is of the element of water and the other is of the element of earth they
will be materially successful for the element of water drowns out the earth, and
is thus financially successful.
If one of them is of the element air, and the other of the element fire they will be
financially successful for the air laps up the fire.
If both are of the element of the air they will be successful, but there will be
constant strife between them.
If they are both of the element of water they will together succeed in everything
in the world.
If one of them is of the element of the air and the other of the element of water
there will be peace between them and they will prosper in all things.
If one of them is of the element of the air and the other is of the element of
the earth they will not succeed together for the air will pick up the earth and
scattered it into the four winds.
One must always take care and not be mistaken in ones numbers, for you will
see wonders for this is a wondrous thing in the eyes of the masters of these
sciences.
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Chapter Twelve

The Holy Goralot of
Ahitophel

I

"These are the names and words which dwell in the hearts of all.
117 in total, representing the 117 Angels who are over all spirits. They reveal
what is hidden in the heart, all things, be they good or bad; all advise, all give
counsel, with the help of Him who rides upon Aravot"

Introduction
t is written in a number of places throughout the TaNaKh (ref. VaYikra
16:8-10, Bamidbar 25:56; Yehoshua 7:16-18, 18:6,8,10), how in times of need, the
leaders of Yisrael would cast a lottery (Goral) in order to know the
will of HaShem, and receive an answer to that which they sought to
know.
The Goral (lottery) of the TaNaKh was not, as may be supposed,
an arbitrary game of chance as it is today. Rather, the Biblical Goral
was an oracle, a tool used for divination, to ask questions to HaShem,
the King of the universe, regarding important matters and to receive
answers directly from Him.
The most famous of these divinatory tools were the Urim and
Tumim, which along with the Hoshen Mishpat (Breastplate of
Judgment), was worn by the Kohen HaGadol (ref. to Shemot 28:30). When
the Elders of Yisrael wished to address a question to Heaven, they
would approach the Kohen HaGadol, who would then put the Oracle
upon his chest, wearing it as a ritual garment. He would then perform
the necessary invocational prayer that consisted of recitations of many
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of the holy Names of G-d. After all this, the Urim and Tumim would,
as if, “come to life” by starting to make sounds, similar to the Ta'amim
(cantellations) sung while reading the Torah, and to flash lights from
the jewel stones sewn into it. HaShem would thus answer the Kohen
HaGadol by sounds and lights emanating from the Urim and Tumim
and Hoshen Mishpat. The Kohen, who was trained in the meditative
usages of the Oracle would be able to interpret the lights and sounds
and provide a clear answer, which had come directly from HaShem,
Himself.
With the destruction of the First Temple in Jerusalem in 586 B.C.
E., the holy Urim and Tumim, along with the Ark of the Covenant, were
hidden, only to be revealed again to usher in The Mashiah on that day
known only to HaShem. Since the absence of the Urim and Tumim, many
other Goralot have been devised. Each one was formulated according
to the ancient pattern as outlined in the holy word of HaShem, so
today in absence of a prophet, seer, or Kohen; the Elders of the land
can still have access to Heaven and know the will of HaShem, the L-rd,
our King.
The Goralot that we have today have been formulated, all more or
less along the same format. Following the Biblical pattern, the Goral
is a layout of boxes, or squares, each having within them a certain
name or group of letters. (This was the format of the Urim and Tumim,
which had the name of the 12 Tribes of Yisrael engraved upon 12
precious stones, along with other letters for mystical purposes. These
were then sewn onto a breastplate and worn by the Kohen HaGadol).
This format of boxes was then meditated upon with complete intention
and devotion until they would “light up” and start to make strange
whining noises. This display would then reveal the sought after answer
to the question. Along with the format of the squares came an answer
book of sorts that explained what each of the boxes mean, (though the
Kohen HaGadol had no need for such a book, for he intuitively knew all
the possible answer combinations). The Goral that we have today does
not emanate “noises” or “light up”, as did its Biblical counterpart, the
Urim and Tumim.
Today, there are several known Gorals attributed to some of the
greatest Sages of the Jewish mystical tradition, amongst them the
Exilarch of Babylon, Sa’adia Gaon and the famous astrologer and Torah
commentator of medieval Spain, Rabbi Avraham ibnEzra. Another
format of Goral is derived from the use of the text of the TaNaKh.
Instead of the “lights” shining forth from a format of squares, one
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finds one's answer “shining” from a letter of a word, from a verse in
the Hebrew text. Yet, here again a book of interpretive answers was
many times needed. This system was used by the Resh Galuta, Sa'adia
Gaon, as well as by the famous 16th century Kabbalist, Rabbi Haim
Vital, as well as by the Gaon of Vilna, Rabbi Eliyahu.
The Goral that we have here before us is said to have been devised
by the “Men of the Great Assembly”. This was the body of Elders who
were responsible for resettling the Jewish refuges returning from the
Babylonian exile. It included amongst them Ezra and three of the
great Prophets; Zekharia, Hagai and Malachi. The Goral is named for
Ahitophel, yet just who he is, is never stated. The only Ahitophel that
is known in Jewish tradition was one of the teachers of King David,
(referred to in 2 Shmuel 15). Yet, nowhere does the Goral claim to
be attributed specifically to him. Therefore, we cannot accurately say
who the Goralot of Ahitophel is really named after. He may have been a
member of the Great Assembly, or the name might be a code name for
something or someone else (which was a traditional Jewish practice at
that period in history due to the persecutions of the time that forbade
the writing of Jewish books). Without further information from as yet
unknown sources, we will never be certain as to who Ahitophel was, or
who truly prepared the Goral attributed to his name.
According to tradition, during the time of the Greek occupation
of the Holy Land, the Goralot Ahitophel was concealed, and for its
protection taken out of Yisrael. For a number of years its location was
said to be unknown. However, during the time of the Roman occupation,
it was again revealed, used and re-hidden. It was not to be seen again
for hundreds of years until the Muslims were in control of the land of
Yisrael. At this time, it was decided by the Elders of the land that the
Goral not disappear again, so from that time forward the Sages passed
down the Goral from generation to generation to the present day.
The Goral as we have it at present was rediscovered in manuscript,
amongst the Jewish Kabbalistic community of Yemen. From there it
made its way to Jerusalem, Yisrael, where it was published for the first
time in its original Hebrew. This edition is the first time the Goral has
been published in translation.
Goralot, in general have been used by Jewish spiritual leaders for
maybe thousands of years. Unfortunately, the everyday person has
not been careful in following the instructions regarding honoring the
holiness of the Goral and have abused it by using it as a fortune-telling
device, to see if they will prosper in this or that endeavor.
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The Goral of Ahitophel is a holy book. It should never be demeaned
and used as a gross method of standard divination. Rabbi Joseph Karo,
a master Kabbalist and author of the Shulkhan Arukh (Yoreh Deah, 179:1),
quoting earlier authorities, goes so far as to recommend that Gorals
not be used at all. He gives the sound Jewish advice that people should
better put their faith in G-d directly and walk before Him in innocence,
and not try “fortune telling”.
With all due respect toward the clear prohibition written in the
Shulkhan Arukh, many a Sage has relished the Goral and honored
it accordingly. To them Heaven reveals its will, that they who fear
HaShem the L-rd, may know His Will and walk in His Way. From them
HaShem the L-rd will not hold back any good.
Therefore, today, for all who seek HaShem the L-rd, G-d of Israel,
and request insight from Him regarding an aspect of one's personal
life, I offer this English version of the Holy Goralot of Ahitophel. I
must advise all who wish to use the Goral that they do so with intense
seriousness and awe. HaShem is Alive and Well and does not accept
belittling from those who would abuse His holiness.
If you seek His Face, be open to Him and be prepared to obey;
for the Goral may give you an answer that you may not want to
receive. Nevertheless, once the Goral has spoken, its answer should
be respected. One cannot ask a question a second time because the
first answer was not acceptable or understood. Another attempt at
the question or another question is of no avail here. One may ask
only once. Any second try is considered a lack of faith in G-d, and
Heaven will not be moved to guide the Goral to answer you a second
time. Though you might try the Goral again, any answer coming at
this point would be arbitrary, and cannot be said to be given to you
from Heaven.
We are warned that all who defy the holiness of the Goral and use
it as a mere “fortune telling” device commit a sin for which there would
be retribution from one of the 117 Guardian Angels of the Goral. It is
taught that only when one completely does not understand the answer
given, can one then he repeat his question, but only after waiting until
the next day. So, please take this work seriously and do not tempt
HaShem the L-rd, your G-d. Be in awe of Him and request your needs
in sincerity and truth. Pray the opening prayer with full intention and
G-d, knowing the sincerity in your heart will answer you for good.
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1. It is imperative that one use the Goral with a sense of complete
awe.
2. Lay out the table of the Goral, placing it directly in front of you.
3. Meditate specifically, with complete devotion upon what it is you
want to ask of HaShem through the Goral.
4. Recite the opening Goral prayer in Hebrew. If you do not
understand Hebrew, recite the prayer a second time, in English.
In the appropriate place, recite or meditate upon your request. Be
as precise as possible, this way your answer will be more clearly
understood.
5. After reciting the prayer, close your eyes and place your left
hand over them.
6. Take your right index finger and cast it out over the Goral and let
it descend downwards onto one of the boxes of the Goral. Feel your
finger as if it is guided by the Hand of G-d.
7. When your finger has landed firmly upon the table of the Goral
in front of you, open your eyes and see in which box your finger has
been guided to land in.
8. Open the Answers section and see what it is that HaShem has
given you for an answer.
9. Remember the answer you receive might require contemplation,
in order to understand the true depths of its meanings. For it is the
way of HaShem to speak cryptically, requiring one to be spiritually
minded in order to be able to discern the wisdom of Heaven.
10. Be patient and contemplative, if after a few minutes you are still
unable to fathom the meaning of what has been revealed to you, lay
aside the Goral until the following day. Pray to G-d, that He might
have mercy upon you and grant you the wisdom to understand His
truth.
11. The Goral can only be used at specific times. It must never
be used at night, or on a cloudy day. It can only be used on a
Sunday, Monday, Thursday or Friday. This is because of the proper
astrological windows are then open. Even on these days, the
Goral should not be consulted during the hours when the planets
Saturn, Mars or Mercury are in ascendant (in accordance to Jewish
astrology). Some say the Goral should not be used on the day prior
to the New Moon.
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Chart for Days and Planets
E = evening, D = day
ME = mercury;    MO = Moon;    SA = Saturn;    JU = Jupiter;
MA = Mars;    SU = Sunday;    VE = Venus
Sat/ Sun/ Sun/ Mon/ Mon/ Tues/ Tues/ Wed/ Wed/ Th/ Th/ Fr/ Fr/ Sat/
E
D
E
D
E
D
E
D
E
D E
D E
D
1

ME SU

JU

MO

VE

MA

SA

ME

SU

JU

2

MO VE

MA SA

3

SA

ME SU

4

JU

MO VE

5

MO VE MA SA

ME

SU

JU

MO

VE

MA SA ME SU JU

JU

MO

VE

MA

SA

ME

SU SU MO VE MA

MA

SA

ME

SU

JU

MO

VE MA SA ME SU

MA SA

ME SU

JU

MO

VE

MA

SA

ME SU JU

6

SU

JU

MO VE

MA

SA

ME

SU

JU

MO VE MA SA ME

7

VE

MA SA

ME

SU

JU

MO

VE

MA

SA ME SU JU

8

ME SU

JU

MO

VE

MA

SA

ME

SU

JU

9

MO VE

MA SA

ME

SU

JU

MO

VE

MA SA ME SU JU

MO VE

MO

MO VE MA SA

10 SA

ME SU

JU

MO

VE

MA

SA

ME

SU JU

11 JU

MO VE

MA

SA

ME

SU

JU

MO

VE MA SA ME SU

ME SU

JU

MO

VE

MA

SA

ME SU JU

12 MA SA
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that Rule Them

and the

419

Planets

There are 24 hours to a day, 12 for night, 12 for day. The length of
all hours are seasonal. Each hour is 1/12 of a day or night measuring
from sunrise and sunset. Therefore a summers day hour might be
equivalent to approx. 72 minutes on the clock, whereas a winters day
hour may be only approx. 50 minutes on the clock. The same, of course
applies to night time hours as well.

Translation of the Prayer
To be Recited Prior to the Use

of the

Holy Goral

Elohim, G-d of G-d's and L-rd of L-rd's, the King who is the King of Kings.
The great powerful and awesome G-d who dwells amongst the Cherubim. I
have come with shuddering, fear and awe, in panic, trembling, and quaking to
request grace by prayer and supplications from before the Throne of Your Glory,
kneeling, bowing, falling on my face I have come before the essence of Your
kingdom that unfolds by the grace of Your attributes.
At this time reveal to me and enlighten me as to the secret of my question, the
truth of my request and my desire. According to this Goral (lottery) that was
arranged by your prophets and seers who have shown your way, revealing your
visions and your covenant as it is written, "The secret of G-d is with those that
fear Him, and He will reveal to them His covenant" (Tehilim 25, 14).
However, it is revealed and known before you Adonai L-rd, my G-d and G-d
of my fathers that all the while that the Holy Temple stood in Jerusalem, there
were your prophets and seers who prophesied, as well as Your priests who used
the Urim and Tumim. They revealed to us what the future would hold whether
good or bad.

But now, by our many sins and transgressions, our Temple is destroyed, prophesy
has ceased and we have no prophet, no seer, no priest to reveal to us this needed
thing. Thus, I come before you, Adonai L-rd my G-d, with a complete heart and
needy spirit, for I have no better way to distinguish right from left. Enlighten
me by your great mercy according to this Goral that which I ask to know.

At this time ask your question in precise and specific
terminology - it matters not whether you recite it verbally or
mentally.

For you, Adonai L-rd, have desired the use of Goralot, for by it was the Holy
Land divided (amongst the tribes.) Thus now reveal to me Your way, for You
are my portion and my lot (Goral), even as it is written: "Adonai is the portion
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of my inheritance and of my cup, You maintain my lot (Goral) "The lines are
fallen to me in pleasant places, yes I have a good heritage. Bless Adonai the Lrd who gives me counsel, my reins also admonish me in the night. I have set
Adonai the L-rd always before me, surely He is at my right hand, I shall not be
moved." (Tehilim 16, 5-8.)
"Therefore Shaul said to Adonai , G-d of Israel, "Give us a perfect lot (portion)."
And Shaul and Yonatan were picked, and the people escaped." (I Sh. 24, 41.)

Blessed be Adonai the L-rd who has made Holy His Name and revealed His
secret to His merciful ones, to show His power and strength, by His Name, and
the word of His mouth, orally and written. The blessed and holy King, honored
forever.

Daniel spoke and said, 'Blessed be Adonai the L-rd forever and ever: for wisdom
and might are His: and He changes the times and the seasons: He removes kings
and sets up kings: He gives wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who
have understanding: He reveals the deep and secret things: He knows what is
in the darkness and light dwells with Him." (Dan. 2, 20-23).
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Ahitophel Answer Guide

1. This thing which you fear, do not be afraid of it, for all
your desires shall come to you with joy and gladness. All
good shall come to you by this which you seek.
2. The end and thus good times will come to you with joy.
However, you must pray and fast before G-d. You must
submit your will to Him, though you find this difficult,
because you are unable to listen to admonition. If you
repent, great good will be awaiting you from Heaven.
3. G-d watches over you with mercy, He sends to you
his angels of mercy, they will come and guide you. Give
thanks to G-d, for salvation and goodness are given to you
from Heaven.
4. Distance yourself from this thing. It is not good for you.
It shall not come into your hands. Pray to G-d. What's
right in His Eyes shall He do and He shall rectify your
end.
5. Rise up fast and do your desire, rejoice in this which
you seek. G-d shall prosper your way. Do not delay.
6. Joy, gladness and richness are prepared for you, what
you seek shall be granted you from Heaven, soon with
love.
7. Don't worry about this which you seek, for it shall come
to you. Don't be distraught with worry in your heart, don't
try yourself. Wait a little until G-d covers you with His
grace.
8. You boast and say you shall do such a thing. Know that
you are unable to do it. Be careful with your soul. Pray,
and ask for G-d's Mercy.
9. What you seek speaks of good tidings coming soon.
Your destiny brightens up by Heaven's hand. A good hour
is upon you. Trust in G-d. What you seek is very close.
10. Why do you worry your soul about nothing, repent
and be careful regarding this which you seek, for herein
is much trouble, sickness and financial loss. Now wait a
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few days and good reward shall come to you from Heaven
and you will then rejoice in goodness.
11. My brother, know that all is from G-d. Turn back,
trust in G-d. Place Him as King. Then He shall prosper
your ways and shall grant you your desire. Then shall He
give you that which you seek with joy. All your enemies,
those that hate you shall be disgraced and shall submit to
you. Your desire shall come to you. G-d shall topple your
enemies, both in public and private.
12. My love, in regards to this request you must ask for
mercy from the Blessed G-d. He will comfort and help
you.
13. G-d sees trouble in regards to this which you desire
in your heart. If you are sick, it is due to the Evil Eye. You
will need a good amulet from an expert.
14. Do not worry or fear from evil men, for they are not
able to move you. G-d is your help. They cannot cause you
to fall.
15. You dwell upon a thing wondering to do it, but G-d
does not wish it for today. Turn from it and it shall be
good for you.
16. This worry that has been in your heart for a while is not
from G-d, but from evil men whom you have befriended
and associate with. You can choose to be free of them and
their advice, for G-d is with you.
17. My brother, separate yourself from men who lead you
astray by what they say, who flatter you, yet are evil in
their hearts.
18. My beloved, because you are in awe of G-d, you will
receive good tidings and G-d shall grant you your request
in joy and abundance. With this you shall find all your
desires in peace.
19. My brother, you have already received abundance from
G-d in Heaven and also honor from men. Give thanks to
G-d, for in regards to this question, there will be goodness
and joy in your home.
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20. Persist in this request, for it is for your good. There
shall be no pain or anger. Only joy and prosperity will be
ready for you. All will rejoice in your gladness.
21. What you seek shall be given to you, because you trust
in G-d with all your heart, thus G-d will prosper your way
and give you mercy, grace, life and prosperity, for G-d
brings down and raises them up. Trust in G-d and do good
deeds.
22. This question which you ask is good, but wait a bit,
then you will be comforted. You shall rejoice in your heart
over this thing, in the times to come.
23. Why do you curse yourself with this that you seek?
Today you cannot achieve this. Wait a while, until it comes
to you with goodness and love.
24. The one who is patient will find much good. If you only
wanted to, you wouldn't curse yourself. Guard your soul,
ask for mercy before our blessed G-d and He will save you
from all your enemies and from those who bewitch you.
Also G-d will enlighten your eyes with this that you seek.
25. G-d encompasses you with His great mercy and shall
prosper your path. He shall send His angels of peace before
you and save you from every evil thing. Now, quickly do
this thing, for it is good. Rise up, do it and prosper.
26. Rise up fast, for this is the right and good time. G-d's
grace shall come to you, both your destiny and fortune
presently shine.
27. Be strong of heart, do not fear, but be aware of evil,
and bad men who are able to curse you. Separate from
them and do what is right. They only give you bad advise.
You kill yourself in order to make a living, but your time
has not yet come. Fast and pray before G-d, He will quickly
bring you joy and that which you seek.
28. Rejoice and be glad, for there is nothing wrong in
this which you seek. Settle your heart, relax, for you shall
find all that you desire. Do not worry, request grace from
G-d and He will give you mercy, favor and grace. He will
straighten your path and your heart will rejoice.
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29. A good period of time is coming your way. From now on
you have no cause for worry or concern. Don't worry, for
your joy shall be great. G-d will give you grace, you shall
receive mercy and favor. Your star shall shine brightly
soon; shortly will you rejoice.
30. My brother, know that your loved ones in reality hate
you. Without reason they speak about you hypocritically.
They lie to you as they eat and drink with you; they think
always to do you harm. Separate from them wisely, for
they wish only to bewitch you. Pray to G-d, request from
Him that you don't fall under their control. He will save
and redeem you.
31. You are very tired, yet G-d has mercy upon you. There
is nothing wrong in what you seek No one can touch you,
to do you harm. G-d shall give you what you seek; He
shall make your star shine. He will extend to you mercy
and honor.
32. My love, don't curse yourself for no reason, for this
is how you weaken yourself; the end has not yet come.
Allow G-d to rule, let Him do what is needed. Wait until
these days have passed. G-d will give you joy, He shall
straighten your path and give you that which you seek.
33. A good time, great fortune and a shining star arises
for you now. Give thanks to Heaven, for all is ready for
you, from the hands of G-d, Himself. What you seek shall
be given to you.
34. Why are you hypocritical, testing G-d? You say you
shall do such and such. Now, do not pursue this, for it is
not good. Guard your soul.
35. What you seek, you shall richly receive with joy and
gladness. Give thanks to G-d and prosper.
36. G-d is with you. what you seek shall come to you.
Praise G-d, for He has heard your voice and answered
you.
37. My brother, pray to G-d and be patient. He will deliver
you from all evil and grant you that which you seek.
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38. What you seek shall be given you, even as you desire
it. As you wish, you shall have a good name.
39. Son of man, know that the desire for what you seek
was given to you from Heaven. Do not fear, what you seek
shall come soon.
40. You shall be victorious over all who rise up against
you. Your fortune is great. What you seek shall come to
you shortly.
41. G-d shall deliver you from all evil. What you seek shall
come to you. Be patient with G-d and your future will be
good.
42. People are lying to you and speaking bad things about
you. Beware of them and you shall be spared.
43. You have worried about this for a long time. You can be
free at any time you wish. Pray to G-d and guard yourself;
He will topple your enemies before you.
44. Joy and gladness shall come to you. G-d shall correct
your path. What you seek shall come to you and you shall
rejoice in it.
45. G-d will raise you up over all your enemies. Rejoice in
what is right and do what is right in the eyes of G-d.
46. People are speaking bad about you, and advising ill
against you. Repent before G-d and be aware of them and
G-d will topple them before you.
47. You have nothing to gain in this which you seek. You
are full of pride. Listen to me and listen to truth, then you
shall become very rich and never again be in need. G-d
will answer you, because you fear Him; He will of great
assistance to you.
48. Your thoughts are confusing. Strengthen your heart
before G-d. Pray, for G-d will support you. He will give
you great fortune. Rest and joy are coming.
49. You are a lover of the truth. There will be no success
in this which you seek. Don't worry about it, for its time
will come and then shall you prosper.
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50. Refrain from this which you seek, for it is not good.
You are viewed as being wicked before G-d. Repent of
your actions, for you do not know G-d's decrees and His
judgments, and just how patient He is with you.
51. My brother, rectify your heart so you will not be
confused. Abandon this which you seek, for it is bad. If
you do so, then all will be well.
52. You believe that you shall proceed and prosper. Know
that you shall not prosper in this which you seek. For you,
it is not good. Heed my advise and leave it alone.
53. I see you desire this that you seek; now run after
it, for you will prosper. You will find honor in all your
endeavors.
54. G-d shall prosper your path and give you what you seek.
If your heart is right with G-d, then shall you rejoice.
55. My brother why do you tire yourself, wasting your
money and strength over nothing? Wait, for the end has
not yet come and it is still far away. But what you seek will
eventually come to you joyfully.
56. My love there is no harm in this which you seek. It is
waiting for you. Rejoice.
57. You ask of a great thing and are in awe of it. Now do
not fear the future, for you will suffer no pain. Your shall
receive that which you seek.
58. You believe that you are able to receive what you seek
with ease. This is not so. You are lying to yourself. It shall
not come into your hands.
59. Leave this alone for today is not a good day to ask. Be
a little patient and then you will succeed.
60. Abandon this search. Throw it out of your heart. Guard
yourself from your evil enemies. Rejoice that G-d will turn
your quest into something good.
61. My brother, I see goodness and peace prepared for
you from Heaven, coming in a little while. There is good
fortune in this which you seek. Give thanks to Heaven.
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62. Fear G-d and all will go well with you. For He lives
and sees all, though He is not seen. Humble your heart
through prayer and fasting. Cry out to your Creator, turn
away from this which you seek.
63. Don't push to hard to receive this which you seek, for
you do not yet have the keys to open all the necessary
doors. Pray to G-d and what you seek shall come to you
with joy.
64. Son of man, repent of this bad course of action, that
you pursue with a bad heart. Do not condemn you soul to
judgment by proceeding further. Be careful to give charity
and your reward will come.
65. Richness and joy shall be given you from Heaven. That
which you seek shall also be given to you, for a good time
has come upon you.
66. G-d sees that your heart is at times strong and at
times weak. Dedicate your heart to G-d and He will have
mercy on you and help you with everything.
67. My brother, how peasant you are in the eyes of G-d.
What you seek is good and your fortune is bright. you
shall prosper with this that you seek Don't wait for it to
come to you, for it already is in your hands. Quickly, don't
wait, for you might loose it.
68. Submit your heart to Heaven, don't be split inside
yourself. What you seek you shall have and it will be good;
but not now, it will take some time.
69. Know that what you seek is of interest to you because
you are depressed. I have warned you of this in the past.
Now, rise up and give praise to G-d.
70. Rise up quickly, for this is a good time with good
fortune. You shall receive what it is that you seek.
71. Rejoice, for what you seek has already been granted
you. It is right for you and it is in your hands, even as you
had wished. Would you go to the ends of the Earth, G-d
will strengthen you and be with you.
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72. Don't tire yourself with this which you seek, for it
shall not come into your hands. There is no reason for it,
nor is there any wisdom in it. Now, turn away from this
which you seek.
73. Why are you making yourself crazy? Leave this thing
alone. Do not be proud and all will go well for you.
74. Know that no one can do anything to you that is not
the will of Heaven. Don't curse yourself today. Have faith
in G-d and He will prosper you.
75. Know that what you seek is not good for you. Seek
something else and I will answer you about that whether
it is good or bad.
76. At this time there is goodness, joy and good fortune
for you. Give thanks to G-d, for you have a good reward in
this which you seek.
77. A good sign and a good word shall come to by this
which you seek. Heaven shall do it for you, they are close
at hand.
78. There is great pain, suffering and worry in this which
you seek. Now, be patient and good news shall come to
you. You will find what you seek.
79. My brother, keep away from the bad thoughts that
guide you, for there is no good in them. Be careful of
them so you don't stumble and be embarrassed. Another
pursuit would be better for you.
80. Joy and gladness shall you find in this which you seek,
it is awaiting you now. Stand up and be strong.
81. My love, I see for you much good and many fruits with
this which you seek.
82. What you seek brings with it testing and financial loss.
Wait until these days shall pass, then shall you prosper.
83. Request what you seek from Heaven and then it will
be good for you. Do not request this of men, but only of
G-d. He will give you that which you seek.
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84. If you seek to take a wife so as to have children or any
other similarly good thing, do so for you shall prosper.
85. My brother, rise up. Stop your joking. Guard your
secret. Do this thing that is in you heart and you shall
rejoice and be glad in it.
86. Rise up like a strong man and do that which you
request. Fear not, for your prayer has already been heard
by your Creator.
87. You have three different feelings in your heart, and
you say that you don't have any luck. You really have
great fortune, but because your actions are bad you have
not yet prospered.
88. My brother, don't be afraid of those who chase you,
without you even knowing about it. Though they do evil,
your fortune is still strong.
89. My love, do not be afraid of the thoughts in your heart,
for you have good fortune with this that you seek.
90. My love, concern yourself with matters of the home.
Do not associate with the wicked, for prosperity comes
from Heaven. If your wife is pregnant, she is carrying a
son. There is good fortune.
91. Son of man, do not multiply troubles. If you have made
a vow, fulfill it. I see for you joy, you will find good living,
prosperity and long life.
92. My brother, that which you seek you already have in
joy and peace. Trust in G-d.
93. You ask yourself when you will be healed of this
affliction and when will you have good fortune with the
work of your hands. The end has not yet come, wait a
while and do not curse this which you seek. You will be
healed and you will prosper.
94. Abandon this which you seek. For if you don't abandon
it and repent, great sufferings will befall you. If you
repent, all things will be well.
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95. You ask of me regarding something evil that you
have done, about which you have no remorse. You have
no mercy, you have acted cruelly. Repent and you will be
accepted back.
96. My brother, G-d has already had grace upon you and
helped you. In the future He will give you great joy and
you'll be happy you sought this.
97. Request this thing from G-d, for there is nothing
wrong in what you seek. Rejoice for your star now shines
and your fortune is very bright.
98. That which you think about is good, there is no bad in
it. Now do that which you want do to and don't be afraid,
for G-d is with you.
99. Leave this thing, for it is not good. These are not good
times for you. Now be patient, these days will pass and
then you shall rejoice.
100. Leave this thing, for it is not good for you, by this
will you rejoice before G-d. If you have made a vow, fulfill
it, then shall you rejoice in this which you seek.
101. My brother, be patient for a while, until the good
times come, then shall you rejoice in this which you
seek.
102. Do not walk this path and do not do this thing that is
in your heart, for it is not good for you. Therein you will
find nothing, for your actions are evil. Repent, seek grace
and then shall it be good for you.
103. My brother, take a rest, humble yourself with fasting
and supplications before G-d. Now wisely separate from
them, for G-d is with you.
104. My brother, the one who will be speaking to you is
desirous to do you harm. He thinks only evil about you.
Beware of Him, for G-d is with you.
105. What you seek is good for you, it is from Heaven. G-d
will send to you good tidings, therefore do what is right before
Him. You are a wise and G-d fearing person and G-d will give
you joy in the desire of your soul; you will be very glad.
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106. Rejoice and be glad, for your future speaks of peace.
You shall receive your desire, even as you request it.
107. How pleasant and nice is it that you seek this, for
this is a good time. What you seek is correct. If you wish
to go to a place, then go, you will be healed soon.
108. My brother, know that what you seek can not come
into your hands. You can not succeed. Now stop desiring
this, serve G-d with all your heart and soul, that G-d will
make your path prosperous.
109. Rise up, my brother and do that which you wish with
all your truthful desire. You will rejoice in goodness and
peace.
110. My love, hear my words, be strong and do not stretch
this thing out, for it is not good, it's not for you. You cannot
handle this for it is dangerous. Don't pursue this and all
will be OK.
111. Joy, richness and gladness are waiting for you, with
plenty. It is known that you suffered from great sorrow,
but now its time to rejoice.
112. My brother, know that I will tell you what is to be.
This secret is for you, your fortune is great, with much joy
awaiting you. Give thanks to G-d.
113. Rise up and quickly pursue this which you seek, for
it is good. G-d will rejoice with you and bless you. He will
topple all your enemies and those who seek to do you
harm. You will become very great and wise.
114. My brother, you are a good person, what you seek
shall be given to you. Your enemies are removed far away
from you, yet be aware of them. I have warned you.
115. Abandon this which you seek for it is not good and you
cannot attain it. Heed my word and you shall prosper.
116. There is nothing wrong with what you seek, rather
joy and gladness are headed your way. Many will rejoice
with you. Give thanks to Heaven.
117. What you seek is right for you, it is from Heaven.
It will arrive shortly. Put your heart right with G-d and
all shall come to you with joy and gladness, even as your
heart desires. Give thanks to Heaven.
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Blessed be G-d, who has given to His servants wisdom and prophecy.
He has revealed to them His secrets to do all the works of His word.
As it is written: "G-d will do nothing before
He has revealed His secret to His servants, the prophets".

Therefore will we give thanks to Him who has done this.
Blessed be He, who gives wisdom to those that fear Him
and reveals His secret to His servants the prophets.

Amen
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Chapter Thirteen

The Lesson of the Four
Who Entered PaRDeS
The Dangers Inherent Upon the Path of Ascent

I

do not wish to deceive anyone. The Kabbalistic path, referred to
in the Talmud as the “PaRDeS” can be a dangerous one for those not
properly prepared to walk it. I offer this essay as a clear warning to
those who consider themselves ready, all the while that Heaven does
not.
The Kabbalistic/Prophetic path is a necessary step of spiritual
evolution. Yet, it must not be taken lightly. This is the final step in
spiritual growth, not the first step or the middle one. Too many people
have a juvenile attitude towards spiritual practices. For such spiritual
children, it is best to leave them where they are, doing what they are
doing. There are many that are not ready to “descend” into the palaces
of the Heavenly King. Yet, there are those who have been long ready,
and have been waiting for these teachings. It is to you, my ready
students, that I write this essay.
In order to avoid the pitfalls along the path of Kabbalistic spiritual
ascent, there are bits of knowledge that are essential to know. The
reason why the Talmud records the following episode is to hint to us
what these teachings are.
"Our Rabbis have taught, four entered into the Pardes. They were Ben Azai,
Ben Zoma, Aher, and Rabbi Akiba. Ben Azai gazed and died. Of him
it is written, "precious in the eyes of HaShem is the death of his pious ones"
(Tehilim 116, 15). Ben Zoma gazed, and went insane. Of him, it is written,
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"have you found honey, eat your share lest you become full, and vomit it up.”
(Mishlei 25, 16). Aher became an apostate. Rabbi Akiba entered, and exited
in peace.” (Hagigah 14B)
Four men entered the Pardes. Yet, these are not just four ordinary
men, but four very special men. Each one was very different from
the other. Each one suffered a very different fate. Their experience
is recorded and past down to us because what happened to them is
archetypal. What happened to these four righteous, holy and prepared
men can happen to everyone of us.
There are three major pitfalls along the way, one worse, and more
difficult to detect than the other. Yet, the one who wishes to stand in
the presence of HaShem must do so in the absolute truth of His Being.
Descending to the absolute essence of truth can be a difficult thing,
even for the properly prepared. By reviewing this Gemara, I intend to
reveal to you just how the three fell, and why, as well as what we must
know, and do, so as not to share their fate.
All the four Sages of the PaRDeS were not unknowns. They were
very famous Rabbis. We have many references to them throughout the
Talmud. It is from these references that we can put together a picture
of the specific types of people they were individually, and what could
have caused each their individual fates.
Shimon Ben Azai zt'l, it is written, was the first to enter the Pardes.
He gazed, and died. Obviously, this is an extremely strong response.
Was it warranted? Did he die of his own, or did HaShem "take" him?
These issues must be addressed.
It is written (Sotah 49A), that with the passing of Ben Azai, diligent
scholarship also ceased. Rashi comments saying, that Ben Azai was
diligently studying Torah, day, and night, in the Yeshiva. In Yebamot
63B, Ben Azai is quoted as saying, "what can I do, my soul so greatly desires the
Torah". Ben Azai made this statement in response to the question put
to him, why had he never married, which is a violation of both normal
human desire, as well as Halakha. His response continued by saying,
"the world can be perpetuated by others" (ibid). Ben Azai's entire being revolved
around the holiness of Torah. This is very meritorious, indeed. Yet,
could this have possibly contributed to his death?
In Avot (4:2), Ben Azai says, "One should run to perform a minor mitzvah, as
if it were a major mitzvah. One should run away from temptation, for the performance of a
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mitzvah leads to the performance of another mitzvah, and the performance of a sin, leads to the
performance of another sin. So the reward of a mitzvah is the opportunity to perform another
mitzvah, whereas the "reward" of a sin is the inevitability of another sin.”
Ben Azai continues by saying (ibid 4:3), "despise no one, don't challenge
everything, for every man has his time, and everything has it's place.”
Ben Azai was a unique type of individual who, we might say, did
not belong here upon the earth. His piousness (hasidut) was legend,
so much so that in Berakhot 57B, it says, that he who sees Ben Azai
in a dream may look forward to achieving piousness. Now, remember
from history, the title of "Hasid" was given to those who were also
called "Perushim,” meaning those who separated from the physical
pleasures of this world. Ben Azai was such a man, he is the case in
point. Yet, what does all this have to do with his untimely end upon his
gazing into the Pardes? It has everything to do with it.
Ben Azai's piousness and separateness from earthly pleasures
were the causes of his death! Ben Azai did not die because he beheld
the Face of G-d and was therefore punished. For though it is written,
that no man can see G-d's Face and live, not even Moshe Rabbeynu
achieved that level, all the more so Ben Azai.
Ben Azai said "there is no man without his time, and everything has his place.” Well,
the PaRDeS was his place, and when he entered it was "his time.”
Ben Azai did not have to die. He did not sin, or stumble in the
PaRDeS. If anything, he stumbled here, upon the earth. Ben Azai had
made no portion for himself here upon the earth. He had no wife, and
no children. He had no great portion, or love for this world. It is then
only natural that when he entered the PaRDeS, that he recognized his
true home. He just simply decided to stay where he always felt he
belonged. Thus, to this world, he died.
We must now ask the question, if there is anything wrong with what
Ben Azai did? In the context of the Gemara (of the PaRDeS), it appears
that what he did was wrong. Remember, the story of the four is given
us as a warning as to how to properly approach the PaRDeS. If we are
not completely grounded upon the earth, we too, upon experiencing
the sublimeness of the PaRDeS, might wish to stay and never return to
earth. The problem with this is that this is the opposite of the purpose
of the original entry into the PaRDeS, in the first place.
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Our Divinely ordained purpose, as Benei Yisrael, is to perform the
rectification of this physical world, by acting as the vessels through
which HaShem will channel his shefa (spiritual energy) onto the earth.
If upon our achievement of our goal as being the perfect vessel, or
merkava (chariot), we choose to stay above, we are thwarting the
entire purpose of our ascent. We are upon this earth for a purpose, a
purpose that must be achieved.
Ben Azai was a special case. Not all of us can be as committed as
he. Not all of us should be. The lesson we learn from his experience
is the importance of the grounding. We learn from Ben Azai that
the beauty of Heaven is overwhelmingly intoxicating. Only by being
grounded to the earth, and earth living can we escape the temptation
to stay above, once we arrive. Today most do not have the devotion of
a Ben Azai, therefore even to make the ascent, with or without proper
psychological stability, is next to impossible. Yet, there are always
those who will try. This is a warning, to them.
The next to enter the PaRDeS was Shimon Ben Zoma zt'l. We
are taught that he gazed, and went insane. Yet, unlike Ben Azai, Ben
Zoma's experience was not so intoxicating. Unlike Ben Azai, Ben Zoma
did not want to resign his responsibilities here on earth. Ben Zoma
was at a higher level than Ben Azai. Ben Zoma was able to overcome
the temptation of wanting to stay above. Yet, it was this next step that
tripped him up.
Shimon Ben Zoma was a mighty man. He had within him the strict
spiritual discipline that comes with wisdom. He was famous for his
expertise in the correct reading of the Torah. In Avot (4:1), he reveals
his secret how to achieve wisdom. He says, "who is wise, the one who learns
from all men.” The secret of strength he also reveals, "who is strong, the one who
can conquer his desires.” Ben Zoma showed his strength by conquering the
desire that Ben Azai succumbed to.
Ben Zoma then reveals the secret of wealth, "who is wealthy, the one
who is satisfied with his portion” (ibid). So, we have knowledge of Ben Zoma's
learning, his strength, and his wealth. Yet, the one characteristic
that characterized Ben Azai is not mentioned, this is his piousness
(hasidut).
Regarding this, Rabbi Todros Abulafia writes, "Ben Zoma gazed, and
went insane because he wasn't complete in his piousness, and clarity as was Ben Azai. When
he gazed at the brilliant light (in the PaRDeS), it was more than his mind could handle, and
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he became psychotic (nit'rafah da'ato), for he could not clearly understand that which he saw"
(Otzar HaKabod 24A).
Ben Zoma could not assimilate that which he saw? Is this the
reward of he who learns wisdom from all men, that He could not learn
wisdom from HaShem, the Brilliant Light? It is written regarding Ben
Zoma (Berakhot 57B) that the one who sees him in a dream can look
forward to achieving wisdom. How is it then that with all he had going
for him, Ben Zoma could not handle what he saw, and it "psychically
short-circuited" him?
The answers to these questions are in Ben Zoma's own words
quoted above in Pirkei Avot. Ben Zoma was truly wise. His problem
was not in being wise enough to learn from HaShem, for Ben Zoma
was certainly wise. As shown above, Ben Zoma had the discipline not
to fall for the spiritual intoxication, as did Ben Azai. No, Ben Zoma's
weakness was not in regards to his wisdom or discipline. Ben Zoma's
weakness was in regards to his "spiritual wealth.”
In Avot (3:12), Rabbi Hanina Ben Dosa says, "the one whose wisdom is
greater than his actions, that ones wisdom shall not last.” Ben Zoma was indeed wise,
but, as Rabbi Abulafia had pointed out, Ben Zoma was incomplete in
his piety, meaning that his actions were less that what was necessary
to accomplish that which he sought. He did not heed his own advice,
he was not satisfied with his portion. He wanted more. Unfortunately,
he was unable to receive it.
Unlike Ben Azai, Ben Zoma was grounded upon the earth. He
was wise, and he was strong. Yet, while these are all prerequisites for
the successful entry into the PaRDeS, they are by no means the only
ones.
Piety, hasidut, is by definition "pereshut" (separation). While Ben
Azai was too separated from the physical world, Ben Zoma was not
separated enough. Therefore, when the Brilliant Light of HaShem's
absolute truth shined within his consciousness, the apparent brilliance
was too much for him to personally assimilate.
Though Ben Zoma could learn from all men, there is an aspect
of learning that correlates to one's being the vessel and merkava for
HaShem's Shekhina. This level of learning is beyond the intellect. It
requires hasidut, and pereshut. Ben Zoma was not lacking. He was
complete, but only up to the level where he was at. To ascend to the
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next higher level was possible. Yet, it was not HaShem who pushed
Ben Zoma away. It was Ben Zoma who approached unprepared, by not
being complete in piety, thus he was unable to completely offer himself
as a merkava to HaShem of Atzilut.
Thus when the Light shined upon him, he could not receive it. Nor
could he go back to where he was before. He got stuck, his mind split
between that which he had seen, and that which he could not bare to
see. The following pasuk is thus applied to him: "have you found honey, eat
your share lest you become full, and vomit it up" (Mishlei 25:16). He should have eaten
only his share, but no more.
In order to successfully enter the PaRDeS, we must therefore have
the devotion, ability, and piety of Ben Azai, coupled with the wisdom,
and spiritual discipline of Ben Zoma. Yet, as we will soon see, even
with all this there still lies a danger, and this danger is the worst, and
most devastating of them all.
The next to enter the PaRDeS was Elisha (Ben Abuya) Aher. He
gazed. What he saw caused him to abandon the Torah. Of all the
three, Elisha reached the highest level, and yet, he fell to the lowest.
It is difficult to imagine, what he possibly saw, standing in the
Brilliant Light of HaShem, that would have caused him to turn his back
so completely on everything that he knew, and everything that he saw.
Elisha ben Abuya was considered one of the greatest of the Sages of
his time, complete in piety, wisdom, discipline, and spiritual wealth.
Yet, he fell to the lowest depths. Why? It just does not make sense
that one of such stature could be toppled. What could it have possibly
been that brought him down?
To answer this question I will quote the words of Rabbi Tzadok
HaKohen. He taught that Elisha gazed upon what is called the "Yihud
Elyon", the supernal unity.
"Regarding Elisha Ben Abuya (Aher) who was considered one of the greatest
Sages, yet he made a grievous error, this being the relationship between the
"Yihud Elyon,” the supernal unity, and the "Yihud HaTahton", the lower
unity.”
He thought that they were two separate ways of Divine providence.
He thought that the entire Torah, and all the mitzvot are given (only)
to those who have not yet perceived the "Yihud Elyon", but only the
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"Yihud HaTahton”. For he thought "there is no King without a people"
who would serve Him (G-d) and do as He wishes.
However, the one who has been able to perceive the "Yihud Elyon,”
[realizes] that there is nothing in existence other than G-d, and that
all is nullified before Him. Therefore, there is no place for Torah,
and mitzvot, for there really is not any free will (to merit reward or
punishment).
Thus, Aher rebelled, meaning he thought that he now had the
permission to violate the entire Torah, thinking that he was clinging to
the "Yihud Elyon.” Even those actions which are the opposite of the
HaShem's will, Elisha did not consider to be evil, for he already "knew"
that all, already is HaShem, and there is none beside Him.
This mistaken view of his, which he considered turning the evil
into good, is called "katzitz b'niti'yot" which means to "cut down the
young saplings". What he "cut" was the union of the "Yihud Elyon,”
and the "Yihud Tahton”. He thought them to be two separate ways of
Divine providence, and the one who perceives the one cannot perceive
(observe) the other.
Elisha made a separation between the aspect of the Divine
providence which flows necessarily because His Kingdom is in all
places, and which is the sustenance of the manifested planes, and
between the "Yihud Elyon" that all is in Him, and nullified before Him,
because He is the Source. Yet, this separation is not HaShem's will, for
in reality they are both one. This subject is very deep, and profound,
how sustenance and nullification are really one and the same.”
Elisha Ben Abuya (Aher) had such great ability. Like Rabbi Akiba,
he had the potential to enter, and exit the PaRDeS in peace. Elisha
was able to experience the "Yihud Elyon" as did Ben Azai, and Ben
Zoma before him.
Elisha was not persuaded to stay above, nor did he not integrate
that which he experienced. Yet, his process of integrating the "Yihud
Elyon" into consciousness was done at the expense of his integration
with the "Yihud HaTahton”. In essence, instead of uniting them
together, and joining the whole as one, Elisha simply exchanged one
spiritual reality for another. By exchanging the realities of the "Yihud
Tahton”, for the "Yihud Elyon," Elisha did not realize that not only was
he not doing something good, but he was actually doing something bad.
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The subtlest danger in the PaRDeS is related to what you do with
what you receive there. We live in a world of darkness. Bringing
light into this world must be done in a correct manner, or the vessels,
designed to hold the light, could be damaged. This has happened
before, and continues to happen now.
The teachings of the holy Zohar, and the writings of the Ari'zal
regarding the shattering of the vessels, and the entrapment of the
sparks of light in the broken pieces is not only a lesson in history,
relating an experience of long ago. The teachings of the original lights
(Nekudim), their fall, and rectification are of a spiritual/psychological
nature. These teachings are to explain to us the processes of the
expansions of human consciousness. Most people studying Kabbalah
today do not know this.
As is known, there is pshat, and there is sod. Sod relates to the
"Yihud Elyon," and pshat relates to the "Yihud Tahton”. Elisha's mistake,
and the mistake of many people today studying Kabbalah is to believe
once you have the one (sod), you don't need the other (halakha). This
error is deadly. It does not kill the physical body immediately, but it
does murder the soul. As we have learned previously Kabbalah, and
Halakha are two aspects of the same thing. Do not deceive yourself!
You cannot have one without the other!
There is pshat, and there is sod. There is Halakha, and there
is Kabbalah. Yet, there is a sod to Halakha, as there is a pshat, and
there is a pshat to Kabbalah, as there is sod. All things, be it, Halakha,
or Kabbalah must be learned, and applied at the sod level. For one
without the other means the nullification of both. Nowhere do we
see this more than in the case of Elisha Aher. (Reference Sefer Even
Sheleymah of the Gaon, Rabbi Eliyahu of Vilna who makes this very
point).
It is true all things come to be by the Hand of HaShem. HaShem is
the Creator of both good, and evil (Yishaya 45:7). Yet, in His wisdom, HaShem
has revealed to us those things that we are to do to make a separation
between the sacred, and the profane. These teachings are as true on the
pshat level, as they are on the sod level. Elisha Aher did not recognize this.
His mistake was repeated 1600 years later by the false messiah Shabtai
Tzvi. One does not come close to HaShem by going the opposite direction
(i.e. into evil). Just because HaShem created both good, and evil, does not
mean that both have a place in the lives and actions of mankind.
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When one experiences the depths of sod, and its profundity, pshat
becomes almost transparent. Yet, this does not mean pshat is to be
ignored. This was Elisha's grievous error. When he was exposed to
the sod, he forgot, or ignored the pshat. HaShem has created pshat, as
He has created sod. Both have their integral places, together, side by
side. Without both, life as we know it cannot continue. Without pshat,
and sod united, we cannot succeed in bringing Mashiah. For sod is
the Mashiah, i.e. the rectifier of pshat. If there is no pshat, then sod is
emasculated. Without pshat, sod looses it's meaning, and context.
To disregard pshat once true sod is perceived is very tempting.
It almost appears that it is the right thing to do, but it is not. Elisha
Aher fell into this subtle trap. He therefore lost his life in this world,
and in the world to come. This is one of the reasons why Torah study
prior to entering the PaRDeS is a prerequisite. Even so, as with Elisha,
there is no guarantee of success in integrating the higher and lower
realities.
Only Rabbi Akiba succeeded in doing this. Of Rabbi Akiba we are
taught, that he entered into the PaRDeS, and exited it, in peace. This
is why Rabbi Akiva’s example is our guide into the PaRDeS, by the
teachings we have brought down to us from his student, Rabbi Shimon
Bar Yohai, the author of the Zohar.
Beyond the individual lessons that we are to learn from the
experience of each Sage, Rabbeynu HaAri reveals that there is still yet
a deeper meaning.
It is written in Sefer Likutei Torah 14B, 15A, that this episode of
entry into the PaRDeS was not your "usual" merkava ascension. On
the contrary, this was something very different.
Rabbeynu HaAri'zal revealed to us that the four Sages were
working in concerted effort to ascend together, and by their combined
power, attempt to rectify the collective blemish of mankind, which was
caused by Adam in Gan Eden. In a way the four were acting as a
spiritual guerilla squad attempting to strike at the heart of the "Other
Side," and, as they say in the military, "take it out." For this reason then
is this episode recorded, to let us know what happened, how and why
they suffered their casualties, and how to proceed on such dangerous
missions in the future.
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We as a race are in a continual state of collective war with the
powers of the "Other Side." They struck the first blow in Gan Eden,
and we have been fighting back, ever since.
It is for this reason, that the coming of Mashiah is always put
in apocalyptic, and military terminology. As HaShem's "troops" we
attempt whatever we can to shine light upon the earth. For, from our
point of view, the earth plane is conquered territory, and Yisrael is
HaShem's "forward guard" in the battle to regain the earth.
Yet, our enemy is formidable. Until the fall, our enemy, the "Other
Side" existed outside of us, in a clear and recognizable form. Yet,
the fall allowed the enemy to become camouflaged within our own
bodies, and souls. The Other Side clings to the light, and surrounds it
completely so it cannot shine, other than through the filter of the klipot.
The klipot thus receive continued sustenance, and we, the bearers of
the light, are continually suppressed.
The four Sages attempted an act of spiritual sabotage against a
very able evil enemy. Their worst opposition, like ours, did not come
from some outside angelic, or demonic force. Their worst enemy was
inside themselves, within their own psyches.
Even Rabbi Akiba, who entered and exited in peace did not escape
completely unscathed. It was not much long after, that the Prince
Shimon Bar Kokhba was defeated, and with him, Rabbi Akiba was
executed in a most hideous manner.
It is possible that the four Sages were fighting the spiritual battle
in coordination with the physical battles waged by the Prince, Bar
Kokhba. The four Sages attempted the spiritual assault, as Bar Kokhba
attempted the physical assault.
It is apparent from the numerous teachings throughout the
Ari’zal’s writings that if the four would have succeeded in their spiritual
"mission," Bar Kokhba would have succeeded in his physical mission.
He would have, there, and then, been made to be King Mashiah. Yet,
when the war above was lost, the war below soon followed suit. This
is in accordance to the great rule; as it is above, so it is below.
Rabbeynu HaAri'zal relates what was the error made by these four
Holy Sages. It is written in Sha'ar Ma'amrei Razal (Hagigah), that the
four Sages each attempted to rectify 1/4 of the blemish in the collective
soul of Adam, and thus jointly, together, rectify the whole thing.
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In kabbalistic language, this then was their mistake.
The
rectification must be in all four of the "Mohin of Abba," which are
Hokhma, Binah, Hasadim, and Gevurot. All four must jointly descend
together into Z.A. Only in such a way, can His Keter be expanded, and
the light of A.K. (Adam Kadmon) shine through Z.A. onto the earth
plane, neutralizing the klipot, and restoring all things to the way they
should have been in the first place.
The assault cannot be a concerted effort of individuals jointly
working together, each performing a different task. The assault must
be comprehensive. Each individual must be completely integrated
within oneself. Each individual must attempt the entire rectification
by oneself. Every individual must be able to perform the rectification
completely, by oneself. It must first be accomplished within oneself.
Only then can it manifest externally, and multiply.
As human beings, there is only so much that we can do to rectify
the world. Our meditations and spiritual disciplines have the ability to
rectify only the internal aspects of the world. The external aspects can
only be rectified when Mashiah comes. Only he will have the power to
make the rectification complete.
As I mentioned previously, what happens below will happen above.
If we fight the good battle, at the psychological/spiritual level, and are
victorious there, the coming of Mashiah will happen automatically.
This is why the correct learning and practice of Kabbalah is so
important. It is only by these practices that we gain the spiritual
strength to attain the necessary spiritual victory. Ben Azai, Ben Zoma,
Aher, and Rabbi Akiba all knew this. They knew what they were up
against. They took their chances. Now, it is our turns.
We have the obligation to do all we can to win the victory in the
battle for our souls. Our enemy, the klipot must be clearly identified.
This is the first step to defeat them.
If we can recognize just what the klipot truly are, we will have
succeeded in stripping them of their camouflage. Once they are
exposed, their defeat is certain, and simple.
Yet, remember, the klipot are within us, they must be removed,
from our actions, our attitudes, our thoughts, and our being. Each
individual must do this by oneself. No one can do just a part, we all
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must integrate the whole within us. Then, and only then, can we as
spiritual warriors, fight the spiritual battle, and thus bring the true
deserved peace to our earth. As Rabbi Tarfon says in Abot (2, 21), "It
is not up to you to complete the work, but you are not free to avoid
your share".
Ben Azai, Ben Zoma, Elisha Aher, and Rabbi Akiva, each tried to
accomplish the ultimate task of Judaism. Each met their fate, as was
their due.
While today we might not have the same power as they did, we
must still have the same commitment, desire, intent, and loyalty.
It was by the hand of HaShem that they did not succeed. It was
not the time, for collective Yisrael was not strong enough. It has been
almost 1900 years since their attempt. Much has happened since then.
After so many years, our souls are finally ready.
We can bring Mashiah. But it is not enough just to "want" it. We
have to make it happen. We do this on the spiritual level, by the power
within us, and within our Torah. The rest will be done by the Hand of
HaShem. Mashiah will come, He is coming now, He is already here,
concealed, and waiting.
We are HaShem's front guard. For too long have we been lax in
our duty. That now must change, lest our enemy make one last final
attack and try to finish us, before we are ready to defend ourselves.
Our battle is an inner one, the klipot must be assaulted, and
overcome. This is the only way to HaShem. The one who wishes to
stand in the presence of HaShem must remove the spiritual static that
hinders this experience.
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Closing Remarks
Revelations

Adding this section to this book came to me as a complete
afterthought. We had already completed everything and I was
reviewing the material to see whether or not I felt it to be complete,
to serve the purpose for which I intend. I had a hunch, a feeling, that
there was still something missing; one last little extra set of teachings
that would be of value.
As a rule, after I go through all my logical calculations in decision
making, if I am still left with a feeling about something, I accept it, as
if, a tap on the shoulder from a “higher source.” I somehow always can
feel my way through a course, regardless of what appears to be the
logical direction. All my years of Torah and marital arts training have
left me sensitive to more subtle realities that the eye cannot see, nor
the mind comprehend.
Over the last few weeks (covering January and February 2007),
I felt that it was important for me to share some of my dream stories
with my KosherTorah.com reading public. There were many lessons I
placed within these writings and they have served to help the many
who have already read them. After careful intellectual and intuitive
contemplation, I decided to add them here.
In the end, when all is said and done, one who practices the
techniques outlined in this book will begin to have dream and vision
experiences of their own. Maybe some will be similar to the ones
that I am presenting to you here. Therefore, here are some of my
dream stories. Understand them and interpret them as you will. Just
remember this, these are my stories; your stories are waiting to be
written.
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Mysteries of the Night

Tonight as I slept, I dreamed. I saw myself flying, not like a bird,
but as a man who could fly by my own might. I soared among the
clouds, going higher and higher towards a place I knew was there but
could not yet see.
Before me, I saw a great wall and I soared towards its heights. Yet,
I could not fly to its top. As I looked at the wall, it turned into a flight
of stairs. These I could walk and so I did. I ascended not by flight but
by walking. I ascended to the top of the stairway and entered into a
strange but familiar land.
This place seemed more real, more vivid than anything I had ever
seen on Earth. While I knew I was dreaming, I also knew in a different
way I was fully awake. I also knew that I was not just in a dream state
or in a different mode of thought; I was actually in a different place, on
an entirely different world.
I could see mountains, waters and the deepest blue skies with
the most brilliant of white clouds. Everything seemed so surreal; no
earthly artist could have painted more vivid colors. In this strange
yet familiar land, I quickly saw that I was not alone.   Coming towards
me from not too far a distance was a group of people. Even before
I could recognize their features, I could see that they were long lost
friends who seemed to know who I was and were very happy to see me
again.
Beautiful they were, yet not in any extraordinary fashion. Their
clothing looked rugged and practical. They did not seem to be dressed
for fashion or impression. They were not exceptionally tall or short, dark
or light; they looked rather like everyday people, but something about
them shined through making them appear to me the most beautiful
people I have ever seen. They seemed so natural, so unpretentious, so
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simple, and so down-to-earth. There was nothing ostentatious about
them. They had a light that shined from their eyes and their smiles.
I was embraced, and kissed with the warmest of affection by all the
members, male and female, young and old. Somehow, I knew this was
a regathering of my family. Now here was something strange, while
we communicated and asked each other of our welfare, I noticed that
no lips were moving. All communication was from one mind to another.
There were no words spoken, no secrets to conceal, nothing but pure
and open communication. Here on Earth such a form of communication
can actually be dangerous. Here in this place, communication could
not be in any other way, nor would I want it to be.
I knew that I was home, yet I also knew how very far away from
Earth I was. With such a feeling of joy and relief, I turned to my family
and said in my mind, let us go home. They smiled at me with a forlorn
smile. In their eyes they said to me how much they would like me to
come back home, but as I already knew, my time had not yet come.
Then, as if our minds were joined, I could see visions inside my
head, and I saw how long ago I chose to go the Earth, how I chose to
remain there to seek out other members of our family who had gotten
lost there. I was a leader and an elder, of all our family I was the
strongest and the most able to descend to Earth and not become lost
like the rest. I knew this to be true and mourned my fate. Although I
knew it was right and indeed necessary, I did so much miss my home and
I so much wanted to return home to be with my family. Nevertheless,
I knew that duty called and that I had a mission.
As we walked along a wooded plain we came to what I recognized
was a holy Temple. I was not only invited to enter, I knew I was
expected to offer a sacrifice. Thinking for a moment, it came to me
that the sacrifice I was to offer was the same one that I offer daily
on Earth, this being my prayers with their associated meditations. I
began in my mind to recite the Amidah prayer along with my own
form of Kavanot meditations that I use to elevate the prayer above. I
chuckled to myself for a moment realizing that I did not have a need
in this place to rise up my prayers, for I was already in this place, and
this was the altar upon which my prayers rise daily.
As I went through my prayers, I saw a rainbow of lights floating
around me. I could see how certain thoughts made the lights glow
one color and then the next. As I focused on the ascent, I could see
an image descending upon the altar. It had the wings of an eagle, the
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face of a lion and its body seems to both glow and burn simultaneously.
With what looked like its talons it grasped my prayer like prey and took
it up. As it ascended it turned to me and smiled, saying thank you, from
all of us. I believe I know what he meant, but I feared then and now
to express what I believe in my heart. As the image disappeared into
the Light, I saw what looked like an explosion of color, like a merging
of forces below and above.
I received certain information that I was told not to repeat, and
unfortunately I forgot it immediately. I was told I would remember
when the moment was right and when the information will be needed.
In my mind, I was told that this is the way knowledge is transmitted
and protected. It is there safely hidden and will be awaken when the
time is right. Again, I chuckled, thinking myself being programmed
like a computer. Somehow, I knew this was right.
Upon completing my service, I arose from before the altar. The
Temple disappeared and I was again standing with my family. We
exchanged information about goings on in other places in the universe,
about other peoples, some like us and others quite different. Our
minds joined and I could see Aravot, the center of our galaxy; I could
see the Light coming forth from the Holy of Holies speaking to me and
assuring me of the way of Heaven. I was told what it is I had to do and
why I was allowed now for this moment to come home.
I understand it now. I understand that although I was dreaming,
by Earth standards, in truth by the standards of this other place, I had
awakened and realized that my life on Earth is really the dream.
As I stood with my family, some with tears in their eyes, yet all of us
with smiles, I felt like I was being summoned back to Earth. As I knew
it was time to depart one of the beautiful people who I believe it best
not to describe called to me and said ever so pleadingly to remember
them. She then communicated to me a special name, repeating it over
and over again, and even spelling it out for me so as to make sure I
would not forget it. This name would be my passage home.
As I awoke I was repeating this name over and over again on my
lips. This dream was so vivid and so real. I laid in my bed for a long
time, remembering and reviewing every detail, every image, every
communication. I understood now what I thought I already knew, but
now I had more than knowledge, I had experience. I know how to
travel through space and time. It is not by machine, but rather by
mind.
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My body is of the Earth, thus when I leave the Earth I have no
need to take my body with me. I leave it here in the safe hands of
those whose job it is to provide protection. I am then free to travel, to
go about, guided by what I know within, that which lies buried deep
within my mind, hidden under layers of conscious thought. Yet, when
my body sleeps, so to does my conscious thought. I am thus free and
aware.
I have come back here to share with you this experience. I know
that many of you also have made this trip. I also know many of you
are my lost family members for which I have come here to collect.
Therefore, I write this to you. Does any of this sound familiar? Is this
all a dream or are we dreaming now?
Without change something sleeps deep within us and seldom
awakens. The time has come for the sleeper to awaken.
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Visions of the Night

In visions of the night, awake and asleep at the same time, after
performing my regular service and midnight devotions, I again traveled
to places far away and into times yet to come.
I saw so many things, much that was understood, and much that
was explained, yet still more that remains a mystery. Not everything
has been ordained; there is still time and room for change. Although
the course of human events is fixed and history will proceed according
to the ancient plan, the fates of individuals are still undetermined. What
is to come will surely be devastating, and it will be quick. Much change
will occur in a very short time and it will come from the skies. The
very foundations of life and sanity will be shaken. Everything that we
know and believe to be true will be challenged and will fundamentally
change forever.
As I slept I could see myself flying in the air rising higher and
higher, through the clouds to a place, I know not where, but to which
I know I was summoned.
I saw myself in Jerusalem, before the holy wall, but this was not
the wall I know from this world, this was the Wall Above. As I stood
before it, it opened before me like a gate and brilliant light poured
forth from within. Before me, I saw a stairway. As I ascended into the
light, everything changed and I saw what looked like a man. I could
not see the details of his face or any other identifying features, but I
could see he looked like an ancient being. I stood there is silence and
in anticipation. I waited to be spoken too; it felt like I waited a long
time. Then as if the being could sense my impatience and confusion,
he spoke to my mind in clear words.
Almost amused with me he said, “You must share what you see;
you will not be believed, but this is not important; witness must be
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made, and you have been chosen.” In a spirit of mixed seriousness,
anticipation and amusement, I acknowledged this charge. I say I was
amused because it felt like the moment was rather melodramatic, like
something out of a fantasy. I sense the being also picked up on how I
was feeling and I received from him a sense of warmth and protection,
as if we were just going through the motions instead of having a
moment of such profound significance.
Again, the scene around me changed and it appeared as if I was
hovering over the earth looking down upon it from space. In my hands,
I saw what appeared to be both a pen and a pad. I heard the familiar
voice say to me, write what you see. I will put the words in your mind
and guide your hand to write.
It appeared as if a large number of shooting stars were falling
down from space and striking the Earth. Each time one hit there was
a flash of light, yet no sound. I thought to myself, am I seeing a coming
atomic war, are these nuclear bombs exploding? I could then hear the
voice of that ancient being speaking to me, as if he was inside my head
and knowing my every thought.
“These lights you see are not what you think; rather they are what they are.
These are the fallen ones of old, who came here long ago and were banished,
washed away in the waters of the ancient flood. For a long time they have
desired to return and take their revenge on Heaven by harming humankind.
They have now returned and have been amongst your people for more than a
generation.
On the outside, they appear as do all humans, but on the inside, they are the
fallen ones, the ones of old who have come back to continue their rebellion and to
capture the Earth with the intent to hold it and its human soul’s hostage. Their
plan is well under way and almost all souls are presently under their dominion.
Indeed, many of your world’s leaders serve them with a combination of both
fear and devotion.

They all know the great Armada of Heaven has already launched and is presently
in transit. They know they have only a few short years left to complete their
plans. Heaven has allowed their rebellion to ferment and to be established.
They pose no difficulty to Heaven and their power will be broken in a moment.
Humanity is subject to this to teach them that in the end to serve the fallen ones
will bring them nothing but pain and suffering.
As it was in ancient Egypt, the exile of the 50 comes before the redemption of
52. Only the man who embraces the daughter can be called the son. Humanity
will learn this great lesson only after the great burn to come. Those who survive
will cry out for help, knowing how they have become imprisoned. Know that
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the fallen ones are among you and it is they and no human power that is in
control of planet Earth.”
I could see myself writing these words as they were being spoken
into my mind. I thought this was all a dream, at least until I woke up
and saw that I had actually scribbled all these works on some sheets of
paper that I do not remember how I retrieved from my office. I must
continue…
I could again see myself in Jerusalem, walking the streets, looking
at people. Some people looked rather holy and special, yet for some odd
reason, they appeared to be like the fictitious Hobbits, they appeared
half the size of normal people. Again, the familiar voice spoke to me
and said, “See before you the righteous of Heaven, here on Earth
they are small, weak and insignificant. This is their protection and
strength, in that they avoid being noticed by the present powers that
be. Concealment is the key to survival; those who know how to conceal
their powers and themselves will be unnoticed in the coming purge
and will survive to become the leaders of the new day.”
These words struck me with such profound conviction. I now had
a brilliant revelation why so many masters of Torah were so unknown.
Now I understood why so many of my teachers refused to teach
publicly or to draw attention to themselves. They intended to remain
anonymous and by doing so, they remained free to pursue their work.
This all made total sense to me and, in a way; I mourned not making
that same decision myself.
I could see myself moving through Jerusalem. Yet, it was as if I
was moving without walking. The sensation seemed strange; but I was
there to go along for the ride, so I did not allow myself the distraction
of the moment. I had a feeling if I allowed myself to pay attention to
how I was moving I would miss the point of where I was being taken.
I focused my attention and then I saw him.
I was no longer in Jerusalem, as I entered a long dark hallway into
an inner room in a building in a city I know all too well. Inside there
he was, surrounded by a very small group of students, maybe less than
a minyan in number. I saw the deep harsh, yet royal tone to his face,
the intense color and look of his eyes, he imbued kingship. Yet, here
he was far from Israel in a place unseen and clearly unknown to all
around him. He noticed me as I recognized him. It seemed as if he
had always known me and was revealing to me his whereabouts, for I
would have need of this information in short time.
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He spoke to me, this time with real words, and told me what it is
that I must do. Mind you, he did not ask me, nor did he order me, he
simply spoke in a matter of fact way and I automatically sensed the
truth of what he spoke. He was in hiding, disguised; no one will ever
find him until he himself wishes to make himself known.
Then, there came a great storm, rushing waters, like a tidal wave.
The city was literally being washed away, taken to the bottom of the
sea. He sat in his hiding place with his students in complete calm.
Although some of them began to raise alarm, he quieted them and
said, wait and watch. Suddenly they just simply vanished. Together
as a whole, he took his people out from before the floods by what I
could only call kefitzat haderekh. He opened a portal in space and
simply went from one space to another. I knew that he was returning
to Aretz. His time to be revealed was at hand.
As he left and went his way, I saw myself going mine. Many things
were shown to me, those that I am allowed to reveal I have done so.
Yet, there are so many more details that I was clearly told to conceal.
I did not need to ask why, that answer I already knew. What this vision
left me with was a clear sense of the reality of our times and what we
all need to do to get through it.
Heaven has already ordained the future course for mankind. The
coming of Mashiah will soon be at hand. Yet, not as fast as many think.
Great upheavals must come first, and then a rebuilding. Only after the
rebuilding, will the Armada arrive. For the great war will come only
for the sake of the rebuilding. While the survivors will be led to believe
that the rebuilding is the redemption. Indeed, it will be nothing other
than the 50th chain of slavery around our necks. Beware of technology,
it is the Pharaoh of our day, he who will capture and hold knowledge in
prison through the implant under the flesh.
The entire world will be turned against the Torah, Israel and
anything associated with Heaven, and the great deception is that this
will all be done in the name of G-d and Heaven. Truth will be reversed.
Those who are fallen will be called holy and the holy will be called the
enemy. The entire world will unite to stop their advancement. The
whole world will be led to believe that the Armada of Heaven is not an
army of redemption, but an army of conquest. In a way, this is true.
Yet, their purpose is to release humanity from their bondage. Yet, if
the slaves chose to fight for their masters, then they will share their
master’s fate.
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Mashiah will not rise up from the land, he will come in his own
way, with his force that will overwhelm all who oppose him, those
forces on the earth, under the earth and above the earth; he is able
and prepared to conquer them all. Only then will we be free and given
the eyes to see the true reality of all the forces that have kept our
minds imprisoned. Until then, he remains safely anonymous, hidden
from all eyes, expect from those whom he wishes to see.
Until this day, cultivate your personal connection with Heaven;
this alone will save you, or the lack of this alone will seal your fate. I
am not allowed to share more, regardless of however much I wish to.
I have already said too much. Those with understanding will perceive
all the hints I have made throughout this short work. Those who do
not, so be it. I was told that I would not be heard. Therefore I do not
expect most reading this to understand. However, some will, those
who least expect it and appear the most confused are the ones who
will reached.
As for the arrogant who always think they understand, who always
think they know; well, their knowledge comes to them from a source
that will forever seal their fate. There is no talking to them, nor
reaching them. I stay away from the arrogant and the know-it-alls.
Let them have their delusions, as for me, I must live in reality; a reality
which very few are willing to see, and even fewer know what to do
with it.
The end will indeed come, yet, not so quickly. Prepare yourselves
psychically, spiritually, intellectually, emotionally and physically for the
long haul. Do not grow impatient. Do not seek human salvation, for
even when it comes it is destined to fail. This too is part of the great
test. Do not be distracted by false signs, for they will abound.
Separate, focus, surrender, and cultivate the intuitive knowledge
of the Will of Heaven. This is the key. Heed it well. As for the rest who
have ears but do not hear and eyes but chose not to see; smile at them
and flatter them. Patronize them and then at first opportunity, flee.
Distance yourself in all ways from those who by their very nature will
bring you down into the depths of despair and defeat.
Do not try to save the world, work upon saving yourselves instead.
The fate of the world is sealed, your fate, however, is still in your hands.
These are the words spoken to me and which were written through my
hand. I have now fulfilled my obligation. It is now up to you to choose
your course.
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Twilight Combat

Last night, I awoke, as is my custom to perform my midnight
devotions and rituals. Yet, something was strangely different. This
night I could sense a very real and immanent presence coming out of
somewhere. Now, feeling a presence is nothing new. There is always
something or someone sensed when one performs the proper rituals
in the proper way; but as I said, this time was different. This presence
was most unlike anything else I had experienced previously. While
other presences are ethereal or distant and required effort to tune
in on, this presence was nothing of the sort. This presence required
effort to ignore; and I had no intention of making such efforts.
Someone or something was clearly not only trying to get my
attention, it was able to penetrate almost every spiritual and psychic
barrier of protection that I normally have erected and surrounding my
family and I at all times. The moment called for me to take special
action of a type normally reserved for the most extreme circumstances.
I had to unleash my ritual sword.
Yes, I do keep a ritual sword, used only under circumstances
requiring the most direct form of intervention is dealing with intruding
spiritual entities. My sword is pure black, of oriental origins, of the
samurai genre. Not only am I proficient in using a sword against
opponents of flesh and blood, I have also been well trained to use the
sword against opponents of a different type. My sword is well marked
with the appropriate holy Names as outlined in the most sacred of
sources. This type of weapon is not to be used or even exposed other
that under the direst of circumstances. Indeed, the last time I had to
make use of the sword was many years ago. Wielding it now was not
something I take lightly. Nonetheless, I knew that this moment, unlike
many before it, required its use.
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I unsheathed the sword of ritual from its traditional scabbard. Like
the trained swordsman I am, I made the appropriate movements and
swings to proclaim my proficiency. I knew that the entity was watching.
My movements served as a message and a warning that I was ready
for as fight. My movements were no mere swings of a sword samurai
style. No, each movement spells out a ritual spelling of Hebrew letters
in Mikhael angelic form. I was, in essence, engraving a holy Name in
the air, one that I am sure the entity would be able to see and recognize.
I was sending out the message that if I was being challenged to battle,
then I would come to fight under the auspices and power of this Name
from on high.
As my sword was gyrating, I felt the presence also circling me. I
centered myself in the middle of the room, sword held before me with
both hands, my feet firmly planted, my mind sharply focused, my body
light and ready to spring, ready to pounce in a moment if this entity
presented me with any kind of physical target. Indeed, I expected at
any moment that it would physically materialize in the form of some
type of animal and attempt to pounce me. I was ready.
As I stood there waiting, I could feel the presence before me, as
if it was ready to make its move. Well, I made my move first. Without
signaling my intentions or my moves, I quickly swerved the sword
above me, swinging it over my left shoulder, pivoting behind my back,
dropping it low and then with my right hand in lead, I thrust it forward,
directly in front of me. What happened shocked me immensely.
My sword struck something. It had penetrated something in the
darkness of the room. At first, I thought I had penetrated the entity,
but something told me, no, that was not it. My sword was embedded
into something, yet what that something was I could not say. Now,
I was not only shocked, I was stumped. I felt like I should let go of
the sword to see what would happen if I did. I opened my grasp and
released the sword from my hand. It did not fall to the ground. It
actually stood there in mid air. I stood erect marveling at this freakish
act. I did not know what to make of it.
Instinctually I thought I should walk around the sword to see, what,
I do not know. Then I truly marveled. The other end of the sword was
not there. I circled the sword round about. I could see it from three
sides, from where I stood and from sides, right and left. But the sword
had penetrated something, right in mid air, and the majority of the
sword had vanished into some type of void.
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Taking in a deep breath, I paused for a moment to consider what
to do next. I again grasped the sword and it did indeed respond to
my command. I began to pull the sword out and it did begin to move,
only it was as if it had been stuck in the earth instead of it the air. The
sword was definitely in something.
I had a hunch. I knew instinctually that I was not being shown this
to ignore it or be afraid of it. So, instead of removing my sword from this
void, I instead thrust it in even deeper. This time it penetrated almost
up to the handle, my blade was almost completely gone, disappearing
into the void of what I could not say. But somehow, I knew what I had
to do next.
Grasping the sword tight, I swung it upwards high and then pivoted
it to the left as far as I could comfortably reach. I felt like I had sliced
a large tear into a piece of tapestry. I then removed the sword. As
I did, a strange and bizarre light penetrated into my darkened room
from what appeared to be a tear that I had made in the fabric of space
itself.
I again lunged the sword forward before me. This time I again sliced
upwards, but then I pivoted and cut to the right. To my amazement,
what appeared to be a large piece of fabric fell back, as if again, I was
cutting my way through to another dimension. I repeated this thrust
twice more, slicing downwards to both my left and then to my right.
Somehow, I had used the sword of ritual to slice and opening between
worlds and an eerie light penetrated into my room.
The hole before me was rather large. I could easily have walked
into it. Yet, I feared to do so. I did however pop my head in and
immediately this confirmed my fears not to walk in. For apparently,
on the other side, over there, it was in the middle of the sky with the
ground being very far below. Had I taken a step inside, that first step
would have been a very long way down. So, I stood there, very well
aware that I had an open vortex to another world just standing in front
of me, for what purpose, I would soon find out.
Then, I could see it. It was flying towards the opening directly
for me. Seeing it coming right at me, I was more than just spooked, I
raised my sword into combat position waiting to fight what I was sure
would be a very short battle. I thought I would get in at least one good
shot before this thing devoured me. It was not everyday a beast of this
nature appears and comes right for you.
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It was large, I would say maybe ten to twelve feet long, maybe
equally that high. It looked like it had the body of a lion, and the
wings of an eagle. It definitely had rather nasty looking large claws,
and it was these that I was sure would soon put me out of my life in
this world. Its face; what can I say. It is unlike anything I have ever
seen here on Earth. It was like a combination of an earthy lion coupled
with a dragon-like nose and mouth. Yet, it was not reptilian. In a way,
there also seemed to be some kind of human component to it, but I am
having a really hard time describing it. It was just so unearthly, unlike
anything I had ever seen or even imaged before.
This was the entity whose presence I had experienced. I took
three steps back from the void, waiting for it to enter into my space. I
would then take my sword, do what I could, and surrender myself into
the hands of Heaven.
The entity came to the hole, he slowed down and I had this strange
reassuring feeling that he meant me no harm. He flapped his wings
to a halt and penetrated into my space half way, his front paws, face
and chest entering into my room and standing before me. I froze. He
meant me no harm and indeed his appearance was rather majestic. I
had a feeling that I was in the presence of royalty. He looked up to
me with that strange lion-like dragon face of his and said to me, “arise
warrior of YKVK (yes, he said the real holy Name), stride my back, I
have been sent to transport you.”
In a strange way, he turned himself about and offered me his back.
I sheathed my sword and strapped it to my side. I then climbed aboard
and in a moment, he (it?) flew back into the sky of this other world
that I was now fully in. Away he took me through the clouds, over the
earth below. It seemed as if we covered a great distance in a very little
amount of time. I could see what appeared to be an almost mystical
looking walled city rising up before us, with tall minaret type pillars
rising into the clouds. Somehow, I knew I was approaching Eden, that
this was the city of the Benei Elohim and that I had been summoned to
be given a message.
The entire experience was so enrapturing that I did not even have
time to be afraid. I was almost in a trance. This all seemed so unreal,
yet at the same time, I knew it was very real. Back on earth, it was
the middle of the night, yet here in this place there was no night. It
was the middle of the day, yet, it was not day, as we understand things
here on Earth. As I said, it was an eerie sort of light, one that defies
my ability to describe.
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This was no dream. No, my sword is quite real, I can turn right
now as I type these words and view it. Taking my sword was no dream.
Making use of the ancient ritual of spiritual combat is no dream. Yet,
everything else, from the moment I entered that other world seemed
so dreamlike, that I wondered if somehow I had gone to sleep and was
now dreaming. This was so unlike anything else I had ever experienced
before, in either a dream or a vision.
I must stop here and ponder how much more I should share. I
already know that I have shared far too much and many of my readers
have long ago dismissed any of this as having any real legitimacy.
However, those of you who are my regular readers know me well
enough to know I have care very little for what others think about me
or of my experiences, dreams and visions.
People can say and believe whatever they wish. They can accept
or reject and I will not care in the least. I reveal what I do because I
want my readers to know that we live in a greater and bigger reality
than what we have been taught to believe. If you walk away from this
story just knowing that, then I will have accomplished my task.
As for the rest of the story, well, I guess it will have to wait, until
the time when I will be led to reveal it. Until then, just accept this as
another story, or more, if you are so inclined.
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Traveling Without
Movement

In visions of the night, as I travel from one place to another, it
is here that I meet the future King. Into his palace was I welcomed.
Surrounded by his entourage, I bowed before his throne. He spoke to
me and said…
“In days gone by, I spoke with your master Rebbe Yisrael and revealed to him
that when the many can follow his passage into this place that this would be the
sign that the Earth is ready for my Kingdom.
Over the years, the ears of many of his students have grown heavy and burdened.
My teachings through him have become clouded and unclear. Therefore, I send
you to strip away all pretensions. Share the truth as it actually is. Teach those
who wish to approach how to do so.
As for those who will attempt to block the path and dismiss your words, know,
that this is the way of Heaven. Each individual must come to recognize truth
in their heart regardless of whatever clouds their minds. They must all learn to
distinguish between the truth and the falsehood.
Only the individual can do this. No group will ever enter the Pardes, only the
one; and he will enter and exit in peace. When I see my subjects come before me,
only then will I come before them on Earth. Therefore, share this message.
Disregard the ridicule of the small. I have already shown you their end. Hide
it, so others will not be persuaded thereby. Let each make his own decision. I
await my subjects and I will surely judge and condemn those who call themselves
my subjects when in fact they are those who rebel against me.”
With these words, I felt a change around me and knew my audience
had ended. What remained in my mind were the teachings of this
essay. I believe the time has come to teach the path of ascent in its
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true psychological parameters and to do away with the religious myth
that has clung to it for all too long.
I am often approached by people who essentially beg me to
teach them mystical powerful spiritual rituals that will enable them
to perform and experience otherworldly deeds. I am rather amused
by these requests and I recognize that the people seeking such these
usually have no idea what it is that they are asking for.
Alternate realities are as much a part of life as is anything else. Like
anything new, they are considered exciting and sought after. Yet, once
one becomes accustomed to recognizing and living in parallel realities
it becomes second nature. One thing about our parallel worlds must
be understood from the start, they are in no way mystical or magical.
Entry to them is not through some magical door or inter-dimensional
portal. The way of passage is built into us, it is part of our nature and
therefore, everyone has access to the other realms. Indeed, everyone
does travel back and forth quiet regularly. Whether or not one does this
in a conscious way and remembers the experience, this is another story.
While I can write on this topic enough to fill an entire book, I believe
that doing so defeats the purpose. For passage into the other world is
not a matter accessed by the intellect. You cannot learn how to travel
from a book. Compare it, if you will, to martial arts. Martial arts are
about movement, about feelings, about intuition. A good martial artist
learns his forms, true, but if forms are all he knows, then his Sensei/Sifu
will be first to tell him that he has not yet mastered anything. One
can read a book about Karate/Kung Fu and even see the forms clearly
portrayed within them within glossy pictures and detailed explanations.
While I cannot speak for all fellow practitioners of the arts, for me at
least, these descriptions, while all excellent, still cannot capture the
spirit and flow of movement that comes with the doing and not just the
learning. This example is the best I can use to describe the spiritual.
Some things simply cannot be learned from books.
Movement between worlds; this is how one travels. Yet, let us
be practical and understand the true nature of other worlds and the
true nature of what it is that needs to travel in order for us to go
there. First, know and understand that other worlds are by definition
different from our own. Whether we are talking about other planets or
parallel dimensions (not to say that there really is a difference between
them), we are still talking about distant places that operate under the
laws of physics that dominate there.
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Science knows all too well that other planets are not like our planet
Earth. Gravity is different, the atmosphere is different, the nature of
the terrain is different, and practically everything about another world
is different from how our Earth is here and now. So then, if we wish
to travel how shall we do it? Science today presents to us the need
to create a sealed Earth-like environment in which we can contain
ourselves and somehow transport this environment (usually in the
form of a space ship) from point A to point B. Technology is pursuing
this course of action, with whatever amount of success that you can
rest assured remained classified information within appropriate
government agencies.
Yet, in order to travel to other worlds, this containment technology
is extremely limited. It would require an investment of so much effort
only to receive so little return. Is there then a better way to travel than
by us taking a piece of Earth along with us? The answer to this has
been known and practiced here on Earth by cultures around the globe
for millennia. Of course, there is a better way. The only reason why
we need space ships and their expensive and limited technology is to
enable us to travel taking a piece of Earth along with us so that our
physical bodies can survive along within them.
Yet, what if we did not need to take our bodies along for the ride?
What if we could somehow detach our consciousness from our bodies
and somehow transport it to whatever other place and once there
inhabit a body that is indigenous to that location? In this way, travel
would be far less expensive and less complicated. We would be able
to stay for as long as we wished and we would not have to worry about
environmental incompatibilities or running out of supplies. Can you
see where this is going?
Intergalactic travel and inter-dimensional movement has been
going on forever. We are forever traveling elsewhere and beings from
beyond have forever been traveling here. We and they do not need
flying saucers or star ships because there is this other, better way to
travel. In order to jump vast distances in space and even to penetrate
inter-dimensional doorways, one does not use a space ship, but a rather
different form of traveling device. In Torah/Kabbalistic literature, the
nature of this travel is well discussed, however it is not formatted in
the intellectual format of a manual for usage because this is not the
way to do these things.
This mode of travel has been given different names through the
centuries. In Biblical times, it was referred to as the Merkava. In the
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Talmud, it is referred to as the Descent into the Pardes. In later literature,
mention is made of the Haluka D’Rabbanan, the inner body that exists
within and yet permeates our physical one. Herein lies the key.
In order to travel beyond our physical limitations, we need to
be able to release our consciousness from its present habitat of the
physical body in a non-permanent manner. Separating consciousness
from the body is easy; all one has to do is kill the body and the separation
is complete. Yet, this manner of disconnection is rather “over-kill.”
Once done, it cannot be undone, and this defeats the purpose of any
kind of travel. Therefore, death is not the answer. However, death
does provide for us a clue.
Once we die, meaning once our consciousness is permanently
released from the physical body, what type of form do we then inhabit?
We inhabit what I referred to above as the Haluka D’Rabbanan body.
Some today call in an astral body; others might call it a Chi body.
The name and title is not important. What is important is for us to
recognize that this is an aspect of our physiology and anatomy that
transcends physical reality.
In other words that which makes us who we are, what we call
our consciousness, or our soul (Neshama, in Hebrew), is somehow
attached to our physical bodies for the period of time we call life on
this Earth. The essential nature of our Neshama/soul/consciousness
transcends anything physical. Its anatomical nature is not formed of
matter, as we know it and therefore has no innate anchor to attach
itself directly to physical flesh formed by the positively charged matter
making up our universe.
In order for our Neshama to become attached to physical flesh, it
must first inhabit a form that enables it to be fully functional. This is its
first body, the Haluka D’Rabbanan. The nature of this body is physical,
in a sense, but it is not made of physical matter. Rather, its material
composite is made up of what we today will call energy. The type of
energy I am referring to is a sort of electro-magnetic energy and it has
many names. Yet, the composite of this body is not, I repeat is not, the
life force energy of the universe, referred to in Hebrew as Nefesh and
in the Orient as Chi. This energy body that houses our consciousness,
this astral body, Haluka D’Rabbanan is in Hebrew referred to as the
Ruah. It is the form given to the “breath of life” that G-d breathed
into Adam back in Eden. It is what allows for the spiritual/physical
connection to occur.
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The physical body, like all matter in this universe is held together
by an energy force. In Hebrew, this energy is called Nefesh, in the
orient it is called Chi; still others have given it a modern name, Orgone.
Whatever its name, it serves the necessary function of being the life
force energy in our universe. This energy is a commodity; it is not
personal, nor conscious. It can be compared to anything else of value.
Indeed, this energy is the currency of our universe. All life depends
upon it. One who has a lot of this energy is strong and wealthy, whereas
one who lacks it is weak and poor. Nefesh/Chi/Orgone energy resides
within the blood in the physical body.
It is the reason why blood sacrifices were performed in the
ancient Temple. When one’s blemished acts essentially stole Nefesh/
Chi/Orgone from the universe, one had to repay. Life for life, energy
for energy; this is the Law of the universe. This context will also help
us understand the numerous scripture verses throughout the TaNaKh
that speak about the “poor of spirit.”
This Nefesh energy field is what holds matter together. It itself is
not a conscious entity; however it can be manipulated and used by the
Haluka D’Rabbanan body. This ethereal body of ours is nourished by
this Nefesh energy. It is its food. The more that we do that cultivates
Nefesh, the stronger, healthier and more powerful we become. Also,
the abundance of Nefesh enables one easier access to one’s Haluka
D’Rabbanan level of consciousness. This access is defined as the
conscious manipulations of the mind through the processes that we
have come to call meditation.
Therefore, in traditional Kabbalistic literature we are taught that
there are three levels of soul, referred to as the NaRaN, standing for
the Nefesh, Ruah and Neshama. Now we can understand them outside
of theology, philosophy and religion and recognize them as the actual
anatomical realities that they truly are.
Nefesh is the life force energy that holds the molecular structure
of matter (and thus our physical bodies) together. Ruah is that second
body, the Haluka D’Rabbanan made up on an energy field that is
compatible with the Nefesh energy and serves to integrate and unite
our Neshama souls with the physical body. This merger is thus enabled
through the Nefesh/Chi/Orgone.
When the Nefesh is strong, the Haluka D’Rabbanan can manifest
greater parts of the Neshama consciousness into the physical mind in
the physical body. This is the sought after spiritual state that some call
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enlightenment. Needless to say, there are numerous levels and grades
to his experience.
Understand this well. That which is our true identity is our
Neshama soul. Our Neshama is attached to our Haluka D’Rabbanan,
which in turn enters into the body. The Neshama soul emanates from
a source outside of what we understand as space/time. Its source is
from a dimension outside of the creation spoken of in Genesis. Due to
this, only a small portion of our Neshama is actually able to squeeze
itself into our Haluka D’Rabbanan body. This means only a fraction of
our true consciousness is accessible to us even on the so-called astral
plane.
When the Haluka D’Rabbanan body squeezes itself into the
physical body of flesh and blood, our consciousness is even more so
restricted. This is the reason why our minds are split between the
conscious and the unconscious. Our conscious mind deals with our
every day reality living in the physical body. Our unconscious takes
care of a whole lot more, including the operations of the body, the
maintenance of Nefesh/life-force energy and the relationship with the
Haluka D’Rabbanan and the higher planes of consciousness.
In order for us to access areas of our being unknown to us in
the flesh, we have to delve deep within our inner minds, within our
unconscious, for it is here that we will find access to other experiences
and knowledge, open to those levels of existence, while closed to
the conscious mind. The procedure of entering this inner space and
traveling therein is what our Sages called the descent before the
Merkava. The Merkava is the archetypal image that signifies both
connection and movement. Herein lies the secret to intergalactic and
inter-dimensional travel.
The consciousness at the level of the Haluka D’Rabbanan is greater
than that related to physical reality. This is simply because the Haluka
D’Rabbanan is not limited to the physical body and can therefore see far
beyond it, in both time and space. Remember, only the physical body
exists in the relative dimensions of linear time and space. The Haluka
D’Rabbanan body is native to another form of existence different from
flesh and blood. It exists in its own realm and lives by the natural laws
that govern that domain.
Therefore, one who can penetrate the layers of the mind and
become aware of the consciousness at the Haluka D’Rabbanan level
can actually see thing far away in both time and space. This is how
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prophecy was achieved and how psychic powers work. This has
nothing to do with religion, theology or faith. This is a natural, organic
and anatomical innate ability completely within the realm of human
potential experience.
If one wants big muscles, one works out in the gym and one can
develop a really strong body. The same principle applies to the mind.
If one works out the mind and becomes a “mind-builder” by lifting
the mental weights of meditational practices, one indeed develops
tremendous mental abilities that truly enable one to be far more than
can be possibly imaged.
Stripping away the conscious mind to become aware of the inner
mind is no easy task. There are many confusing things inside our minds
that can easily steer the aspiring soul off the path of truth. The most
important lesson that one must learn when one attempts to expand
one’s mind into another realm is to know that on that other side, we
are most definitely not alone.
The Haluka D’Rabbanan body inhabits its own universe just as
our physical body inhabits this universe. Just as we are not alone in
this universe, neither are we alone in any other. When we begin to
experience an awareness of a higher consciousness one of the first
experiences most have is the presence of others.
Now, these others, native to that place, do not always identify
themselves, be this for good or bad. Compare it if you will to one
waking up from a sleep. Who is surrounding him at the moment? This
depends upon where he is sleeping and whom he surrounds himself
with. This same principle holds true with the Haluka D’Rabbanan
consciousness. Being that this level of body is not physical, the best
way we can describe it is magnetic.
What it attracts (or repels) depends upon the nature of
consciousness. Here is where good and evil come into play. In the
Haluka realm, likes attract likes. Therefore, if you are truly a good
person at heart, you will attract to yourself and be surrounded by
like-minded good-hearted entities. However, the opposites is equally
true, if deep-down at heart, one is bad, evil and selfish, one will attract
like minded entities who will be as equally honest or deceptive as the
individual himself.
This is why hypocrites who believe themselves righteous, who
practice these techniques always have revelations from entities that
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only reinforce their false views and beliefs. This is the source of false
prophecy. And the law in this case is rather strict, a false prophet is to
be put to death. Deception in this world is bad enough, to reinforce it
with power from a higher dimension is not tolerated. This is a violation
of boundaries that Heaven does not tolerate.
Torah was given to us to teach us how to refine our psychological
character and how to properly align both our bodies and minds to
be correctly attuned to that place where our souls are supposed to
ascend. One cannot ascend if one’s physical body is not properly
prepared through the physical observance of the mitzvot. This is why
Torah commands us to do certain things, like wear Tefillin, eat kosher,
observe laws of sexual purity and the like. The proper performance of
these things aligns us internally so that when we ascend we can go to
the proper places.
Now remember, ascent is a psychological trip, we are not going
anywhere physically. We do not send our Haluka body out of our physical
body to roam the Earth. Those who do this are usually predators
looking to steal Nefesh energy from whatever weak and open sources
they can find. This is the truth underlying vampirism, demonic attacks
and the like. It is also the cause of certain psychological problems.
When we ascend properly, we seek to delve into the depths of
our own unconscious minds. We must first penetrate and peal away
all primitive and foolish thoughts, as well as repressed emotions and
wishful thinking. In the Kabbalah, these are called the Klipot, the
improper forms that surround and encase sparks of truth, light and life.
We must develop mental discretion to recognize these and to dismiss
them when they come to mind. This is what the Kabbalah refers to as
the act of sifting the entrapped sparks from the fallen vessels. Only
then can we expand into proper Haluka consciousness.
Know and understand that underlying all physical matter is the
Nefesh/Chi/Orgone energy force that unites everything in the physical
universe. This is not a statement of spirituality; this is a statement
of scientific fact. All physical matter kind of like floats on top of this
ocean of energy. The human Neshama whether expressed through
the Haluka body or above it hovers over this energy field. The human
Neshama is our true essence; it is our Higher Selves, often referred to
as our Magid (spiritual guide) or Guardian Angel. Being that we are
so detached and removed from knowing our own inner essence, that
same essence will initially appear to the novice as being someone else,
when in fact, it is none other than our own Higher Selves.
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We are a part of our Higher Selves and when we access
consciousness to this we can see with the greater eyes that our Higher
Selves can see. At this level, we can recognize and experience how the
entire universe is structured and how everything floats in a way on this
sea of Nefesh/Chi/Orgone. One recognizes through experience how
all matter is essentially connected to all other matter and all matter is
essentially under the control of the power of mind. When one’s mind
can hover over matter, one can see all, including the thoughts of others
at the level of the physical world. This is how telepathy works and how
both good and bad spiritual entities can know human thoughts. This
realm is referred to by non-Jews as the Akashic Records. Our Sages
also referred to this when they said that Adam, before the fall, could
see from one end of the universe to the other.
One who therefore has control of the Neshama mind/soul can
manipulate matter by sheer force of will. This is the explanation of
prophetic and other psychic powers of mind over matter. Being that
the Neshama mind/soul exists above the field of matter, it can also
transverse it as a matter of choice. Indeed, the proper way to travel
through both space and time in the physical domain is through the
power of thought. Indeed, travel occurs at the speed of thought, a
speed far greater than the speed of light. Again, the existence of mind
travel has been scientifically proven in experiments made over twenty
years ago in Europe. I say this to again emphasize these teachings
are not just religious theology, what we believe to be true, they are far
more than just beliefs, they are indeed facts, ones that can be tested
and confirmed.
With regards to travel, it is not necessary for the Haluka body to
leave the physical one. For indeed, through the Neshama mind/soul one
can raise up one’s consciousness out of the physical body and even out
of the Haluka body and center oneself into Neshama consciousness. It
is from this place that one can enter and exit in peace from the Pardes.
This is the definition of descending before the Merkava. For when in
Neshama consciousness one can naturally see and know all that one’s
Neshama mind/soul experiences from its standpoint of presence in a
higher dimension. This is also referred to in Hebrew as Hasagat Ruah
HaKodesh, Divine Inspiration.
When one can commune with one’s inner Neshama mind/soul,
one can indeed see beyond the limitations of time and space. This
is the ultimate goal of mankind, the restoration of our original state
of Adam, before our imprisonment in the realms of physical flesh
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(eating the forbidden fruit; the fall in Eden). The process for
accomplishing this is rather easy to explain, however much more
difficult to put in practice.
In order for one to cultivate the “mental muscle” one must perform
mental exercises the like of which are well developed in authoritative
meditative traditions. One must learn how to detach one’s attention
from the distractions and attractions of this physical world. One must
accept the statement and then learn to realize personally that our
physical universe is truly just a veil that conceals a higher reality, a
reality that is accessed not from the outside but rather from within.
Meditative techniques in the Torah tradition abound, they are
found in all too many sources. The underlying connection between
them all is cultivating the realization of the absolute singularity of
the universe, that everything truly is connected and has one source,
a source that we call HaShem, the Creator. This is the meaning of
the Shema Yisrael. One must cultivate an awareness of this Singular
Presence in everything and in every place. When one can come and
see the underlying unity in all apparent diversity one has taken the
first step is accessing this power and enabling oneself to become a
vehicle for its focused manifestation.
The Nefesh/Chi/Orgone energy is the energy field that is an
expression of this Singularity. It contains within it an even more refined
spark of life. This essence of this Nefesh/Chi/Orgone is the Living
Consciousness of the Creator indwelling within it. This indwelling we
call in Hebrew the Shekhina.
After one has taken this first large step one needs to be able to
peal away all of one’s personal mistaken ideas, feelings and deeds (the
klipot), for these attract to one all the hindrances of movement and
vision one encounters along the path of awareness. This is psychology
to the ultimate degree, where one must explore all of one’s inner
space and address and rectify all of one’s inner personal problems and
blemishes.
Needless to say, it is in this endeavor where most people fail.
Instead of proceeding many will use the small amounts of acquired
power gained and use it for selfish purposes. This is how witchcraft
and the occult operate, and there are numerous entities in those other
planes who seek every opportunity to connect with such wayward
souls, in the attempt to steal their Nefesh/Chi/Orgone energy as well
as to use these souls as agents to also steal from others. Nothing
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mystical or magical here, this is just another expression of what I refer
to as spiritual mechanics.
Obedience to Torah therefore provides us a pathway through the
darkness of the unconscious and brings us into the Light of Awareness.
One needs a teacher who can guide one on an individual basis. This
path cannot be walked in groups. It cannot be taught in classes. It
cannot be performed in public. This is a private and personal endeavor.
It is not geared towards changing the world, but rather to changing
oneself. One who walks this path properly will know these things.
One who chooses to err will draw different conclusions and as a result
will ultimately bare the consequences of one’s choices.
Let what I have written be sufficient for your contemplation.

Received and written on Zayin Adar
in honor of Moshe Rabbeynu.
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